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1.

WELCOME AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

1.1. READING OF THE STATEMENT OF ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

1.2. READING OF THE DIVERSITY STATEMENT

2.

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES

3.

DECLARATIONS OF CONFLICT OF INTERESTS AND PERSONAL INTERESTS
Declaration by Administrators of any Conflict of Interest pursuant to Section 130 of the Local
Government Act 2020 (the Act) in any items on the Agenda Paper. (Note that Section
130(2)(a) of the Act requires Administrators to disclose the nature of a Conflict of Interest
immediately before the relevant consideration or discussion). Section 130(2)(b) also requires
that the Administrator declaring a Conflict of Interest exclude themselves from the decisionmaking process in relation to that matter.

4.

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME
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5.

OFFICERS' REPORTS FOR CONSIDERATION

5.1.

GENDER EQUITY & FAMILY VIOLENCE PREVENTION STRATEGY

Officers’ Reports
A Safe and Equal Casey: Gender Equality and Prevention
of Violence Against Women Strategic Plan

ITEM: 5.1.

Community Life
Connected Communities and Safer Communities

Callum Pattie and Daniel Osborne

Purpose of Report:

To recommend the adoption of ‘A Safe and Equal Casey: Gender Equality
and Prevention of Violence Against Women 2022-2032' Strategic Plan.

Recommendation
That Council adopts ‘A Safe and Equal Casey: Gender Equality and Prevention of Violence
Against Women 2022-2032' Strategic Plan.

Officer General or Material Interest
No Council officers involved in the preparation of this report have a general or material interest in matters for
consideration.
Council Plan Reference
2.1 Create a resilient, active and connected community
3.1 Create an adaptable, innovative and financially sustainable organisation that delivers maximum
community benefit
Executive Summary
The City of Casey has a longstanding commitment to promoting gender equality and preventing violence
against women. Council has been implementing an impactful program of gender equality and prevention of
family violence work over several years. Following the introduction of the Victorian Gender Equality Act
2020, Officers, with the community, have been exploring how to take this work further; to go beyond
mandatory requirements and realise significant long-term gains, both in the workplace and in the
community.
A Safe and Equal Casey: Gender Equality and Prevention of Violence Against Women Strategic Plan 20222032 outlines how Council will, in partnership with community, deliver on its commitment to gender equality.
It has a ten-year focus in recognition of the long-term, systemic and transformative changes that are needed
to address inequalities and prevent violence against women. It has been developed based on an extensive
consultation process, Council learning from existing work in this space, as well as evidence and best
practice in relation to what works to prevent violence against women.
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The Strategic Plan will provide an integrated long-term vision and direction for both workplace and
community gender equality and prevention of violence against women initiatives.
On 7 June 2022, a Council Briefing was provided to share information and seek feedback on the draft Plan.
Feedback has been addressed and the attached Strategic Plan is now presented to Council for adoption,
prior to communicating with staff and the community to launch the Plan.
Background
Casey has some of the lower gender equality rankings compared to other municipalities across Victoria
(ABS Census 2016, VicHealth 2015). As the closest tier of government to community, it is incumbent upon
Council to lead in the pursuit of gender equality and the prevention of violence against women, and to set
the tone and standard for the broader Casey community.
The last 18 months have seen significant legislative changes and reforms regarding gender equality, and a
range of critical initiatives have been developed by Council in response. This includes both external-facing
work that supports the equal participation of women, girls and diverse genders in community life, and
inward-looking work that seeks to create an equal and respectful workplace for all.
The ten-year Strategic Plan recognises that transformational change in complex issues such as gender
equality and the prevention of violence against women requires long-term commitment and action. This
requires a whole-of-council approach, which means that gender equality and prevention of violence against
women is built into every part of Council’s work.
The Plan lays out the broad parameters of the approach, including a vision, five goals to address the
underlying drivers of violence against women, guiding principles and a roadmap or theory of change,
articulating how Council plans to create or influence change over the ten-year period.
It is important that this Plan does not prescriptively lay out the next ten years, but fosters collaboration and
problem-solving processes with Casey’s communities that enable solutions to emerge, and can be adapted
as Council learns and refines through implementation.
The Plan will provide a shared direction and action plans for both workplace and community initiatives,
including:


Supporting communities with intersecting forms of discrimination to be heard and lead or co-lead in
program initiatives. This will include deep consultation and collective impact initiatives with First
Nations communities, LGBTIQA+ communities, women living with disabilities, culturally and
linguistically diverse communities and refugee and asylum seekers.



Engaging men and boys through healthier masculinities programs and allyship.



Strengthening the community Gender Equality Taskforce, a group of over twenty women from
different socio-economic backgrounds, cultural groups and LGBTIQA+ communities in Casey, all
dedicated to the promotion of gender equality, leading community initiatives and providing a gender
lens to key Council policies.



Building and strengthening partnerships with community, service providers and community-based
organisations to understand priorities and learning needs.



Awareness raising through public campaigns and programs.



Providing internal and external opportunities for evidence-based learning and practice about gender
equality and prevention of violence against women utilising place-based approaches.
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Implementing the priorities of the workplace Gender Equality Action Plan (GEAP):
o Preventing and responding to workplace sexual harassment
o Establishing our architecture (systems, policies and data)
o Building gender equality awareness, commitment and capacity.



Undertaking Gender Impact Assessments and applying a gender lens to all Council work, including
budgets.

Community Engagement
A cross-Council project working group was established to collaborate and develop all aspects of the
Strategic Plan, including the theory of change, guiding principles and the monitoring, evaluation and
learning framework. Further consultations were held with over twenty different community organisations and
sector leaders.
Key feedback from these consultations was that deeper engagement is needed in the foundational years of
the Strategic Plan (and throughout the life of the Plan) to collectively identify and decide priorities for distinct
groups. As a result, the initial two years of the community-focused action plan will prioritise deep
engagement with communities to collectively identify priorities and actions, support partner organisations
and communities to test community-led, local innovations and continue to strengthen Council-led activities.
During the Council Briefing on 7 June 2022, Administrators provided further feedback on the draft Plan.
Financial Implications
Resourcing for the Strategic Plan is either within departmental budget allocations or pending approval. Most
identified actions for year one have been proposed through 2022/23 business planning processes. Several
discrete projects under the Strategic Plan will require additional resourcing and will be delivered through
ePMO.
Conclusion
Gender equality and the prevention of violence against women are long-term social change goals and
require an integrated whole-of-council approach that strengthens systems and organisational culture. The
adoption of A Safe and Equal Casey will position Council as an organisation that goes beyond legislative
requirements and creates genuine gender equality outcomes in the workplace and community.
Attachments
1. FINAL Casey _ GEPVAW Strategic Plan [5.1.1 - 44 pages]
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Attachment 5.1.1

A safe
and equal
Casey
Gender equality and prevention of
violence against women strategic plan
2022–2032
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY + DIVERSITY STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
OF COUNTRY

DIVERSITY
STATEMENT

A SAFE AND EQUAL CASEY
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The City of Casey proudly acknowledges
the traditional owners, Casey’s Aboriginal
communities and their rich culture and
pays respect to their Elders past, present
and future.

We acknowledge Aboriginal people
as Australia’s first peoples and as the
traditional owners and custodians of
the land on which we work and live.

The City of Casey is home to a
remarkable diversity of cultures,
languages, faiths, identities, landscapes,
and stories. From our first Australians to
our most recent arrivals and every wave
between, the City of Casey welcomes and
represents all community members and
their respective ambitions to live healthy,
rewarding, and happy lives.

These intersecting and overlapping
community stories form Casey’s collective
identity and contribute to its evolving, rich
history. We recognise this diversity as our
strength and we aim to share, nurture,
and celebrate it.

This strategic plan was
developed in consultation
with a wide range of
organisations and
stakeholders across the
City of Casey. Thank you
to all the individuals and
groups who gave up their
valuable time to input
into this strategic plan.

01
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INTRODUCTION

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR OF ADMINISTRATORS

MESSAGE FROM THE
CHAIR OF ADMINISTRATORS

As Chair of Administrators for the City of Casey, I am delighted to
present our community with A Safe and Equal Casey: Gender Equality
and Prevention of Violence Against Women Strategic Plan 2022-2032.
In 2021, as the impacts of COVID-19
continued to be felt globally, the World
Economic Forum estimated that closing
the global gender inequality gap will now
take 135.6 years. In the same report
Australia ranked 50th in the world. In
Casey, we see these inequalities
expressed through the high reported rates
of intimate partner violence, perceptions of
safety in public spaces and social norms
around household decision making.
This must change. Everyone, including all
those living and working in the City of
Casey deserves to live in a safe and equal
society, have equal access to power,
resources and opportunities and be
treated with dignity, respect and fairness.

A SAFE AND EQUAL CASEY
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This Strategic Plan outlines how Council
will, in partnership with community, deliver
on our commitment to gender equality.
The plan has a ten-year focus as we
recognise the long-term, systemic and
structural changes that are needed to
address inequalities and prevent violence
against women. This timeframe will ensure
that we continue to take a whole-ofCouncil approach that builds gender
equality and primary prevention into every
part of our work.
A Safe and Equal Casey has incorporated
insights and feedback from organisations,
community members and staff through an
extensive consultation process during
2021/22. Through this we heard that deep
engagement is needed to do this work
justice. As a result, this plan does not
prescriptively lay out the next ten years,
but rather aims to foster collaboration and
problem-solving with our community.

Noelene Duff PSM
Chair of Administrators
City of Casey
This is why the first phase of the plan is
committed to building the foundations and
relationships of trust with community and
connecting and developing partnerships
across the municipality.

Working towards gender equality and the
prevention of violence against women is
challenging, but empowering and
transformational work. Each and every one
of us has responsibility and a role to play.

We will be guided strongly by our
principles, outlined in this document, as we
believe that the process itself is just as
important as the outcomes. We need to
understand who is at the table contributing
to change and, as importantly, who is not
at the table. We want to ensure that all
voices are not only heard but influencing
and making decisions that affect their lives.
We will centre the experiences of those
who face intersecting forms of
discrimination, including Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander communities,
culturally and linguistically diverse
communities, women with disabilities and
LGBTIQ+ communities.

I invite everyone to join us on this exciting
journey as we work towards our vision, that
everyone is safe and equal in the homes,
workplaces and communities that make up
our City of Casey.

02
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INTRODUCTION

COMMITMENT STATEMENT + OUR VISION

COMMITMENT STATEMENT
The City of Casey has a longstanding
commitment to promoting gender equality
and preventing violence against women.
A Safe and Equal Casey: A Gender
Equality and Prevention of Violence
Against Women Strategic Plan 2022-2032
is a transformative and whole of Council
ten-year strategic plan to support gender
equality and prevent violence against
women in Casey. It has been developed
on the basis of an extensive consultation
process, Council learning from existing
work in this space, together with evidence
and best practice in relation to what
works to prevent violence against women.
Gender equality is a human right and
a shared responsibility. All members of
Council and community have the right
to live in a safe and equal society, have
access to equal power, resources and
opportunities and be treated with dignity,
respect and fairness.

A SAFE AND EQUAL CASEY
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OUR VISION
Gender equality provides all people,
regardless of gender, opportunities to
do their best work, live their best and
contribute meaningfully to society.
Importantly, it is also a precondition to
the prevention of violence against women.
As the closest tier of government to
community, Council workforce and
decision-makers should be representative
of the people it serves. It is incumbent
upon Council to lead in the pursuit of
gender equality, and to set the tone and
standard for Casey’s local population.

Everyone is safe
and equal in the
City of Casey.

The City of Casey acknowledges the
gender equality principles outlined in
the Gender Equality Act and – through
this strategic plan– aims to meet and
exceed its commitments.

03
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OUR STRATEGY
ON A PAGE
There has never been a
more important time to
drive gender equality and
prevent violence against
women.
As the closest tier of government to
Casey communities, we can provide
a whole of community approach.
However, addressing these issues
is complex and challenging.
We recognise that transformational
change in these complex issues
requires long-term commitment
and action.
Therefore, through consultations
with groups across Casey
communities, we have designed
a flexible and adaptive ten-year
strategy to guide our work.

Our goals
Based on the drivers
of violence against
women

How will we know
if we are making
a difference?

People are not
constrained
by gender
stereotypes
and social norms

Organisations,
institutions and
public places are
safe, fair and
equitable

Women and diverse
genders are
independent and
actively engaged
in all spheres of
decision-making

Positive, equal
and respectful
relationships are
strengthened

Men and boys
develop healthier
masculinities and
positive peer
relationships

How and in what ways does
context influence the progress
of the strategy?
Strategy impact

The focus of our measurement, evaluation and
learning will shift as we move through the strategy
phases, and is guided by our Key Evaluation Questions

To what extent are we
adhering to our principles?

Short and medium term changes

How well are we doing things and
are we reaching the right people?

Context and ways of working
Building foundations

What actions
will we take?

To what extent are we learning
and adapting?
Middle phase (3-7 years)

Early phase (1-2 years)
Building foundations, connecting
and building relationships

Testing and iterating local
solutions; scaling up for
systems change

Engage deeply with
communities to collectively
identify priorities and actions

Support partner organisations and
communities to test community-led,
local specific innovations

01

Our strategic
objectives

Key Evaluation
Questions

Later phase (8+ years)
What changes are we
contributing to?

Achieving transformational
change

Continue and
strengthen councilled activities

02

Improve Council’s
awareness, attitudes,
capabilities and practice

03

Learn together about
what works in the City
of Casey

04

To foster communities in Casey
that are inclusive, support and
promote gender equality, and
reject violence against women

To work with partners and
community in supporting gender
equality and developing and
implementing prevention of
violence against women
initiatives

To ensure Casey Council
services, programs and policies
are gender equitable, and
inclusive of strategies preventing
violence against women

To build an organisational culture
that is safe and equitable, where
all employees can bring their
whole selves to work

Council as a connector

Council as a supporter

Council as a service provider

Council as a leader

We will use our community
connections to bring together
diverse groups and organisations
to take action for primary
prevention

We will support individuals,
organisations and groups in the
community to take their own
actions for primary prevention, as
well as advocating for changes

We will engage with community
members across their entire
lifespan, providing an opportunity
to address drivers of inequality
and violence in the delivery of our
core services

We will lead by example by
embedding primary prevention in
all aspects of how we operate as
an organisation and as decisionmakers

Our principles
We are led by communities
and build on their strengths
We recognise and challenge power
dynamics, including our own
We take intersectional forms of
oppression, discrimination and
privilege into account
We understand one size does
not fit all
We draw on evidence and diverse
knowledges, especially those with
lived experience of inequality and
gender-based violence
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How can the
City of Casey
address the
problem?
Our role as local
government

What is behind
the problem?

What is the
problem?

The evidence tells us that
violence against women is driven
by gender equality, including:

Condoning
of violence

Rigid gender
roles

Men’s control of
decision making

Male peer
relationships

1 in 3

1 in 5

1 in 3

131 per 10,000

26%

women have
experienced
physical violence
since the age of 15

Australians believe
domestic violence
is a normal reaction
to stress

think it is natural
for a man to want
to appear in control
of his partner in front
of his male friend

women in Casey
experience family violence,
which is higher than the
Victorian state average

of women and 70% of
men in Casey feel safe
in public space at night
04
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WHY HAVE A GENDER EQUALITY AND PREVENTION
OF VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN STRATEGIC PLAN?

WHY HAVE A GENDER EQUALITY AND
PREVENTION OF VIOLENCE AGAINST
WOMEN STRATEGIC PLAN?
The City of Casey’s Strategic Plan is aligned to Change the
Story, Australia’s national shared framework for the primary
prevention of violence against women.
We are focusing on violence against
women because violence affects
women disproportionately in Australia,
occurring across all socio-economic and
demographic groups. Evidence is clear
that this violence is gendered in nature
and overwhelmingly perpetrated by men.1
Violence against women occurs across
cultures and communities. It affects
women’s well-being and prevents them
from fully participating in society.
International and Australian research
clearly demonstrates that violence against
women is driven by gender inequality.2
Gender inequality is where women and
men do not have equal social status,
power, resources or opportunities, and
their voices, ideas and work are not
valued equally by society.

Having a low level of support for gender
equality is the strongest predictor of
attitudes supporting gendered violence
or violence against women. 3 Primary
prevention of violence against women
aims to stop violence before it starts
by addressing the underlying drivers
of violence.
There are four key expressions of
gender inequality that drive violence
against women:
•

Condoning of violence against women

•

Men’s control of decision-making and
limits to women’s independence in
public and private life

•

Rigid gender stereotyping and
dominant forms of masculinity

•

Male peer relations and cultures
of masculinity that emphasise
aggression, dominance and control.4,5

DEFINITIONS
Gender
The socially learnt roles, behaviours, activities and attributes that any given society considers
appropriate for men and women. It is not the same as sex, which is the biological and physical
characteristics to define humans as male or female. When we refer to ‘women’ or ‘men’ we
include feminine- or masculine- identifying people, including transgender, cisgender and
others who identify themselves across the spectrum of the gender identities.

Gender diverse/non-binary people
An umbrella term used to describe all those whose gender identity may not correlate with
their biological sex assigned at birth.

Violence against women
Any act of gender-based violence that causes or could cause physical, sexual or psychological
harm or suffering to women, including threats of harm or coercion, in public or in private life
(The United Nations Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women (1993).

Gender equality
Equal outcomes for women, men and gender diverse people.

1	
Change the Story: A shared framework for preventing violence against women in Australia, Our Watch, 2021
2	
Change the Story: A Shared framework for preventing violence against women in Australia, Our Watch, 2021.
3	
Change the Story: A Shared framework for preventing violence against women in Australia, Our Watch, 2021.
4	
Personal Safety, Australia, 2016, Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2017.
5	
National Community Attitudes Survey, 2016.

A SAFE AND EQUAL CASEY
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WHY HAVE A GENDER EQUALITY AND PREVENTION
OF VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN STRATEGIC PLAN?

Casey has one of the lower gender
equality rankings in Victoria.8,9
Nationally, we see that:

In Casey, we see that:

1 in 3

1 in 5

131 per
10,000

Women have experienced
physical violence since the
age of 154

Australians believe domestic
violence is a normal reaction
to stress5

1 in 3

14.2%

Think it is natural for a man
to want to appear in control
of his partner in front of his
male friend6

Is currently the national gender
pay gap (between average
levels of pay for women and
men) for full-time work7

26%

Women in Casey
experience family violence,
which is higher than the
Victorian state average.

of women and 70% of men
in Casey feel safe in public
space at night.

54%

30%

of men and 36% of women
in Casey believe that men
should control the household
and that women prefer a man
in charge.

of women and 8% of men in Casey
undertake more than 14 hours of
domestic work per week.

4	
Personal Safety, Australia, 2016, Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2017.
5	
National Community Attitudes Survey, 2016.
6	
Australian’s attitudes to violence against women and gender equality, Webster et al., 2018.
7	
Average Weekly Earnings, Australia, May 2021, Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2021.
8 VicHealth Indicator Survey, 2015
9 ABS Census, 2016

A SAFE AND EQUAL CASEY
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WHY HAVE A GENDER EQUALITY AND PREVENTION
OF VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN STRATEGIC PLAN?

The drivers of violence against women
may manifest differently across the diverse
range of cultures, backgrounds, and faiths
in the community. Whilst it is important
to acknowledge that gender inequality
is always a precondition of violence
against women, there are other drivers.
Discrimination in all forms – ableism, racism,
ageism, homophobia and others – create

an environment where power is not equally
shared and leaves some groups more
vulnerable to violence. Applying an
intersectional lens helps to reframe
and enhance understanding of the drivers
of family violence and violence against
women and create spaces for centring
the experiences of those marginalised
by compounding layers of discrimination.

Considerations include:
Ableism drives high
levels of violence
against women and
girls with disabilities

The ongoing impacts
of colonisation for
Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples

Gender inequality
and sexism

INTERSECTING

Racism, particularly for
refugees and migrants

OPRESSIONS

Homophobia and
preferencing
heterosexuality and
heterosexual relationships

The ongoing impacts of colonisation on
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people,
families and communities alongside gender
inequality contributes to Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander women experiencing
disproportionate levels of violence, with
particularly severe and complex impacts.9,10,11

Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander women report
experiencing violence at

3.1 times
the rate of non-Indigenous
women9

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
women are nearly

11 times
Transphobia and preferring
cisgender (a person whose
gender identity is the same
as their sex at birth)

more likely to die due to assault than
non-Indigenous women9

65%
9	
Change the Picture: A national resource to support the prevention of violence against Aboriginal an
Torres Strait Islander women and their children, Our Watch, 2018.
10	Prevalence of violence and abuse of people with disability in Australia, Centre of Research Excellence
in Disability and Health, 2020.

of women with disabilities report
experiencing at least one incident
of violence since the age of 1510

Young women with disabilities are

twice as likely
to experience intimate partner violence
than young women without disabilities

11	
Changing the Landscape: A national resource to prevent violence against women and girls with disabilities,
Our Watch and Women with Disabilities Victoria, 2022.
A SAFE AND EQUAL CASEY
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WHY HAVE A GENDER EQUALITY AND PREVENTION
OF VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN STRATEGIC PLAN?

WHY LOCAL GOVERNMENT?
THE ROLE OF COUNCIL

WHY LOCAL GOVERNMENT? THE ROLE OF COUNCIL

Council as a leader

Local Government is in a unique
position of having significant
reach, influence and access to
local communities through the
various services and functions
that we provide.12

We can lead by example by
embedding primary prevention in
all aspects of how we operate as an
organisation and as decision-makers

This puts the City of Casey in a position to
be able to provide a whole of community
response, from identifying those at risk
of violence, to working to address the
broader determinants of gender
inequality and violence. When thinking
about Council’s role in supporting gender
equality and preventing violence against
women, we see four key roles (adapted
from the Victorian Government’s local
government guide):13

We can engage with community
members across their entire lifespan,
providing an opportunity to address
drivers of inequality and violence in
the delivery of our core services

13	The local government guide for preventing family violence
and all forms of violence against women (draft version),
Victorian Government, 2022.

A SAFE AND EQUAL CASEY
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Council’s reach for family violence
prevention across the community

Council as a service provider

Council as a supporter
We can support individuals,
organisations and groups in the
community to take their own actions
for primary prevention, as well as
advocating for changes

Council as a connector
12	The local government guide for preventing family violence
and all forms of violence against women (draft version),
Victorian Government, 2022.

Some of the different ways that the City of Casey can
leverage its work with individuals, families, community
organisations, local businesses, sporting clubs and faith
communities, as well as through planning, facilities and
infrastructure provision, are shown below:

We can use our community
connections to bring together
diverse groups and organisations
to take action for primary prevention

My family
and community
My council

My pets
and animals

Our transport
network and
infrastructure

Our sport
and recreation

Our environment

My business
and employment

Our arts and
culture

Our property
and planning

08
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WHY HAVE A GENDER EQUALITY AND PREVENTION
OF VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN STRATEGIC PLAN?

HOW WAS THIS STRATEGIC PLAN DEVELOPED?

HOW WAS THIS STRATEGIC PLAN DEVELOPED?
The City of Casey has been on a journey in 2021 and 2022 to develop this strategic plan:

DESKTOP REVIEW
Review of local data
Review of relevant frameworks
and evidence base

DEVELOPING AND
REFINING OUR
THEORY OF CHANGE
DEVELOPING OUR
PRINCIPLES AND
SETTING OUR
PRIORITIES

Lessons learned from
previous strategies
Horizon scan of other
Council strategies

TALKING AND
LEARNING FROM
OTHERS
Key informant interviews with
sector experts
Workshops with over|
20 organisations across Casey

DEVELOPING OUR
MONITORING,
EVALUATION AND
LEARNING FRAMEWORK

READY TO
START OUT
JOURNEY

Workshops with Council staff

A SAFE AND EQUAL CASEY
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WHY HAVE A GENDER EQUALITY AND PREVENTION
OF VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN STRATEGIC PLAN?

As well as consultations
across Casey, the Strategy
is informed by relevant
frameworks and legislation:

HOW WAS THIS STRATEGIC PLAN DEVELOPED?

Global
direction

Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women
Universal Declaration of Human Rights
Sustainable Development Goals

National
frameworks

National Plan for the Prevention of Violence Against Women and Children (2030)

Victorian
and regional
frameworks

Gender equality

Family violence

Gender-based violence

Safe and Strong: Victoria’s
gender equality strategy

Ending family violence:
Victoria’s plan for change

Promoting Respect and Equity
Together: A strategy to end
gendered violence in the Southern
Metropolitan Region 2021-2025

Change the Story, Changing the Picture, Pride in Prevention

Free from Violence: Victoria’s
Strategy to prevent family violence

Victorian
Legislation

Gender Equality Act 2020

Local Government Act 2020

Gender Equality Action Plan

Workforce plans

Gender Impact Assessments

Council Plans

State-wide public health
and wellbeing plan

Progress reporting

Council
plans

A SAFE AND EQUAL CASEY

Council Meeting - 19 July 2022

This
strategy

Council municipal public
health and wellbeing plans

Casey Council Plan and 10 Year Community Vision
Health & Wellbeing

Diagram adapted from: The local government
guide for preventing family violence and all
forms of violence against women (draft version),
Victorian Government, 2022.

Public Health and
Wellbeing Act 2008

Economic development

Infrastructure

Environment

Transformation

A Safe and Equal Casey: Gender Equality and Prevention of Violence Against Women Strategy (2022-2032)
Workplace Action Plan (GEAP) 2022-2025

Community Action Plan
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Attachment 5.1.1

COUNCIL’S APPROACH

THEORY OF CHANGE

COUNCIL’S
APPROACH
The City of Casey has committed
to a ten-year strategic plan,
recognising that transformational
change in complex issues such
as gender equality and the
prevention of violence against
women requires long-term
commitment and action.

THEORY OF CHANGE
The strategic plan is underpinned by a
Theory of Change (see page 14, with full
Theory of Change in Annex 1). A Theory
of Change is a diagram that shows the
journey we believe we need to go on to
achieve our goals. This Theory of Change
sets the broad direction for Casey’s
journey over the next ten years, allowing
different priorities and activities to be set
as we progress through the strategic plan.

This requires whole-of-council approach,
which means that primary prevention is built
into every part of Council’s work.14
This strategic plan has been designed
to lay out the broad parameters of the
approach, including goals, guiding
principles and areas of influence. It is
important that the strategic plan does
not prescriptively lay out the next ten
years, but rather fosters collaboration
and problem-solving processes with
Casey’s communities that enable solutions
to emerge and can be adapted as Council
learns and refines through implementation.

14	The local government guide for preventing family violence
and all forms of violence against women (draft version),
Victorian Government, 2022.
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Individual

Diagram: Change the Landscape, Our Watch
and Women with Disabilities Victoria, 2022, p.19

Relationship

The Theory of Change draws on evidencebased and best-practice approaches for
the prevention of violence against women,
as outlined in Change the Story. The
Theory of Change is underpinned by
the socio-ecological model of violence
against women, which recognises that
there are structures, norms and practices
from the individual to societal level that
drive violence against women.

Community

Society

Council action to prevent family violence
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Attachment 5.1.1

THEORY OF CHANGE

COUNCIL’S APPROACH

The City of Casey takes a primary
prevention approach to the prevention
of violence against women, which
recognises that Council needs to work to
change the underlying social conditions
that drive violence against women and
gender inequality. This means Council
is working ‘upstream’ of the problem
to try to make changes ‘downstream’.

Intersectionality is a core principle
of this 10-year strategic plan as Council
recognises we need to do much more
to address the range of injustices that
contribute to violence against women.
In practice, this means we need to think
holistically about what we are trying
to change and how we are trying to
change it; it is as much about process
as outcomes.

Staff and community gather
together for the Hands
Across Bunjil Place event,
part of the City of Casey’s
16 Days of Activism to End
Violence Against Women
annual campaign.

A SAFE AND EQUAL CASEY

Council Meeting - 19 July 2022
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Attachment 5.1.1

THEORY OF CHANGE

COUNCIL’S APPROACH

A SAFE AND EQUAL CASEY: GENDER EQUALITY AND PREVENTION OF VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN STRATEGY (2022-2032)

THIS WILL RESULT IN:

IF WE:

Communities
deciding their
priorities

LEAD TO OUR STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES:

01

Build strong
internal
and external
partnerships
Build strong
relationships with
communities
based on trust

Communities and
partners being
supported to test
and trial solutions

02

Are bold
and innovative

To foster communities in
Casey that are inclusive,
support and promote gender
equality, and reject violence
against women

To work with partners and
community in supporting
gender equality and
developing and implementing
prevention of violence against
women initiatives

FI

N

E

Implement our
Gender Equality
Action Plan

OUR WORK IS UNDERPINNED
BY OUR PRINCIPLES

A SAFE AND EQUAL CASEY
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Casey, partners and
communities learning
together about what
works in Casey

03

EA

RE

Make
sure we
continually…

RN

ACT

L

Casey Council improving
their awareness,
attitudes, capabilities
and practice

We are led by communities
and build on their strengths

04

To ensure Casey Council
services, programs and
policies are gender equitable,
and inclusive of strategies
preventing violence against
women

To build an organisational
culture that is safe and
equitable where all
employees can bring their
whole selves to work

We take intersectional
forms of oppression,
discrimination and privilege
into account

CONTRIBUTE TO:

People are not constrained
by gender stereotypes and
social norms

Women and diverse genders are
independent and actively engaged
in all spheres of decision-making

Our
vision

Everyone
is safe and
equal in the
City of Casey

Organisations, institutions
and public places are safe,
fair and equitable

Men and boys develop healthier
masculinities and positive male
peer relationships

Positive, equal and respectful
relationships are strengthened

We recognise and
challenge power dynamics,
including our own

We understand one size
does not fit all

We draw on evidence and diverse
knowledges, especially those with
lived experience of inequality and
gender-based violence

13
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Attachment 5.1.1

COUNCIL’S APPROACH

GOALS

GOALS

The Theory of Change has five areas. When Casey has greater gender equality:

People are not
constrained by
gender stereotypes
and social norms

Women and gender
diverse are independent
and actively engaged
in all spheres of
decision-making

Organisations,
institutions and public
places are safe, fair
and equitable

Men and boys develop
healthier masculinities
and positive peer
relationships

Positive, equal
and respectful
relationships are
strengthened

These goal areas are broad so that they can be tailored to the context
and needs of different people in Casey. Council expects that its work will
contribute to change in these goal areas, but recognise that these
changes need to be driven by multiple stakeholders at all levels of society.
The strategic plan goal areas are based on the essential actions outlined
in Change the Story, which recognise that to prevent violence, actions
must address the gendered drivers of violence against women, as well as
the broader social context that enables gender inequality and violence.15

15	Change the Story: A Shared framework
for preventing violence against women
in Australia, Our Watch, 2021.
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Attachment 5.1.1

COUNCIL’S APPROACH

PRINCIPLES

PRINCIPLES

We are led by
communities
and build on their
strengths

We take intersectional
forms of oppression,
discrimination and
privilege into account

We recognise and
challenge power
dynamics, including
our own

We understand that
one size does not fit all

We draw on evidence
and diverse knowledges,
especially those with
lived experience of
inequality and genderbased violence

Are we working with a diverse
range of communities? Are
there any communities we are
not working with that we need
to be? How do we learn from
and build on the strengths of
these communities? How can
we ensure our communities
have ownership/buy in to our
initiative? Are we listening to
and aligning with
communities?

Who is most marginalised,
especially within already
marginalised groups? Have
we identified and asked them
about the barriers they face?
How do we centre their
perspectives and priorities
in all that we do?

Who holds power and in what
circumstances? Who makes
decisions? How are they
accountable? Do we
critically reflect on our own
personal biases, attitudes
and beliefs and how these
influence our opinions and
actions? How does our
privilege directly or indirectly
disadvantage others? What
can we do to address this?

Does privilege and
discrimination look different
in this location or within this
community? Across different
generations? What different
methods can we use to work
with different communities?

How do we know what we
think we know? Who told us?
Who has not been consulted?
How do we most meaningfully
and safely engage those with
lived experience of inequality
and gender-based violence?

A SAFE AND EQUAL CASEY
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COUNCIL’S APPROACH

ACTIONS

ACTIONS
As noted, it is important that the
strategic plan does not prescriptively
lay out the next ten years, but rather
fosters collaboration and problemsolving processes with community
that enable solutions to emerge and
can be adapted as we learn and refine
through implementation. Therefore,
the strategic plan broadly falls into
three phases, with more detailed
action plans for the early years:

Early years (1–2)
Building foundations,
connecting and establishing

Middle years (3–7)
Testing and iterating local
solutions; scaling up for systems
change

The strategic plan is broadly divided
into two streams: a foundational
community action plan and workplace
action plan. Objectives and actions
align with the four roles that the City
of Casey is best placed to play in
supporting gender equality and
preventing violence against women:

WORKPLACE ACTION PLAN

FOUNDATIONAL COMMUNITY ACTION PLAN

Council as
a leader

Council as a
service provider

Council as
a supporter

Council as
a connector

Workplace Gender
Equality Action Plan

Projects and services
delivered by Council

Councillors as leaders
and decision makers

Council planning

Council-supported
projects, services and
organisations in the
community

Bringing partners,
organisations and
community members
together

Advocacy

Connecting to wider
initiatives (regional etc.)

Later years (8+)
Achieving transformational
change

A SAFE AND EQUAL CASEY

Council Meeting - 19 July 2022
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Attachment 5.1.1

COUNCIL’S APPROACH

ACTIONS

FOUNDATIONAL COMMUNITY ACTION PLAN

Foundational Community
Action Plan

To foster communities in Casey
that are inclusive, support and
promote gender equality, and
reject violence against women

02
To work with partners and
community in supporting gender
equality and developing and
implementing prevention of
violence against women initiatives

03

To engage deeply with communities to
collectively identify priorities and actions
In order to achieve the strategic plan goals,
we recognise that this work needs to be
led by communities. This means that
Council recognises that people are
experts in their own lives and communities,
and that transformative change requires
working alongside and with communities.
This requires us to build strong
relationships with communities
based on trust – which takes time.

This recognises that one size does not
fit all, and different groups and people
will need and want different approaches.
This will also require us to build and
strengthen relationships with a diversity
of partners, both internal and external, in
order to collaboratively develop priorities
and actions for promoting gender equality
and preventing violence against women.

THIS WILL RESULT IN:

IF WE:

Communities
deciding their
priorities

Build strong
internal
and external
partnerships
Build strong
relationships with
communities
based on trust

To this end, the strategic plan involves
deep engagement with different people
across Casey communities in the early
years of the strategic plan (and
throughout the life of the strategic
plan) to collectively identify and
decide priorities for different groups.

ACT

Make
sure we
continually…

FI

N

E

Casey, partners and
communities learning
together about what
works in Casey
L

Implement our
Gender Equality
Action Plan

A SAFE AND EQUAL CASEY

Casey Council improving
their awareness,
attitudes, capabilities
and practice
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Communities and
partners being
supported to test
and trial solutions

Are bold
and innovative

RE

To ensure Casey Council services,
programs and policies are gender
equitable, and inclusive of
strategies preventing violence
against women

01

RN

01

There are three main priorities under the Foundational Community Action Plan which will
create the building blocks for change in the strategic plan. The result of this work in the
initial two years will be a more detailed action plan that is codeveloped with communities
to guide implementation, linked to the strategic plan’s goals and objectives:

EA

There are three strategic
objectives for the Foundational
Community Action Plan:

We are led by communities
and build on their strengths
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COUNCIL’S APPROACH

ACTIONS

FOUNDATIONAL COMMUNITY ACTION PLAN

Gender Equality Taskforce
The Gender Equality Taskforce (GET)
was established in March 2021.The City
of Casey started development of the
Safe in Her City Gender Audit Tool in
2018 to incorporate the voice of women
and girls into the design and continual
improvement of public spaces. GET was
established to be the voice of women
in the Casey Community to pilot the
Gender audit Tool and be available for
consultation to assist guide policy and
strategy development across Casey.

GET is made up of over twenty
women from different socio-economic
backgrounds, cultural groups and
LGBTIQ+ community. Membership
includes, lived experience of violence
against women, students, those in
the workforce and different family
compositions.
The primary role of the taskforce
is to promote gender equality and
prevention of violence against
women in Casey.

Which includes but not limited to
organising events for 16 Days of
Activism, being available for
consultation by Casey, piloting the
Gender Audit Tool and participating
in ongoing use of the tool. The group
are also identifying projects which
they see as relevant to them and
the Casey community.

Providing culturally safe spaces and Programs: Casey Aboriginal Gathering Place
The Casey Aboriginal Gathering Place
(CAGP) is a culturally safe space that
provides community with a range of
programs and service. The CAGP is
helping to build a strong sense of
culture and community and break
down barriers between the Aboriginal
and non-Aboriginal community.
Significant community outcomes
have been achieved to date, including
increased social connection and
cultural awareness, strengthening
of cultural identity through cultural

A SAFE AND EQUAL CASEY
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activities, a sense of empowerment
and improving links to other service
providers. The CAGP has had a
positive impact on the health and
wellbeing of the community members
who attend the centre. Much of the
impact is through tailored programs
that simultaneously strengthen
connection to culture.
The CAGP offers programs across the
lifespan from babies through to older
people. There are various programs
available for the broader Aboriginal

community and programs tailored
specifically for particular age groups
and needs. Examples include the
programs for children and youth; there
are also programs for people who
are aged or have a disability. These
programs include the Interactive
Gardening Group, Yarn and Art Group
and the Craft and Yarn Women’s
Group. A strong focus of the CAGP
programming is on supporting
Aboriginal children and youth.
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COUNCIL’S APPROACH

ACTIONS

FOUNDATIONAL COMMUNITY ACTION PLAN

02

To support partner organisations
and communities to test communityled local, specific innovations
Long-term, transformative change requires
being bold and innovative – trying new
things, adapting when things are not
working and refining the approach. The
City of Casey can provide a convening and
support role for communities, groups and
partners who are doing the work on the
ground. In the middle years, we will support
communities and partner organisations to
test and trial different solutions so that we
learn together about what works in Casey.
This means we can then continue with and
scale up effective solutions in the later
years of the strategic plan.

Grace Tame visits Casey
In 2022 the community Gender Equality Taskforce
supported an International Women’s Day event at
Bunjil Place with Australian of the Year, Grace
Tame. The event was an overwhelming success;
over 1600 people registered to attend the event
and heard Grace’s message around the
importance of holding unjust systems and
unacceptable behaviours to account. The
taskforce involvement meant that this event was
promoted and reached a wider breadth of the
Casey population, and helped to ensure that the
message was grounded and speaking to the
realities of Casey’s diverse communities.

Making our Streets Safe for Women and Girls
Women and girls often feel unsafe in public
especially at night. In partnership with Monash
University XYX Lab, , we have developed The Safe
in Her City Gender Audit Tool. It incorporates the
voices of women and girls with the expertise of
urban designers and community safety practitioners,
to assess and inform the design and continual
improvement of public spaces and places.

Our Gender Equality Taskforce has been trained
and piloted the tool. The next phase of the project
will be to test the Tool in a range of geographical
settings and facilitate co-design workshops to
ensure the results, and women’s voices are front
and centre in the way we design our cities.
Working on initiatives for those most at risk
in our community, means we will be making
a safer community for all.

The project was awarded a ‘commendation’
by the Australian Design Awards.
A SAFE AND EQUAL CASEY

Council Meeting - 19 July 2022
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COUNCIL’S APPROACH

ACTIONS

FOUNDATIONAL COMMUNITY ACTION PLAN

03

To continue to strengthen council-led activities
Council will also continue with direct
activities that work as well as exploring
other activities identified in collaboration
with communities. Activities under the
Foundational Community Action Plan will be
in the areas where we have remit and reach
across the community (figure on overleaf).

These areas relate to several key priority
settings identified by Our Watch, which
have a high potential for widespread impact
on social norms, practices and structures:16
•

Early childhood education and care,
and youth services

•

Workplaces, corporations and
employee organisations

•

Sports clubs and institutions

These programs that Casey provides to
our community helps bring families together
in the home and acts as a prevention to
Family Violence. All of these activities are
underpinned by a cycle of acting, learning
and refining in collaboration with partners
and communities (see page 17).

Dad’s Matter Program
City of Casey’s Dad’s Matter programs
are designed to help dads and other
father figures develop social networks
with other dads; connect with their
children together in fun activities;
and recognise the important role
they play in their family structure.
It is an important part of encouraging
healthier masculinities and breaking
down gender stereotypes.
‘Dads Matter’ brings families
together and promotes healthy
father/children bonds.

Programs include:
•

cook it with dad: for dads and
kids to cook and eat healthy
meals together

•

dad’s little builders: for dads an
kids to connect through creating
and building

•

read-play-make: for dads and kid
to build relationships through
story-telling and activities

•

dig it with dad: get dirty with your
kids and show them how to grow
in our private garden plot

16	Change the Story: A Shared framework for preventing violence against women in Australia, Our Watch, 2021.
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COUNCIL’S APPROACH

ACTIONS

FOUNDATIONAL COMMUNITY ACTION PLAN

The #CaseyGirlsCan campaign
#CaseyGirlsCan is an ongoing
campaign by Council that
encourages women and girls to
get involved in sport and physical
activity, addressing barriers to their
participation and supporting the
broader Victorian This Girl Can
campaign. The program offers a
variety of free activities for women
and girls in Casey who would
otherwise find it difficult to access

and participate in physical activity
and connect with others in their
community. The program particularly
focused on Culturally and
Linguistically Diverse (CALD)
communities and empowered CALD
women to take up leadership roles
and lead local, culturally appropriate
physical activities for other women.

Building Capacity of Gender in Emergency Management
Drawing upon evidence that genderbased violence increases during
and after a disaster, the City of Casey
partnered with Gender and Disaster
Australia (GDA) to develop a new
Gender Emergency Relief Centre
checklist.
The checklist, piloted through
an intensive simulation exercise,
resulted in a comprehensive action
plan to update the emergency
management handbook and
promote the work across the sector.

A SAFE AND EQUAL CASEY
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The project has strengthened
capacity to apply a gender lens in
the Emergency Management sector
in workplaces, locally and nationally.
The work will ensure a safe and
inclusive space for people seeking
refuge during a disaster.

The project has been nominated
for a Local Government award.
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ACTIONS

FOUNDATIONAL COMMUNITY ACTION PLAN IN THE EARLY YEARS

Foundational Community Action Plan in the early years
The City of Casey will undertake a range of foundational activities in the first two years of the strategic plan in order
to co-develop more detailed action plans with communities to guide implementation in the middle and later years.
Foundational Community Action Plan (initial 2 years)
Activities

Establishing our
architecture

Supporting
activities

Council
activities

Internal and external
stakeholder mapping

Communications and
promotion

Capacity building of staff,
partners and community

Building the team

Participatory monitoring,
evaluation and learning

GIAs for external facing
services

Governance and
coordination structures

Working with
partners

Community Activities

Partnership management

Workshops with priority groups

Sector representation

Gender Equality Taskforce

Advocacy

Awareness raising

Strengthening existing
projects

Set up and project management
of community-based initiatives
Grant acquisition and management

Outputs
and results

Understanding of strengths
and gaps of current work
Adequate resourcing and
expertise in place

Communications plan
Social media comms
delivered

Active bystander training
delivered

Partner working group
established

Safe in Her City project
delivered

Representation on peak
bodies (e.g. MAV, South East
Prevention Network)

Base line data collected
Governance reference group
Cross-Council
coordination group

Reporting requirements
in place
Learning forum established

Other projects such as Dads
Matter and Young Women’s
Leadership delivered
Quarterly meetings with
Champions of Change

Orange door advocacy

Identification of priority groups
12 engagements with priority groups
Monthly meetings and 2 x trainings with GE taskforce
Greater understanding of communities,
with shared priority action areas identified
Initial funding of total $50K community-based initiatives
that align with shared priority action areas
16 Days Campaign

A SAFE AND EQUAL CASEY
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ACTIONS

Workplace Action Plan

Council also has its own role to play in improving gender equality and preventing
violence against women. We will implement this Gender Equality Action Plan,
ensuring that staff improve their awareness, attitudes, capabilities and practice.

There are two strategic objectives
for the Workplace Action Plan:

WORKPLACE ACTION PLAN

The Gender Equality Action Plan has three main priorities:
03
To ensure Casey Council services,
programs and policies are gender
equitable, and inclusive of
strategies preventing violence
against women

04
To build an organisational culture
that is safe and equitable where all
employees can bring their whole
selves to work

01

Preventing and responding to
workplace sexual harassment

Building gender equality awareness,
commitment and capacity

This includes reviewing internal policies,
exploring the development of an
anonymous reporting tool, improving the
complaints procedure and delivering
ongoing, recurring prevention of sexual
harassment and response training.

This includes developing a
communications campaign, supporting
an internal champions group, providing
foundational gender equality,
intersectionality and unconscious bias
training and providing Gender Impact
Assessment training, tools and resources.

02

Establishing our architecture
(systems, policies and data)
This includes reviewing key policies and
procedures to ensure alignment with
current standards, reviewing data
collection processes and exploring
divisional-level KPIs relating to gender
equality indicators.

A SAFE AND EQUAL CASEY
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03

Gender Impact Assessments
Under the Gender Equality Act 2020, all
local councils in Victoria must undertake
Gender Impact Assessments on any new
or revised policy, program or service that
has a direct impact on the public. These
assessments are designed to help
organisations think critically about how
to meet the different needs of women,
men and gender diverse people and
create better and fairer outcomes for all
communities.
One example of a GIA that Council has
undertaken is for Council’s work in
emergency management. The City of
Casey partnered with Gender and
Disaster Australia to develop a checklist
and training to assist emergency
management professionals apply a
gender lens to their work. This was
piloted by Council’s emergency
management team and as a result staff
have developed action plans and made
changes in existing systems and
processes. The team also developed a
new role specifically for emergency
gender and inclusion that will be
available to respond in the set-up of an
evacuation centre, and new partnerships
were also identified with LGBTQI+ and
family violence response organisations.
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GENDER EQUALITY ACTION PLAN

Gender Equality Action Plan
Workplace Action Plan (initial 4 years)
Activities
Establishing our architecture

Preventing and responding
to sexual harassment

Building awareness,
commitment and capacity

Recruit Diversity & Inclusion lead

Review of Acceptable Workplace Behviours policy

Communications campaign inc storied and data

Review of all internal policies and procedures

Explore anonymous reporting tool options

Build internal Champions group

Address resourcing and capacity for data capture and
collection processes

Deliver prevention and response inc active bystander

Org-wide gender equality capacity development

Improve complaints procedure

Provide GIA training, tools and resources

Set up intranet page and develop comms campaign

Build people leader capacity across GE & PFV

Data gaps are filled

Active bystander training delivered

Employee increased ability to apply GE to their work

Policies and procedures are gender-responsive

Increased number of formal reports

Employee perception of org commitment to GE increased

Systems are fit for purpose

AWB Policy clearly defines SH and reporting options

Increased uptake of flex work etc

Improved results against GE indicators

Experience survey data matches internal data

Training delivered

Explore division-level KPIs relating to GE

Outputs
and results

Champions of Change are driving internal awareness projects
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OVERALL APPROACH

HOW WILL WE KNOW IF WE
HAVE MADE A DIFFERENCE?

PRINCIPLES-FOCUSED + PHASED AND FLEXIBLE

HOW WILL WE KNOW
IF WE HAVE MADE
A DIFFERENCE?
WHY DO MONITORING,
EVALUATION AND LEARNING?
The monitoring, evaluation and learning
(MEL) framework (Annex 2) provides a
guide to how Council will measure our
impact, learn and improve, as we work to
achieve our long-term vision for everyone
to be safe and equal in the City of Casey.
This helps us to be accountable to those
that fund our work, to our community
partners who work alongside us, and
the women and families who are impacted
by gender inequality and gender-based
violence.

OVERALL APPROACH

Principles-focused

Phased and flexible

Our MEL approach is informed by our
deep commitment to our principles and
our implementation approach. At the heart
of this approach is that we are committed
to being led by communities in terms of
what questions we ask, what we define
as success and what evidence and whose
insights count.

The long-term horizon of this strategic plan
needs to be reflected in the monitoring
and evaluation approach. The strategic
plan implementation focus for the City of
Casey, as well as outcomes, will change
through the life of the strategic plan, based
on what we are learning and how we are

Strategy
phase

MEL
focus

Early phase (1-2 years):
Building foundations, connecting and
establishing

Middle phase (3-7 years):
Testing and iterating local solutions, scaling up
for systems change

progressing. In the early phase, our MEL
effort will focus on understanding what is
needed and how do we need to work.
The middle will focus on understanding
what change is happening and what else
do we need to do. The later phase will
examine what difference we made.

Early phase (1-2 years):
Achieving transformational change

Building foundations
What is needed?
Context and ways of working
How do we need to work?
Short and medium term outcomes
What change is happening?
Strategy impact
What difference did we make?

A SAFE AND EQUAL CASEY
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HOW WILL WE KNOW IF WE
HAVE MADE A DIFFERENCE?

OVERALL APPROACH

ALL ABOUT LEARNING + TELLING A WIDER STORY

All about learning
As the strategic plan is seeking to engage
different stakeholders in a long-term and
unpredictable process of addressing
gender equality and preventing violence
against women, we need an approach to
MEL that is as responsive and flexible as
the strategic plan itself. For this reason,
the core of this MEL framework is
strategic learning: that is, using data
and insights from a variety of informationgathering approaches to inform decision
making about the strategic plan.

Telling our
wider story

DRIVES IMPACT

Measuring and
evaluating
progress/outcomes
against the strategy

COLLECTIVE
SENSEMAKING

Learning about
our strategy
What is working to
create change?
How can we
adapt/improve?

SYNTHESISE

SYNTHESISE

Telling a wider story
The City of Casey plays a number of
key roles in the strategic plan in order
to effect change. The MEL framework
ensures that we can assess how effective
we are being in each role. There is also
a need to assess the strategic plan
holistically – to understand how the
different roles and actions are interacting
and to tell the wider performance story
about our strategic plan.
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Council as a
workplace

Council as a
service provider

Council as a
supporter

Council as a
connector

Learning about
our role

Monitoring and
evaluating internal
progress

Monitoring and
evaluating
Council
initiatives

Monitoring and
evaluating
Council-support
initiatives

Connecting
partners, people
and projects
together

Are we working
by our principles?

Gathering
data/insights
across Council

Gathering
data/insights
across initiatives

Learning together
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WHAT DOES THE MEL FRAMEWORK INCLUDE?

SUPPORTING LEARNING

This MEL approach is informed by a deep commitment to the principles: Council is committed to being led by communities in
IF WE:
terms of what questions we ask, what we define as success and what evidence and whose insights count. This means that we
will develop a more detailed MEL plan with stakeholders during the early years of the strategic plan. This MEL framework
provides a high-level guide, and includes:

One of the most critical aspects of the
THIS WILL RESULT IN:
MEL framework is to set up processes
that encourage Council, partners and
communities to use and share data,
stories and insights being collected. Communities
Using the evidence will improve and deciding their
Build strong
amplify the impact of the strategic plan.

priorities

internal
Learning will happen across shorter
and external
cycles (i.e., quarterly) and longer cycles
partnerships
A set of key questions we
want to answer through our
MEL activities, supported
by sub-questions to guide
data collection and analysis

A set of measures and
indicators (changes that
we can see to demonstrate
progress made towards
achieving a particular
outcome) that will be
prioritised by stakeholders

Potential data collection
methods so we can collect
numbers and stories to
answer our questions

A plan for learning,
reflection and adaptation
with partners and
communities

Are bold
and innovative

(across a year or more). The approach
encourages the City of Casey and our
stakeholders
to review
and reflect on
Build
strong
evidence
(‘what
happened?’)
relationships with and to Communities and
interpret and
evaluate what the results partners being
communities
mean (‘sobased
what?’)on
to inform
trust action (whatsupported to test
next?), enabling us to continually act, and trial solutions
learn and refine.

ACT

N

Implement our
Gender Equality
Action Plan
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RN

FI

E

EA

RE

Make
sure we
continually…

Casey, partners and
communities learnin
together about wha
works in Casey
L

Casey Council impro
their awareness,
attitudes, capabiliti
and practice
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HAVE MADE A DIFFERENCE?

KEY QUESTIONS
The strategic plan has five key questions to guide its MEL
activities and answer whether it is progressing towards achieving
its intended outcomes, as well as questions about our processes
and ways of working:

Context

Principles

Implementation

How and in what ways
does context influence
the progress of the
strategic plan?

To what extent are we
adhering to our principles?

How well are we doing
things and are we reaching
the right people?

Learning

Change

To what extent are we
learning and adapting?

What changes are
we contributing to?
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See Annex 2 for
further details on the
five key questions and
sub-questions.
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Annex 1:

FULL THEORY OF CHANGE
Vision
Years 8+
Achieve
transformational
change

Reduced violence against women in the City of Casey

Broader goals

Goal
areas

Years 5+
Scale up for
systems
change

(based on
drivers of
violence
against
women)

Strategic
objectives for
City of Casey

Goals set by
community for
community are
realised (in
relevant areas)

People are not
constrained by gender
stereotypes and social
norms

To foster communities in Casey
that are inclusive, promote
gender equality and reject
violence against women

Positive, equal and
respectful
relationships are
strengthened

Organisations, institutions
and public spaces are safe,
fair and equitable

To work with partners and
community in the development and
implementation of gender equality
and prevention initiatives

Intermediate
outcomes

Enablers
for change

Year 1-2
Connect
and
establish

Influencing
activities
Year 0
Building the
foundations
for change

Foundations
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Improvements in
communities’
awareness, attitudes,
capabilities and practice
A shared vision
for change
Courage to
disrupt the
system
Build strong
internal and
external
partnerships

Women and diverse
genders gain capability,
confidence and new
opportunities to lead

Strong
relationships
with
communities
based on
respect and trust

Authentic and
meaningful
engagement with
communities

An
environment
that supports
communityled decision
making

Continue and
strengthen
existing
activities

Understand where diverse parts of communities
are at using a strengths-based approach

We are led by
communities
and build on
their strengths

Improved gender equality in the City of Casey

Women and diverse
genders are independent
and actively engaged in all
spheres of decision-making

To ensure Casey Council
services, programs and policies
are gender responsive and
prevent violence against women

Men and boys develop
healthier masculinities
and positive male peer
relationships

Year
4+

To build an organisational
culture that is safe and equitable,
where all employees can bring their
whole selves to work

Year
2-3

Community outcomes
Years 3-5
Test and
iterate local
solutions

Principles

Everyone is safe and equal in the City of Casey

Ways of working
outcomes
Council and
Council
communities
activities
learn together
consider
gender
about what
equality and
works in
flow-on effects
Casey
Communitydriven local,
specific
innovations
are tested
and iterated

Ensure
culturally safe
and context
appropriate
practices

Council is well-supported and sufficiently
resourced, with flexible and adaptive resourcing

Gender
equality
capability in
Council is
developed

Year
1

Year
0

Training
and
support
for
Council
staff

Gender equality
is embedded in
internal policies,
procedures and
systems

Gender Equality
Action Plan is
implemented
Engagement on
Gender Equality
Action Plan

Council’s workplace is more within its sphere of
control and is likely to achieve change in a shorter
timeframe

Councillor, leadership and
organisational buy-in

Understand Council’s
awareness and capabilities

We take
intersectional
forms of
oppression,
discrimination
and privilege
into account

We recognise
and challenge
power
dynamics,
including our
own

We
understand
that one size
does not fit all

We draw on
evidence and
diverse
knowledges,
especially
those with
lived
experience of
inequality and
gender-based
violence
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Annex 2:

MONITORING, EVALUATION
AND LEARNING FRAMEWORK
WHY DO MONITORING,
EVALUATION AND LEARNING?
Our monitoring, evaluation and learning
(MEL) framework provides a guide to
how we will measure our impact, learn
and improve, as we work to achieve
our long-term vision.
The City of Casey is highly committed
to building an evidence base on primary
prevention: exploring what works, for
whom and why. We are also committed
to accountability, to those that fund our
work, to our community partners who
work alongside us, and the women
and families who are impacted by
gender-based violence.
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What is MEL?
Monitoring is the ongoing
collection of information to
inform the management of
the strategy.
Evaluation is done less
frequently and is more focused
on what has resulted from our
work. It helps us to determine
whether what we are doing
is worthwhile.
Learning is the use of data
and insights to inform decision
making about the strategy.
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ANNEX 2: MONITORING, EVALUATION
AND LEARNING FRAMEWORK

KEY EVALUATION QUESTIONS
There are five key evaluation questions
(KEQs) are aligned to the phases and
change elements of the strategic plan.

The KEQs and sub-questions will enable
Council and its partners to make choices
on what is important to know for a specific
initiative or phase of a project whilst being
able to feed up into the overall strategic
plan’s performance and learning.
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Learning

Change

To what extent are we
learning and adapting?

What changes are we
contributing to?

The KEQs cut across the three main phases of the strategic
plan, but the focus of the questions will shift to align with the
focus of the strategic plan in each phase (see sub-questions
on overleaf). This allows us to recognise that more substantial
evidence of outcomes and impact are likely to come later in
(or even after) the strategic plan.
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SUB-QUESTIONS ACROSS THE PHASES

Early
phase

Context

Principles

Implementation

Learning

Change

1. How and in what ways
does context influence
the progress of the
strategic plan?

2. To what extent are we
adhering to our principles?

3. How well are we doing
things and are we reaching
the right people?

4. To what extent are we
learning and adapting?

5. What changes are we contributing to?

1.1 To what extent do we
understand GE and PVAW
work happening across our
Council, partners and the
community?

2.1 T
 o what extent are the
principles meaningful to
strategic plan stakeholders?

3.1 How well have we set up the
foundations of the strategic
plan?

5.1 What initiatives are emerging with our partners
and communities?

2.2 To what extent, and how,
are the principles being
applied, implemented and
manifested?

3.2How effective has our
engagement been with
communities? Who is still
missing?

4.1 To what extent have learning
processes been embedded
in the implementation of the
strategic plan?

1.2 To what extent are we
learning and understanding
the strengths and needs of
different communities across
Casey?

Middle
phase

1.3 What systems is the
strategic plan attempting to
affect and what factors may
influence changes in those
systems?
1.4 To what extent are we
effectively responding and
adapting to changes in the
context?

3.3 To what extent are
relationships being built and
strengthened between
Council, organisations and
partners?
2.2 To what extent, and how,
are the principles being
applied, implemented and
manifested?
2.3 To what extent are
the principles effective in
contributing to the changes
we want to see?

3.4 To what extent and in what
ways does Council provide
the leadership, support and
guidance for partners and
stakeholders need to do
their work?
3.5 H
 ow well is Council
engaging different groups
as the strategic plan
progresses?
3.6 Are the breadth and depth
of partnerships appropriate?
3.7 How

can we enhance what
is working well and improve
what is not?
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5.2 Where is there evidence of early progress?

4.2 To what extent and in what
ways is Council supporting
learning, experimentation,
dialogue and reflection?

5.3 T
 o what extent are Council and partners
making changes in their work as it relates to
the goals of the strategic plan?
5.3a T
 o what extent are Council and partner
organisations improving responsiveness
to community needs, improved capacity …
5.3b To
 what extent and how are Council’s
programs, policies and services gender
responsive?
5.4 To what extent and in what ways are
awareness, attitudes, behaviours and practices
changing regarding GE and PVAW amongst
community members?
5.5 What unexpected outcomes are emerging?
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SUB-QUESTIONS ACROSS THE PHASES

SUB-QUESTIONS ACROSS THE PHASES

Later
phase

Context

Principles

Implementation

Learning

Change

1. How and in what ways
does context influence
the progress of the
strategic plan?

2. To what extent are we
adhering to our principles?

3. How well are we doing
things and are we reaching
the right people?

4. To what extent are we
learning and adapting?

5. What changes are we contributing to?

1.5 To what extent did the
strategic plan tap into the
strengths and assets of
different communities?

2.3 To what extent were
the principles effective in
contributing to the changes
we want to see?

3.8 What about the
implementation process has
been most effective,
for whom and why?

4.3 To what extent did our
learning processes and
culture enable us to
effectively implement and
adapt the strategic plan?

5.6 To what extent has the strategic plan enabled
Council and partner organisations to sustain
changes to their work?
5.7 To what extent and in what ways have
awareness, attitudes, behaviours and practices
changed regarding GE and PVAW amongst
community members?
5.8 To what extent has the strategic plan achieved
its objectives?
5.9 What differences (positive, negative, expected
and unexpected) have we contributed to?
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MEL IN THE EARLY PHASE
MEL in the early phase (years 0-2)
is primarily focused on:

Setting up strong MEL processes

Agreeing a set of measures
We have included a set of potential
measures (observable changes that
have a direct relationship to and
demonstrate progress made towards
achieving a specific output or outcome).
Measures can be simple numerical
counts or proportions, significant
milestones, a score, grade or
improvement using a qualitative scale
or rubric, or even qualitative stories or
case studies to show instances of change.

•

Setting up strong MEL processes
across stakeholders

The first steps for setting up MEL
processes for the strategic plan
will include:

•

Evaluating the context in which
our strategic plan occurs

•

•

Carefully assessing the quality of
our implementation, including how
are embodying our principles

Resourcing MEL in the core
Council team

•

Mapping existing data across
Council and partners

•

Learning and adapting,
particularly around emerging
priorities and activities

•

Agreeing a set of measures,
definitions and data sources for the
early phase across stakeholders

•

Agreeing a core set of methods
and data collection processes
across stakeholders, including
any baseline activities

Then, core MEL activities during the early
phase are likely to include:
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•

Conducting systems mapping across
the Casey community

•

Synthesising information from across
Council and partner organisations

•

Preparing evidence/learning briefs/
promising practices

•

Facilitating reflection workshops
with stakeholders

•

Working with Council staff to embed
MEL into practice

In collaboration with our key stakeholders,
we will narrow down the list of measures
and get specific on definitions and data
sources in the early years of the strategic
plan, as community goals and
implementation processes emerge and
become more defined. Measures will
be considered based on:
•

Meaningfulness: how meaningful
is this measure? Is it likely that we
will learn something about this at
this stage of the strategic plan?

•

Feasibility: how easy will it be
to collect data on this measure?
Are the data sources accessible?

•

Capacity: do we have the resources
to commit to collecting data on
this measure?
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KEQs
1.

2.

How
	 and in what ways
does context influence
the progress of the
strategic plan?

To
	 what extent are
we adhering to our
principles?

Sub-questions

Potential measures for the early years

1.1 	
To what extent do we understand GE
and PVAW work happening across
Council, our partners and the
community?

Internal and external stakeholder and activity mapping complete

1.2	
To what extent are we learning and
understanding the strengths and
needs of different communities
across Casey?

Council better understands the population they serve and are better able to address their needs

2.1 	
To what extent are the principles
meaningful to stakeholders?

Council staff and partners agree to shared principles

2.2 	To what extent, and how, are
the principles being applied,
implemented and manifested?

Different communities feel genuinely included in decision making about the strategic plan
Members of different communities’ help shape the shared vision and priorities for the strategic plan
Evidence and learning from communities on what works and doesn’t work has informed decision
making on what activities are funded/prioritised
The strategic plan’s governance groups include voices from different stakeholders
Different people feel they were able to engage in a way that suited them
Council policies and practices include an intersectional and power analysis
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KEQs
3.

What
	 is working well
and not working well?

Sub-questions

Potential measures for the early years

How well have we set up the
3.1	
foundations of the strategic plan?

Council, partners and other stakeholders have a shared vision for change, including a common understanding
of the problem
There are clear action plans that set out activities that Council and partners have committed to implementing
Working groups (or other collaborative structures) coordinate activities in alignment with the plan of action
Stakeholders have clear approaches/goals for their own contribution to their working group
There is sufficient operating support to enable the core Council team to fulfil its responsibilities under the strategic plan

How effective has our engagement
3.2	
been with communities?

Number and quality of engagement with different groups
Community members from different groups feel engaged and listened to
New or hardly reached groups being actively engaged in longer-term ways
Council has been invited to participate in relevant community activities/events

4.

	
To what extent are we
learning and adapting?

5.

What
	 changes are we
contributing to?

To what extent are relationships
3.3	
being built and strengthened
between Council, organisations and
partners?

Different partners feel included in decision making

4.1	
To what extent have learning
processes been embedded in the
implementation of the strategic plan?

A participatory process is used to determine a common set of measures and data collection methods to inform learning

5.1	
Where is there evidence
of early progress?

Instances of impact from projects under the strategic plan

Partnerships of all kinds demonstrate an inclusive, intersectional and participatory approach
The strategic plan’s governance groups include voices from multiple, relevant sectors, including hardly reached voices

Stakeholders agree and understand how they will participate in monitoring and learning processes
A learning forum across Council, partners and community organisations has been established

Increase in proportion of staff who understand what gender equality and prevention work is
Increase in proportion of staff who can apply a gender lens/impact assessment
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MEL IN THE EARLY PHASE

Methodological considerations
Specific methods will also be decided
during the early phase of strategic
plan implementation (as priorities and
activities are decided and following
a review of existing, relevant data
collection activities across Council).

Therefore, possible methods may include:

Systems mapping

In line with the principles of the
strategic plan, it is Council’s priority
to ensure that the monitoring and
evaluation methods:
•

Reduce the burden for participants
by using and streamlining with
existing data collection and
engagement activities where
possible

•

Co-determine different methods for
different groups to ensure people,
particularly those with lived
experience, are able to contribute
in meaningful ways. Participatory
approaches are particularly
important in work on sensitive topics
with specific diverse population
groups. The self-determination of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities is a key consideration
in methodological considerations.
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Reflection and learning
workshops

Leveraging existing Council/ partner surveys
Surveys of community members
Surveys of partner organisations

Outcomes harvesting

Existing population-level data

Story-based methods, such
as Most Significant Change

Project grant
reporting templates
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MEL IN THE MIDDLE PHASE

Outcome

MEL in the middle phase (3-7 years)
will be primarily focused on:

KEQ 5.2 To what extent are Council and partners making changes in their work as it relates to the goals of the strategic plan?

•

Carefully assessing the quality of
our implementation, including how
we are embodying our principles

•

Evaluating emerging changes in
behaviour – including professional
practice of partners, as well as
awareness, attitudes and behaviour
changes of individuals in different
communities across Casey

•

Partners develop and implement
gender equality and prevention
initiatives

•
•
•
•

Partners better understand Casey communities and are better able to address their needs
GE and PVAW are viewed as a priority among organisations and actors in the City of Casey
Organisations have increased knowledge in relation to GE and PVAW
Formal and informal policies and practices change or are adopted to support the goals of the strategic plan

Casey Council services,
programs and policies are gender
responsive and prevent violence
against women

•
•
•
•

Council better understand Casey communities and are better able to address their needs
GE and PVAW are viewed as a priority among Council staff
Council staff have increased knowledge in relation to GE and PVAW
Council’s formal and informal policies and practices change or are adopted to support the goals of the strategic plan

Casey Council’s GEAP achieves
its objectives (by year 4 of the
strategic plan)

Priority 1: Preventing and responding to workplace sexual harassment
• PMS reports of sexual harassment compared to HR system reports of sexual harassment
• % people who understand what constitutes sexual harassment, as identified by pulse or other surveys
• % people who are aware of how to report incidents of sexual harassment
• % people who would be prepared to take some form of bystander action
• % of people who would be prepared to raise an incident of sexual harassment with a manager or HR

Learning and adapting, particularly
around which initiatives should
be scaled up

Priority 2: Establishing our architecture
• # data gaps filled per 2023 progress report and 2025 audit
• # policies, procedures and systems that have now embedded gender equality and intersectionality analysis
• % of policy recommendations implemented
• % of system recommendations implemented

Therefore, the MEL processes set up
across stakeholders in the early phase
– particularly around strategic learning –
are critically important in this phase. It
may also be appropriate for there to be
a larger, external review every few years
(i.e., in year 4 and 7 of the strategic plan).
Potential measures are likely to be around
emerging changes in behaviour aligned
to the intermediate outcomes on our
Theory of Change, such as:
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Potential measures

Priority 3: Building gender equality awareness, commitment and capacity
• Uptake and effectiveness of relevant training (e.g., post-training competency evaluation)
• Employee perception of their own ability to apply gender equality knowledge in their work (post-training
competency evaluation and/or pulse survey)
• Employee perception of their own ability to apply intersectional knowledge in their work (post-training competency
evaluation and/or pulse survey)
• Employee perception of leadership (all levels) knowledge and commitment to gender equality (pulse survey)
KEQ 5.4. To what extent and in what ways are awareness, attitudes, behaviours and practices changing regarding GE and PVAW?
Improvements in communities’
awareness, attitudes, capabilities
and practice

•
•

Individuals report increased awareness of the issues surrounding GE and PVAW
Individuals express attitudes or beliefs that support desired behaviour changes around GE and PVAW

Women and diverse genders gain
capability and confidence to lead

•

Individuals report increased belief that they have the ability to make a change
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MEL IN THE LATER PHASE
MEL in the later phase (8+ years)
will primarily focus on:

Therefore, there are additional population measures aligned to our goal areas that may be prioritised:
02

03

People are not constrained
by gender stereotypes and
social norms

Women and gender diverse are
independent and actively engaged
in all spheres of decision-making

Organisations, institutions
and public places are safe,
fair and equitable

Ultimately, the strategic plan aims to
reduce the rate of violence against
women in the City of Casey.

Increased culture of challenging
gender inequalities across different
settings and across all life stages (State)

Proportion of community and cultural
leaders who are women (Counting
on Change)

Increased feelings of safety for people
where they live, work, learn and play

However, when evaluating the impact
of the strategic plan, it is important to
remember the long-term and complex
nature of the changes we are hoping
to influence. Our Watch advises that we
should not “expect to see significant
change against prevalence indicators until
the underlying attitudes, behaviours and
practices driving such high prevalence
have been addressed. Prior to prevalence
changes, then, we might expect to see
shifts in community attitudes towards
gender and violence”.17 Our Watch
recognises that “it may take ten years
or more of multi-pronged and sustained
prevention efforts to create quantifiable
change against prevalence indicators”
– at all levels, not just local Council.18

Reported changes in community
attitudes towards violence against
women (Counting on Change)

Proportion of women in leadership
roles in Casey Council (GEAP)

04

05

Men and boys develop healthier
masculinities and positive
peer relationships

Positive, equal and respectful
relationships are strengthened

Increased confidence among men
and boys to challenge their peer
group when faced with disrespectful
or hostile attitudes towards women

Increased understanding of what constitutes healthy, supportive and safe relationships

•

Evaluating the impact of the
strategic plan

•

Lessons learned for future strategies

Potential population measures
aligned to our goal areas

01

Proportion of managerial positions
occupied by women (Counting on Change)
Increase in the number of people who
feel safe reporting discrimination (State)

Decrease in attitudes that justify, excuse, minimise, hide or shift blame for violence
Women and men who report equitable decision-making between partners
(Counting on Change)

17	Counting on Change: A guide to prevention monitoring, Our Watch, 2017, p.14.
18	Counting on Change: A guide to prevention monitoring, Our Watch, 2017, p.14.
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STRATEGIC LEARNING
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The Council, through roles of connector
and convenor, will facilitate shared
sectoral learning opportunities that bring
strategic plan implementation partners
together along with other sectorial
partners to share learning and discuss
implications for PVAW practice and
advocacy.

Collect all measures &
insights from stakeholders
WHAT HAPPENED?

ACT

REPLAN

SHORT
CYCLES
D

Refine strategy and
Theory of Change
NOW WHAT?

RA

W

O UT I SIG HTS
N

Collect relevant
additional information

SURE

Learning will be conducted in short and
longer cycles. Short cycle learning allows
for continuous cycles of ‘act, learn and
reflect’ when we are implementing,
testing and discovering what works, for
whom and how. The aim is for the act,
learn and refine cycles to become
embedded as part of the implementation
of PVAW activities, particularly in new
initiatives where the knowledge and
evidence about what works is less known.
These learning cycles will be undertaken
with and by implementers including
people with lived experience,
communities and partners to capture
context specific understanding that
will inform ongoing innovation.

Our learning from implementation will
then feed into more substantive collective
learning and insight opportunities in
longer cycles. These longer-term cycles
will enable us to learn from across Council
and wider stakeholders’ different roles
and initiatives to collectively make sense
of the data and to make decisions about
how to adapt the strategic plan and to
inform implementation planning.

ME A

Strategic learning is a key pillar of not
only our MEL work but also how we
develop and deliver our strategic plan.
Our strategic learning process is where
we collectively make sense of data
and insights from a variety of informationgathering approaches that are
incorporated into our roles and from
involvement in various activities.
These insights are used to inform
decision making about our strategic plan.

WHAT HAPPENED?

LONG
CYCLES

Weave data together
to answer key
evaluation questions
SO WHAT?

Reporting
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In both our short and long learning cycles, we will
aim to include the following learning processes
(adapted from Collective Impact Forum):19

We will also seek opportunities to embed strategic learning
through all phases of the strategic plan in the following ways
(adapted from Collective Impact Forum):20

Learning process

Description

Learning within groups in short cycles

Learning across all stakeholders in longer cycles

Reflection

Creating space, slowing down, paying
attention

•

•

Dialogue

Participants working together toward
common understanding, finding common
ground, re-examining all positions,
admitting that others’ thinking can
improve on one’s own, searching for
strengths and value in others’ positions,
listening to understand

Setting aside time consistently at working group
meetings to discuss what we are learning
through the day-to-day work of the strategic plan
and any relevant implications

Hosting a learning forum across all stakeholders
to focus on key topics as a means for developing
deeper insights and understandings of strengths
and challenge areas across communities

•

Encouraging all participants at all meetings to
ask questions, surface assumptions and mental
models, and to seek understanding before
dismissing or judging ideas or suggestions

•

Conduct exercises to discover examples of what
is going particularly well within strategic plan
initiatives, why this is happening, and ideas for
amplifying and building on these successes

•

Inviting outside speakers (particularly those with
lived experience) on various relevant topics to
bring in new ideas or perspectives for groups to
consider

•

•

Bringing in data and insights from wider
monitoring to co-interpret and develop insights
and recommended action steps.

Periodically surveying partner organisations to
sense where energies are, what concerns exist
and what topics are in need of attention. This
would then be followed by bringing the analysed
data to participants to reflect upon and discuss.

Asking questions

Seeking clarification, probing
assumptions, reasons and evidence,
illuminating viewpoints and perspectives,
probing implications and consequences,
questioning the questions

Challenging
assumptions

Asking questions (testing assumptions,
values and underlying beliefs), surfacing
mental models, seeking evidence,
understanding inferences

Seeking feedback

Asking for and providing feedback on
experiences, assumptions, perceptions
and actions

Further resources
This MEL framework draws on a number of resources, including:
Counting on Change: A guide to prevention monitoring, Our Watch, 2017.
Evaluating Victorian projects for the primary prevention of violence against women: a concise guide, Victorian Health Promotion Foundation,
2015.
Preventing Violence Together: Shared Measurement and Evaluation Framework: Implementation Plan, Women’s Health West, 2018.
Free from Violence: Monitoring and Evaluation Strategic Framework, Respect Victoria 2021.
Guide to Evaluating Collective Impact: Learning and Evaluation in the Collective Impact Context, Collective Impact Forum.
Guide to Evaluating Collective Impact: Sample Questions, Outcomes and Indicators, Collective Impact Forum.

19	Guide to Evaluating Collective Impact: Learning and Evaluation in the Collective Impact Context, Collective Impact Forum.
20	 Guide to Evaluating Collective Impact: Learning and Evaluation in the Collective Impact Context, Collective Impact Forum.

A SAFE AND EQUAL CASEY
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Contact the City of Casey:
Web:

casey.vic.gov.au

Email: caseycc@casey.vic.gov.au
Phone: 03 9705 5200
Post:

PO Box 1000, Narre Warren VIC 3805

NRS:

133 677 (for the deaf, hearing or speech impaired)

Customer Service Centres:
Narre Warren: Bunjul Place, 2 Patric Northeast Drive
Cranbourne:

Cranbourne Park Shopping Centre

CASEY.VIC.GOV.AU
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5.2.

ACTIVITY CENTRE REVITALISATION AND THE BUNJIL PLACE PRECINCT NARRE WARREN

Officers’ Reports
Activity Centre Revitalisation and Bunjil Place Precinct Narre Warren

ITEM: 5.2.

City Planning and Infrastructure
Growth and Investment - Kathryn Seirlis
Corporate Services
Property and Procurement - Thor Hansen

Purpose of Report:

Update Council on major revitalisation initiatives in the City of Casey’s
largest activity centres, with a focus on the Bunjil Place Precinct.

Recommendation
That Council note this report and receives a further report in late 2022 on the Bunjil Place Precinct
concept master plan and community engagement approach.
Officer General or Material Interest
No Council officers involved in the preparation of this report have a general or material interest in matters for
consideration.
Council Plan Reference
1.1 Deliver sustainable and adaptable infrastructure and activate places
1.2 Grow Casey's current and emerging sectors
Executive Summary
In recent years, the City of Casey has increased its emphasis on placemaking, revitalisation and investment
attraction, with a focus on high quality design, leveraging property and partnership opportunities and
maximising community outcomes. Accordingly, Council is undertaking several major revitalisation initiatives
in Casey’s largest activity centres, which are briefly overviewed in this report.
The most significant of these initiatives is the Bunjil Place Precinct Project, which refers to the proposed
sale and development of 5 ha of land adjoining Bunjil Place and Fountain Gate Shopping Centre in the
Narre Warren Fountain Gate Metropolitan Activity Centre. This report introduces this city-shaping project,
paving the way for a further report to Council in late 2022 on the concept master planning and community
engagement process.
Background
The City of Casey Council Plan 2021-25, the Infrastructure Strategy 2021-25 and the Economic
Development Strategy 2021-25 include objectives aimed at revitalising existing infrastructure and
underutilised land to meet changing needs, attract investment, facilitate economic growth and deliver great
places for our community.
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There are several tools available to Council to encourage ongoing revitalisation. For instance, Council’s
bold and ambitious Strategic Property Program (SPP) makes way for Council to play a greater role in the
development of its landholdings to revitalise precincts and achieve civic, community and commercial
outcomes. Since the SPP’s establishment in July 2019, Council has progressed three major SPP initiatives,
being the Cranbourne Community Hospital Project, the Bunjil Place Precinct Project (Narre Warren) and the
Narre Warren Village.
Additionally, Council undertakes strategic planning (such as the development of structure plans, urban
design frameworks, and other town planning policy and controls) to identify and realise a vision for Casey’s
Activity Centres, unlock development opportunities and provide certainty to the development sector,
consistent with the Council’s Activity Centres Strategy 2020 and the State Government’s metropolitan
planning strategy, Plan Melbourne.
This report provides a brief update on some major revitalisation initiatives in the City of Casey’s largest
activity centres, with a focus on SPP projects, strategic planning for the Cranbourne and Berwick Major
Activity Centres and the Bunjil Place Precinct Project.
Overview of Major Revitalisation Initiatives in Casey’s largest activity centres
The Cranbourne Community Hospital
The Cranbourne Project is the most progressed SPP Project. At its meeting on 15 June 2021, Council
resolved to sell approximately 1.78ha of land in the Casey Complex at 65 Berwick Cranbourne Road,
Cranbourne East, to the State Government to facilitate the delivery of the new Cranbourne Community
Hospital. The City of Casey and the Department of Health have since executed the Contract of Sale and
negotiated other transaction documents, and the State Government has commenced early works on the
site.
The Cranbourne Community Hospital provides for a catalytic investment in Cranbourne that will bring
forward the Council and community vision for the Casey Complex, as expressed in Council’s Casey
Complex Urban Design Framework Plan 2019. Moreover, the Cranbourne Community Hospital will deliver a
range of essential health services for the community closer to home in an accessible location, near other
community, recreation and education facilities and the future Cranbourne East Train Station.
Narre Warren Village
In early 2022, the City of Casey received a $186,000 grant from the Victorian Planning Authority to develop
and facilitate a Growth and Investment Plan for the Narre Warren Village. The project will capitalise off the
Webb Street Level Crossing Removal Project and Narre Warren Station redevelopment by identifying
potential development scenarios for key sites in the Narre Warren Village and pursue development
attraction opportunities on public and private sites.
Review of Planning Controls in Cranbourne and Berwick Major Activity Centres
Amendment C275case and the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan 2020, which is being
presented to Council for adoption in another report to the 19 July 2022 Council Meeting, is the culmination
of many years of thorough and comprehensive strategic analysis and policy preparation. The refreshed
planning framework aims to facilitate employment, entertainment and housing opportunities for the
Cranbourne community, while protecting areas of local heritage significance, managing parking and
transport and meeting future public open space demand. Together, these documents will provide a simple
strategic framework and contemporary planning controls to guide the transformation of Central Cranbourne
over the next 20 years.
In 2022/23, Council officers will commence a similar review of planning controls for the Berwick Village.
Efforts will initially focus on preparing technical background reports on a range of issues, including an
Economic Analysis to understand future demand for retail, commercial and residential floor space as well as
an Access and Movement Study.
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The Bunjil Place Precinct Project
The Bunjil Place Precinct Project refers to the proposed sale and development of 5 ha of land nestled
between Bunjil Place and Fountain Gate Shopping Centre in the Narre Warren Fountain Gate Metropolitan
Activity Centre. The site is currently used for at-grade public car parking and passive open space.
The proposed sale and development of the site presents a unique city shaping opportunity that will build on
the strong social and cultural focus created by Council’s Bunjil Place and unlock valuable Council land in
Narre Warren Fountain Gate with the potential to:




Act as a catalyst project to stimulate higher density development for a range of uses in line with
Council’s endorsed Structure Plan and Activity Centre Zone.
Support greater diversity of employment, economic and social activity.
Capitalise on Council’s significant investment in Bunjil Place and Max Pawsey Reserve through
increased activity, visitation, and growth in cultural and recreational tourism to Casey.

The redevelopment of the precinct will include consideration of options on how to effectively replace the
existing car parking.
The site due diligence phase to assess site opportunities and constraints for this long-term project
commenced in early 2022. Council officers recently commenced a concept master planning process for the
site which aims to set out Council’s and the community’s objectives for the precinct, provide a visual
representation of the potential future form of the Bunjil Place Precinct and guide investor interest in the
proposed development.
The proposed sale and development of the Bunjil Place Precinct is a long-term project (10+ years), and the
above benefits will be realised progressively as the land is developed. It is expected that activities to get the
project to a state of market readiness (including due diligence, concept master planning and community
engagement activities, as well as an Expression of Interest process) will be undertaken under this term of
Council. The timing for decisions regarding the sale of land will be determined by the outcome of the
Expression of Interest process and may be progressed to the contract negotiation stage within the next term
of Council (i.e. from 2025).
Community Engagement
Community engagement is a vital input into Council’s revitalisation activities, with community consultation
undertaken or planned for each of the projects referenced in this report.
A community consultation plan is currently being developed for the Bunjil Place Precinct Project to enable
community involvement in the concept master planning process. It is anticipated that Council will receive a
further report on the proposed community consultation approach in late 2022.
Financial Implications
There are no direct financial implications from this report. All costs associated with the above revitalisation
activities have been accommodated in the Growth and Investment operational budget.
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Conclusion
The City of Casey Council Plan 2021-25 and domain strategies established clear directions and objectives
around placemaking and revitalisation. This report provides a brief overview of some exciting, city shaping
revitalisation initiatives that will unlock the potential of key precincts across the municipality.
It is recommended that Council note these project updates and receives a further report on the Bunjil Place
Precinct concept master plan and community engagement approach in late 2022.
Attachments
Nil
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5.3.

ENDORSEMENT OF REVISED GOVERNANCE RULES FOR PUBLIC EXHIBITION PERIOD

Officers’ Reports
Endorsement of revised Governance Rules for Public
Exhibition Period

ITEM: 5.3.

Corporate Services
Corporate Governance
Caroline Bell

Purpose of Report:

To seek endorsement to publicly exhibit the revised draft Governance Rules
for community consultation.

Recommendation
That Council:
1. Notes the revised changes to the Governance Rules;
2. Endorses the revised Governance Rules to be placed on public exhibition for a period of
four weeks; and
3. Resolves to schedule a Special Council Meeting on Tuesday, 30 August 2022 for the
purpose of adopting the revised Governance Rules.

Officer General or Material Interest
No Council officers involved in the preparation of this report have a general or material interest in matters for
consideration.
Council Plan Reference
2.2 Ensure good governance and transparent decision making
Executive Summary
The Regulatory Legislation Amendment (Reform) Act 2022 (the Amendment Act) received Royal Assent
and includes reforms to enable Councils and regional libraries to conduct virtual meetings in accordance
with their relevant Governance Rules on a permanent basis from 2 September 2022.
These reforms will be incorporated into Division 2, Part 3 of the Local Government Act 2020 (the 2020 Act),
superseding Part 12 of the 2020 Act which enables Councils to conduct virtual meetings in response to
COVID-19.
In accordance with s60(4) of the 2020 Act, Council is required to amend its Governance Rules in
consultation with the community, to comply with the new provisions.
This report is seeking Council’s endorsement to place on public exhibition the revised Governance Rules for
a period of four weeks, with the Governance Rules to be adopted at a Special Council Meeting to be held on
Tuesday, 30 August 2022.
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Background
The 2020 Act came into operation on 6 April 2020 and was proclaimed in four stages. Several key
requirements were introduced, calling for Councils to develop, adopt and keep in place various
documentation, such as the Governance Rules.
Prior to the Governance Rules, Councils operated under a Meeting Procedure Local Law that was made
under the Local Government Act 1989.
The Council’s Governance Rules replaced the Meeting Procedure Local Law from 1 September 2020 and
includes:
 the conduct of Council Meetings
 the conduct of Delegated Committee Meetings
 the form and availability of records
 an Election Period Policy in accordance with s69 of the 2020 Act
 the procedures for the disclosure of a conflict of interest by a Councillor, member of a Delegated
Committee, or a member of Council staff when providing information in respect of a matter within the
meaning of s126 of the Act, and
 any other matter prescribed by the Local Government (Governance and Integrity) Regulations 2020.
During 2020, the Victorian Government’s COVID-19 Omnibus (Emergency Measures) Act 2020 was
introduced into the 2020 Act, with mechanisms to allow Councils to conduct virtual Council Meetings to
ensure local government decision making could continue during the coronavirus pandemic. To support
Councils in conducting virtual Council Meetings, the Minister for Local Government issued the Ministerial
Good Practice Guidelines, in accordance with s87 of the 2020 Act, which provided guidance on the
requirements for conducting virtual Council Meetings.
These measures were in force from 1 May 2020 until 1 November 2020, and were extended on two
occasions, with the arrangements staying in effect until 1 September 2022.
More recently, the Regulatory Legislation Amendment (Reform) Act 2022 (the Amendment Act) received
Royal Assent and includes reforms to enable Councils and regional libraries to conduct virtual meetings in
accordance with their relevant Governance Rules on a permanent basis from 2 September 2022. Councils
were notified of these changes through the Local Government Victoria Bulletin in June 2022.
These reforms will be incorporated into Division 2, Part 3 of the Local Government Act 2020 (the 2020 Act),
superseding Part 12 of the 2020 Act, which enables Councils to conduct virtual meetings in response to
COVID-19.
As a result of these reforms, Council will be required to amend its Governance Rules to reflect the new
virtual meeting provisions. Council can amend its Governance Rules in accordance with s60 of the 2020
Act, subject to a process of community engagement.
The revised Governance Rules, as per Attachment 1, includes new provisions for Council to conduct virtual
meetings on a permanent process, in addition to the process for the election of the Mayor and Deputy
Mayor (as required under the 2020 Act) and other administrative changes. A summarised document
outlining the changes can be found in Attachment 2.
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Community Engagement
In accordance with s60 of the 2020 Act, Council is required to undertake a process of community
engagement when amending its Governance Rules. The revised Governance Rules will be made available
on Casey Conversations and Council’s website and will be communicated through Council’s social media
platforms. This will be advertised for a period of up to four weeks after which community feedback will be
considered and, where appropriate, incorporated into the revised Governance Rules.
Financial Implications
The costs associated with the public exhibition of the revised Governance Rules can be accommodated
within the existing budget.
Conclusion
The Amendment Act received Royal Assent and included reforms to enable Councils to conduct virtual
meetings in accordance with their relevant Governance Rules on a permanent basis from 2 September
2022.
In accordance with 60(4) of the 2020 Act, Council is required to amend its Governance Rules in consultation
with the community, to comply with the new provisions.
This report is seeking Council’s endorsement to place on public exhibition the revised Governance Rules for
a period of four weeks, with the revised Governance Rules to be considered and adopted at a Special
Council Meeting to be held on Tuesday 30 August 2022.
Attachments
1. Updated Governance Rules June 2022 [5.3.1 - 45 pages]
2. Summary of changes to the Governance Rules [5.3.2 - 6 pages]
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Attachment 5.3.1

CASEY.VIC.GOV.AU

Governance Rules
Approval Body:

Council

Date Endorsed by
Council:

TBC

Date of Operation:

These Governance Rules:
a) comes into operation on 2 September 2022
b) operates throughout the whole of the municipal district of Casey City
Council in accordance with s. 60 of the Local Government Act 2020.

Current Version:

1.0
Council policy documents change from time to time and it is recommended
that you consult the electronic reference copy on Casey City Council's
Website to ensure that you have the current version. Alternatively, you may
contact Customer Service on 9705 5200.

Council Plan Reference:

2 - Develop platforms for community empowerment
2.2 Ensure good governance and transparent decision making

Compulsory Review
Cycle:

4 years

Review Date:

30 August 2026
It is recognised that, from time to time, circumstances may change leading
to the need for minor administrative changes to this document. Where an
update does not materially alter this document, such a change may be
made administratively.
Examples include a change to the name of a Council department, a change
to the name of a Federal or State Government department, and a minor
update to legislation which does not have a material impact. However, any
change or update which materially alters this document must be by
resolution of Council.

Responsible Department:

Corporate Governance

Relevant Legislation:

Local Government Act 2020
Local Government (Governance and Integrity) Regulations 2020
Local Government (Casey City Council) Act 2020
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Governance Rules (Version No. 2.0)

Relevant Council
Documents:

Good Governance Framework

ECM ID:

14131442

Introduction
1.

Nature of the Rules and Authorising Provision
The Casey City Council is constituted as a municipal Council under the Local Government Act
2020.The Council is a body corporate and is required to have a common seal, used in conjunction
with any local law.
These are the Governance Rules of Casey City Council. The Governance Rules are made under,
and in accordance with section 60 of the Local Government Act 2020.

2.

Context
These Rules should be read in the context of, and in conjunction with:
a) the overarching governance and supporting principles specified in section 9 of the Act
b) the following documents endorsed by Council:

3.

o

Good Governance Framework

o

Councillor Code of Conduct

o

Public Transparency Policy

o

Community Engagement Policy

Contents
These Governance Rules are divided into the following Chapters:
Chapter

Name

Chapter 1

Roles and Powers

Chapter 2

Governance

Chapter 3

Election of Mayor and Deputy Mayor

Chapter 4

Council Meeting Procedures
Part A: Meeting Roles
Part B: Meetings Procedure
o Division 1 - Notices of Meetings and Delivery of Agendas
o Division 2 - Quorums
o Division 3 - Business of Meetings
o Division 4 - Motions and Debate
o Division 5 - Procedural Motions
o Division 6 - Recission Motions
o Division 7 - Points of Order
o Division 8 - Petitions
o Division 9 - Public Question Time
o Division 10 - Voting
Page 2 of 45
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o
o

4.

Division 11 - Minutes
Division 12 - Miscellaneous

Chapter 5

Delegated Committee Meeting Conduct

Chapter 6

Community Asset Committee Meeting Conduct

Chapter 7

Joint Council Meeting Conduct

Chapter 8

Disclosure of Conflict of Interest Procedure

Chapter 9

Election Period Policy

Chapter 10

Other Matters

Definitions
In these Governance Rules, unless the context suggests otherwise the following words and
phrases mean:
Key term

Definition

Act

means the Local Government Act 2020

Administrators

means the administrator or a panel of administrators that perform the
same functions and responsibilities as a Councillor (and Mayor for the
Chair of Administrator) as per the Local Government (City of Casey) Act
2020

Agenda

means a document containing the date, time and place of a Council
Meeting and a list of business to be transacted at the Council Meeting

Agreement of
Council

means indicative agreement of all the Councillors present, without a
vote being conducted. In the event there is any uncertainty about
majority of Councillors agreeing, the matter may be put to a vote.

Authorised Officer

has the same meaning as in the Local Government Act 2020 or any
other Act

Audit and Risk
Committee

has the same meaning as in the Local Government Act 2020

Candidate

has the same meaning as in the Local Government Act 2020

Chair

means the Chair of a Meeting and includes an acting, temporary and
substitute Chair

Chamber

means any room where the Council holds a Council Meeting

Chief Executive
Officer

has the same meaning as in the Local Government Act 2020

Community Asset
Committee

has the same meaning as in the Local Government Act 2020
Page 3 of 45
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Common Seal

means the common seal of Council

Council

means Casey City Council, being a body corporate constituted as a
municipal Council under the Local Government Act 2020

Councillor

has the same meaning as in the Local Government Act 2020

Councillor Code of
Conduct Officer

has the same meaning as in the Local Government Act 2020

Council Officer

means the Chief Executive Officer and staff of Council appointed by the
Chief Executive Officer.

Council Meeting

has the same meaning as in the Local Government Act 2020

Delegate

means a member of Council staff to whom powers, functions and duties
have been delegated by an instrument of delegation

Delegated
Committee

has the same meaning as in the Local Government Act 2020

Delegated
Committee
Meeting

means a meeting of a Delegated Committee

Deputy Mayor

has the same meaning as in the Local Government Act 2020

Director

means a senior member of Council staff holding the position of Director
or another position (however designated) which reports directly to the
Chief Executive Officer

Disorder

means any disorderly conduct of a member of the Gallery or a
Councillor and includes:


interjecting when another person is speaking, except, in the
case of where a Councillor is raising a Point of Order



making comments that are defamatory, malicious, abusive or
offensive



refusing to leave the Council Meeting when requested, ordered
or directed to do so by the Chair in accordance with the Act and
the Governance Rules; and



engaging in any other conduct which prevents the orderly
conduct of the Council Meeting

Donation Period

has the same meaning as in the Local Government Act 2020

Electronic means

commonly referred to as ‘virtual meetings’, this is where all participants
attend electronically or where some participants attend in person and
some electronically (hybrid setting) or where attendees across several
locations join electronically (parallel setting).

Election

has the same meaning as in the Local Government Act 2020

Election Day

has the same meaning as in the Local Government Act 2020
Page 4 of 45
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Election manager

has the same meaning as in the Local Government Act 2020

Election Period

has the same meaning as in the Local Government Act 2020

Electoral Material

has the same meaning as in the Local Government Act 2020

Event or Function

a gathering of internal and/or external stakeholders to discuss, review,
acknowledge, communicate or celebrate a program, strategy or issue
which is of relevance to the Council and its community and may take
the form of conferences, workshops, forums, launches, proportional
activities, social occasions such as dinners, receptions and balls

Foreshadowed
Item

means a matter raised in the relevant section of the Council Meeting
that a Councillor intends to submit a Notice of Motion for the next
Council Meeting or foreshadow an amendment to the Motion

Formal nomination
date

date set by the relevant electoral commission at which nominations to
be candidates in an election close.

Good governance

has the same meaning as in the Local Government Act 2020

Governance Rules

has the same meaning as in the Local Government Act 2020

Major Policy
Decision

s. 93A of the Act defines major policy decisions as:
a) the appointment or dismissal of a Chief Executive Officer, or the
renumeration of a Chief Executive Officer
b) approval of contracts with a total value exceeding $1.863 million
(this is 1% of Council's total revenue from rates under s.158 in the
preceding financial year); and
c) the exercise of any entrepreneurial power under s.193

Major Policy
Amendments

these are significant amendments which differ to administrative
amendments. They include:
• Changes to the intent or impact of the document
• Additions or subtractions of content

Mayor

has the same meaning as in the Local Government Act 2020

Minister

means the Minister for Local Government

Minutes

means the official record of the proceedings and decisions of a Council
Meeting

Motion

means a proposal framed in a way that will result in the opinion of
Council being expressed, and a Council decision being made, if the
proposal is adopted

Notice of Motion

means a notice setting out the text of a Motion which a Councillor
proposes to move at a Council Meeting

Notice of
Recission

means a Notice of Motion to rescind a resolution made by Council

On Notice

means held or deferred to enable preparation of a response
Page 5 of 45
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Point of Order

means a procedural point (about how the Council Meeting is being
conducted), not involving the substance of a matter before a Council
Meeting

Procedural Motion

means a Motion that relates to a procedural matter only and which is
not designed to produce any substantive decision but used merely as a
formal procedural measure

Public
Consultation

process which invites individuals, groups, organisations or the
community generally to comment on an issue, proposed action or policy

Public Notice

has the same meaning as in the Local Government Act 2020

these Rules

means these Governance Rules

Urgent Business

means a matter that relates to or arises out of a matter which has arisen
since distribution of the agenda and cannot safely or conveniently be
deferred until the next Council Meeting

Unscheduled
Meeting

means a meeting of the Council convened for a particular purpose that
cannot be effectively dealt with in the schedule of Council Meetings set
by Council

VEC

Victorian Electoral Commission

Written

includes duplicated, lithographed, photocopied, printed and typed, and
extends to both hard copy and soft copy form, and writing has the same
corresponding meaning

CHAPTER 1 – ROLES AND POWERS
1.

Purpose
The purpose of this Chapter is to:
1.1

2.

define the Powers of:
1.1.1

Council as set out under s. 10 of the Act

1.1.2

Delegation as set up under s. 11 of the Act

1.1.3

Council to create Local Laws under s. 71 of the Act

1.1.4

the Audit and Risk Committee under s. 53 of the Act

1.2

define the role of the Executive Leadership Team, Chief Executive Officer and Directors

1.3

outline the role of the Council

1.4

outline the roles and working relationships at Council

Roles and Working Relationships
2.1

Council comprises of Councillors who are democratically elected by the community in
accordance with the Local Government Act 2020. Council has a statutory responsibility to
represent all people that live, participate, and invest within the municipality. The elected
Council appoint and review the performance of the Chief Executive Officer of the
organisation, determine Council policies and set the strategic direction of the organisation.
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2.2

3.

Strong and respectful working relationships are essential for Council to achieve its vision.
Effective working relationships promote a positive culture and provide the organisation
with the freedom to focus on opportunities and delivering great outcomes, rather than
spending effort overcoming problems associated with negative relationships. The key
working relationships at the Council are between the:
2.2.1

Mayor and Councillors

2.2.2

Mayor and Chief Executive Officer

2.2.3

Mayor and Directors

2.2.4

Councillors and Chief Executive Officer

2.2.5

Councillors and Directors

2.2.6

Councillors and Managers

2.2.7

Chief Executive Officer and Directors

2.3

Many Council Officers hold positions that require specialised knowledge and skills and are
required to provide information, advice and recommendations to the best of their
professional ability. Sharing this knowledge with Councillors is a key part of ensuring that
Council has the information it needs to make informed decisions.

2.4

Councillors cannot direct or improperly influence, or attempt to direct or improperly
influence, the functions, duties, actions, recommendations or advice provided by Council
Officers. Improper direction and improper influence are covered under s. 124 of the Act.

2.5

To facilitate the efficient functioning of Council, and ensure timely responses, the Chief
Executive Officer has put in place a protocol which requires Councillors to direct all their
enquiries to the Chief Executive Officer, the appropriate Director or Manager or specified
support staff. Persistent failure to follow this protocol may be addressed through the
Councillor Code of Conduct.

Role of the Chief Executive Officer
3.1

The Chief Executive Officer has several statutory responsibilities and is accountable to the
elected Council for delivering Council’s strategies and services. As the head of the
organisation, the Chief Executive Officer’s role is to provide professional, relevant and
timely information and support to the Council.

3.2

S. 46 of the Act identifies the Chief Executive Officer as being responsible for several
activities including:
3.2.1
3.2.2

facilitating the election of the Mayor in accordance with the provisions of the Act.
supporting the Mayor and Councillors in the performance of their roles including:
(a)

ensuring that the decisions of the Council are implemented without delay

(b)

ensuring that the Council receives timely and reliable advice about its
obligations under the Local Government Act 2020 or any other Act

(c)

supporting the Mayor in the performance of their role

(d)

setting the agenda for Council Meetings after consulting the Mayor

(e)

when requested by the Mayor, reporting to the Council regarding the
implementation of a Council decision

(f)

responsible for Councillors with respect to issues which arise under or with
respect to the Workplace Injury Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 2013.

3.2.3

ensuring the effective and efficient management of the day-to-day operations of
the Council.

3.2.4

establishing and maintaining an organisational structure for the Council
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4.

6.

developing and maintaining a workforce plan

3.2.6

informing the Council before implementing an organisational restructure that will
affect the capacity of the Council to deliver the Council Plan

3.2.7

being responsible for all staffing matters, including appointing, directing,
managing and dismissing members of Council staff

3.2.8

managing interactions between members of Council staff and Councillors and
ensuring that policies, practices and protocols that support arrangements for
interaction between members of Council staff and Councillors are developed and
implemented

3.2.9

performing any other function or duty of the Chief Executive Officer specified in
the Local Government Act 2020 or any other Act

Role of a Director
4.1

5.

3.2.5

Directors are responsible for overseeing the efficient operation of the departments within
their Division to assist the Casey City Council in achieving its vision and objectives. They
play a key role in supporting the Chief Executive Officer and providing advice and
information to the Mayor and Councillors. This includes:
4.1.1

Providing advice and possible recommendations to Councillors on issues raised
by community and stakeholder groups on matters relating to the Directors area of
management.

4.1.2

Providing guidance on matters which, for reasons of community interest and
benefit, require immediate action and may be advanced under delegated
authority of the Chief Executive Officer.

4.1.3

Providing advice and information on emerging issues and opportunities relating to
the Division.

4.1.4

Providing direction and advice on matters before Council through the review and
approval of reports to Council.

Role of the Executive Leadership Team
5.1

The Executive Leadership Team is comprised of the Chief Executive Officer and the
Directors.

5.2

The purpose of the Executive Leadership Team is to provide a whole of organisation
perspective to ensure strategic alignment between the organisation’s operations and the
achievement of the Council Plan. This includes:
5.2.1

Contributing to policy development through recommendations to Council

5.2.2

Operational decision making

5.2.3

Providing advice/ assistance

5.2.4

Generating discussion

5.2.5

Encouraging problem solving

5.2.6

Leading performance management

5.2.7

Interpreting and understanding the current and future operational and political
environment

5.2.8

Driving organisational leadership/culture

Role of a Council
6.1

The Act defines the role of a Council is to provide good governance in its municipal district
for the benefit and wellbeing of the municipal community. A Council provides good
governance if:
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it performs its role in accordance with s. 8 (role of a Council)

6.1.2

the Councillors of the Council perform their roles in accordance with s. 28 (role of
a Councillor).

6.1.3

In performing its role, a Council may:
6.1.3.1.

perform any duties or functions or exercise any powers conferred
on a Council by or under the Act or any other Act; and

6.1.3.2.

perform any other functions that the Council determines are
necessary to enable the Council to perform its role.

6.2

Council may perform a function outside its municipal district if it is necessary for the
purpose of performing its role.

6.3

To support the Councillor, the Office of Council exists to provide practical support to
Councillors and to deliver opportunities to increase the collaboration between the
executive, Council Officers, residents and elected members of Council. This includes:

6.4

6.5
7.

6.1.1

6.3.1

Training and development opportunities

6.3.2

Advice and mentoring

6.3.3

Communication and media management

6.3.4

Support for variety of stakeholder engagement

6.3.5

Civic events, functions and administrative roles and responsibilities of the Office

Specific information as to the role and powers of the Councillors are outlined in the
following sections of the Act:
6.4.1

s. 18 and s. 19 apply to the Mayor

6.4.2

s. 20A applies to Deputy Mayor

6.4.3

s. 20B applies to the Acting Mayor

6.4.4

s. 28 applies to every Councillor

Councillors must also adhere to the Casey City Council’s Councillor Code of Conduct.

Role and Powers of the Mayor
7.1

7.2

Under s. 18 of the Act, the Mayor’s role is to:
7.1.1

Chair Council Meetings; and

7.1.2

be the principal spokesperson for the Council; and

7.1.3

lead engagement with the municipal community on the development of the
Council Plan; and

7.1.4

report to the municipal community, at least once each year, on the
implementation of the Council Plan; and

7.1.5

promote behaviour among Councillors that meets the standards of conduct set
out in the Councillor Code of Conduct; and

7.1.6

assist Councillors to understand their role; and

7.1.7

take a leadership role in ensuring the regular review of the performance of the
Chief Executive Officer; and

7.1.8

provide advice to the Chief Executive Officer when the Chief Executive Officer is
setting the agenda for Council Meetings; and

7.1.9

perform civic and ceremonial duties on behalf of the Council.

The Mayor is not eligible to be elected to the office of Deputy Mayor.
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7.3

7.4
8.

9.

10.

The Mayor has the power to:
7.3.1

Appoint a Councillor to be the Chair of a Delegated Committee;

7.3.2

Direct a Councillor, subject to any procedures or limitations specified in the
Governance Rules, to leave a Council meeting if the behaviour of the Councillor
is preventing the Council from conducting its business;

7.3.3

Require the Chief Executive Officer to report to the Council on the
implementation of a Council decision.

An appointment under subsection 7.1.1 prevails over any appointment of a Chair of a
Delegated Committee by the Council.

Role of the Deputy Mayor
8.1

Council has the power to choose if they will establish an office of Deputy Mayor. Council
will establish this office in line with the requirements determined by the Act.

8.2

If Council does establish the role of Deputy Mayor, they must perform the role of the
Mayor and may exercise any of the powers of the Mayor if—
8.2.1

the Mayor is unable for any reason to attend a Council meeting or part of a
Council meeting; or

8.2.2

the Mayor is incapable of performing the duties of the office of Mayor for any
reason, including illness; or

8.2.3

the office of Mayor is vacant.

Role of the Audit and Risk Committee
9.1

In accordance with s. 53 of the Act, Council must establish an Audit and Risk Committee
to provide organisational oversight.

9.2

The Audit and Risk Committee will monitor the integrity of the Council by reviewing and
advising Council on the standard of its financial control, risk management and corporate
governance systems.

9.3

An Audit and Risk Committee must report the minutes of all its meetings to the next
practicable Council Meeting.

9.4

An Audit and Risk Committee must act in accordance with its adopted Charter adopted by
Council.

Understanding and agreement of roles
A clear understanding and agreement of roles and responsibilities as outlined above contribute to
Councillors and the Executive Leadership Team acting as an effective leadership team. It ensures
each individual is aware of the boundaries of their role and of the shared areas. At the Casey City
Council the Councillors and the Executive Leadership Team have agreed that this works best
when there is mutual trust, discussions rather than assumptions, and good communication.

CHAPTER 2 – GOVERNANCE
11.

Purpose
The purpose of this Chapter is to:

12.

11.1

provide for fair decision making

11.2

set the rules of behaviour for persons acting within the delegated authority

Decision Making
12.1

In any matter in which a decision must be made by Council (including persons acting with
the delegated authority of Council), Council must consider the matter and make a
decision:
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12.1.1

fairly, by giving consideration and making a decision which is balanced, ethical
and impartial; and

12.1.2

on the merits, free from favouritism or self-interest and without regard to
irrelevant or unauthorised considerations

12.2

Council must, when making any decision to which the principles of natural justice apply,
adhere to the principles of natural justice (including, without limitation, ensuring that any
person whose rights will be directly affected by a decision of Council is entitled to
communicate their views and have their interests considered).

12.3

Without limiting anything in paragraph 18.2 of these Rules:
12.3.1

before making a decision that will directly affect the rights of a person, Council
(including any person acting with the delegated authority of Council) must identify
the person or persons whose rights will be directly affected, give notice of the
decision which Council must make and ensure that such person or persons have
an opportunity to communicate their views and have their interests considered
before the decision is made;

12.3.2

if a report to be considered at a Council Meeting concerns subject matter which
will directly affect the rights of a person or persons, the Report must record
whether the person has or persons have been provided with an opportunity to
communicate their views and have their interests considered;

12.3.3

if a report to be considered at a Delegated Committee meeting concerns subject
matter which will directly affect the rights of a person or persons, the Report must
record whether the person has or persons have been provided with an
opportunity to communicate their views and have their interests considered; and

12.3.4

if a member of Council staff proposes to make a decision under delegation and
that decision will directly affect the rights of a person or persons, the member of
Council staff must, when making that decision, complete a Delegate Report that
records that notice of the decision to be made was given to the person or persons
and such person or persons were provided with an opportunity to communicate
their views and their interests considered.

CHAPTER 3 – ELECTION OF MAYOR AND DEPUTY MAYOR
13.

Election of the Mayor
The Chief Executive Officer must facilitate the election of the Mayor in accordance with the
provisions of the Act.

14.

Method of Voting
The election of the Mayor must be carried out by show of hands.

15.

Determining the election of the Mayor
15.1

The Chief Executive Officer must open the Council Meeting at which the Mayor is to be
elected, and invite nominations for the office of Mayor.

15.2

Any nominations for the office of Mayor must be seconded by another Councillor.

15.3

Once nominations for the office of Mayor have been received, the following provisions will
govern the election of the Mayor.
15.3.1

if there is only one nomination, the Councillor nominated must be declared to be
duly elected;
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15.3.2

if there is more than one nomination, the Councillors present at the Council
Meeting must vote for one of the Councillors nominated and each of the
Councillors nominated shall be allowed three minutes to speak to their
nomination, which cannot be extended;

15.3.3

in the event of a Councillor receiving an absolute majority of the votes, that
Councillor is declared to have been elected as Mayor;

15.3.4

in the event that no Councillor nominated receives an absolute majority of the
votes, the Council Meeting must consider whether to exercise the discretion
conferred by section 25(5) of the Act. If the Council Meeting instead proceeds
with the election of Mayor, the Councillor nominated with the fewest number of
votes will be declared to be defeated. The Councillors present at the Council
Meeting will then vote for one of the remaining Councillors nominated;

15.3.5

if one of the remaining Councillors nominated receives an absolute majority of
the votes, he or she is duly elected as Mayor. If none of the remaining
Councillors nominated receives an absolute majority of the votes and it is not
resolved to conduct a new election at a later day and time, the process of
declaring the Councillor nominated with the fewest number of votes as being
defeated must be repeated until one of the Councillors nominated receives an
absolute majority of the votes. The Councillor nominated with the majority of the
votes must then be declared to have been duly elected as Mayor;

15.3.6

in the event of two or more Councillors nominated have an equality of votes, the
declaration will be determined by lot;

15.3.7

if a lot is conducted, the Chief Executive Officer will conduct the lot and the
following provisions will apply:

15.3.8
16.

(a)

each Councillor nominated will draw one lot;

(b)

the order of drawing lots will be determined by the alphabetical order of
the surnames of the Councillors who received an equal number of votes,
except that if two or more such Councillors surnames are identical, the
order will be determined by the alphabetical order of the Councillors first
names; and

(c)

as many identical pieces of paper as there are Councillors who received
an equal number of votes, must be placed in a receptacle. If the lot is
being conducted to determine who is a defeated candidate, the word
“Defeated” shall be written on one of the pieces of paper, and the
Councillor who draws the paper with the word “Defeated” written on it,
must be declared the defeated candidate (in which event a further vote
must be taken on the remaining candidates, unless there is only one
candidate remaining, in which case, that candidate will be declared to
have been duly elected).

A Councillor cannot be elected to the office of Mayor, unless they receive an
absolute majority of the votes.

Election of the Deputy Mayor and Appointment of Acting Mayor
16.1

Any election for the office of Deputy Mayor will be regulated by Rules 13 – 15 (inclusive)
of this Chapter, and the Mayor must facilitate the election of the Deputy Mayor in
accordance with this Chapter.

16.2

If Council has not established an office of Deputy Mayor, and it becomes required to
appoint an Acting Mayor, it can do so by:
16.2.1

resolving that a specified Councillor be so appointed; and

16.2.2

following the procedure set out in Rules 13 – 15 (inclusive) of this Chapter.
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CHAPTER 4 – COUNCIL MEETING PROCEDURES
17.

Purpose
The purpose of this Chapter is to provide for the procedures governing the conduct of Council
Meetings.

18.

The Purpose of Council Meetings
18.1

Council holds scheduled Council Meetings and, when required, unscheduled Council
Meetings to conduct the business of Council.

18.2

Council is committed to transparency in decision making and, in accordance with the Act,
Council Meetings are open to the public and the community are able to attend.

Introduction: This Chapter is divided into several Parts which address a different aspect of holding
Council Meetings. Together, the Parts describe how and when a meeting is convened, and when and
how business may be transacted at a meeting.
PART A – MEETING ROLES
19.

Chair and Councillors
19.1

20.

21.

The Chair and Councillors will ensure good decision making by endeavouring to ensure
that:
19.1.1

Decision making is transparent to members and observers.

19.1.2

Meeting members have sufficient information to make good decisions.

19.1.3

Every member is supported to contribute to decisions.

19.1.4

Any person whose rights are affected has their interests considered.

19.1.5

Debate and discussion is focused on the issues at hand.

19.1.6

Meetings are conducted in an orderly manner.

19.1.7

Decisions should be made on the merits of the matter.

Mayor to take the Chair
20.1

When attending Council Meetings, the Mayor must Chair.

20.2

An acting Chair is to be elected if the Mayor is:
20.2.1

absent or

20.2.2

incapable of acting or

20.2.3

is not present within 15 minutes of the scheduled commencement time of a
Council Meeting.

20.3

Where a Deputy Mayor is present, they will be the acting Chair without the need for a
vote.

20.4

If the Mayor and any Deputy Mayor are not in attendance at a Council Meeting, Council
must appoint one of the Councillors as acting Chair of the Council Meeting by resolution.

Delegated Committee Chair
21.1

When Council establishes a Delegated Committee, Council or the Mayor, must appoint a
Chair of the Delegated Committee.

21.2

The Chair of a Delegated Committee must be a Councillor.
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21.3

22.

If a Councillor appointed by the Council or the Mayor is not present, a Councillor who is
present at the meeting is to be appointed by members of the Delegated Committee who
are present at the meeting.

The Chair’s Duties and Discretions
In addition to these Rules, the Chair:

23.

24.

22.1

must allow the Chief Executive Officer the opportunity to correct factual errors or incorrect
assertions that arise during the Council Meeting;

22.2

must call a person to order if their behaviour is disruptive and interferes with the conduct
of the business of Council;

22.3

may direct that a vote be recounted to be satisfied of the result; and

22.4

must decide on all points of order.

Chief Executive Officer
23.1

The Chief Executive Officer, or delegate, may participate in the meeting to provide support
to the Chair.

23.2

The Chief Executive Officer should:
23.2.1

Immediately advise, to the best of their knowledge, if a proposed resolution or
action is contrary to the law;

23.2.2

Advise if there are operational, financial or risk implications arising from a
proposed resolution;

23.2.3

Help clarify the intent of any unclear resolution to facilitate implementation;

23.2.4

On request, assist with procedural issues that may arise.

Community Attendance
24.1

Council Meetings are decision making forums and it is important that they are open to the
community to attend and/or view proceedings.

24.2

Community members may only participate in Council Meetings in accordance with these
Governance rules:
24.2.1

A visitor or person in the public gallery must not interject or take part in the
debate of a Council Meeting.

24.2.2

Silence must be preserved in the public gallery during any Council Meeting.

24.3

Community members may seek to inform individual Councillors of their views by
contacting them directly in advance of Council Meetings.

24.4

If a Council Meeting is closed in accordance with s.66(2)(b-c) of the Act, the Council
Meeting will continue to be livestreamed.

24.5

Council may adopt policies, protocols or guidelines from time to time, to ensure
opportunities exist for community input beyond the formal consultation process, including
how the community can participate via electronic means.

PART B – MEETINGS PROCEDURE
Division 1 – Notices of Meetings and Delivery of Agendas
25.

Dates and Times of Meetings Fixed by Council
25.1

At or before the last Council Meeting each calendar year, Council must fix by resolution
the date, time and place of all Council Meetings for the following calendar year.

25.2

Reasonable notice of each Council Meeting must be provided to the public. Council may
do this:
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25.3

25.4

26.

25.2.1

for meetings which it has fixed by preparing a schedule of meetings and
arranging publication of such schedule in a newspaper generally circulating in the
municipal district either at various times throughout the year, or prior to each such
Council Meeting; and

25.2.2

for any meeting by giving notice on its website and:
(a)

in each of its Customer Service Centres; and/or

(b)

in at least one newspaper generally circulating in the municipal district.

The notice of Council Meetings must indicate whether the relevant Council Meeting is to
be conducted:
25.3.1

wholly in person

25.3.2

wholly by electronic means; or

25.3.3

partially in person and partially by electronic means.

Notice of Council Meetings will be publicised through notices in local newspapers and on
Council’s website, at least seven days prior to the Council Meeting date, unless if urgent
or extraordinary circumstances prevented it from complying with Rule 25.3, Council must:
25.4.1

give such public notice as is practicable; and

25.4.2

specify the urgent or extraordinary circumstances which prevented the Council
from complying with Rule 21.3 in the minutes of the Council Meeting.

Fixed Council Meetings May be Altered (Unscheduled or Special Meetings)
Council may change the date, time and place of any Council Meeting which has been fixed. It must
provide reasonable notice of the change to the public.

27.

Calling Unscheduled Council Meetings
Unscheduled Council Meetings can be called:
27.1

in writing by the Mayor; or

27.2

in writing by at least 3 Councillors; or

27.3

by the Chief Executive Officer following consultation with the Mayor.

When it has been agreed to call an unscheduled Council Meeting, the Chief Executive Officer must
determine the time and date for the meeting, giving consideration to:
27.4

the urgency of the business to be transacted

27.5

the availability of Councillors

27.6

a reasonable notice period for persons whose rights or interests may be impacted by the
business to be transacted.

27.7

The date and time of the unscheduled Council Meeting must not be prior to 6pm on the
day following the Council Meeting at which the resolution was made.

Council will publicise the unscheduled Council Meeting consistent with Rule 25.
The Unscheduled Council Meeting Procedure

28.

27.8

The Chief Executive Officer must convene the Council Meeting as specified in the notice.

27.9

Unless all Councillors are present and unanimously agree to deal with any other matter,
only the business specified in the written notice can be transacted at the Council Meeting.

Adjourned Meetings
28.1

Council may resolve from time to time to adjourn the Council Meeting to a specific time
and date.
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28.2

Council may adjourn any meeting to another date or time but cannot in the absence of
disorder or a threat to the safety of any Councillor or member of Council staff adjourn a
meeting in session to another place.

28.3

The Chief Executive Officer must give written notice to each Councillor of the date, time
and place to which the meeting stands adjourned and of the business remaining to be
considered.

28.4

If it is impracticable for the notice given under Rule 28.3 to be in writing, the Chief
Executive Officer must give notice to each Councillor by telephone or in person.

28.5

If a Council Meeting is abandoned because of the lack of a quorum, the Chief Executive
Officer is to record the following details as the minutes of that Council Meeting, even
though business could not be transacted at that Council Meeting:

28.6

29.

30.

31.

28.5.1

The absence of a quorum.

28.5.2

The abandonment of the Council Meeting and the time of the abandonment; and

28.5.3

The names of the Councillors present at the time of the abandonment

If a Council Meeting is abandoned, the Mayor –
28.6.1

Within 14 days after the abandonment of the Council Meeting, is to convene
another Council Meeting to deal with the business that was to be dealt with at the
abandoned Council Meeting and

28.6.2

Provide notice of the new Council Meeting in accordance with Rule 25.

Meeting Cancellation or Postponement
29.1

In the case of an emergency, the Chief Executive Officer or Delegate, may postpone a
Council Meeting, provided every reasonable attempt is made to notify every Councillor of
the postponement.

29.2

The Chief Executive Officer or Delegate must submit a full written report of the
circumstances requiring his or her action in respect of the emergency postponement at
the next Council Meeting.

29.3

The Chief Executive Officer must present to the immediately following Council Meeting a
written report on any exercise of the power conferred by Rule 38.

Delivery and Circulation of Agendas and notices
30.1

Each Councillor must advise the Chief Executive Officer (or his delegate) in writing of their
address for the delivery of Council business papers.

30.2

An Agenda for each Council Meeting, that is not an unscheduled Council Meeting, will be
made available on Council’s website no less than 48 hours before the Council Meeting.

30.3

An Agenda for an unscheduled Council Meeting must be made available electronically to
every Councillor at least 48 hours before the meeting. A period of less than 48 hours may
be justified if exceptional circumstances exist.

30.4

An Agenda for an unscheduled Council Meeting will be made available on Council’s
website no less than 24 hours before the unscheduled Council Meeting.

Document requests
31.1

At a Council Meeting, a Councillor may request the production of any of the documents of
Council relevant to a Motion under consideration.

31.2

If a document is not immediately available, Council may defer consideration of an item of
business to later in the Council Meeting or the next appropriate Council Meeting.

31.3

If the document relates to business which the Council Meeting has been specifically
convened to deal with, the Council Meeting cannot be deferred.
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32.

Councillor allowed to speak uninterrupted
A Councillor who has the floor must not be interrupted unless called to order, or given notice by the
Chair their speaking time has elapsed or is about to elapse, when they must sit down and remain
silent until the Councillor raising the Point of Order has been heard and the Point of Order dealt
with.

33.

Addressing the Meeting
33.1

If the Chair so determines:
33.1.1

34.

any person addressing the Chair should refer to the Chair as:



Mayor; or



Chair

33.1.2

all Councillors, other than the Mayor, must be addressed as Cr (surname); and

33.1.3

all Council staff, should be addressed by their official title.

33.2

Except for the Chair and Chief Executive Officer, any person who addresses the Council
Meeting must direct all remarks through the Chair by standing or by an agreed alternative
method.

33.3

The Chair may permit any Councillor or person to remain seated while addressing the
Chair.

Apologies and absences
34.1

Councillors who are unable to attend a Council Meeting may submit an apology:
34.1.1

In writing to the Chair, who will advise those in attendance: or

34.1.2

By seeking another Councillor to submit it at the Council Meeting on their behalf.

34.2

An apology submitted to a Council Meeting will be recorded in the minutes for that Council
Meeting.

34.3

A Councillor intending to take a leave of absence must submit in writing to the Mayor the
following information:

34.4

34.3.1

Dates for which leave of absence is requested

34.3.2

Why the leave of absence is required

34.3.3

Any supporting documents if appropriate

If a Councillor is required to take leave of absence, the Councillor—
34.4.1

may continue to be a Councillor but must not perform the duties or functions of
a Councillor during the period of leave;

34.4.2

remains entitled to receive a Councillor allowance unless the Act otherwise
provides;

34.4.3

is not entitled to be reimbursed for out-of-pocket expenses during the
period of leave;

34.4.4

must return all Council equipment and materials to the Council for the period of
leave if the Council requires;

34.4.5

If a Mayor is required to take a leave of absence, the Mayor is, for the duration of
the leave, to be considered as incapable of acting.

34.5

The Mayor will seek to have any leave of absence requests included in the agenda of the
next Council Meeting.

34.6

A leave of absence not included in a Council Meeting agenda may still be considered by
Council if a written request has been received by the Mayor prior to the meeting.
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35.

36.

34.7

Council will not unreasonably withhold its approval of a leave of absence request.

34.8

If a Councillor is not in attendance at a Council Meeting, and they have not submitted an
apology or have had a leave of absence approved at a Council Meeting, then they will be
recorded as absent in the Council Meeting minutes.

34.9

S. 35(1)(e) of the Act states that Councillors cease to hold office if they are absent from
Council Meetings for a period of 4 consecutive months without obtaining leave of absence
from the Council.

Attendance by electronic means
35.1

Councillors who wish to attend a Council Meeting via electronic means may submit a
written request or make a verbal request to the Mayor.

35.2

Councillors in their written or verbal request, must specify the reasons why they are
unable or do not eish to attend the Council Meeting in person.

35.3

The written or verbal request must be made by no later than 12noon on the day of the
Council Meeting.

35.4

The Mayor will confirm in writing or verbally by no later than 3pm of the request for the
Councillor(s) to attend by electronic means and must inform the rest of the Councillors of
their decision.

35.5

The Mayor must also make it known at the commencement of the relevant Council
Meeting of which Councillor or Councillors are attending by electronic means.

35.6

Councillors who attend via electronic means is responsible for ensuring that they are able
to access such equipment and are present in such an environment that facilitates
participation in the Council Meeting.

35.7

Without detracting from anything said in Rule 35.6, a Councillor who is attending a Council
Meeting by electronic means must be able to:
35.7.1

hear the proceedings;

35.7.2

see all Councillors and members of Council staff who are also attending the
Council Meeting, at least while a Councillor or member of Council staff is
speaking;

35.7.3

be seen by all Councillors, members of Council staff and members of the public
who are physically present at the Council Meeting; and

35.7.4

be heard when they speak.

35.8

If during the Council Meeting, the Chair, Councillor or Chief Executive Officer loses
connection whilst attending via electronic means, they will be noted in the minutes as
being absent for the duration they are not in attendance.

35.9

If the Mayor is attending via electronic means and during the Council Meeting loses
connection, the Deputy Mayor will assume the role as Chair until the Mayor returns to the
meeting.

35.10

If both the Mayor and Deputy Mayor lose connection during the Council Meeting, then
Councillors will need to appoint a temporary Chair until the Mayor returns to the meeting.

Time Limits for Meetings
36.1

A Council Meeting must not continue after three hours from the time it commences unless
an extension is resolved in accordance with this Rule.

36.2

Extensions of a Council Meeting will be in block periods of 30 minutes.

36.3

A Council Meeting may only be continued for a maximum of two 30-minute extensions.
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36.4

In the absence of such extensions or in the event there is further business to be
transacted at the completion of two extensions, the Council Meeting must stand adjourned
to the following day.

36.5

Notwithstanding Rule 36.4, the Chair may seek the Agreement of Council not to adjourn
the Council Meeting to the following day, if the Chair reasonably believes the remaining
business will take less than 10 minutes to transact.

36.6

The Chair may adjourn a Council Meeting for a 10-minute break, at an appropriate point in
proceedings after two hours has elapsed.

36.7

Notwithstanding Rule 36.6, the Chair may seek the Agreement of Council not to adjourn
the Council Meeting if the Chair reasonably believes the remaining business of the
Council Meeting will take less than 30 minutes to transact.

Division 2 - Quorums
37.

38.

Council Meeting Quorum
37.1

S.61(4) of the Act defines a quorum at a Council Meeting as an absolute majority.

37.2

If after 30 minutes from the scheduled starting time of any Council Meeting, a quorum
cannot be obtained:
37.2.1

the Council Meeting will be deemed to have lapsed;

37.2.2

the Mayor or Chair must reschedule the Council Meeting, the agenda for which
will be identical to the agenda for the lapsed meeting; and

37.2.3

the Chief Executive Officer must give all Councillors written notice of the Council
Meeting convened by the Mayor.

Inability To Maintain A Quorum
38.1

If during any Council Meeting, a quorum cannot be maintained, then the following persons
may adjourn the Council Meeting for a period not exceeding seven days from the date of
the adjournment:
38.1.1

the Chair; or

38.1.2

if the Chair is not present, those Councillors present; or

38.1.3

if there are no Councillors present, the Chief Executive Officer or delegate

38.2

If, during any Council Meeting a quorum cannot be maintained, the Chair may defer an
item of business in respect of which there is, or is likely to be, a disclosure of a conflict of
interest by one or more Councillors that will cause a quorum to be lost, and direct the
Chief Executive Officer to include that item of business on an Agenda for a future Council
Meeting.

38.3

If a quorum cannot be maintained due to the majority of Councillors having a conflict of
interest in the matter to be considered, Rule 38.2 does not apply. Council may decide to:

38.4

38.3.1

consider the item in separate parts, if a quorum can be maintained for each
separate part; or

38.3.2

make decisions on separate parts of the matter at a meeting where quorum can
be maintained, before deciding on the whole matter at a meeting for which
quorum can be maintained.

If a quorum cannot be achieved or maintained due to the declaration of conflicts of
interests by the majority of Councillors, and the matter cannot be separated into
component parts or prior decisions made, Council will delegate the decision to be made
by:
38.4.1

the Chief Executive Officer; or
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38.4.2

38.5

a Delegated Committee, established for the purpose of determining the matter,
comprising of all the Councillors who have not disclosed a conflict of interest and
any other person(s) the Council considers suitable.

A decision made under delegation due to Council not being able to achieve or maintain a
quorum will be reported to the next Council Meeting.

Division 3 – Business of Meetings
39.

Agenda
39.1 The Chief Executive Officer may include any matter on the Agenda for a Council Meeting
which they believe should be considered at the Council Meeting.
39.2 Councillors may ensure that an issue is listed on an agenda by lodging a Notice of Motion.
39.3 Council Delegates can present a report to Council on matters arising from meetings at which
they represent Council’s interest.
39.4 No business can be dealt with at a Council Meeting unless it is contained on the Agenda.
39.5 The Order of Business for a Council Meeting shall be set out in the agenda papers unless
varied by Resolution of Council.
39.6 Where a member of the public has a query regarding items on the Council Meeting agenda,
queries can be submitted via the Casey Conversations page or by contacting Council’s
customer service department. At the discretion of the Chair, the query may be raised at the
Council Meeting, otherwise queries will be responded to by the relevant Council Officer.

Division 4 –Motions and Debate
40.

Notice of Motion
40.1 A Notice of Motion must be in writing signed by a Councillor and be lodged with the Chief
Executive Officer or delegate no later than 12 noon 10 business days before the Council
Meeting at which it is intended to be considered.
40.2 A maximum of two Notice of Motions may be submitted at each Council Meeting.
40.3 A Notice of Motion must relate to the objectives, role and functions or Council as outlined in
the Act.
40.4 All Notice of Motions will be numbered, dated and entered in the Notice of Motion register in
the order in which they were received.
40.5 The Chief Executive Officer may arrange for comments of members of Council staff to be
provided to Councillors prior to the Notice of Motion being published in the Council Meeting
Agenda for the relevant Council Meeting.
40.6 The Chief Executive Officer may reject any notice of Motion which:
40.6.1

is vague or unclear in intention

40.6.2

it is beyond Council's power to pass

40.6.3

substantially affect the levels of Council service

40.6.4

commit Council to significant expenditure not included in the adopted budget

40.6.5

establish or amend Council Policy

40.6.6

commit Council to any contractual arrangement

40.6.7

relates to a matter that can be addressed through the operational service request
process

40.6.8

relates to a matter that has been previously resolved by Council or is acted upon.

40.6.9

slanderous may be prejudicial to any person or Council

40.6.10 is objectionable in language or nature
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40.6.11 is submitted during Election Period
40.6.12 if passed would result in Council otherwise acting invalidly
40.7 If rejecting a Notice of Motion, the Chief Executive Officer must inform the Councillor who
lodged it of that rejection and the reasons for the rejection no later than nine business days
before the Council Meeting at which it is intended to be considered. The Councillor may
submit a revised Notice of Motion within 24 hours.
40.8 The full text of any Notice of Motion accepted by the Chief Executive Officer must be
included in the Council Meeting agenda.
40.9 The Notice of Motion moved must not be substantially different to the Notice of Motion
published in the Council Meeting Agenda, however, may be amended by resolution of the
Council.
40.10Once the Notice of Motion has been moved and seconded, the mover cannot amend it.
40.11If a Notice of Motion is lost, it cannot be resubmitted for three months.
40.12The Chief Executive Officer may designate a Notice of Motion to be confidential in
accordance with relevant grounds as contained in the Act, in which case, the Notice of
Motion will be considered in the part of the relevant Council Meeting that is closed to
members of the public.
40.13Except by leave of Council, each Notice of Motion will be considered in the order in which
they were entered in the Notice of Motion register.
40.14If a Councillor who has given a Notice of Motion is absent from the meeting or fails to move
the Notice of Motion when called upon by the Chair, any other Councillor may move the
Notice of Motion
40.15If a Notice of Motion is not moved at the Council Meeting at which it is listed, it lapses.
40.16A Notice of Motion should call for a Council report if the Notice of Motion proposes any action
that:
40.16.1 impacts the levels of Council service
40.16.2 commits Council to expenditure that is not included in the adopted Council Budget
40.16.3 proposes to establish, amend, or extend Council policy
40.16.4 proposes to impact the rights of any person who has not had the opportunity to
contribute their views
40.16.5 commits Council to any contractual arrangement; or
40.16.6 concerns any litigation in respect of which Council is a party.
41.

Chair’s Duty
Any Motion which is determined by the Chair to be:
41.1 slanderous or objectionable in language or nature;
41.2 vague or unclear in intention;
41.3 outside the powers of Council; or
41.4 irrelevant to the item of business on the agenda and has not been admitted as urgent, or
purports to be an amendment but is not,
must not be accepted by the Chair.

42.

Introducing a Report
42.1 Before a written report is considered by Council, a member of Council staff may introduce the
report by indicating in not more than 2 minutes:
42.1.1

its background; or
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42.1.2
43.

the reasons for any recommendation which appears.

Moving a Motion
43.1 The mover of a Motion must state the nature of the Motion without providing further detail.
43.2 The Chair must call for a seconder.
43.3 If there is no seconder, the Motion lapses.
43.4 If there is a seconder, the Chair must ascertain whether the Motion is opposed.
43.5 If no member indicates opposition, the Chair must:
43.5.1

Invite the mover to introduce the Motion if they wish;

43.5.2

If the mover does not elect to introduce the Motion, declare the Motion to be carried
without the Motion being voted on;

43.5.3

If the mover does elect to introduce the Motion, ask ‘Is the Motion opposed?’ at the
conclusion of the mover’s introduction; and

43.5.4

If no member then indicates opposition, declare the Motion to be carried without the
Motion being voted on.

43.6 A Motion carried under this Rule must be treated as having been passed unanimously,
unless there is a Councillor who wishes to abstain and does not vote and therefore, is to be
taken as having voted against the Motion. This will be recorded in the minutes of the Council
Meeting.
43.7 A Councillor may speak once on a Motion and once on any Amendment.
43.8 A Motion can only cover one item of business.
44.

Further Motions
44.1 A Councillor may move a Motion which relates to the subject matter of any report or Notice of
Motion which is before a Council Meeting (“Further Motion”).
44.2 Each Councillor may move only one Further Motion with respect to the subject matter of any
report or Notice of Motion.
44.3 Any Further Motion must be considered after the consideration of the report or Notice of
Motion from which it has arisen but may be foreshadowed in accordance with Rule 48.

45.

Right of Reply
45.1 The mover of a Motion, including an amendment, has a right of reply to matters raised during
debate.
45.2 After the right of reply has been taken but subject to any Councillor exercising his or her right
to ask any question concerning or arising out of the Motion, the Motion must immediately be
put to the vote without any further discussion or debate.

46.

Moving an Amendment
46.1 Subject to Rule 43.4 a Motion which has been moved and seconded may be amended by
leaving out or adding words. Any added words must be relevant to the subject of the Motion.
46.2 A Motion to confirm a previous resolution of Council cannot be amended.
46.3 An amendment must not be directly opposite to the Motion.
46.4 If a Councillor proposes an amendment to which either the mover or seconder does not
agree, the following will apply:
46.4.1

the amendment must be moved and seconded
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47.

46.4.2

a Councillor may speak on any amendment once, whether or not he or she has
spoken to the Motion, but debate must be confined to the terms of the amendment

46.4.3

any number of amendments may be proposed to a Motion, but only one amendment
may be accepted by the Chair at any one time. No second or subsequent
amendment, whether to the Motion or an amendment of it, may be taken into
consideration until the previous amendment has been dealt with and voted on

46.4.4

if the amendment is carried, the Motion as amended then becomes the Motion
before the Council Meeting (known as the ‘substantive Motion’)

46.4.5

the mover of an amendment does not have right of reply.

Who May Propose An Amendment
47.1 An amendment may be proposed or seconded by any Councillor, except the mover or
seconder of the original Motion.
47.2 Any one Councillor cannot move more than two amendments in succession.

48.

Foreshadowing Motions
48.1 At any time during debate a Councillor may foreshadow a Motion so as to inform Council of
his or her intention to move a Motion at a later stage in the meeting, but this does not extend
any special right to the foreshadowed Motion.
48.2 A Motion foreshadowed may be prefaced with a statement that in the event of a particular
Motion before the Chair being resolved in a certain way, a Councillor intends to move an
alternative or additional Motion.
48.3 The Chief Executive Officer or person taking the minutes of the meeting is not expected to
record foreshadowed Motions in the minutes until the foreshadowed Motion is formally
moved.
48.4 The Chair is not obliged to accept foreshadowed Motions.

49.

Priority of address
In the case of competition for the right of speak, the Chair must decide the order in which the
Councillors concerned will be heard.

50.

Withdrawal of Motions
50.1 Before any Motion is put to the vote, it may be withdrawn by the mover and seconder with
the leave of Council.
50.2 If the majority of Councillors objects to the withdrawal of the Motion, it may not be withdrawn.

51.

Motions In Writing
51.1 The Chair may require that a complex or detailed Motion be in writing.
51.2 Council may adjourn the meeting while the Motion is being written or Council may defer the
matter until the Motion has been written, allowing the meeting to proceed uninterrupted.

52.

Formal Motions
52.1 Formal Motions are Motions regarding:
52.1.1

adjournment of the Council Meeting or debate to later hour and/or date;

52.1.2

the closure of the matter;

52.1.3

putting aside a question in order to deal with an urgent matter;

52.1.4

the previous question to be put; and

52.1.5

proceeding to the next business.

52.2 Unless otherwise prohibited by a division, a formal Motion may be moved at any time and
must be dealt with immediately by the Chair.
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52.3 A formal Motion cannot be moved by the Chair.
52.4 Debate on a formal Motion is not permitted and the mover does not have a right of reply.
52.5 A formal Motion cannot be amended.
53.

Debate Must Be Relevant to the Motion
53.1 Debate must always be relevant to the Motion before the Chair, and, if not, the Chair must
request the speaker to confine debate to the Motion.
53.2 If after being requested to confine debate to the Motion before the Chair, the speaker
continues to debate irrelevant matters, the Chair may direct the speaker to be seated and not
speak further in respect of the Motion then before the Chair.
53.3 A speaker to whom a direction has been given under clause 53.2 must comply with that
direction.
53.4 A Councillor must address the Chair to move a Motion or an Amendment, or to take part in
debate.
53.5 A Councillor, when speaking, must direct his or her attention primarily towards the Chair.
53.6 Once acknowledged by the Chair, a Councillor has the floor and must not be interrupted,
unless called to order, or if his or her time has expired.
53.7 If two or more Councillors rise to speak at the same time, the Chair must decide who is
entitled to speak first.

54.

Adequate and sufficient debate
54.1 Adequate debate is required where a matter is contentious in nature. In such a case, every
Councillor should be given an opportunity to participate in the debate.
54.2 A Motion has been sufficiently debated if opposing views (where they exist) have been
sufficiently put, not so much the number of those who have spoken but whether all minority
opposing views have been put.
54.3 Once the views put are representative of the views of all Councillors the debate would be
regarded as sufficient.

55.

Right to Ask Questions
55.1 A Councillor may, when no other Councillor is speaking, ask any question concerning or
arising out of the Motion or amendment before the Chair.
55.2 The Chair has the right to limit questions and direct that debate be commenced or resumed.

56.

Time Limits for Motions
56.1 Unless a Motion for an extension of speaking time has been carried, the maximum speaking
times are:
56.1.1

the mover of a Motion or amendment - 5 minutes;

56.1.2

the mover of a Motion when exercising his or her right of reply - 3 minutes; and

56.1.3

any other speaker – 2 minutes.

56.2 A Motion for an extension of speaking time must be proposed before the initial speaking
time, for that speaker, expires.
56.3 A Motion for an extension of speaking time must not be accepted by the Chair if another
Councillor has commenced speaking.
56.4 Only one extension of speaking time is permitted for each speaker.
56.5 Any extension of speaking time must not be more than two minutes.
56.6 A Councillor may be permitted by the Chair or by resolution of the Council Meeting to speak
more than once to explain that the Councillor has been misrepresented or misunderstood.
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57.

Actioning of Council Resolutions
57.1 Subject to any resolution of the Council to the contrary, a Council resolution will not be acted
upon until 8.00am on the second day following the Council Meeting at which the resolution
was made.

Division 5 – Procedural Motions
58.

Procedural Motions
58.1 Unless otherwise prohibited, a procedural Motion may be moved at any time and must be
dealt with immediately by the Chair.
58.2 Procedural Motions require a seconder.
58.3 Notwithstanding any other provision in this Chapter, procedural Motions must be dealt with in
accordance with the following table:
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Procedural Motion
Form

1. Adjournment of
debate to later hour
and/or date

That this matter be
adjourned to *am/pm

2. Adjournment of
debate indefinitely

That this matter be
adjourned until
further notice

and/or *date

Mover & Seconder

When Motion Prohibited

Effect if Carried

Effect if Lost

Any Councillor who
has not moved or
seconded the
original Motion or
otherwise spoken
to the original
Motion

(a) During the election of
a Chair;

Motion and any
amendment is postponed
to the stated time and/or
date

Debate continues
unaffected

Yes

Motion and any
amendment postponed
but may be resumed at
any later meeting if on the
agenda

Debate continues
unaffected

Yes

Any Councillor who
has not moved or
seconded the
original Motion or
otherwise spoken
to the original
Motion

(b) When another
Councillor is speaking

(a) During the election of
a Chair;
(b) When another
Councillor is speaking;

Debate Permitted
on Motion

(c) When the Motion
would have the effect of
causing Council to be in
breach of a legislative
requirement
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Procedural Motion
Form

3. The closure

That the Motion be
now put

Mover & Seconder

When Motion Prohibited

Effect if Carried

Effect if Lost

Any Councillor who
has not moved or
seconded the
original Motion or
otherwise spoken
to the original
Motion

During nominations for
Chair

Motion or amendment in
respect of which the
closure is carried is put to
the vote immediately
without debate of this
Motion, subject to any
Councillor exercising his
or her right to ask any
question concerning or
arising out of the Motion

Debate continues
unaffected

Debate Permitted
on Motion
No
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Division 6 – Rescission Motions
59.

Notice of Rescission
59.1 A Councillor may propose a Notice of Rescission provided:
59.1.1

it has been signed and dated by at least three Councillors;

59.1.2

the resolution proposed to be rescinded has not been acted on; and

59.1.3

the Notice of Rescission is delivered to the Chief Executive Officer prior to 8am the
second day following the meeting

59.1.4

The Notice of Recission should set out:
a. the resolution to be rescinded; and
b. the meeting and date when the resolution was carried.

It should be remembered that a Notice of Rescission is a form of notice of Motion.
Accordingly, all provisions in this Chapter regulating notices of Motion equally apply
to notices of rescission.
59.2 A resolution will be deemed to have been acted on if:
59.2.1

its contents have or substance has been communicated in writing to a person whose
interests are materially affected by it; or

59.2.2

a statutory process has been commenced

so as to vest enforceable rights in or obligations on Council or any other person.
59.3 The Chief Executive Officer or an appropriate member of Council staff must defer
implementing a resolution which:
59.3.1

has not been acted on; and

is the subject of a Notice of Rescission which has been delivered to the Chief Executive
Officer in accordance with Rule 59.1 unless deferring implementation of the resolution would
have the effect of depriving the resolution of efficacy.
Scenario:
Council resolves to have legal representation at a planning appeal to be held at
9am on the following Tuesday.
Immediately after that resolution is made, a Councillor lodges a notice of Motion to
rescind that resolution.
The Notice of Rescission would not be dealt with until after 6pm on the same day
as the planning appeal.
This would mean the decision would be made after the event, and the legal
representation would not be able to attend the planning appeal.
In these circumstances, deferring implementation of the resolution would have the
effect of depriving the resolution of efficacy. This is because the Notice of
Rescission would not be debated until after the very thing contemplated by the
resolution had come and gone. In other words, by the time the Notice of Rescission
was dealt with the opportunity for legal representation at the planning appeal would
have been lost.
Rule 59.3 would, in such circumstances, justify the Chief Executive Officer or an
appropriate member of Council staff actioning the resolution rather than deferring
implementation of it.
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60.

If Lost
If a Motion for rescission is lost, a similar Motion may not be put before Council for at least three
months from the date it was last lost, unless Council resolves that the Notice of Motion be re-listed
at a future meeting.

61.

If Not Moved
If a Motion for rescission is not moved at the meeting at which it is listed, it lapses.

62.

May Be Moved By Any Councillor
A Motion for rescission listed on an agenda may be moved by any Councillor present but may not
be amended.

63.

When Not Required
63.1 Unless Rule 63.2 applies, a Motion for rescission is not required where Council wishes to
change policy.
63.2 The following standards apply if Council wishes to change policy:
63.2.1

if the policy has been in force in its original or amended form for less than 12
months, a Notice of Rescission must be presented to Council; and

63.2.2

any intention to change a Council policy, which may result in a significant impact on
any person, should be communicated to those affected and this may include
publication and consultation, either formally or informally.

Division 7 - Points of Order
64.

Chair To Decide
64.1 The Chair must decide all Points of Order by stating the provision, rule, practice or precedent
which he or she considers applicable to the point raised without entering into any discussion
or comment.
64.2 A Point of Order may be raised in relation to 64.2.1

a matter that is contrary to these Rules;

64.2.2

a matter that is outside the function of Council;

64.2.3

a matter that is irrelevant; or

64.2.4

an error of fact.

64.3 Member raising a Point of Order must:

65.

64.3.1

state the Point of Order; and

64.3.2

state the provision in these Rules, or law, rule, practice or precedent, relied upon as
founding the Point of Order,

64.3.3

allow the person subject to the Point of Order to have a right of reply.

Chair May Adjourn To Consider
65.1 The Chair may adjourn the meeting to consider a Point of Order but otherwise must rule on it
as soon as it is raised.
65.2 All other questions before the meeting are suspended until the Point of Order is decided.

66.

Procedure For Point Of Order
A Councillor raising a Point of Order must:
66.1 state the Point of Order; and
66.2 state any section, Rule, paragraph or provision relevant to the Point of Order
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before resuming his or her seat.
67.

Valid Points Of Order
A Point of Order may be raised in relation to:
67.1 a Motion or a question which, under Rule 41, should not be accepted by the Chair;
67.2 a question of procedure; or
67.3 any act of disorder.
Rising to express a difference of opinion or to contradict a speaker is not a Point of
Order.

Division 8 - Petitions
68.

Petitions
Petitions are requests made by five or more signatories. The ability for members of the public to
collect and submit petitions ensures that the rights of the community to lobby local government are
met. Petitions are a fundamental and important part of local democracy.

69.

Requirements of a valid petition
69.1 If a petition is submitted in writing, the petition must:
69.1.1

be legible and in permanent writing (i.e. no pencil)

69.1.2

be addressed to the Chief Executive Officer, the Mayor, or a Councillor, containing a
request for action to be taken by Council

69.1.3

not be indecent, abusive or objectionable in language or content

69.1.4

repeat the full wording of the petition as contained on the first page of the petition.
Any signature appearing upon a page which does not bear the whole of the petition
or request will not be considered by Council

69.1.5

include the names and residential addresses of all persons who signed the petition

69.1.6

be original signatures, not photocopied or scanned copies and be sent to Council in
a hardcopy format

69.1.7

be a single piece of paper and not be posted, stapled, pinned or otherwise affixed or
attached to any other piece of paper, other than another page of the petition.

69.2 At the discretion of Councillors, electronic or online petitions may be accepted and must
include the names and email addresses of all persons who signed the petition, to meet all
other requirements listed in these Rules and Council’s Social Media Policy. Where a petition
complies with all the above requirements, it will be tabled at a Council Meeting. A template
petition can be found on the Council’s website.
70.

Submitting a Petition to Council
70.1 Members of the community can submit a petition to Council via three methods:
70.1.1

Submitting a petition directly to any sitting Councillor, submitting a petition at any of
Council’s Customer Service Centres addressed to the Chief Executive Officer or
submitting a petition via email to the Office of Council.

70.1.2

A valid petition submitted to a Councillor will be tabled at the next practicable
Council Meeting for consideration.
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70.1.3

If a petition with notice is addressed to a specific Councillor, that Councillor may
read the petition out at a Council Meeting without debate.

70.2 Petitions can be forwarded by mail to:
Casey City Council
PO Box 1000
Narre Warren, Vic, 3805
or
delivered in person to any sitting Councillor
or
delivered in person to any Customer Service Centre addressed to the Chief Executive Officer
or
emailed to OfficeofCouncil@casey.vic.gov.au.
71.

Submissions for Petitions
71.1 Where a petition does not meet the requirements of these Rules, reasonable efforts will be
made to contact the head petitioner or other nominated person as appropriate.
71.2 Where a petition is resubmitted, the petition, if meeting the requirements of these Rules, will
be considered at the next Council Meeting.

72.

Petition Resolution
72.1 The petition and a summary of the answer provided will be included in the minutes of the
Council Meeting.
72.2 The head petitioner will be advised on receipt of the petition and will be provided with the
outcome of the request contained in the petition within a reasonable timeframe.

73.

Petitions and Your Privacy
73.1 To comply with the Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014 (Vic), personal information
provided as part of the petition will only be used for the primary purpose for which it was
provided – that is, to consider the petition. Any petition tabled at Council will be noted in the
minutes of the Council Meeting and will include the subject of the petition and the number of
signatures received. As part of Council’s operations, any document incorporated into a
Council agenda is to be made publicly available, including any petitions, unless it is
confidential in nature. The petition request, name of the head petitioner and names of the
signatories will be included in the Council agenda. Details, such as addresses and signatures
will be removed to protect the privacy of signatories. On request, Council will provide the
contact details of the head petitioner to the media or members of parliament.
73.2 Any petition relating to a Planning Permit will be treated as a formal objection.. Formal
objections to a Planning Permit can be submitted via the form on Council’s website. These
objections must comply with s. 57 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 (Vic).
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Division 9 – Public Question Time
74.

Public Question Time
74.1 Public Question Time is a section of the Agenda of a Council Meeting. This section allows
members of the public to submit questions to be answered by the Council. It is not designed
to take the place of contacting a Councillor or Councillors directly to discuss an issue, or to
replace contacting Council’s Customer Services for assistance. Rather, it is designed to
allow for clarification of issues of public interest. Public question time is not a legislative
requirement and is subject to the Governance Rules being:

75.

74.1.1

Public question time is an opportunity for the general public to submit questions prior
to the Council Meeting and receive a response from Council.

74.1.2

Public question time is recorded and broadcasted to the public.

74.1.3

Public question time will not apply during any period when the Council has resolved
to close the meeting in respect of a matter under s. 66 of the Act.

74.1.4

Questions submitted for public question time must be deemed valid as per Rule 76.

Submissions for inclusion in Public Question Time
75.1 Questions to be considered at a Council Meeting must be submitted by 10 am on the first
business day prior to the Council Meeting.
75.2 Questions for consideration at Council Meetings must be submitted electronically to
questiontime@casey.vic.gov.au or via the Council Website’s online form.
75.3 Persons without access to a computer should contact Council’s Corporate Governance
department in advance if they wish to submit questions in hardcopy format.
75.4 If the questioner’s conduct with Council is being managed under Council’s Managing
Unreasonable Complainant Conduct Policy, please submit the question via the notified
communication channel.

76.

Requirements for a valid submission for public question time
76.1 No more than two questions will be accepted from any person at any one Council Meeting.
76.2 Questions must:
76.2.1

make sense and include the person’s name and address

76.2.2

not exceed 80 words in length

76.2.3

must focus on an issue

76.3 Questions must not:
76.3.1

relate to a matter outside the duties, functions and powers of Council;

76.3.2

include content which, if it were included in a Council report, would be likely to be
considered in Closed Council;

76.3.3

relate to trivial matters or make unsubstantiated allegations;

76.3.4

not name, allude to, or focus on individuals, be vexatious or aim to embarrass or
offend

76.3.5

include content which a reasonable person may find to be indecent, abusive,
offensive, irrelevant or objectionable

76.3.6

deal with a subject matter already answered at a previous Public Question Time; If
such questions are received, the question will be answered at the Chair’s discretion;

76.3.7

appear to be aimed at embarrassing a Councillor or a Council Officer

76.3.8

comprise in a large part a statement or quote.
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77.

Submissions for Public Question Time Not Meeting the Requirements
77.1 Where a question does not meet the requirements of these Rules, reasonable efforts will be
made to contact the submitter prior to the Council Meeting to provide the opportunity to
amend their question or else advise that the question will not be read out and answered
during Public Question Time.
77.2 Where a question is resubmitted, the question, if meeting the requirements of these Rules,
will be answered at the next Public Question Time.
77.3 Where the Chief Executive Officer does not accept a question, the submitter is to be
informed of the reason or reasons for which their question was not accepted.
77.4 A submission or question submitted in writing by a member of the public, which has been
disallowed by the Chief Executive Officer will be provided to any Councillor on request.

Division 10 - Voting
78.

How a Motion is determined
78.1 The Chair must first call for those in favour of the Motion and then those opposed to the
Motion and must then declare the result to the Council Meeting.
78.2 In the event of a tied vote, the Chair must, unless the Act provides otherwise, exercise the
casting vote.

79.

Silence
Voting must take place in silence.

80.

Recount
The Chair may direct that a vote be recounted to satisfy themselves of the result.

81.

Voting Method
81.1 Councillors must vote by a show of hands or such other visible or audible means as the
Chair determines.
81.2 A Motion is carried if a majority of the Councillors present at the Council Meeting vote in the
affirmative.
81.3 A motion pertaining to a Notice of Rescission is carried when an absolute majority vote in the
affirmative.
81.4 Division 10 does not apply to the election of the Mayor.

82.

Voting must be seen
82.1 Voting may be conducted by an agreed method that enables those in attendance and those
watching a livestream broadcast to clearly see which way a Council has voted at the time a
vote is taken.
82.2 In the absence of a Council resolving an alternative method, voting on any matter is by show
of hands or an agreed alternative method.

83.

When a division is permitted
83.1 A division may be requested by any Councillor on any vote.
83.2 The request must be made to the Chair either immediately prior to, or immediately after, the
vote has been taken, and may not be made after the Council Meeting has moved to the next
item of business.
83.3 When a division is called for, the Chair must:
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83.3.1

first ask each Councillor wishing to vote in favour of the Motion to indicate their vote
and the Chair must then state the names of those Councillors to be recorded in the
Minutes;

83.3.2

then ask each Councillor wishing to vote against the Motion to indicate their vote
and the Chair must then state the names of those Councillors to be recorded in the
Minutes;

83.3.3

next, note that a Councillor that has abstained from voting will be taken as having
voted against the Motion and the Chair must then state the names of those
Councillors to be recorded in the Minutes; and

83.3.4

finally, declare the result of the division.

83.4 Once a vote on a Motion has been declared carried or lost by the Chair, no further discussion
relating to the Motion is allowed, unless the discussion:
83.4.1

involves a Councillor requesting that his or her opposition to a resolution be
recorded in the Minutes or calling for a division in accordance with rule 83.3; or

83.4.2

is a Councillor foreshadowing a Notice of Rescission where a resolution has just
been made, or a positive Motion where a resolution has just been rescinded.

For example, Rule 83.4 would allow some discussion if, immediately after a
resolution was made, a Councillor foreshadowed lodging a Notice of Rescission to
rescind that resolution.
Equally, Rule 83.4 would permit discussion about a matter which would otherwise
be left in limbo because a Notice of Rescission had been successful. For
instance, assume that Council resolved to refuse a planning permit application.
Assume further that this resolution was rescinded.
Without a positive resolution – to the effect that a planning permit now be granted
– the planning permit application will be left in limbo. Hence the reference, in Rule
83.4.2, to discussion about a positive Motion were a resolution has just been
rescinded.

Division 11 – Minutes
84.

Written Records (Minutes)
The Chief Executive Officer or Delegate is responsible for the keeping of Minutes on behalf of
Council. Those Minutes must record:
84.1

the date, place, time and nature of the Council Meeting;

84.2

the names of Councillors and whether they are present, an apology, on leave of absence,
etc.;

84.3

the titles of the members of Council staff present who are not part of the gallery;

84.4

the disclosure of a conflict of interest made by a Councillor, including the explanation
given by the Councillor, in accordance with the Act and Chapter 8;

84.5

the arrivals and departures of Councillors, during the course of the Council Meeting
(including any temporary departures or arrivals);

84.6

every Motion and amendment moved (including procedural Motions),

84.7

the outcome of every Motion moved;

84.8

where a division is called, the names of every Councillor and the way their vote was cast;
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85.

84.9

when requested by a Councillor, a record of their support of or opposition to, any Motion,
noting that under s. 61(5) of the Act, that a Councillor present at the Council Meeting who
does not vote is taken to have voted against the Motion;

84.10

details of any failure to achieve or maintain a quorum;

84.11

a summary of any question asked and the response provided as part of public question
time;

84.12

details of any petitions made to Council;

84.13

the time and reason for any adjournment of the Council Meeting or suspension of standing
orders;

84.14

any other matter, which the Chief Executive Officer or Delegate thinks should be recorded
to clarify the intention of the Council Meeting or assist in the reading of the Minutes; and

84.15

the time the Council Meeting was opened and closed, including any part of the Council
Meeting that was closed to members of the public.

Minutes approval
At every Council Meeting the minutes of the preceding Council Meeting(s) must be dealt with as
follows:
85.1

a copy of the minutes must be delivered to each Councillor no later than 48 hours before
the Council Meeting;

85.2

if no Councillor indicates opposition, the minutes must be declared to be confirmed by
moving a Motion with the following terms: ‘That the Minutes of the ………………Council
Meeting held on ……………… 20…….be confirmed.’;

85.3

if a Councillor indicates opposition to the minutes:
85.3.1

he or she must specify the item(s) to which he or she objects;

85.3.2

the objected item(s) must be considered separately and in the order in which they
appear in the minutes;

85.3.3

the Councillor objecting must move accordingly without speaking to the Motion;

85.3.4

the Motion must be seconded;

85.3.5

the Chair must ask:

85.3.6

"Is the Motion opposed?"

85.3.7

if no Councillor indicates opposition, then the Chair must declare the Motion carried
without discussion and then ask the second of the questions described in Rule 85.3;

85.3.8

if a Councillor indicates opposition, then the Chair must call on the mover to address
the meeting;

85.3.9

after the mover has addressed the meeting, the seconder may address the meeting;

85.3.10 after the seconder has addressed the meeting (or after the mover has addressed
the meeting if the seconder does not address the meeting), the Chair must invite
debate by calling on any Councillor who wishes to speak to the Motion, providing an
opportunity to alternate between those wishing to speak against the Motion and
those wishing to speak for the Motion;
85.3.11 if, after the mover has addressed the meeting, the Chair invites debate and no
Councillor speaks to the Motion, the Chair must put the Motion; and
85.3.12 the Chair must, after all objections have been dealt with, ultimately ask:
85.3.13 "The question is that the minutes be confirmed" or
85.3.14 "The question is that the minutes, as amended, be confirmed",
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85.3.15 and he or she must put the question to the vote accordingly;
85.4 a resolution of Council must confirm the minutes and the minutes must be signed by the
Chair
85.5 unless otherwise resolved or required by law, minutes of a Delegated Committee requiring
confirmation by Council must not be available to the public until confirmed by Council.
86.

No Debate on Confirmation Of Minutes
No discussion or debate on the confirmation of minutes is permitted except where their accuracy
as a record of the proceedings of the meeting to which they relate is questioned.

87.

Deferral Of Confirmation Of Minutes
Council may defer the confirmation of minutes until later in the Council Meeting or until the next
Council Meeting if considered appropriate.

88.

Minutes availability
88.1 The proposed Minutes will be made available on Council’s website within 2 business days of
the Council Meeting they relate to.
88.2 At every Council Meeting the Minutes of the preceding Council Meeting(s) must be dealt with
as follows:
(a)

if a Councillor indicates opposition to the Minutes, the Councillor must specify the
particular item or items in the Minutes and, after asking any questions to clarify the
matter, can only move a Motion to rectify the alleged error(s) in the Minutes by adding
the following words to the Motion ‘...subject to the following alteration(s).…………….’.

88.3 no debate or discussion is permitted on the confirmation of Minutes except as to their
accuracy as a record of the proceedings of the Council Meeting to which they relate;
88.4 once the Minutes are confirmed in their original or amended form, the Minutes must, if
practicable, be signed by the Chair of the Council Meeting at which they have been
confirmed; and
88.5 the minutes must be stored in Council’s electronic information management system in
accordance with the requirements outlined in the Public Records of Victoria Act 1973 (Vic).
Division 12 – Miscellaneous
89.

Public Addressing the Meeting
89.1 Members of the public do not have a right to address Council and may only do so with the
consent of the Chair or by prior arrangement.
89.2 Members of the public who address Council must adhere to Council’s policy, procedure or
guideline, adopted from time to time.
89.3 Any member of the public addressing Council must extend due courtesy and respect to
Council and the processes under which it operates and must take direction from the Chair
whenever called on to do so.
89.4 A member of the public present at a Council Meeting must not disrupt the meeting.

90.

Chair May Remove
The Chair may order and cause the removal of any person, other than a Councillor, who disrupts
any meeting or fails to comply with a direction given under Rule 89.33 and Rule 24.
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It is intended that this power be exercisable by the Chair, without the need for any
Council resolution. The Chair may choose to order the removal of a person whose
actions immediately threaten the stability of the meeting or wrongly threatens his
or her authority in Chairing the meeting.
91.

Chair may adjourn disorderly meeting
If the Chair is of the opinion that disorder at the Council table or in the gallery makes it desirable to
adjourn the Council meeting, they may adjourn the Council Meeting to a later time on the same day
or to some later day . In that event, the provisions of Rule 28 apply.

92.

Removal from Chamber
The Chair, or Council in the case of a suspension, may ask the Chief Executive Officer or Delegate
or a member of the Victoria Police to remove from the Chamber any person who acts in breach of
this Chapter and whom the Chair has ordered to be removed from the gallery under Rule 8.

93.

The Chair’s Duties And Discretions
In addition to the duties and discretions provided in this Chapter, the Chair:

94.

93.1

must not accept any Motion, question or statement which is derogatory, or slanderous of
any Councillor, member of Council staff, or member of the community; and

93.2

must call to order any person who is disruptive or unruly during any Council Meeting.

Meetings Conducted Remotely
If a Council Meeting is conducted wholly or partially be electronic means, the Chair may, with the
consent of the Councillors present at the Council Meeting, modify the application of any of the
Rules in this Chapter to facilitate the more efficient and effective transaction of the business of the
Council Meeting.

95.

Voice recordings
A person (including a media representative) who is not employed by the Council, must not operate
recording equipment of any type at any Council Meeting. A person who operates recording
equipment of any type at a Council Meeting contrary to this Rule is guilty of an offence. Media
representatives must contact the Communications and Marketing Department with any requests.

96.

97.

Live Stream recordings
96.1

Council livestreams Council Meetings. The links to the recordings will be published on the
Council website with the minutes of the Council Meeting.

96.2

In the event a livestream is not available, the meeting may be adjourned, or alternatively a
recording of the meeting may be made available on Council website.

Procedure not provided in this Chapter
In all cases not specifically provided for by this Chapter, resort must be had to the Standing Orders
and Rules of Practice of the Upper House of the Victorian Parliament (so far as the same are
capable of being applied to Council proceedings).

98.

Criticism of members of Council staff
98.1

The Chief Executive Officer may make a brief statement at a Council Meeting in respect of
any statement by a Councillor made at the Council Meeting criticising any member of
Council staff.

98.2

A statement under Rule 98.1 must be made by the Chief Executive Officer, through the
Chair, as soon as it practicable after the Councillor who made the statement has resumed
his or her seat.
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CHAPTER 5 –DELEGATED COMMITTEE MEETING CONDUCT
99.

Meeting Procedure Generally
If Council establishes a Delegated Committee:
99.1

all of the provisions of Chapter 4 apply to meetings of the Delegated Committee; and

99.2

any reference in Chapter 4 to:
99.2.1

a Council meeting is to be read as a reference to a Delegated Committee meeting;

99.2.2

a Councillor is to be read as a reference to a member of the Delegated Committee;
and

99.2.3

the Mayor is to be read as a reference to the Chair of the Delegated Committee.

100. Meeting Procedure Can Be Varied
Notwithstanding Rule 99, if Council establishes a Delegated Committee that is not composed
solely of Councillors:
100.1

Council may; or

100.2

the Delegated Committee may, with the approval of Council

resolve that any or all of the provisions of Chapter 4 are not to apply to a meeting of the Delegated
Committee, in which case the provision or those provisions will not apply until Council resolves, or
the Delegated Committee with the approval of Council resolves, otherwise.
CHAPTER 6 –COMMUNITY ASSET COMMITTEE MEETING CONDUCT
101. Meeting Procedure
Unless anything in the instrument of delegation provides otherwise, the conduct of a meeting of a
Community Asset Committee is in the discretion of the Community Asset Committee.
CHAPTER 7 – JOINT COUNCIL MEETING CONDUCT
102. Joint Council Meeting Participation
102.1

Under s. 62 of the Act, Council may resolve to participate in a Joint Council Meeting.

102.2

If Council has resolved to participate in a Joint Council Meeting, the Chief Executive
Officer (or delegate) will agree on governance rules with the participating Councils.

102.3

Where Casey City Council is the lead Council on a matter to be brought for consideration
at a Joint Council Meeting, the Mayor will be nominated to Chair the Joint Council Meeting

102.4

At a majority of Councillors will be appointed to represent Council at a Joint Council
Meeting.

102.5

Consistent information will be provided to Councillors prior to any Joint Council Meeting
and every endeavour will be made by the Chief Executive Officer to facilitate a joint
briefing.

102.6

A joint briefing arranged in accordance with clause 104.5 may be held electronically.

CHAPTER 8 – DISCLOSURE OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST PROCEDURE
103. Purpose
The purpose of this Chapter is to meet the Act requirements under s. 130 and 131
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104. Introduction
The following Rules in this Chapter apply only upon Division 1A of Part 4 of the Local Government
Act 1989 being repealed. At the time of writing these rules, Division 1A is expected to be repealed
on 24 October 2020.
105. Disclosure of a Conflict of Interest at a Meeting
Councillors and Delegated Committee members who have a conflict of interest in a matter being
considered at a Council meeting or a Delegated Committee meeting at which he or she:
105.1

is present, must disclose that conflict of interest by explaining the nature of the conflict of
interest to those present at the meeting immediately before the matter is considered

105.2

The Councillor must, leave the meeting immediately after giving the explanation or making
the announcement (as the case may be) and not return to the meeting until after the
matter has been disposed of.

106. Disclosure of a Conflict of Interest at a Community Asset Committee Meeting
A Councillor who has a conflict of interest in a matter being considered at a Community Asset
Committee meeting at which he or she:
106.1

is present must disclose that conflict of interest by explaining the nature of the conflict of
interest to those present at the Community Asset Committee meeting immediately before
the matter is considered; or

106.2

intends to present must disclose that conflict of interest by providing to the Chief
Executive Officer before the Community Asset Committee meeting commences a written
notice:
106.2.1 advising of the conflict of interest;
106.2.2 explaining the nature of the conflict of interest; and
106.2.3 detailing, if the nature of the conflict of interest involves a member of a
Councillor’s relationship with or a gift from another person the:
(a)

name of the other person;

(b)

nature of the relationship with that other person or the date of receipt, value
and type of gift received from the other person; and

(c)

nature of that other person’s interest in the matter

and then immediately before the matter is considered at the meeting announcing
to those present that he or she has a conflict of interest and that a written notice
has been given to the Chief Executive Officer under this clause.
106.3

The Councillor must, in either event, leave the Committee Asset Committee meeting
immediately after giving the explanation or making the announcement (as the case may
be) and not return to the meeting until after the matter has been disposed of.

107. Disclosure at a Meeting Conducted Under the Auspices of Council
A Councillor who has a conflict of interest in a matter being considered by a meeting held under
the auspices of Council at which he or she is present must:
107.1

disclose that conflict of interest by explaining the nature of the conflict of interest to those
present at the meeting immediately before the matter is considered;

107.2

absent himself or herself from any discussion of the matter; and

107.3

as soon as practicable after the meeting concludes provide to the Chief Executive Officer
a written notice recording that the disclosure was made and accurately summarising the
explanation given to those present at the meeting.
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108. Disclosure by Members of Council Staff Preparing Reports for Meetings
108.1

A member of Council staff who, in his or her capacity as a member of Council staff, has a
conflict of interest in a matter in respect of which he or she is preparing or contributing to
the preparation of a Report for the consideration of a:
108.1.1 Council meeting;
108.1.2 Delegated Committee meeting; or
108.1.3 Community Asset Committee meeting
must, immediately upon becoming aware of the conflict of interest, provide a written notice
to the Chief Executive Officer disclosing the conflict of interest and explaining the nature
of the conflict of interest.

108.2

The Chief Executive Officer must ensure that the Report records the fact that a member of
Council staff disclosed a conflict of interest in the subject-matter of the Report.

108.3

If the member of Council staff referred to in Rule 108.1 is the Chief Executive Officer:
108.3.1 the written notice referred to in Rule 108.1 must be given to the Mayor; and
108.3.2 the obligation imposed by Rule 108 may be discharged by any other member of
Council staff responsible for the preparation of the Report.

109. Disclosure of Conflict of Interest by Members of Council Staff in the Exercise of Delegated
Power
109.1

A member of Council staff who has a conflict of interest in a matter requiring a decision to
be made by the member of Council staff as delegate must, immediately upon becoming
aware of the conflict of interest, provide a written notice to the Chief Executive Officer
explaining the nature of the conflict of interest.

109.2

If the member of Council staff referred to in Rule 109.1 is the Chief Executive Officer the
written notice must be given to the Mayor.

110. Disclosure by a Member of Council Staff in the Exercise of a Statutory Function
110.1

A member of Council staff who has a conflict of interest in a matter requiring a statutory
function to be performed under an Act by the member of Council staff must, upon
becoming aware of the conflict of interest, immediately provide a written notice to the
Chief Executive Officer explaining the nature of the conflict of interest.

110.2

If the member of Council staff referred to in Rule 110.1 is the Chief Executive Officer the
written notice must be given to the Mayor.

CHAPTER 9 – ELECTION PERIOD POLICY
111. Purpose
The purpose of this Chapter is to:
111.1

create an Election Period Policy in accordance with s. 69 of the Act

111.2

outline the Council decisions prohibited during the Local Government Election Period

112. Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not found.Council decisions
during the Local Government Election Period
112.1

In accordance with s. 69 of the Act, the Election Period Policy requires the prohibition of
any Council Decisions during the election period for a general election that:
112.1.1 relates to the appointment or remuneration of the Chief Executive Officer but not
to the appointment or remuneration of an Acting Chief Executive Officer; or
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112.1.2 commits the Council to expenditure exceeding one per cent of the Council's
income from general rates, municipal charges and service rates and charges in
the preceding financial year; or
112.1.3 the Council considers could be reasonably deferred until the next Council is in
place; or
112.1.4 the Council considers should not be made during an election period.
112.1.5 any Council decision during the election period for a general election or a byelection that would enable the use of Council's resources in a way that is
intended to influence, or is likely to influence, voting at the election.
112.1.6 The CEO will ensure that prohibited decisions are either considered by Council
prior to the election period or are scheduled for decision by the incoming Council.
113. Published material
113.1

Council will not print, publish, distribute or authorise to be printed, published or distributed,
material which contains electoral material.

113.2

During the election period, all publications are required to be certified by the Chief
Executive Officer or delegate, stating they do not contain any electoral material.

113.3

Publications which require certification include:
113.3.1 Brochures, pamphlets, handbills, flyers, magazines and books;
113.3.2 Council newsletters;
113.3.3 Advertisements, and public notices;
113.3.4 Media releases;
113.3.5 Mass mail outs or letters sent to large number of people by or on behalf of
Council;
113.3.6 emails to multiple addresses, used for broad communication with the community;
113.3.7 New website material;
113.3.8 Social media publications

114. Certification by Chief Executive Officer
114.1

In considering whether to certify/give approval for the publication of material during the
Election Period, the Chief Executive Officer in accordance with the provisions of the Act:
(a)

(b)

Must not permit any materials to be published which include reference to the
following:
•

the election

•

a candidate in the election

•

a current Councillor; or

•

an issue before the voters in connection with the election.

May approve publication of material which only contains information about:
•

the election process itself; or

•

Council information that does not include any reference to a current Councillor
otherwise precluded by this policy.
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115. Council agendas and reports
116. The Council agenda, reports and minutes do not require Chief Executive Officer certification.
Annual Report
116.1

Council is required to produce and place on public display its annual report. When a report
is to be published during the Election Period it will not include information about individual
Councillors which may be regarded as electioneering.

116.2

The annual report does not require Chief Executive Officer certification; however any
publication of an extract or summary of the Annual Report will require certification.

117. Social Media
117.1

Any publication on social media sites, including Facebook, Twitter, and blogs during the
election period must be certified by the Chief Executive Officer. At the commencement of
the election period, Council will advise social media subscribers that comments containing
electoral matter will be deleted.

117.2

Staff responsible for administering individual social media sites will monitor their
respective sites during the election period and use moderation features where available to
ensure no electoral matter is posted.

117.3

Information published prior to Election Period on Council’s social media and website is not
subject to Chief Executive Officer certification.

118. Media Releases & Advice
118.1

Council’s Communication team undertake the promotion of Council activities and
initiatives.

118.2

During the election period this team’s services must not be used in any way that might
promote a Councillor as an election candidate.

118.3

Media releases will not refer to specific Councillors during Election Period. Where a
spokesperson is required, the Chief Executive Officer or delegate will determine the
appropriate person.

118.4

Councillors will not use their position as an elected representative or their access to
Council staff and other Council resources to gain media attention in support of an election
campaign.

118.5

Any requests for media advice or assistance from Councillors during the election period
will be channelled through the Chief Executive Officer or delegate. No media advice or
assistance will be provided in relation to election issues or in regard to publicity that
involves specific Councillors.

118.6

During the election period no Council employee will make public statements or discuss
with the media items which relate to an election issue unless approval has been obtained
from the Chief Executive Officer.

119. Public Consultation
119.1

Council will avoid public consultations during the Election Period and will not undertake
public consultation on a contentious topic which is subject to election matter.

119.2

Where a public consultation is deemed necessary and approved by the Chief Executive
Officer, results of such consultation will not be reported to Council until after the election.

119.3

Public consultation includes but is not limited to:
(a)

Community forums

(b)

Focus groups

(c)

Postal or electronic surveys

(d)

Web polls
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(e)
119.4

Social media forums

This Rule does not apply to public consultation required under the Planning and
Environment Act 1987 or matters subject to s.223 of the Local Government Act 1989.

120. Attendance at functions and events
120.1

During the election period, current Councillors may continue to attend functions and
events.

120.2

Council run events will be scheduled to ensure only those essential to the operations of
Council are run during the Election Period.

120.3

No election material or active campaigning is to be conducted at Council sponsored
events or displayed in/on any Council building.

121. Council Resources
Council resources, including offices, mobile phones, IT equipment, vehicles, staff, hospitality,
services, property, equipment and stationery must be used exclusively for normal Council business
during the election period and must not be used in connection with any election campaign or issue.
122. Council branding
Council’s logo, letterhead, official photographs or events or social media brand must not be used or
linked to a candidate’s electoral campaign.
123. Candidate’s access to information
123.1

All election candidates have equal rights to access public information relevant to their
election campaigns. Neither Councillors nor candidates will be provided information or
advice from staff which might be perceived to support election campaigns.

123.2

Whilst it is important that continuing Councillors receive information necessary to fulfil their
elected roles, information or briefing material prepared or coordinated by staff will not be
provided to a Councillor if related to an election issue.

124. Information Request Register
Governance will maintain an Information Request Register during the election period. This Register
will be a public document recording all requests relating to electoral matters and non-routine
requests for information by a Councillor or candidate, and the response provided to those requests.
125. Candidate’s Assistance
125.1

Candidates will be provided with a Councillor Candidate Information Kit to assist them in
running and nominating for Council.

125.2

Council will run or facilitate information sessions prior to the elections, highlighting to
candidates the roles and responsibilities of being a Councillor.

126. Councillor to declare their candidacy in a State or Federal election
As soon as practicable after becoming a candidate in an election, a Councillor must advise the
Chief Executive Officer in writing. The Chief Executive Officer must advise all Councillors in writing
as soon as practicable.
A Councillor who is a candidate for a State or Federal election should declare this at a meeting of
the Council as soon as practicable after the formal nomination date.

127. Functions and Events
127.1

Councillors, including those standing as candidates, may continue to attend functions and
events.

127.2

During this time, the Mayor will not delegate to any Councillor who is standing as a
candidate any responsibility to represent him or her.
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128. Media Advice and Releases
128.1

No media advice or assistance will be provided in relation to election issues or in regard to
publicity that involves Councillors standing as candidates.

128.2

Media releases will not refer to specific Councillors in their capacity as candidates.

128.3

Councillors standing as candidates are not eligible to be Council’s official spokesperson
on Council’s advocacy priorities. Council will nominate an alternative Councillor to be
Council’s advocacy spokesperson where required.

128.4

Councillors will not use their position as an elected representative or their access to
Council staff and other Council resources to gain media attention in support of an election
campaign for a Councillor who is standing for election.

128.5

Photos of and references to Councillors standing as candidates will only feature in
Council’s publications where it is related to usual Council business, functions or events.

129. Councillor candidates commenting on Council issues
Where a Councillor comments on Council issues as a candidate in an election the
Councillor should clearly identify this fact.
130. Advocacy by Council
130.1

It is recognised that the community expects that Council will advocate prior to a State or
Federal election for actions and projects for the benefit of the Casey community.

130.2

In undertaking advocacy Council will avoid “party political” positions and will instead
advocate in an apolitical manner, for the benefit of the Casey community. Refer to 5.5 for
advice on advocacy spokespeople.

131. Councillor/Officer protocols
131.1

Communication protocols will apply. Where required, the Chief Executive Officer will
review if any additional provisions are required.

131.2

Customer requests escalated from Councillors in their capacity as a candidate rather than
Councillor must be referred to the Chief Executive Officer in writing for action.

131.3

Council resources, including officers and support staff, hospitality services, equipment,
photographs taken at or for official Council business and stationery, should be used
exclusively for normal Council business at all times, and must not be used in connection
with an election campaign.

132. Leave of Absence
132.1

A Councillor standing as a candidate in state or federal elections is encouraged to take
leave of absence from the formal nomination date until Election Day.

133. Breaches
S. 123 of the Act prohibit Councillors from misusing or inappropriately making use of their position.
A breach of s. 123 attracts serious penalties, including possible imprisonment. Breaches under this
policy will be subject to the Councillor Code of Conduct and provisions of the Act.
CHAPTER 10 – OTHER MATTERS
134. Informal Meetings of Councillors
134.1

If there is a meeting of Councillors that:
a)

is scheduled or planned for the purpose of discussing the business of Council or
briefing Councillors;

b)

is attended by at least one member of Council staff; and
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c)

is not a Council meeting, Delegated Committee meeting or Community Asset
Committee meeting

A record of discussion should be completed
134.2

Councillors must record any meetings with external parties about discussions related to
matters which may be considered at a Council Meeting by recording the details of the
meeting on the Record of Discussion Form.

134.3

The Chief Executive Officer must ensure that a summary of the matters discussed at the
meeting are:
a)

tabled at the next convenient Council meeting; and

b)

recorded in the minutes of that Council meeting.

c)

handled under s. 130 of the Act – Disclosure of conflict of interest

d)

handled under s. 131 of the Act – Disclosure of conflict of interest at other meetings

135. Confidential Information
135.1

If, after the repeal of s. 77(2)(c) of the Local Government Act 1989, the Chief Executive
Officer is of the opinion that information relating to a meeting is confidential information
within the meaning of the Act, he or she may designate the information as confidential and
advise Councillors and/or members of Council staff in writing accordingly.

135.2

Information which has been designated by the Chief Executive Officer as confidential
information within the meaning of the Act, and in respect of which advice has been given
to Councillors and/or members of Council staff in writing accordingly, will be presumed to
be confidential information.

136. Change of Council Policy
136.1

Council reviews its policies to ensure they are current and continue to reflect community
expectations and the position held by Council.

136.2

It is good practice for Council to review policies at least once in each Council term (every
4 years) and such reviews may lead to change in policy position.

136.3

Documents previously endorsed by Council that require major changes, must be
approved by Council.

136.4

If Council wishes to change a Council policy, a formal Notice of Rescission is not required.

136.5

If a policy has been in force in its original or amended form for less than 12 months, any
intention to change the policy which may result in a substantial change to the policy’s
application or operation for members of the public should be communicated to those
affected, and their comment sought, prior to the policy being changed.

137. Document History
Date approved

Change Type

Version

Next Review Date

18 August 2020

Document Initiation

1.0

18 August 2024
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*Please note other administrative changes have been made throughout the Governance Rules i.e.
italicising definition words, formatting and renumbering.
Introduction Section
Cover page

2. Context

Proposed Change


Review date to be changed to 30 September 2026, to
align with Council’s four-year requirement.



Included additional legislation under ‘Relevant
Legislation’:
o

Local Government (Governance and Integrity)
Regulations 2020

o

Local Government (Casey City Council) Act 2020



Casey City Council’s Good Governance Framework
inserted.



Casey City Council’s Governance and Integrity
Framework, and Governance Strategy has been
superseded and removed from the Rules.

3. Contents



New Chapter inserted for Election of Mayor and Deputy
Mayor.

4. Definitions



New definition inserted for Administrators, Electronic
Means and Written.



Committee Meeting definition removed.



Definition for Foreshadowed Item amended.

Chapter 1: Roles and Powers

Proposed Change

2. Roles and Working
Relationships



Inserted 2.2.6 – Councillors and Managers

6. Role of a Council



Administrative changes to reflect current arrangements
i.e. Office of Council

9. Role of the Audit and Risk
Committee



Removed Rules 9.3 and 9.4 that referenced the
Governance Rules applying to Audit and Risk Committees
as this is not a requirement under the 2020 Act.

Governance Rules: Summary of Changes
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Chapter 3: Election of Mayor
and Deputy Mayor
13 to 15: Election of Mayor,
Deputy Mayor and Acting
Mayor

Chapter 4: Council Meeting
Procedure
19: Chair and Members

Proposed Change



Inserted Rules outlining the process for the election of the
Mayor, Deputy Mayor and Acting Mayor

Proposed Change



Removed reference to members and inserted Councillors



Removed reference to members of Delegated
Committees, as any provisions in Chapter 5 applies to
meetings of Delegated Committees



Amendment Rule 21.1 to make provision for the Mayor to
also appoint a Councillor to be the chair of a Delegated
Committee, in accordance with the 2020 Act.



Rule 21.3 added, which is consistent with the 2020 Act.

24: Community Attendance



Inserted a new Rule, 24.5, to allow for Council to adopt,
from time to time, any policies, protocols or guidelines
around how the community can participate via electronic
means.

25: Dates and Times Fixed by
Council



Remove reference to Delegated Committee meeting in
Rule 25.1, as any provisions in Chapter 4 applies to
meetings of Delegated Committees



Included a new Rule, Rule 25.3 to reflect that the notice
must specify how the Council Meeting will be conducted.

28: Adjourned Meetings



Removed reference to Advisory Committees in 28.1 as
the Rules do not apply to Advisory Committees. Also
removed reference to Delegated Committees, as any
provisions in Chapter 4 applies to meetings of Delegated
Committees

34: Apologies and Absences



Removed reference to Delegated Committees in Rule
34.1, as any provisions in Chapter 4 applies to meetings
of Delegated Committees

21: Delegated Committee Chair

Governance Rules: Summary of Changes
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Chapter 4: Council Meeting
Procedure

Proposed Change

35: Attendance by electronic
means



New Rules inserted outlining the process for attendance
by Councillors via electronic means

40: Notice of Motion



Inserted a new Rule, 40.2, to limit the number of Notice of
Motions that can be submitted at each Council Meeting



Inserted a new Rule, 40.10, to confirm that a Notice of
Motion cannot be amended once moved and seconded



Inserted a new Rule, 40.11, to confirm that a Notice of
Motion that is lost, cannot be resubmitted for 3 months,
consistent with a Notice of Rescission that is lost

43: Moving a Motion



Amended Rule 43.6 which references abstention as this is
no longer permitted under the 2020 Act. Reworded so if a
Councillor does not vote, it will be recorded as having
voted against the motion, in accordance with the 2020
Act.

Previously 43: How many
amendments may be
proposed?



Removed as this was a duplication of the Rules already
covered under Rule 46.4.3.

53: Debate must be relevant to
the Motion



Removed reference to a member of a Delegated
Committee and replaced with Councillor, as any
provisions in Chapter 4 applies to meetings of Delegated
Committees

54: Adequate and sufficient
debate



Removed reference to members in Rule 56.3

56: Time limit for motions



Removed reference to Advisory Committees as the Rules
do not apply to Advisory Committees. Removed reference
to Delegated Committees, as any provisions in Chapter 4
applies to meetings of Delegated Committees



Removed a Rule (previously 53.6), as Rule 100 provides
Council with the ability to resolve that any or all of the
provisions in Chapter 4 do not apply and therefore could
apply specific provisions for which Rules apply to
Delegated Committees, as well as resolve for the
Delegated Committee to set time limits for members.
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Chapter 4: Council Meeting
Procedure

69: Requirements of a valid
petition

70: Submitting a Petition to
Council

73: Petitions and Your Privacy

81: Voting Method

Governance Rules: Summary of Changes
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Proposed Change



Removed a Rule (previously 53.9), as this is covered
under Rule 55 which gives Councillors the right to ask any
question. This also applies to members of a Delegated
Committee unless Council resolves otherwise.



Remove a Rule (previously) 53.8, as Points of Order is
covered under Division 7



Additional wording inserted in Rule 69.1 for petitions that
are submitted in writing.



Rule 69.2 amended to reflect that a petition template will
be made available on the Council website and that
Council’s Social Media Policy will also need to be
considered for e-Petitions. In addition clarified e-petitions
and what would be considered valid.



Amended Rule 70.1 to highlight the three methods for
submitting a petition



Inserted the words “the next practicable” prior to “Council
Meeting for consideration” in Rule 70.1.2



Inserted the words “addressed to the Chief Executive
Officer” in Rule 70.2 for petitions that are delivered in
person to any Customer Service Centre



Updated the email address to the Office of Council if
petitions are emailed to City of Casey, under Rule 70.2



Reworded Rule 73.1



Minor grammatical changes made to Rule 73.2



Remove a Rule (previously 78.4) as it related to the Chair
exercising a second vote, which is already covered under
Rule 78



Replaced the word “members” with “Councillors” in Rules
81.1 and 81.2



Reworded Rules 81.1 to also reflect the requirements for
electronic means

5
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Chapter 4: Council Meeting
Procedure

Proposed Change

83: When a division is
permitted



Reworded Rule 83.3.3 as abstention is no longer
permitted under the 2020 Act. If a Councillor does not
vote, then it will be recorded in the Minutes that the
Councillor has voted against the Motion.

84: Written Records (Minutes)



Removed reference to abstention in Rules 84.8 and 84.9



Inserted additional wording under Rule 84.4 that the
disclosure needs to be made in accordance with the Act
and Chapter 8

89: Public Addressing the
Meeting



Inserted a new Rule, 89.2, with a note that members of
the public who address Council are to adhere to Council’s
policy, procedure or guideline, adopted from time to time

92: Removal from Chamber



Inserted the word Delegate, in Rule 92, in the event the
Chief Executive Officer is not in the Chamber at the time

94: Meetings Conducted
Remotely



Removed the word ‘electronically’ and replaced with the
wording ‘by electronic means’



Reworded the Rule to reflect the changes to the virtual
provisions.



Removed a previous Rule, Rule 95.1 relating to a media
representative being permitted to record part of the
proceedings as the media are able to access the live
stream footage for this purpose.

95: Voice recordings

Chapter 6: Community Asset
Committee Meeting Conduct
Chapter Title

Governance Rules: Summary of Changes
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Proposed Change



Added the word “Community” prior to Asset Committee
Meeting Conduct, to so it is consistent with the 2020 Act
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ROAD DISCONTINUANCE - SOLDIERS ROAD, CLYDE NORTH

Officers’ Reports
Road Discontinuance - Soldiers Road, Clyde North

ITEM: 5.4.

Corporate Services
Property and Procurement
Thor Hansen

Purpose of Report:

For Council to consider the discontinuance of a section of road at Soldiers
Road, Clyde North

Recommendation
That Council resolves:
1. To commence the statutory processes for the proposed discontinuance of part of Soldiers
Road, Clyde North as shown on the attached plan, as required by sections 206, 207A, 223
and Item 3, Schedule 10 of the Local Government Act 1989
2. To consider any submissions lodged in response to the public notice under Section 223 of
the Local Government Act 1989 at a future meeting, the time, date and place for which are
to be determined

Officer General or Material Interest
No Council officers involved in the preparation of this report have a general or material interest in matters for
consideration.
Council Plan Reference
1.1 Deliver sustainable and adaptable infrastructure and activate places
Executive Summary
The subject land forms part of the Soldiers Road, Clyde North Road Reserve, located near the corner of
Thompsons Road, Clyde North as shown hatched on the attached plan (Attachment 1). A request was
received from the Victorian School Building Authority (VSBA) to discontinue part of the road in order for the
road to be consolidated into the development of the abutting school site.
In order to consider a proposal to discontinue the road, Council must undertake statutory processes in
accordance with the Local Government Act 1989.
Background
The Victorian School Building Authority (VSBA) propose to construct a primary school on the corner of
Soldiers Road and Thompsons Road, Clyde North. In order to achieve a suitable site, VSBA have
requested Council investigate a proposal to discontinue a part of the road.
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VSBA have arranged for an alternative access road to be created around the boundary of the school site
shown on the attached plan (Attachment 2). The discontinuance of the road will not be completed until the
alternative road has been constructed in order to minimise the impact on residents and general traffic.
The road is a state government owned road and Council is the responsible road authority and maintains the
unsealed road. If the road is discontinued, the land will revert to the Crown and therefore Council will not
have the ability to sell this land.
Council is required to comply with sections 206, 207A, 223 and Item 3 of Schedule 10 of the Local
Government Act. In particular, clause 206, Item 3, Schedule 10:
i.
Gives Council the power to discontinue a road and;
ii.
Requires Council to comply with s223 whereby Council must give public notice of the proposed
discontinuance for a period of no less than 4 weeks and;
iii.
Requires Council to comply with s223 whereby Council must consider submissions and give any
person making a submission the opportunity to be heard by Council
Community Engagement
Community consultation will be undertaken following Council’s resolution to commence statutory processes.
The consultation will occur over a 4-week period and allow anyone to make a submission in response to the
proposal. Any submissions received will be reported back to Council, and submitters will have the
opportunity to be heard by Council at the same Council meeting.
Financial Implications
The road proposed to be discontinued is a government-owned road, therefore by discontinuing this section
of road, the land will revert to the Crown as landowner, and Council will not receive income as a result of
this proposal. The VSBA have committed to fund all costs associated with this project.
Conclusion
As an alternative access road will be constructed and the inclusion of the road (as land) within the VSBA
site will create a more useable school site, it is considered that this is a good community outcome.
Attachments
1. Attachment 1 Proposed Discontinuance [5.4.1 - 1 page]
2. Attachment 2 Proposed Alternative Road [5.4.2 - 1 page]
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Attachment 5.4.1

Attachment 1 – Proposed part road discontinuance – Soldiers Road, Clyde (highlighted yellow)
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Attachment 2 – Proposed alternative road – Soldiers Road, Clyde (highlighted yellow)
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AMENDMENT C275CASE TO THE CASEY PLANNING SCHEME: REVIEW OF THE PLANNING FRAMEWORK FOR THE CRANBOURNE MAJOR ACTIVITY CENTRE

Officers’ Reports
Amendment C275case to the Casey Planning Scheme:
Review of the Planning Framework for the Cranbourne
Major Activity Centre

ITEM: 5.5.

City Planning and Infrastructure
Growth and Investment
Kathryn Seirlis
Purpose of Report:

To report on the recommendations of the Planning Panel and recommend
the adoption of Amendment C275case to the Casey Planning Scheme.

Recommendation
That Council:
1. Notes the Panel Report for Amendment C275case to the Casey Planning Scheme included
as Attachment 1.
2. Adopts the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan 2020 generally in accordance
with Attachment 3.
3. Under Section 29(1) of the Planning and Environment Act 1987, adopts Amendment
C275case in accordance with Attachment 2.
4. Under Section 31(1) of the Planning and Environment Act 1987, submits the adopted
Amendment C275case to the Minister for Planning for approval.
5. Notifies all submitters to Amendment C275case (except for Melbourne Water who
requested not to be further contacted about this matter) of Council’s decision.
6. Rescinds the Cranbourne Town Centre Plan 2017, Cranbourne Town Centre Urban Design
Framework 2011 and the Casey Complex Structure Plan 2011 included at Attachment 4, 5
and 6 once Amendment C275case is approved by the Minister for Planning and notice of its
operation is published in the Government Gazette. If the Minister for Planning abandons or
approves the amendment in a form which retains reference to one or more these
documents, then that policy will remain an adopted policy of Council.

Officer General or Material Interest
No Council officers involved in the preparation of this report have a general or material interest in matters for
consideration.
Council Plan Reference
1.1 Deliver sustainable and adaptable infrastructure and activate places
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Executive Summary
Amendment C275case is a review of the planning framework for the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
(MAC). The Cranbourne MAC is the second largest activity centre in the City of Casey after the Fountain
Gate-Narre Warren CBD. Positioned centrally within the City of Casey and the south-east growth corridor,
the Cranbourne MAC is located in one of the fastest growing areas in Australia and plays an important role
as an established activity centre in a rapidly growing and changing surrounding context. The Cranbourne
MAC contains a broad range of land uses including residential, employment, retail and community uses
Following the exhibition of the amendment, five submissions were received which were considered by
Council in March 2022. Council referred all submissions to an independent Planning Panel, appointed by
the Minister for Planning to provide advice to Council about how to proceed with the amendment. As
Council was the only party who requested to be heard at a public hearing, the Panel determined the matter
could proceed by exchanging written material rather than having a hearing.
In June 2022 Council received the Panel’s report which recommends amendment C275case is adopted as
exhibited.
Background
Amendment C275case proposes to implement the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan 2020
into the Casey Planning Scheme. The amendment is the culmination of many years of thorough and
comprehensive strategic analysis and policy preparation to facilitate employment, entertainment and
housing opportunities for the Cranbourne community. Amendment C275case proposes a simple strategic
framework and contemporary planning controls to guide the transformation of the Cranbourne MAC over the
next 20 years.
At its meeting on 15 December 2020, Council resolved to seek authorisation from the Minister for Planning
to prepare and subsequently exhibit Amendment C275case. Council also endorsed several supporting
documents including the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan 2020, which is a minor update to
the adopted 2018 plan.
At its meeting on 15 March 2022 Council considered submissions which were received in response to the
exhibition of Amendment C275case to the Casey Planning Scheme and resolved to request the Minister for
Planning appoints an independent Planning Panel to consider the submissions and provide advice to
Council about how to proceed with the Amendment.
Directions Hearing and Panel Hearing
On 17 March 2022 Council wrote to the Chief Panel Member, who has delegation from the Minister for
Planning to appoint a Panel under Part 8 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987, to request a Panel be
appointed to consider the submissions received in relation to Amendment C275case. In its request, Council
had suggested the Panel may consider whether the matter proceed by exchange of written materials, rather
than having a public hearing given the relatively confined scope of matters and number of opposing
submissions received. A one-person Panel was appointed on 23 March 2022.
An online Directions Hearing was held on 8 April 2022 to cover administrative matters in relation to the main
Panel Hearing. At the Directions Hearing the Panel advised that Council was the only party who requested
to be heard at the Panel Hearing and agreed the matter could proceed “on the papers”, however the hearing
date of 12 May 2022 would be retained should the Panel have any questions of clarification for Council.
Council provided a written submission to the Panel and followed-up with supplementary information in
response to further information requested by the Panel. The Panel Hearing was not held, which
demonstrates Council’s submission and the amendment was clear and easy for the Panel to understand.
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Panel Report
The Panel issued its report to Council on 9 June 2022. The Panel’s report is included as Attachment 1.
The table below includes a summary of issues raised in submissions and the Panel’s discussion and
conclusion on each issue.
Issue raised in
submissions
Need for the
development of
community infrastructure

Negative noise and
traffic impacts resulting
from increased activity

Complexity of the
amendment documents

Impacts on property
values and Council rates

Panel discussion

Panel conclusion

“The Cranbourne Structure Plan has been prepared
with proper regard to [the State and Local] policy
context and is informed by a demand analysis for
community facilities”
The Panel also agreed with Council’s position that
since an exact location for new facilities has not
been determined it is appropriate that the “ACZ1
provides the ability to determine a future proposal
on its merits”.
“The Panel is satisfied that the policy framework
together with the zones and overlays introduced by
the Amendment equip decision makers with tools to
manage noise and traffic impacts on amenity in the
Cranbourne MAC.”
The Panel also noted that “State planning policy
directs increased housing, commercial and
community activity into activity centres.
Consequently, activity centres will be a major focus
for change in metropolitan Melbourne and activity in
the Cranbourne MAC can be expected to intensify”.
The Panel noted “that the Amendment is
necessarily complex because it is introducing a
revised policy framework for a MAC.” and made
some general comments that amendments must be
prepared in specific structure and format to meet
the requirements of the Ministerial Direction on the
Form and Content of Planning Schemes. “The
Panel notes it is common for Councils to publish
supporting information and guides to simply
communicate key messages about planning
scheme amendments. The information published by
Council on the ‘Casey Conversations’ webpage is a
good example of this.” The Panel suggested
simplifying local planning policy through the
Planning Policy Framework translation process
which is a project Council officers are actively
working on.
Under the section identifying limitations of the Panel
Report, the Panel noted that “property values and
ratings are not relevant planning matters for
consideration of the Panel and have not been
addressed further in this Report”.

The amendment
supports the future
provision of community
(arts) infrastructure,
consistent with State
policy objectives to
increase access to arts
and cultural facilities.
The Amendment
supports management
of noise and traffic,
consistent with policy
objectives for balancing
amenity and transport.

Council should consider
simplifying its local
policy for Cranbourne in
the Municipal Planning
Statement and local
planning policies being
prepared to implement
VC148 reforms.

The Panel found that “there is unequivocal and layered strategic support for the Cranbourne Major Activity
Centre to grow” and recommended that amendment C275case be adopted as exhibited. The Panel’s report
and recommendation highlights that Council’s structure planning process was comprehensive, robust and
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that amendment C275case has successfully translated this into a planning framework which will support the
growth and development of the Cranbourne MAC over the next 20 years and beyond.
It is recommended that Council adopts amendment C275case as shown in Attachment 2.
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan 2020
At its meeting on December 15 2020, Council endorsed an updated Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
Structure Plan 2020 to be exhibited alongside amendment C275case. During the exhibition period (11
November and 17 December 2021) no submissions were made directly requesting a change to the
Structure Plan. Therefore, it is recommended that Council adopts the 2020 Structure Plan included at
Attachment 3.
The Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan 2020 together with the Casey Complex Urban Design
Framework 2021 form the key policy framework for the Cranbourne MAC and are proposed to be
Background Documents in the Casey Planning Scheme. These documents supersede a suite of older policy
documents which are currently Background Documents in the Casey Planning Scheme.
It is recommended that Council rescinds the Cranbourne Town Centre Plan 2017, Cranbourne Town Centre
Urban Design Framework 2011 and the Casey Complex Structure Plan 2011 (included as Attachments 4, 5
and 6) once the Minister for Planning approves amendment C275case and it becomes operational. In the
unlikely event that the Minister approves the amendment in a form which retains reference to one or all of
these older policy documents, those documents would not be rescinded.
In reviewing the Casey Planning Scheme post-exhibition, officers noticed a reference to the Cranbourne
Town Centre Plan 2017 in Clause 22.03 Industrial Development Policy. This reference is proposed to be
updated to the 2020 structure plan and is included in Attachment 2.
Community Engagement
Amendment C275case and the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan 2020 were exhibited
broadly to the community from 11 November to 17 December 2021. Previous engagement with community
groups and the general public occurred during the development of the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
Structure Plan, which forms the policy basis for Amendment C275case.
Submitters to the amendment also had the opportunity to participate in the Planning Panel process,
however none requested to be heard by the Panel.
Financial Implications
The fee which Council pays to the Minister for Planning to consider the approval of planning scheme
amendments has been accommodated in the Growth and Investment 2022-2023 operational budget.
Conclusion
An independent Planning Panel was appointed to consider the submissions which Council received in
response to the public exhibition of amendment C275case. After considering all submissions to the
amendment and Council’s submission in support of the amendment, the Panel has recommended that
Amendment C275case be adopted as exhibited.
C275case proposes a simple strategic framework and contemporary planning controls to guide the
transformation of the Cranbourne MAC over the next 20 years. Now, more than ever, having a bold strategic
vision and clear planning framework for such a significant activity centre will support the local economy and
community transition through the post-pandemic period.
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Adopting Amendment C275case and submitting it to the Minister for Planning for approval is the final step
for Council in the Planning Scheme Amendment Process. It is recommended that Council requests that the
Minister for Planning approves amendment C275case to the Casey Planning Scheme.
Attachments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1 C 275 case Panel Report [5.5.1 - 30 pages]
2 Amendment C 275 case for adoption [5.5.2 - 70 pages]
3 Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan [5.5.3 - 25 pages]
4 Cranbourne Town Centre Plan 2017 [5.5.4 - 57 pages]
5 Cranbourne Town Centre UDF 2011 [5.5.5 - 61 pages]
6 Casey Complex Structure Plan 2011 [5.5.6 - 23 pages]
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Casey Planning Scheme Amendment C275case
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan update
Panel Report
Planning and Environment Act 1987

9 June 2022
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How will this report be used?
This is a brief description of how this report will be used for the benefit of people unfamiliar with the planning system. If you have concerns
about a specific issue you should seek independent advice.
The planning authority must consider this report before deciding whether or not to adopt the Amendment.
[section 27(1) of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 (the PE Act)]
For the Amendment to proceed, it must be adopted by the planning authority and then sent to the Minister for Planning for approval.
The planning authority is not obliged to follow the recommendations of the Panel, but it must give its reasons if it does not follow the
recommendations. [section 31 (1) of the PE Act, and section 9 of the Planning and Environment Regulations 2015]
If approved by the Minister for Planning a formal change will be made to the planning scheme. Notice of approval of the Amendment will be
published in the Government Gazette. [section 37 of the PE Act]

Planning and Environment Act 1987
Panel Report pursuant to section 25 of the PE Act
Casey Planning Scheme Amendment C275case
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan update
9 June 2022

Alison McFarlane, Chair
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Overview
Amendment summary
The Amendment

Casey Planning Scheme Amendment C275case

Common name

Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan update

Brief description

The Amendment implements the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
Structure Plan, 2020, the Casey Complex Urban Design Framework, 2019
and the Cranbourne Town Centre Heritage Overlay Review, June 2020 by
introducing a new schedule to the Activity Centre Zone and a schedule to
the Parking Overlay, updating the Heritage Overlay and making other
consequential updates to the Planning Scheme.

Subject land

Cranbourne Major Activity Centre (refer Figure 1)

Planning Authority

Casey City Council

Authorisation

18 July 2021

Exhibition

8 November to 17 December 2021

Submissions

Number of Submissions: 5 Opposed or seeking changes: 3
Refer Appendix A

Panel process
The Panel

Alison McFarlane (Chair)

Directions Hearing

Video conference, 8 April 2022

Panel Hearing

A Hearing was not conducted, and the matter was considered ‘on the
papers’ at the suggestion of Council and the agreement of the Panel

Final information received by 13 May 2022
the Panel
Parties

Casey City Council represented by Ms Elena Spanos, Principal Strategic
Planner – Revitalisation, Growth and Investment

Citation

Casey PSA C275case [2022] PPV

Date of this report

9 June 2022
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Executive summary
The City of Casey is the most populous municipality in Victoria with an estimated population of
390,793 people in 2021 that is forecast to grow by 41% to 549,190 people by 20411. Casey’s
growth has been a defining characteristic of the muncipality which will continue for decades to
come. Growth is largely focussed in greenfield growth areas including Clyde, Clyde North,
Cranbourne West and parts of Berwick, however redevelopment of established suburbs like
Cranbourne will also account for a significant portion of growth.
Casey is serviced by a network of activity centres, which all play an important role in providing jobs,
services and local connection. The Cranbourne Major Activity Centre is the second largest activity
centre in the City of Casey after Fountain Gate-Narre Warren.
There is unequivocal and layered strategic support for the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre to
grow. This support commences with Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and is reinforced in the South
East Growth Corridor Plan, 2012 and the City of Casey Activity Centre Strategy, 2020.
Casey Planning Scheme Amendment C275case (the Amendment) updates policy, zones and
overlays based on the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan, 2020, the Casey Complex
Urban Design Framework, 2019 and the Cranbourne Town Centre Heritage Overlay Review, June
2020. These new strategies have been informed by a range of technical studies that are
responsive to the Planning Policy Framework and provide a robust foundation for the
Amendment.
A six week exhibition of the Amendment in November and December 2021 attracted five
submissions, including two submissions from government agencies that did not oppose the
Amendment. The remaining three submissions raised a limited number of issues relative to the
scope of the Amendment, including:
• need for development of community infrastructure (specifically an arts centre)
• negative noise and traffic impacts resulting from increased activity
• complexity of the Amendment documents
• impacts on property values and Council rates.
The Panel concludes:
• The Amendment supports future provision of community (arts) infrastructure,
consistent with State policy objectives to increase access to arts and cultural
facilities.
• The Amendment supports management of noise and traffic, consistent with policy
objectives for balancing amenity and transport.
• Council should consider simplifying its local policy for Cranbourne in the Municipal
Planning Statement and local planning policies being prepared to implement VC148
reforms.
Recommendations
Based on the reasons set out in this Report, the Panel recommends that Casey Planning Scheme
Amendment C275case be adopted as exhibited.

1

Document 2
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1

Introduction

1.1

The Amendment

(i)

Amendment description

The Amendment proposes to implement the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan,
2020 (Cranbourne Structure Plan), the Casey Complex Urban Design Framework, 2019 (Casey
Complex UDF) and the Cranbourne Town Centre Heritage Overlay Review, June 2020.
Specifically, the Amendment proposes to:
• modify Clause 21.15 (Cranbourne) to remove duplication and resolve inconsistencies
with the proposed Schedule 1 to the Activity Centre Zone – Cranbourne Major Activity
Centre (MAC) (ACZ1)
• modify Clause 21.16 (Cranbourne East) to remove duplication and resolve inconsistencies
with the proposed ACZ1
• replace the existing ACZ1 with a new schedule that implements the Cranbourne
Structure Plan and Casey Complex UDF
• update the Schedule to Clause 43.01 (Heritage Overlay) (HO) and Planning Scheme maps
11 and 15 to:
- modify the curtilage of five existing heritage places to ensure only areas of local
heritage significance are included in the HO
- modify the description of ten existing individual places and delete one place no longer
considered to be of local heritage significance
• insert Schedule 2 to Clause 45.09 (Parking Overlay) to apply column B parking rates and
parking objectives to be achieved across the whole Cranbourne MAC
• modify the Schedule to Clause 53.01 (Public open space contribution and subdivision) to
apply the 8 per cent contribution already specified in the schedule to land in Precinct 3
and residential development in the Cranbourne MAC
• modify the Schedule to Clause 72.03 (What does this planning scheme consist of?) to
reflect the introduction of the Planning Scheme Maps 11PO and 15PO
• modify the schedule to Clause 72.04 (Documents incorporated in this planning scheme)
to incorporate statements of significance for ten heritage places and delete one
redundant incorporated document titled Site-Specific Control – Units 2 & 3/270 South
Gippsland Highway, Cranbourne, Use of the land as a shop for the sale of fishing supplies,
November 2010, which was introduced by Amendment C141
• rezone part of the land at 236 South Gippsland Highway, Cranbourne from Schedule 2 to
Clause 32.07 (Residential Growth Zone) (RGZ2) to ACZ1 to zone the entire lot as ACZ1
• rezone part of the land at 26 William Street, Cranbourne from ACZ1 to RGZ2 to zone the
whole property as RGZ2
• rezone 3 New Holland Drive, Cranbourne East from Schedule 1 to Clause 32.08 (General
Residential Zone) (GRZ1) to ACZ1
• amend Planning Scheme Map No. 15ESO to correct the location of a significant tree at 13 Lyall Street, Cranbourne identified in schedule 8 to Clause 42.01 (Environmental
Significance Overlay – Significant exotic and native trees in Casey) (ESO8).
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(ii)

The subject land

The Amendment applies to the Cranbourne MAC as bounded in ‘blue’ in Figure 1. The area
includes a retail and commercial core, two areas of industrial/employment land, residential areas
and the area known as the ‘Casey Complex’ which contains education, community and recreation
facilities.
Figure 1

Cranbourne MAC

Source: Document 2 Casey City Council

1.2

Background

The Cranbourne MAC is the second largest activity centre in the City of Casey after Fountain GateNarre Warren. Positioned centrally within the City of Casey and the south-east growth corridor,
the Cranbourne MAC is in one of the fastest growing areas in Australia and plays an important role
as an established activity centre in a rapidly growing and changing surrounding context.
Council provided the following summary of the background to the Amendment:
Council adopted the Cranbourne Town Centre Structure Plan at its meeting on 19 June
2018 to provide an overarching policy framework that guides the sustainable growth and
development of the centre over a 20 year period and beyond. The Structure Plan was
informed by a significant body of research seeking to address many complex and
interrelated issues including demand for housing, retail and commercial floor space,
community facilities, an analysis of open space and the urban environment, transport,
access, movement, parking. The plan includes statutory and non-statutory implementation
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actions to support Cranbourne to become a more vibrant, active and attractive place for
people to live, work and socialise.
At its meeting on 15 December 2020, Council resolved to seek authorisation from the
Minister for Planning to prepare and subsequently exhibit Amendment C275case to the
Casey Planning Scheme which proposes a revised suite of planning controls for the
Cranbourne MAC. Council also endorsed a number of supporting documents including the
Cranbourne MAC Structure Plan 2020, which is a minor update to the 2018 plan with some
enhancements to the text and mapping to improve its usability as well as changing the name
of the activity centre to align with the State’s Metropolitan Planning Strategy, Plan
Melbourne: 2017-2050.
Amendment C275case is the culmination of a significant body of strategic work and employs
a holistic place-based approach to ensure all elements of the planning framework are
addressed to provide a clear and contemporary set of planning controls for this strategic
centre. The changes proposed by C275case will support the Cranbourne MAC to transition
through the “covid normal” period and continue to support the diverse employment,
entertainment and housing needs of the local community. A contemporary planning
framework will support the growth and development of the centre and attract investment.
Amendment C275case also implements the interim changes made to places of local
heritage significance (introduced through Amendment C278case) on a permanent basis.
C278case proposed to implement the Cranbourne Town Centre Heritage Overlays Review
2020 on a temporary basis through a non-exhibited amendment on the basis that a future
planning scheme amendment process, fully exhibited to the public, would proposes the
controls on a permanent basis. This is common practice when making changes to controls
for heritage places to ensure they are protected in the interim as the planning scheme
amendment process can often take some time.

(i)

Authorisation

Authorisation to prepare the Amendment was provided by the Minister for Planning on 18 July
2021 subject to the following conditions:
• Update the Explanatory Report consistent with the version provided by Council officers
to Department of Environment, Land Water and Planning (DELWP) dated April 2021 that
clearly explains how the Amendment supports and implements relevant clauses of the
PPF and Local Planning Policy Framework (PPF), Casey Activity Centre Strategy, 2020,
applicable Ministerial Directions and Practice Notes.
• Review Clause 21.15 ‘Cranbourne’ and Clause 21.16 ‘Cranbourne East’ including the local
area maps to resolve any duplication or inconsistencies with the proposed ACZ Schedule
and to update references to the centre.
• Review the proposed ACZ Schedule having regard to the marked-up version provided by
DELWP officers dated May 2021. Specifically respond to the following issues and make
changes to the Amendment as appropriate:
- Review the proposed buildings and works requirements for exceeding preferred
heights to ensure they are clear and quantifiable and will generate a consistent
preferred outcome.
- Reduce reliance on external documents throughout the schedule to ensure that it is
self-contained and includes the necessary information to assess and decide an
application.
- Review the structure of the precinct built form requirement tables to improve the
legibility of the schedule.
• Retain reference to the ‘Avenue of Honour’ in the place name for HO208 in the Schedule
to Clause 43.01. ‘Avenue of Honour’ is used throughout the schedule and is a common
term which is reflected in Our Living Memorials – Avenues of Honour in the City of Casey,
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December 2001. References to ‘memorial row planting’ and the ‘memorial plaque’
should be included in the heritage place description.
• Prepare individual incorporated documents for each statement of significance proposed
to be reference in the Schedules to Clause 43.01 and 72.04.
• Make consequential changes to the Schedule to Clause 43.01 and planning scheme maps
to reflect the decision on Casey Planning Scheme Amendment C278case.
• Amend Plan 1.1 of the Schedule to Clause 53.01 to update outdated references to the
‘Cranbourne Town Centre’ and ‘Principal Activity Centre’.
Council advised that it responded to all conditions of authorisation prior to the exhibition of the
Amendment.2

1.3

Summary of issues raised in submissions

Five submissions were received in response to the exhibition of the Amendment as listed in
Appendix A. Two submissions were received from government agencies (Melbourne Water and
DELWP) that did not oppose the Amendment. The remaining three submitters opposed the
Amendment and raised the following broad issues:
• need for development of community infrastructure (specifically an arts centre)
• negative noise and traffic impacts resulting from increased activity
• complexity of the Amendment documents
• impacts on property values
• impacts on Council rates.

1.4

Procedural issues

Prior to the Directions Hearing, Council suggested that given the low number of submissions
received the Panel process be conducted without a Public Hearing.
This was discussed at the Directions Hearing and the Panel agreed to proceed ‘on the papers’
because:
• Council was the only party that requested to be heard by the Panel
• there were a limited number of issues raised in the submissions.
The Panel reserved the right to convene a Hearing should it be unclear on any critical matters
raised in Council’s Hearing submission (Document 2). Upon its review of this document, the Panel
decided that convening the Hearing was unnecessary. The Panel issued additional Directions.3 in
response to the issue raised in Submission 5 provision of arts infrastructure.

1.5

The Panel’s approach

The Panel assessed the Amendment against the principles of net community benefit and
sustainable development, as set out in Clause 71.02-3 (Integrated decision making) of the Planning
Scheme.

2
3

Document 2
Document 23
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The Panel considered all written submissions made in response to the exhibition of the
Amendment, and submissions and other material presented to itregardless of whether they are
specifically mentioned in the Report.
This Report deals with the issues under the following headings:
• Planning context and strategic justification
• Community infrastructure
• Noise and traffic
• Form and content of the Amendment.

1.6

Limitations

Opposing submissions raise limited issues relative to the scope of the Amendment. Given the
confined nature of the submissions, the Panel has not reviewed the Amendment in detail or
specifically considered detailed drafting issues across the full suite of Amendment documents,
other than those provisions relating to issues raised in the submissions.
Property values and ratings are not relevant planning matters for consideration of the Panel and
have not been addressed further in this Report.
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2

Planning context and strategic justification

2.1

Planning policy framework

Council submitted that the Amendment is supported by various clauses in the Planning Policy
Framework (PPF), which the Panel has summarised below.
(i)

Victorian planning objectives

Council identified the following objectives of planning in Victoria, as set out in section 4 of the
Planning and Environment Act 1987 (PE Act), are relevant to the Amendment:
a) to provide for the fair, orderly, economic and sustainable use, and development of land
…
c) to secure a pleasant, efficient and safe working, living and recreational environment for all
Victorians and visitors to Victoria
d) to conserve and enhance those buildings, areas or other places which are of scientific,
aesthetic, architectural or historical interest, or otherwise of special cultural value
…
f) to facilitate development in accordance with the objectives set out in paragraphs (a), (b),
(c), (d) and (e);
fa) to facilitate the provision of adorable housing in Victoria
(g) to balance the present and future interests of all Victorians.

Council submitted that the Amendment implements these objectives by supporting the
Cranbourne MAC to become a more active, attractive and safe place for people to live, work and
socialise. 4 The Amendment will also encourage more sustainable development, use of active
transport and protect areas of local heritage significance.
(ii)

Planning Policy Framework

Council submitted that the Amendment gives effect to the PPF which the Panel has summarised
below.5
Clause 11 (Settlement)
The Amendment supports Clause 11 by providing for the creation of a vibrant and active major
activity centre that will offer a broad range of uses to service the needs of the local and regional
community, and has been planned through a comprehensive structure planning process,
consistent with Clauses 11.01-1R (Settlement – Metropolitan Melbourne), 11.02-2S (Structure
planning) and 11.03-1R (Activity centres – Metropolitan Melbourne).
Clause 15 (Built environment and heritage)
The Amendment supports Clause 15 by encouraging the development of well designed
contemporary buildings, applying 20-minute neighbourhood principles, prioritising active and
public transport, establishing requirements for environmentally sustainable design and protecting
places of local heritage significance, consistent with Clauses 15.01-1R (Urban design –

4
5

Document 2
Document 2
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Metropolitan Melbourne), 15.01-4R (Healthy neighbourhoods – Metropolitan Melbourne), 15.021S (Energy and resource efficiency) and 15.03-1S (Heritage conservation).
Clause 16 (Housing)
The Amendment supports Clause 16 by creating opportunities for new housing and mixed-use
development in a major activity centre, encouraging a greater diversity of dwelling types at high
density and by seeking to facilitate the delivery of affordable housing, consistent with Clauses
16.01-1R (Housing supply – Metropolitan Melbourne) and 16.01-2S (Housing affordability).
Clause 17 (Economic Development)
The Amendment supports Clause 17 by encouraging and facilitating investment in an outer
suburban area of Melbourne to improve local access to a range of employment and investment
opportunities, by encouraging a diverse range of uses in the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
with an emphasis on commercial employment-generating uses and by requiring appropriate
separation of uses which may have an adverse amenity impact on more-sensitive uses, consistent
with Clauses 17.01-1R (Diversified economy – Metropolitan Melbourne), 17.02-1S (Business) and
17.03-2S (Sustainable industry).
Clause 18 (Transport)
The Amendment supports Clause 18 by seeking to sustainably integrate transport and land use,
requiring consideration of all modes of transport when providing access to new development,
ensuring sustainable modes of transport are prioritised in public infrastructure upgrades,
encouraging a mode shift away from private vehicles through reduced parking rates, and
encouraging well designed, located and managed car parking, consistent with Clauses 18.01-1S
(Land use and transport planning), 18.01-1S (Walking), 18.02-2S (Cycling), 18.02-3S (Public
transport), 18.02-3R (Principal Public Transport Network) and 18.02-4S (Roads).
Clause 19 (Community Infrastructure)
Council submitted that the Amendment supports Clause 19 by providing for social and cultural
infrastructure and balancing community and commercial space through the Cranbourne MAC,
consistent with Clause 19.02-4S (Social and cultural infrastructure).
(iii)

Clause 21 (the Municipal Strategic Statement)

Council submitted that the Amendment supports the policy and directions of the Municipal
Strategic statement (MSS) by:
• Facilitating the development of more diverse housing, supporting uses to achieve a more
sustainable economy, improving access to, and encouraging the uptake of more
sustainable modes of transport, encouraging quality development and adequately
protecting places of local heritage significance, consistent with Clause 21.02 (Key Issues
and Strategic Vision).
• Consolidating the role and realising the full capacity of the Cranbourne MAC as a
regionally significant centre, consistent with Clauses 21.03 (Settlement and Housing) and
21.03 (Economic Development).
• Encouraging the development of the Cranbourne MAC as a more active, attractive and
safe place for the community to live, work and recreate, consistent with Clause 21.07
(Built Environment).
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• Maintaining the role of the Cranbourne MAC and aspiration for the centre to become a
Metropolitan Activity Centre, consistent with Clause 21.15 (Cranbourne).
• Encouraging and reinforcing the role of the Casey Complex as a significant leisure,
recreation and education precinct and facilitating other complementary uses, consistent
with Clause 21.16 (Cranbourne East).6
(iv)

Clause 22 (local planning policies)

Council submitted that the Amendment supports the local planning policies by:
• Seeking to increase the number of non-retail jobs, encouraging a broader range of uses
which support the establishment of a night-time economy and improving the image,
amenity and perceptions of safety in the Cranbourne MAC, consistent with Clause 22.01
(Activity Centre Policy).
• Encouraging non-residential uses to locate outside the residential intensification precinct,
consistent with Clause 22.02 (Non Residential Uses in Residential and Future Residential
Areas Policy).
• Facilitating appropriate and diverse industrial/employment-generating uses in the
employment and services precinct and discouraging heavy industry and uses with
adverse off-site amenity impacts to locate within the Cranbourne MAC, consistent with
Clause 22.03 (Industrial Development Policy).7

2.2

Other relevant planning strategies and policies

(i)

Plan Melbourne

Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 (Plan Melbourne) sets out strategic directions to guide Melbourne’s
development to 2050, to ensure it becomes more sustainable, productive and liveable as its
population approaches eight million. It is accompanied by a separate implementation plan that is
regularly updated and refreshed every five years. Cranbourne is one of over 120 MAC’s identified
in Plan Melbourne.
Council submitted that the Cranbourne Structure Plan is consistent with and seeks to deliver on
the outcomes, directions and policies in Plan Melbourne. This is achieved through its focus on the
provision of jobs, services and infrastructure close to where people live as well as its support for
transport infrastructure, housing affordability and environmental sustainability. 8
(ii)

South East Growth Corridor Plan

The South East Growth Corridor Plan, 2012 is a high level integrated land use and transport plan
that provides a strategy for the development of the South East growth corridor over the coming
decades. It guides the delivery of housing, jobs, transport, town centres, open space and key
infrastructure in the growth corridor. Cranbourne is identified as a Principal Town Centre within
the South East Growth Corridor Plan, 2012 that will be a focus for employment and transport
connection.

6
7
8

Document 2
Document 2
Document 2
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(iii)

Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan

The Cranbourne Structure Plan is an update to the Cranbourne Town Centre Structure Plan, 2018
which encompassed a wholesale refresh of the strategic framework for the centre. Together with
the Casey Complex UDF, this revised structure plan replaces the earlier Cranbourne Town Centre
Plan 2017, Cranbourne Town Centre Urban Design Framework, 2011 and the Casey Complex
Structure Plan, 2011.
The Cranbourne Structure Plan provides overarching principles for the growth and development of
the Cranbourne MAC. The vision for the MAC is:
The Cranbourne MAC is a centre of choice, establishing itself as a regionally significant
urban and civic destination. Innovation and growth are at the heart of providing a diversity of
jobs, entertainment, transport, services, places and spaces which meet the needs of
residents and the wider community set within a landscaped environment that draws
inspiration from the local area.

The plan is based around five themes: Culture and Heritage, Access and Movement, Open Space,
Services and Land Use and Built Form. These themes sit alongside specific objectives and
guidelines for four precincts (Figure 2)., including:
• Precinct 1 which is the Mixed-Use Commercial Core
• Precinct 2 which is split across two areas of light-industrial/employment land towards the
north and south of the centre and is the Employment and Services Precinct
• Precinct 3 is the Residential Intensification Precinct located primarily in the area between
the High Street and Casey Complex, with smaller pockets along the western periphery of
the centre
• Precinct 4 is the Casey Complex and Surrounds.
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Figure 2

Cranbourne MAC Precincts

Source: Document 2 Casey City Council

The Cranbourne Structure Plan was informed by the following technical reports:
• Cranbourne Town Centre Economic Assessment, 2017
• Cranbourne Town Centre Residential Demand Study, 2017
• Cranbourne Town Centre Movement and Access Strategy, 2017
• Cranbourne Town Centre Community Facilities Analysis, 2017
• Cranbourne Town Centre Places Audit, 2017
• Cranbourne Town Centre Public Realm Analysis, 2017
• Cranbourne Town Centre Open Space Assessment, 2017
• Cranbourne Town Centre Heritage Overlays Review, 2020.
The Cranbourne Structure Plan has informed revisions to ACZ1 and is proposed to be listed as a
Reference Document in the zone schedule.
(iv)

Casey Complex Urban Design Framework

The Casey Complex (Precinct 4, Figure 2) is a leisure and recreation precinct which plays a
supporting role in the provision of community facilities and services in the Cranbourne Town
Centre. The Casey Complex UDF provides an integrated design vision for the desired future
development of the area and outlines the implementation of public realm, built form and access
network improvements over the short to medium (1-10 years) and longer term.
The Casey Complex UDF has informed revisions to ACZ1 and is proposed to be listed as a
Reference Document in the zone schedule.
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(v)

City of Casey Activity Centre Strategy

The goal of the City of Casey Activity Centre Strategy, 2020 (Activity Centre Strategy) is:
To provide a diverse range of non-residential uses in Casey primarily located within a
network of vibrant activity centres, which are thriving economic and social hubs offering
convenient access to goods, services, facilities, jobs and housing.

The Activity Centres Map (Figure 3) identifies activity centres by type. Cranbourne Town Centre is
recognised as a “major” activity centre. The table accompanying the map in the Activity Centre
Strategy notes Cranbourne Town Centre is an aspiring “metropolitan” activity centre.
The Activity Centre Strategy defines a Metropolitan Activity Centre as:
Higher-order centres with diverse employment options, services and housing stock,
supported by good transport connections. Metropolitan Activity Centres are designated in
the Metropolitan Planning Strategy, Plan Melbourne. The existing Metropolitan Activity
Centre in Casey is Fountain Gate/Narre Warren.

A MAC is defined as:
The next tier below Metropolitan Activity Centres. They are suburban centres that provide
access to a wide range of goods and services. Major Activity Centres are designated in the
Metropolitan Planning Strategy, Plan Melbourne. They have different attributes and provide
different functions, with some serving larger subregional catchments. In Casey, existing
MAC’s include Cranbourne Town Centre, Berwick Village, Casey Central, Endeavour Hills,
and Hampton Park. There are two proposed Major Activity Centres, planned at Clyde and
Hardy’s Road.

The Activity Centre Strategy provides the overarching objectives and strategies for the development
of activity centres throughout Casey and notes activity centre structure plans will provide a greater
level of and more appropriate detail for any given location.
Figure 3

Casey Activity Centres Map

Source: Activity Centre Strategy
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2.3

Planning scheme provisions

(i)

Zones

Most of the land within the Cranbourne MAC is in the ACZ1 with some land zoned GRZ1, Public
Use Zone, Public Park and Recreation Zone and Transport Zone as shown in Figure 4.
The purposes of the ACZ are:
To encourage a mixture of uses and the intensive development of the activity centre:
• As a focus for business, shopping, working, housing, leisure, transport and community
facilities.
• To support sustainable urban outcomes that maximise the use of infrastructure and
public transport.
To deliver a diversity of housing at higher densities to make optimum use of the facilities and
services.
To create through good urban design an attractive, pleasant, walkable, safe and stimulating
environment.
To facilitate use and development of land in accordance with the Development Framework
for the activity centre.
Figure 4

Cranbourne MAC Zones and Overlays

Source: Document 2 Casey City Council

(ii)

Overlays

Several Overlays apply throughout the Cranbourne MAC, including the HO, Environmental Audit
Overlay, ESO8 and Land Subject to Inundation Overlay. Figure 4 shows the extent of existing
Overlays.
The Amendment modifies the Schedule to the HO. The purposes of the HO are:
To conserve and enhance heritage places of natural or cultural significance.
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To conserve and enhance those elements which contribute to the significance of heritage
places.
To ensure that development does not adversely affect the significance of heritage places.
To conserve specified heritage places by allowing a use that would otherwise be prohibited if
this will demonstrably assist with the conservation of the significance of the heritage place.

The Amendment also inserts a new Schedule 2 to the PO. The purposes of the PO are:
To facilitate an appropriate provision of car parking spaces in an area.
To identify areas and uses where local car parking rates apply.
To identify areas where financial contributions are to be made for the provision of shared car
parking.

2.4

Amendment VC148

Amendment VC148 was gazetted on 31 July 2018 and made substantial changes to the structure
and content of the Planning Policy Framework (PPF), as well as other provisions in the Planning
Scheme. Council submitted it is working with DELWP to prepare a translation of its MSS and LPPF
into the new PPF format and expects to commence the formal amendment process in August
2022. This future amendment will consider how the current Amendment, if approved, will be
translated into the new format. 9

2.5

Ministerial Directions, Practice Notes and Practitioner’s Guide

(i)

Ministerial Directions and Planning Practice Notes

The Explanatory Report and Council’s submission discusses how the Amendment meets the
relevant requirements of:
• Ministerial Direction 9 – Metropolitan Planning Strategy
• Ministerial Direction 11 - Strategic Assessment of Amendments
• Ministerial Direction 15 – The Planning Scheme Amendment Process
• Ministerial Direction on Form and Content of Planning Schemes
• Planning Practice Note 1: Applying the Heritage Overlay, August 2018 (PPN01)
• Planning Practice Note 13: Incorporated and Background Documents, March 2020
(PPN13)
• Planning Practice Note 17: Urban Design Frameworks, July 2015 (PPN17)
• Planning Practice Note 22: Using the Carparking Provisions, June 2015 (PPN22)
• Planning Practice Note 30: Potentially Contaminated Land, July 2021 (PPN30)
• Planning Practice Note 46: Strategic Assessment Guidelines, August 2018 (PPN46)
• Planning Practice Note 56: Activity Centre Zone, June 2015 (PPN56)
• Planning Practice Note 57: The Parking Overlay, April 2013 (PPN57)
• Planning Practice Note 58: Structure Planning for Activity Centres, September 2018
(PPN58)
• Planning Practice Note 59: The Role of Mandatory Provisions in Planning Schemes,
September 2018 (PPN59)
• Planning Practice Note 60: Height and Setback Controls for Activity Centres, September
2018 (PPN60)
9

Document 2
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• Planning Practice Note 74: Making Planning Documents Available to the Public, January
2022 (PPN74)
• Planning Practice Note 77: Pre-setting Panel Hearing Dates, July 2015 (PPN77)
• Planning Practice Note 94: Land Use and Transport Integration, December 2021
(PPN94).10
That discussion is not repeated here.
(ii)

Practitioner’s Guide to Victorian Planning Schemes

The Practitioner’s Guide to Victorian Planning Schemes (Practitioner’s Guide) sets out key guidance
to assist practitioners when preparing planning scheme provisions. The guidance seeks to ensure
that:
• the intended outcome is within scope of the objectives and power of the PE Act and has a
sound basis in strategic planning policy
• a provision is necessary and proportional to the intended outcome and applies the
Victoria Planning Provisions (VPP) in a proper manner
• a provision is clear, unambiguous and effective in achieving the intended outcome.

2.6

Discussion and conclusion

There is unequivocal and layered strategic support for a broad range of land uses and increased
activity in the Cranbourne MAC. This support commences with Plan Melbourne and is replicated
and reinforced in the South East Growth Corridor Plan and the Activity Centre Strategy. The
Cranbourne Structure Plan has been informed by a range of technical studies that are responsive
to the PPF and provide a robust foundation for the Amendment.
The Panel concludes that the Amendment is supported by, and implements, the relevant sections
of the PPF, and is consistent with the relevant Ministerial Directions and Practice Notes. More
specific issues raised in submissions are discussed in the following chapters.

10

Document 2
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3

Community infrastructure

3.1

The issue

The issue is whether major arts infrastructure should be accommodated in Cranbourne.

3.2

Relevant policies, strategies and studies

The objective of State policy for cultural facilities (Clause 19.02-3S) is “to develop a strong cultural
environment and increase access to arts, recreation and other cultural facilities”. Strategies to
achieve the objective are:
Encourage a wider range of arts, cultural and entertainment facilities including cinemas,
restaurants, nightclubs and live theatres in the Central City and at Metropolitan Activity
Centres.
Reinforce the existing major precincts for arts, sports and major events of state wide appeal.
Establish new facilities at locations well served by public transport.

State policy for social and cultural infrastructure (Clause 19.02-4S) seeks to “provide fairer
distribution of and access to, social and cultural infrastructure” through the following relevant
strategies:
Identify and address gaps and deficiencies in social and cultural infrastructure, including
additional regionally significant cultural and sporting facilities.
Encourage the location of social and cultural infrastructure in activity centres.
Ensure social infrastructure is designed to be accessible.
Ensure social infrastructure in growth areas, is delivered early in the development process
and in the right locations.
Plan and design community places and buildings so they can adapt as the population
changes and different patterns of work and social life emerge.

The objective of Clause 22.01-7 (Great places for people) is “to ensure activity centres are
accessible, high quality urban environments which support social interaction and meet the needs of
the community”. The policy to achieve this objective is:
Encourage community health, education and cultural/arts facilities and services be located in
and near activity centres.

PPN59 provides guidance to Councils on the activity centre planning process. The 5-step structure
planning process involves understanding the housing, commercial, retailing, community,
employment, transport, leisure, open space, entertainment and needs of the activity centre and
setting out a plan to accommodate those needs. Of relevance to community infrastructure,
PPN59 states a structure plan should:
• show the form of future development and identify suitable locations for a range of
developments in and around the centre, to give clear directions about preferred locations
for investment
• identify opportunities for a range of housing types and increased residential densities,
and the implications for social and physical infrastructure, commercial and community
services and facilities
• demonstrate that the centre can accommodate projected requirements for housing,
office, social and community infrastructure, business mix, retail, entertainment and
employment
• contain a detailed implementation program including a Statutory Framework.
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3.3

Submissions

Submission 5 submitted culture is the sustaining force of citizens, and music and art are integral to
a cohesive society and sustainable planning. The submitter submitted a modern arts events centre
should be accommodated in Cranbourne.
Council submitted that the Amendment does not propose capital projects, however the
Cranbourne Structure Plan includes policy and direction around further investigating the need and
location for community infrastructure. 11
Council noted the Cranbourne Town Centre Community Facilities Demand Analysis, 2017 found
there are gaps in the provision of arts and cultural spaces in the Cranbourne MAC, particularly
spaces for cultural expression for the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community.
Investigating the feasibility of delivering a community hub in-centre is identified in the Indicative
Implementation Plan in the Cranbourne Structure Plan. Two areas will be investigated for an
integrated community hub – somewhere centrally located on or near the South Gippsland
Highway and in the Casey Complex.12
Council further stated that the Cranbourne Structure Plan seeks to balance the desire for more
commercial space with community services and facilities which are conveniently located for
community access. This has been translated into the ACZ1 by:
• inclusion of a centre-wide objective that recognises the importance the Cranbourne MAC
plays in providing community services
• listing ‘Place of assembly’ as a section 2 use
• inclusion of precinct-specific objectives for the Casey Complex (Precinct 4) to ensure
community buildings and services are located with good access to public space and to
support the expansion of community and recreation activities and services in an
integrated and coordinated manner.13
Council concluded that the planning framework adequately supports the future development of
community infrastructure, including arts and cultural facilities.14

3.4

Discussion

There is clear policy direction at the State and local level for increasing access to arts, including by
locating facilities in MACs and locations well served by public transport. The Cranbourne Structure
Plan has been prepared with proper regard to this policy context and is informed by a demand
analysis for community facilities. As the final location of future facilities is yet to be determined,
the Panel agrees with Council it is appropriate the ACZ1 provides the ability to determine a future
proposal on its merits, having regard to the following purposes of the zone schedule:
• To encourage uses which support the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre to become a
more active, attractive and safe place for the community to live, work and socialise.
• To recognise the importance the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre plays in providing
community services.

11
12
13
14

Document 19
Document 24
Document 2
Document 2
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3.5

Conclusion

The Panel concludes:
• The Amendment supports future provision of community (arts) infrastructure, consistent
with State policy objectives to increase access to arts and cultural facilities.
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4

Noise and traffic

4.1

The issue

The issue is whether increased noise and traffic on the amenity of the activity centre in acceptable.

4.2

Relevant policies, strategies and studies

The objective of State policy for activity centres (Clause 11.03-1S) is “to encourage the
concentration of major retail, residential, commercial, administrative, entertainment and cultural
developments into activity centres that are highly accessible to the community”. Strategies to
achieve the objective relevant to noise and congestions include:
Reduce the number of private motorised trips by concentrating activities that generate high
numbers of (non-freight) trips in highly accessible activity centres.
Improve access by walking, cycling and public transport to services and facilities.
Improve the social, economic and environmental performance and amenity of activity
centres.

State policy for noise abatement at Clause 13.05-1S seeks to “to assist the control of noise effects
on sensitive land uses” through the strategy:
Ensure that development is not prejudiced and community amenity and human health is not
adversely impacted by noise emissions, using a range of building design, urban design and
land use separation techniques as appropriate to the land use functions and character of the
area.

The objective of State policy for roads (Clause 18.02-4S) is “to facilitate an efficient and safe road
network that integrates all movement networks and makes best use of existing infrastructure”.
This is achieved by planning and development the road network to:
• Ensure people are safe on and around roads.
• Improve people’s perceptions of safety on and around roads.
• Improve road connections for all road users.
• Facilitate the use of public transport, cycling and walking.

4.3

Submissions

Submission 1 submitted the Amendment was not accompanied by detailed plans and questioned
how the Amendment would impact noise and traffic conditions of an existing busy area.
Council submitted:
… the Amendment proposes controls to protect the amenity of existing residential
development and areas where an intensification of residential development is expected near
commercial uses which may have adverse noise impacts. Traffic levels within the
Cranbourne MAC are not expected to substantially increase as a result of the Amendment;
the Amendment and the structure plan more broadly seek to encourage greater use of
active transport modes as well as proposing projects and changes to support this mode
shift.15

15

Document 19
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4.4

Discussion

State planning policy directs increased housing, commercial and community activity into activity
centres. Consequently, activity centres will be a major focus for change in metropolitan
Melbourne and activity in the Cranbourne MAC can be expected to intensify. In terms of traffic
and noise, the Panel accepts the Amendment has been prepared with regard to State policy and
relevant guidance, including PPN57.
The Cranbourne Structure Plan acknowledges “reliance on private cars and projected population
growth will place pressure on the transport network and development of the Cranbourne MAC”. In
this context, a significant mode shift towards more sustainable modes of transport including public
transport, walking and cycling is needed for Cranbourne to become a better connected and more
accessible place, and to stabilise traffic levels.
The Panel is satisfied that the policy framework together with the zones and overlays introduced
by the Amendment equip decision makers with tools to manage noise and traffic impacts on
amenity in the Cranbourne MAC, particularly through:
• policy that supports a mode shift to sustainable modes of transport (Clauses 11.03-1S
(Activity centres), 18.02-1S (Walking), 18.02-2S (Cycling), 18.02-3S (Public transport),
18.02-4S (Roads)
• policy that supports management of noise on sensitive uses (Clause 13.05-1S)
• zone objectives that support sustainable transport modes and accessibility (specifically
the ACZ1)
• overlay objectives that facilitate appropriate provision of car parking (specifically the PO).

4.5

Conclusion

The Panel concludes:
• The Amendment supports management of noise and traffic, consistent with policy
objectives for balancing amenity and transport.
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5

Form and content of the Amendment

5.1

General drafting issues

The Ministerial Direction on the Form and Content of Planning Schemes, issued under section 7(5)
of the PE Act, requires that planning scheme or planning scheme amendments must be prepared
and presented in accordance with the style guide set out in Annexure 1 of the Ministerial
Direction. Rules for writing a planning scheme provision are provided in the Practitioner’s Guide.

5.2

Submissions

Submission 2 raised concerns about the complexity of the Amendment documents, requesting
that information be provided “in layman’s terms”.
Council’s submission acknowledged that planning policy can be complex and difficult to
understand and outlined the steps taken to explain the Amendment to the community, including:
• Notice letters which were sent to owners and occupiers of affected and adjoining
properties
• Distribution of Frequently Asked Questions that explained the key elements of
Amendment and provided contact details for Council officers
• Notice letters included a QR code linking to the Casey Conversations web page which
provided more information on the Amendment, as well as links to the Amendment
documents and supporting information.16

5.3

Discussion

The Panel observes that the Amendment is necessarily complex because it is introducing a revised
policy framework for a MAC. The Amendment is required to be prepared in accordance with
Ministerial Direction – The Form and Content of Planning Schemes, with detailed drafting guided
by the Practitioner’s Guide.
The Panel appreciates the combination of zones, overlays, policy and background documents that
make up the Amendment is complex for the layperson to follow. The Panel notes it is common for
Councils to publish supporting information and guides to simply communicate key messages about
planning scheme amendments. The information published by Council on the ‘Casey
Conversations’ webpage is a good example of this.
While acknowledging the necessary complexity of the Amendment, the Panel observes that its
clarity is not assisted by spreading the policy content for the Cranbourne MAC across Clauses 21.15
(Cranbourne) and 21.16 (Cranbourne East) of the MSS, which requires the two local area maps to
be read alongside the master framework plan and four precinct maps in the ACZ1. Council is
currently preparing its MPS and LPP to implement VC148 reforms into the Planning Scheme and
the Panel considers this provides the ideal opportunity to simplify policy content for Cranbourne.
The Panel has not made recommendations to modify Clauses 21.15 and 21.16 on this basis.

16

Document 2
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5.4

Conclusion

The Panel concludes:
• Council should consider simplifying its local policy for Cranbourne in the Municipal
Planning Statement and local planning policies being prepared to implement VC148
reforms.
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Appendix A

Submitters to the Amendment

No.

Submitter

1

Jo Sturgeon

2

Katie Little

3

Melbourne Water

4

Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning

5

Melodee Faulkner
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Appendix B

Document list

No.

Date

Description

Provided by

1

08/04/2022 Directions for proceedings

Planning Panels
Victoria (PPV)

2

09/05/2022 Council submission with Attachments (Documents 3-22)

Casey City
Council (Council)

3

“

Attachment A – Cranbourne Town Centre Economic
Assessment, 2017

“

4

“

Attachment B – Cranbourne Town Centre Residential Demand
Analysis, 2017

“

5

“

Attachment C – Cranbourne Town Centre Movement and
Access Strategy, 2017

“

6

“

Attachment D – Cranbourne Town Centre Open Space Demand
Assessment, 2017

“

7

“

Attachment E – Cranbourne Town Centre Background Paper,
2017

“

8

“

Attachment F – Cranbourne Town Centre Open Space Analysis,
2020

“

9

“

Attachment G – Cranbourne Town Centre Structure Plan, 2018

“

10

“

Attachment H – Cranbourne Town Centre Heritage Overlays
Review Plan, 2020

“

11

“

Attachment I – Closed Council Report C278, 15 September 2020

“

12

“

Attachment J1 – Council Meeting Agenda 15 December 2020

“

13

“

Attachment J2 – Council Meeting Agenda 15 December 2020,
Attachments 5.4.5, 5.4.6 and 5.4.7

“

14

“

Attachment J3 – Council Meeting Agenda 15 December 2020,
Attachments 5.4.7, 5.4.1 and Meeting Minutes

“

15

“

Attachment K – Cranbourne Major Activity Structure Plan, 2020

“

16

“

Attachment L – Authorisation Letter

“

17

“

Attachment M – Exhibited Explanatory Report

“

18

“

Attachment N – Exhibited Amendment

“

19

“

Attachment O – Council Meeting Agenda and Minutes 15
March, 2022

“

20

“

Attachment P – Casey Complex Urban Design Framework, 2019

“

21

“

Attachment Q – City of Casey Activity Centre Strategy, 2020

“

22

“

Attachment R – DELWP Letter, October 2021

“

23

11/05/2022 Further Panel Directions

PPV
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No.

Date

Description

Provided by

24

13/05/2022 Council Response to Further Directions
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21.15

CRANBOURNE

04/04/2019
C204

21.15-1
28/01/2021
C258case

21.15-2
--/--/---Proposed C275case

Profile
The older parts of residential Cranbourne have a character and quality that is clearly recognised
and valued by the community. The Cranbourne Major Activity Centre manages to keep its country
town atmosphere while serving as a regional hub for a diverse community that has a growing sense
of pride.
Objectives
To retain Cranbourne’s clear sense of identity, self-reliance and township character.
To maintain and strengthen the distinctive landscape character of the Cranbourne Township
and the surrounding residential areas.
To provide diversity in housing choice in the historic core of Cranbourne, which has a unique
amenity of wide tree-lined streets.
To encourage higher density housing close to the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre.
To create quality and diverse housing and lifestyle opportunities.
To ensure that the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre can maintain its present role and aspiration
to become a Metropolitan Activity Centre whilst serving the additional significant residential
growth forecast for the area.
To use the attraction of the Cranbourne Racecourse and Training Complex and Cranbourne
Gardens to create a distinctive sense of place.
To refurbish, expand and develop Cranbourne’s spaces, places and programs to reflect population
growth.
To upgrade main roads/intersections and provide safer local streets, convenient bus services
and a safe trail network.
To provide for the diversion of regional and through traffic out of Cranbourne.
To create strong links to Cranbourne from surrounding areas.

21.15-3
--/--/---Proposed C275case

Strategies
Reinforce the identity, character, and sense of place of the older parts of residential Cranbourne
and ensure new housing is complementary to these elements.
Strengthen the established garden suburb environment, characterised by canopy trees, generous
setbacks, a sense of openness and the dominance of the landscape setting.
Support the designation of Cranbourne Major Activity Centre as a major activity centre and
its development consistent with the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan.
Encourage higher density residential development (i.e. 3-4 storeys) on well located sites within
easy walking distance of the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre and public transport that respects
the neighbourhood character, responds to the local landscape context, and minimises off-site
amenity impacts.
Provide for a full range of suburban housing opportunities throughout Cranbourne’s residential
areas, including well designed medium-density housing around activity centres and major open
space.
Encourage the expansion of the Cranbourne Home Restricted Retail Precinct south to the
proposed Cranbourne Bypass Road (Linsell Boulevard).
Encourage the upgrading of the significant racing and associated tourism facilities at the
Cranbourne Racecourse and Training Complex.
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Encourage the ongoing development of the Australian Garden and the associated tourism
facilities at the Cranbourne Gardens.
Discourage the establishment of uses that are incompatible with horse stabling activities within
the designated horse stabling area identified on the Cranbourne Local Area Map.
Ensure new horse stabling facilities, including the upgrade or expansion of existing facilities,
do not adversely affect adjoining residential areas
Ensure any application relating to land that has been filled within the Horse Stabling precinct
identified on the Cranbourne Local Area Map be referred to the referral authority specified in
Clause 66.04 or a schedule to that clause.
Recognise, protect and enhance any areas of biodiversity significance within the surrounds of
the Cranbourne Gardens.
Encourage the sensitive siting and design of buildings in proximity to the Cranbourne Gardens to
respond to its biological values, landscape quality and amenity.
Create a suburban bushland and open space area under the major electricity transmission lines
between Cranbourne-Frankston Road and Ballarto Road to act as an inter-suburban break
between Cranbourne and Cranbourne West.
Provide extensive boulevard planting along the main road network.
Recognise uses with adverse amenity potential and prevent the encroachment of sensitive uses,
until such time as any adverse off-site amenity impacts have been appropriately addressed or
the activities creating the need for the buffers cease to operate.
Seek to extend the electrification of the Cranbourne Railway line to Clyde.
Upgrade Cemetery Road in the long-term to a collector road linking Ballarto Road with Sladen
Street.
Upgrade the standard of Ballarto Road between Cranbourne-Frankston Road and the entrance
to the Cranbourne Gardens.
21.15-4
--/--/---Proposed C275case

Implementation
These strategies will be implemented by the following measures:
Use of policy and the exercise of discretion

Ensuring that the future use and development of land is generally in accordance with the
Cranbourne Local Area Map.
Using the Activity Centres Policy at Clause 22.01 to consolidate the role of the Cranbourne
Major Activity Centre as a Major Activity Centre and to provide for the orderly development
and expansion of the Camms Road, Cranbourne Place, Hotham Street, Lurline Street and
Springhill Medium Neighbourhood Activity Centres.
Using the Industrial Development Policy at Clause 22.03 to create an attractive and well
maintained industrial area.
Application of zones and overlays

Applying the Activity Centre Zone to land in the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre to implement
the objectives and preferred use and development contained in the Cranbourne Major Activity
Centre Structure Plan.
Applying the Activity Centre Zone to existing residential land in the Cranbourne Major Activity
Centre to identify areas for increased residential density and diversity of housing choice.
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Applying the Activity Centre Zone, where appropriate, to land within the Cranbourne Major
Activity Centre to provide for the use and development of the land in recognition of the centre’s
role as a Major Activity Centre activity centre under State Government Policy.
Using the Activity Centre Zone in the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre to promote the
development of signature and landmark buildings in strategic locations and gateways to create
a positive image of the centre and the municipality.
Applying the Commercial 1 Zone to activity centres with a primary retail function, including
the Camms Road, Hotham Street and Lurline Street Local Neighbourhood Activity Centres
and Springhill Medium Neighbourhood Activity Centre.
Applying the Environmental Significance Overlay to identified buffer areas in the vicinity of
the Cranbourne Gardens, to protect the ecological integrity, landscape values and amenity of
the Gardens.
Applying the Vegetation Protection Overlay to protect areas of significant remnant vegetation
in the Brookland Greens estate.
Applying the Heritage Overlay to heritage places of national, State and local significance, as
identified in Council’s relevant heritage studies and strategic work.
Applying the Development Plan Overlay to provide for the integrated and orderly planning of
future and developing residential areas, activity centres and other mixed use/commercial areas,
as appropriate.
Applying the Development Contributions Plan Overlay to future and developing residential
areas to facilitate the timely delivery of appropriate transport, physical and community
infrastructure.
Further strategic work

Preparing urban design guidelines to ensure that new development adds value to the preferred
future character of the area.
Undertaking a strategic review of future land use and development within the Cyril Beechey
Lane precinct, as identified on the Cranbourne Local Area Map.
21.15-5
--/--/---Proposed C275case

Background documents
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan, City of Casey, 2020.
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21.15-6

Cranbourne Local Area Map

--/--/---Proposed C275case
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21.16

CRANBOURNE EAST

04/04/2019
C204

21.16-1
09/02/2017
C250

21.16-2
28/01/2021
C258case

Profile
Cranbourne East is a quality, treed suburban environment with a country feel and benefiting from
unique access to extensive parkland areas. It has strong links to Cranbourne, and easy access to a
full range of employment, learning, shopping and community services.
Objectives
To extend Cranbourne’s treed image into Cranbourne East and establish links in the suburban
area to the surrounding parkland and countryside.
To provide strong links to Cranbourne with a focus on the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
for sub-regional and regional services and facilities.
To create quality and diverse housing and lifestyle opportunities.
To develop, expand and refurbish Cranbourne East’s spaces, places and programs to reflect
population growth.
To upgrade main roads/intersections and provide safer local streets, convenient bus services
and a safe trail network.
To provide expansive parkland to service the region.

21.16-3
--/--/---Proposed C275case

Strategies
Extend Cranbourne’s green-treed country feel and character into the newer residential areas of
Cranbourne East by encouraging extensive tree planting within streets, parks, public spaces
and on private land, and by maintaining views and links through to open space and non-urban
areas.
Provide for a full range of suburban housing opportunities throughout the residential areas,
including well designed and integrated medium density housing around activity centres and
major open space, and larger lots where appropriate to improve diversity within the Cranbourne
region.
Maintain and enhance the residential streetscapes as a garden suburb environment, characterised
by a quality and diverse built form in a landscaped setting.
Encourage integrated medium-density housing opportunities adjacent to the future Cranbourne
East Station.
Maintain buffers and manage the interface of the residential areas with the existing abattoir
and industrial activities along Thompsons Road, to protect the operation of existing uses and
minimise loss of residential amenity.
Encourage further development at the Casey Complex to reinforce its role as a major leisure,
recreational, educational, community and mixed use precinct.
Provide extensive boulevard planting along the main road network.
Seek to extend the electrification of the Cranbourne Railway line to Clyde.
Develop Linsell Boulevard as a new east-west arterial road linking Narre Warren-Cranbourne
Road with Berwick-Cranbourne Road.
Develop a new north-south arterial road (Casey Fields Boulevard) ultimately linking the proposed
Glasscocks Road in the north with South Gippsland Highway and the Craig Road deviation in
the south.
Develop a new north-south collector road linking Linsell Boulevard, the Casey Complex,
Berwick-Cranbourne Road and Ballarto Road.
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Upgrade Heather Grove to a collector road linking future suburban development east and west
of the Collison Estate residential area.
Facilitate the provision of appropriate primary and secondary school facilities, together with a
number of local sports areas, to service the future community of Cranbourne East.
Develop Casey Fields as a regional outdoor sports and recreation facility.
21.16-4
--/--/---Proposed C275case

Implementation
These strategies will be implemented by the following measures:
Use of policy and the exercise of discretion

Ensuring that the future use and development of land is generally in accordance with the
Cranbourne East Local Area Map.
Using the Activity Centres Policy at Clause 22.01 to provide for the orderly development and
expansion of activity centres.
Application of zones and overlays

Applying the Activity Centre Zone to land within the Casey Complex and its surrounds to
implement the objectives and preferred use and development contained in the Cranbourne
Major Activity Centre Structure Plan.
Applying the Commercial 1 Zone to activity centres with a primary retail function, including
the Hunt Club Village Medium Neighbourhood Activity Centre and future activity centres.
Applying the Green Wedge Zone to land located outside the urban growth boundary to reflect
its non-urban status.
Applying the Farming Zone to protect land within the urban growth boundary from inappropriate
subdivision and/or development.
Applying the Urban Growth Zone to undeveloped land designated for future urban purposes
to manage the transition from non-urban to urban in accordance with a precinct structure plan.
Applying the Environmental Significance Overlay to areas of identified environmental
significance.
Applying the Heritage Overlay to heritage places of national, State and local significance, as
identified in relevant Council’s heritage studies and strategic work.
Applying the Development Plan Overlay to provide for the integrated and orderly planning of
developing residential areas and activity centres, as appropriate.
Applying the Development Contributions Plan Overlay to future and developing residential
areas to facilitate the timely delivery of appropriate transport, physical and community
infrastructure.
21.16-5
--/--/---Proposed C275case

Background documents
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan, City of Casey, 2020.
Casey Complex Urban Design Framework, City of Casey, 2019.
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21.16-6

Cranbourne East Local Area Map

--/--/---Proposed C275case
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22.03

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT POLICY

04/04/2019
C204

Where the policy applies

This policy applies to all industrially zoned land, the Employment Area identified in the Cranbourne
West Precinct Structure Plan and the land identified for industrial use and development in Schedule
1 to the Activity Centre Zone applying to the Cranbourne Town Centre.
22.03-1
09/02/2017
C250

Policy basis
Both the Casey C21: A vision for our future strategy and the Municipal Strategic Statement identify
the need to provide more local employment opportunities in response to rapid growth and to reduce
the need of Casey residents to seek work outside the municipality. Industrial zones are significant
employment generators and maintaining an adequate supply of land for industrial purposes is
essential for any community that strives to be more self-reliant.
Over time, extensive tracks of vacant industrial zoned land in Casey have been rezoned to allow
for residential and other urban land uses. There is a need to halt, and if necessary, to reverse this
process to ensure that there is sufficient industrial land in the right locations for continued business
investment in the municipality. The inefficient use of industrial land will be to the detriment of
Casey’s long term economic competitiveness.
Industrial areas in Casey are often located close to residential areas and sensitive uses such as
schools. For this reason, industries with noxious off-site emissions or significant safety risks should
not be sited in Casey unless planning requirements such as Environment Protection Authority
buffer distances can be met.

22.03-2
09/02/2017
C250

Policy objectives
To develop industrial areas as local employment centres.
To ensure that there is an adequate supply of industrial zoned land in suitable locations
throughout the municipality.
To ensure that remaining stocks of industrial land are used primarily for industry and related
uses.
To ensure that land use conflict does not arise between industry and sensitive uses in surrounding
areas.
To encourage industrial development with high standards of visual amenity.

22.03-3
09/02/2017
C250

Policy
It is policy that:
A supply of industrial-zoned land sufficient to meet the foreseeable needs of industry be provided
in strategic locations throughout the municipality.
A range of lot sizes be provided to meet the diverse needs of industry.
Larger lots along main roads be provided or retained to meet the needs of major industrial firms
that require good road access, a large site and prominent exposure.
All lots be provided with services including reticulated underground electricity and roads that
are suitable for use by industrial traffic.
Commercial and other non-industrial uses be excluded from industrial zones except for those
uses which:
–

Serve the convenience needs of industrial uses.

–

Are ancillary to industrial uses.
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–
–

Form part of an integrated development that is predominantly industrial in nature.
Are unsuitable to be located in other zones by reason of the nature of the use, the intensity
of activities associated with the use, or by the scale of the building(s) required to
accommodate the use.

Each development be landscaped to enhance the built environment and to screen unsightly
areas from public view.
Industrial buildings which are visible from main roads and railways lines incorporate good
design principles which enhance the visual appeal of the surrounding area.
Sufficient areas be provided on each lot for car parking, goods loading, vehicle manoeuvring
and, in larger developments, staff amenity.
22.03-4
09/02/2017
C250

Performance standards
It is policy that proposals are assessed against the following performance standards, as appropriate:
Subdivision

Lots should he rectilinear in shape with a depth-to-frontage ratio from 2:1 to 3:1.
Lots that abut the following roads should have a minimum area as shown:
–

Princes Highway: 2 hectares.

–

Hallam South Road and Berwick-Cranbourne Road: 0.4 hectare.

Unless otherwise provided for in an approved development plan for the area, lots should have
a minimum area of 1,000 square metres, a minimum frontage of 20 metres and a minimum
depth of 35 metres.
Lots should be of a size that enables all articulated vehicles up to 19 metres long to enter and
exit the site in a forward direction.
Small factory or “factoryette-style” developments should not be located on larger sites abutting
arterial roads so that opportunities for large industries are preserved.
Road pavements and reservations should be designed and constructed having regard to the
Casey Standard Drawings.
In the absence of an approved development plan for the area, the applicant should demonstrate
that the proposed road layout allows for the safe and orderly flow of traffic and the proper
integration of the subdivision with surrounding land and roadways.
Public open space or landscaped buffers should be provided along residential interfaces or
where the land abuts other sensitive land uses.
A landscaping theme should be applied to any new road reserves to enhance the appearance of
the locality and the subdivision.
Building and landscaping setbacks

Any reduced building setbacks from those specified in the planning scheme or approved
development plan for the area should not unduly impact on the streetscape character of the area
and/or create an undesirable precedent.
Any reduced landscaping setbacks from those specified in the planning scheme or approved
development plan for the area should comprise a higher-than-normal landscape quality and not
unduly impact on the streetscape character of the area and/or create an undesirable precedent.
Higher quality landscapes may include the provision of in-built sprinkler systems, mounding
or more intense planting with satisfactory ongoing maintenance arrangements.
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Building appearance

New industrial buildings should make a positive contribution to the streetscape, particularly
where the building is visible from an arterial road.
Attention should be given to the visual form and compatibility of buildings, with innovative
design being encouraged.
The walls of any building facing a road should be of brick, masonry or coloured/painted concrete
construction, unless it can be demonstrated that any alternative building materials would
contribute to, or enhance, the visual amenity of the area.
Blank walls with no visual relief should not be visible from any public areas.
Lower-level components of a building, such as office/reception areas, should be set forward
of any high-wall construction where adjacent to a road frontage as a means of mitigating any
impacts of building bulk on the streetscape.
Building height should be limited to 7 metres and two-storeys, unless it can be demonstrated
that the development would not unduly impact on the visual amenity of the locality.
Car parking, access and loading/unloading facilities

Car parking should be located where it can be most effectively used by employees and visitors,
with no reliance on on-street parking.
Any request to reduce or waive the standard car parking requirement specified in the table at
Clause 52.06-5 of the planning scheme should be supported by an independent traffic and car
parking assessment that adequately justifies the car parking level proposed.
All car parking areas must be designed to:
–

Provide safe and convenient access to working areas and to discourage on-street car parking.

–

Cause minimal conflict with other vehicular or pedestrian traffic.

–

Preferably locate staff car parking to the rear of the site (on larger allotments) and visitor
parking adjacent to office areas.

The visual impact of parked vehicles should be minimised by the use of appropriate contouring
and landscaping treatments.
All vehicles should be able to enter and exit the site in a forward direction, including articulated
vehicles up to 19 metres long.
All parking areas and accessways must be constructed with an all-weather sealed surface (such
as concrete or asphalt), clearly line-marked or otherwise defined on the ground, and drained to
the satisfaction of the responsible authority.
Access points should be limited to one per site in order to maximise landscape/nature strip
areas and to minimise the number of ‘conflict’ points. A greater number of access points may
be allowed provided they do not collectively comprise more than 40 per cent of the street
frontage.
Where loading/unloading facilities are required to be provided under Clause 52.07 of the
planning scheme, they should, where possible:
–

Allow delivery vehicles to enter and leave the site in a forward direction, unless it can be
demonstrated that no substantial traffic hazard is likely to occur.

–

Be located to the side or rear of the site.

–

Be located within a building.
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Landscaping

All industrial developments should be landscaped so as to enhance the development, reduce
its visual impact, and create a pleasant and harmonious environment.
A landscape plan submitted with any planning application for industrial development should:
–

–

–

Be based on a comprehensive design and planting analysis prepared by a suitably qualified
landscape consultant.
Address matters such as the existing physical environment, the use of various landscape
techniques (such as contouring, paving, rock beds and massed planting), amenity areas,
lighting, cut and fill, and location of services.
Complement the landscape theme promoted in the adjoining road reserve, if applicable.

Applicants should discuss specific landscaping requirements and species selection with the
responsible authority prior to preparing detailed landscape plans.
Storage facilities

Each industrial development should be provided with an area for the storage of an industrial
waste container having minimum dimensions of 3 metres x 5 metres, or as otherwise considered
satisfactory by the responsible authority, which is located so as to be readily accessible for
servicing or removal.
Any areas intended for the storage of industrial waste, goods or machinery should be located
behind the front building line and be screened from any street or neighbouring property to the
satisfaction of the responsible authority.
Security fencing

Security fencing should be of a type and colour that will have minimal visual impact, be visually
compatible with the development, and be set back from any road so that it is either within or
behind landscape buffer areas.
22.03-5
04/04/2019
C204

Decision guidelines
Before deciding on an application, it is policy that the responsible authority considers:
Whether the location and siting of the use is appropriate, having regard to surrounding land
uses.
Whether the use and development will contribute positively to the area, with respect to the
design of the building, traffic, car parking, access and overall site layout.
Whether the proposal is located on appropriately designed roads.
Whether the development is designed and sited to complement the style and character of the
overall streetscape.
Whether the use or development is generally in accordance with the Cranbourne West Precinct
Structure Plan, where relevant.
Whether the use and development is consistent with the Cranbourne Town Centre Plan (City
of Casey, 2017), where relevant.

22.03-6
--/--/---Proposed C275case

Policy references
Casey C21: A vision for our future (City of Casey, 2002).
Casey C21: Building a Great City (City of Casey, 2011).
Casey Standard Drawings (City of Casey, 2012).
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan (City of Casey, 2020).
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Cranbourne West Precinct Structure Plan (City of Casey, 2010).
Industrial Development Policy (City of Casey, 2003).
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SCHEDULE 1 TO CLAUSE 37.08 ACTIVITY CENTRE ZONE
Shown on the planning scheme map as ACZ1.
CRANBOURNE MAJOR ACTIVITY CENTRE

1.0

Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Framework Plan

--/--/---Proposed C275case
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2.0
--/--/---Proposed C275case

Land use and development objectives to be achieved
Use

To encourage uses which support the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre to become a more
active, attractive and safe place for the community to live, work and socialise.
To promote land use which is conducive to high levels of activity through the day and night in
the non-residential precincts of the activity centre.
To recognise the importance the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre plays in providing
community services.
Built form

To facilitate high quality building design and ensure development improves the image of the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre, including by ensuring building materials are attractive,
durable and easy to maintain.
To minimise the impact of non-residential development adjoining residential areas by including
acoustic protection and landscape buffers
To encourage finer grain commercial uses at ground level along street frontages.
To avoid large freestanding signs and signs becoming a dominant feature in the streetscape by
ensuring they are well-designed and integrated into the built form where possible.
To avoid high and visually impermeable fencing along streets, laneways and public areas and
where this cannot be avoided ensure fencing is attenuated with landscaping.
To encourage development of land adjoining gateways and secondary gateway nodes that
provides a sense of arrival, acts as a focal point and positively contributes to creating a
contemporary character and improving the image of the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre.
To avoid the underdevelopment of land which would limit its future development potential.
Access and movement

To create a vibrant activity centre which is easy, comfortable and safe to get around for people
of all ages and abilities.
To prioritise and support sustainable transport modes to assist in providing a diversity of
transport choices to and within the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre.
To ensure that vehicle access, loading and parking is not a dominant feature of streetscapes.
To reinforce east-west connections within the centre to increase priority to active transport
modes and particularly accessibility to the residential area to the west.
To reinforce Lyall Street as the primary east-west active and public transport link between the
mixed-use commercial core and the Casey Complex and surrounds.
To ensure the redevelopment of large sites improves accessibility by including pedestrian
accessways.
Culture and heritage

To minimise the impact of development within or adjoining areas of heritage significance
through site-responsive design which retains view of the heritage site from adjoining public
areas.
Environment, landscape and open space

To encourage high quality landscape design.
To ensure environmentally sustainable development principles and features are incorporated
into development to reduce energy, water and waste impacts and manage stormwater runoff.
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To create comfortable microclimates which improve the pedestrian environment by shading
footpaths with awnings and tree canopy cover and incorporating vegetation into building facades.
To create buildings which maximise natural light and ventilation and require minimal heating
and cooling.
To encourage green infrastructure such as water re-use, tree planting, vegetation incorporated
into facade design and water-sensitive urban design.
To enhance the landscape character of the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre by drawing on
surrounding features such as the Cranbourne Gardens, Avenue of Honour, Cranbourne
Racecourse and Recreation Reserve, boulevards and wide tree-lined streets and incorporate
this into the design of public and private open space.
To encourage the retention of existing mature vegetation.
3.0
--/--/---Proposed C275case

Table of uses
Section 1 - Permit not required
Use

Condition

Accommodation (other than
Must be in Precinct 1, 3 or 4.
Camping and caravan park,
In Precinct 1 or 4 any frontage at ground floor level must not exceed
Corrective institution, Dependent
2 metres.
person's unit, Group
accommodation, Host farm and
Residential building)
Cinema

Must be in Precinct 1 or 2.

Cinema-based entertainment
facility

In Precinct 2, the site must have access to, or adjoin, a road in a Road
Zone.

Exhibition centre

Must be in Precinct 1 or 4.

Food and drink premises

Must be in Precinct 1, 2 or 4.
In Precinct 2 or 4 the leasable floor area must not exceed 100 square
metres.

Industry (other than Materials
recycling, Refuse disposal,
Research and development
centre, Rural industry, Service
industry and Transfer station)

Must be in Precinct 2.
Must not be a purpose listed in the table to Clause 53.10 except boiler
makers, bakery, small goods production and joinery.
Must not be a purpose listed in the table to Clause 53.10 with no
threshold specified.
The land must be the following distance from land in Precinct 1, 2 or
4, in a residential zone, land used for a hospital, an education centre
or a corrective institution or land in a Public Acquisition Overlay to be
acquired for a hospital, an education centre or a corrective institution:
The threshold distance, for a purpose listed in the table to Clause
53.10.
30 metres, for a purpose not listed in the table to Clause 53.10.
Must not:
Exceed a fire protection quantity under the Dangerous Goods
(Storage and Handling) Regulations 2012.
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Use

Condition
Require a notification under the Occupational Health and Safety
Regulations 2017.
Require a license under the Dangerous Goods (explosives)
Regulations 2011.
Require a license under the Dangerous Goods (HCDG)
Regulations 2016.

Informal outdoor recreation
Major sport and recreation facility Must be in Precinct 4.
Medical centre

In Precinct 1, 2 or 4 any frontage at ground floor level must not exceed
2 metres except where the floor space adjoining the frontage is a
customer service area accessible to the public.
In Precinct 3 the gross floor area of all buildings must not exceed 250
square metres.

Office (other than medical centre) Must be in Precinct 1 or 4.
Any frontage at ground floor level must not exceed 2 metres, unless
the office is a bank, real estate agency, travel agency, or other office
where the space adjoining the frontage is a customer service area
accessible to the public.
Place of worship

Must be in Precinct 1 or 3.
The gross floor area of all buildings must not exceed 250 square
metres.
In Precinct 3 the site must adjoin, or have access to, a road in a Road
Zone.

Postal agency

In Precinct 3:
The land must be located within 100 metres of land in Precinct 1,
2 or 4 and have the same street frontage as that land.
The leasable floor area must not exceed 250 square metres.

Racing dog husbandry

Must be in Precinct 3.
Must be no more than 2 animals.

Research and development
centre

Must be in Precinct 1, 2 or 4.

Restricted retail premises

Must be in Sub-precinct 1B or Precinct 2.

Any frontage at ground floor level must not exceed 2 metres except
where the floor space adjoining the frontage is a customer service
area accessible to the public.

Retail premises (other than Food
and drink premises, Gambling
premises, Motor vehicle, boat or
caravan sales, Postal agency and
Shop)
Service industry

Must be in Precinct 2.
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Use

Condition
Must not be a purpose listed in the table to Clause 53.10.

Shop

Must not be in Precinct 3.
In Precinct 4 the combined leasable floor area must not exceed 250
square metres.
In Precinct 2:
Must adjoin, or be on the same land as, a supermarket when the
use commences.
The combined leasable floor area for all shops adjoining or on
the same land as the supermarket must not exceed 500 square
metres.
The site must adjoin, or have access to, a road in a Road Zone.

Supermarket

Must be in Precinct 1.
The leasable floor area must not exceed 4000 square metres.

Any use listed in Clause 62.01

Must meet requirements of Clause 62.01.

Section 2 - Permit required
Use

Condition

Adult sex product shop

Must be in Precinct 1 or 2.
Must be at least 200 metres (measured by the shortest
route reasonably accessible on foot) from Precinct 3 or a
residential zone, land used for a hospital, primary school
or secondary school or land in a Public Acquisition Overlay
to be acquired for a hospital, primary school or secondary
school.

Agriculture (other than Animal production,
Animal training, Domestic animal
husbandry, Horse husbandry, Racing dog
husbandry, Rice growing and Timber
production)
Bar

Must be in Precinct 1, 2 or 4.

Bottle shop

Must be in Precinct 1 or 2.
In Precinct 2, the site must adjoin, or have access to, a
road in a Road Zone.

Brothel

Must be in Precinct 1 or 2.

Camping and caravan park

Must be in Precinct 1 or 4.
Must be in conjunction with a food and drink premises.

Car park

Must be in conjunction with another use in Section 1 or 2.

Car wash

In Precinct 3 or 4 must have access to a road in a Road
Zone.
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Use

Condition

Caretaker's house
Cinema

Must be in Precinct 2 or 4.

Cinema-based entertainment facility
Dependent person's unit

Must be in Precinct 1, 3 or 4.

Domestic animal boarding

Must be in Precinct 1, 2 or 4.

Domestic animal husbandry (other than
Domestic animal boarding)

In Precinct 3 must be no more than 5 animals.

Dry cleaning

Must be in Precinct 1, 2 or 4.

Dwelling (other than Caretaker's house)

Must be in Precinct 1, 3 or 4.

Education centre (other than Employment
training centre and Tertiary institution)
Exhibition centre

Must be in Precinct 3.

Extractive industry

Must be in Precinct 1, 2 or 4.

Employment training centre

In Precinct 3:

Food and drink premises (other than Bar
and Hotel)

The land must be located within 100 metres of land in
Precinct 1, 2 or 4 and have the same street frontage
as that land.
The leasable floor area must not exceed 250 square
metres.

Gambling premises

Must be in Precinct 1.

Hotel

Must be in Precinct 1, 2 or 4.

Industry (other than Materials recycling,
Must be in Precinct 1 or 4.
Refuse disposal, Research and
Must not be a purpose listed in the table to Clause 53.10.
development centre, Rural industry, Service
industry and Transfer station)
Landscape gardening supplies

Must be in Precinct 1 or 4.

Leisure and recreation (other than Informal
outdoor recreation, Major sports and
recreation facility and Motor racing track)
Mail centre
Major sport and recreation facility

Must not be in Precinct 1, 2 or 3.

Manufacturing sales

Must be in Precinct 1 and 4.

Market
Materials recycling

Must be in Precinct 2.

Motor repairs
Motor vehicle, boat or caravan sales

Must be in Precinct 2 or Sub-precinct 1B.
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Use

Condition

Office (other than Medical centre)

In Precinct 3:
The land must be located within 100 metres of land in
Precinct 1, 2 or 4 and have the same street frontage
as that land.
The leasable floor area must not exceed 250 square
metres.

Place of assembly (other than Cinema,
Cinema-based entertainment facility,
Exhibition centre and Place of worship)

Must be in Precinct 1, 2 or 4.

Place of worship

In Precinct 2 the site must adjoin, or have access to, a
road in a Road Zone.

Racing dog husbandry

In Precinct 3 must be no more than 5 animals.

Residential building (other than Residential Must be in Precinct 1, 3 or 4.
hotel)
Residential hotel

Must be in Precinct 1, 2 or 4.

Research and development centre

In Precinct 3:
The land must be located within 100 metres of land in
Precinct 1, 2 or 4 and have the same street frontage
as that land.
The leasable floor area must not exceed 250 square
metres.

Restricted retail premises

Must not be in Precinct 3.

Service station

The site must not exceed 3,000 square metres.
In Precinct 3:
The land must adjoin Precinct 1 or 2; or
The land must adjoin or have access to, a road in a
Road Zone.

Store

In Precinct 3 must be a building, not a dwelling, and used
to store equipment, goods, or motor vehicles used in
conjunction with the occupation of a resident of a dwelling
on the lot.

Supermarket

Must be in Precinct 1, 2 or 4.
In Precinct 2 or 4 the leasable floor area must not exceed
1,800 square metres.

Tertiary institution

In Precinct 3:
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Use

Condition
The land must be located within 100 metres of land in
Precinct 1, 2 or 4 and have the same street frontage
as that land.
The leasable floor area must not exceed 250 square
metres.

Trade supplies

Must not be in Precinct 3.

Transport terminal

Must be in Precinct 1, 2 or 4.

Utility installation (other than Minor utility
installation and Telecommunications
facility)
Warehouse (other than Mail centre)

Must be in Precinct 1, 2 or 4.
Must not be a purpose listed in the table to Clause 53.10.

Any other use not in Section 1 or 3

Section 3 – Prohibited
Use
Animal production (other than Grazing animal production)
Animal training
Corrective institution
Horse husbandry
Host farm
Motor racing track
Refuse disposal
Rice growing
Rural industry
Sale yard
Transfer station
Timber production

4.0

Centre-wide provisions

--/--/---Proposed C275case

4.1
--/--/---Proposed C275case

4.2
--/--/---Proposed C275case

Use of land
A permit is not required to use land for the purpose of local government, provided the use is
conducted by or on behalf of the public land manager.
Subdivision
None specified.
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4.3
--/--/---Proposed C275case

Buildings and works
No permit is required to construct a building or construct or carry out works for the following:
The installation of an automatic teller machine.
The alteration of an existing building facade provided:
The alteration does not include the installation of an external roller shutter.
At least 80% of the building facade at ground floor is maintained as an entry or windows
with clear glazing and the alteration does not include obstructing views into a premises
including through the application of a film, covering or screening which is less than 75%
visually transparent on or in close proximity to any clear glazing which forms part of the
facade.
An awning which projects over a road, if it is authorised by the relevant public land manager.
Buildings and works for the purpose of local government, provided the use is conducted by or
on behalf of the public land manager.
Construct or carry out works normal to a dwelling.
Construct one dependent person's unit on a lot. This exemption does not apply if there is already
one or more dependent person's unit on the lot.
Construct or extend an outbuilding (other than a garage or car port) associated with a dwelling
provided the gross floor area does not exceed 10 square metres, the maximum building height
is not greater than 3 metres above natural ground level and the gross floor area of all out
buildings on the lot do no exceed 40 square metres.
Extend one dwelling on a lot more than 300 square metres. This exemption does not apply to:
Extend a dwelling more than 40 square metres
Extend a dwelling if it is on common property
Construct or extend a front fence within 3 metres of a street if the fence is associated with two
or more dwellings on a lot or a residential building and the fence does not exceed the maximum
height specified in Clause 55.06-2.

4.4
--/--/---Proposed C275case

Design and development
The following design and development requirements apply to an application to construct a building
or construct or carry out works:
Dwellings and residential buildings

On a lot less than 300 square metres, a development must meet the requirements of Clause 54 if
it proposes to:
Construct or extend one dwelling on a lot.
Construct or extend a front fence within 3 metres of street if the fence is associated with one
dwelling.
A development up to four storey, excluding a basement, must meet the requirements of Clause 55
if it proposes to:
Construct a dwelling if there is at least one dwelling existing on the lot.
Construct two or more dwellings on a lot.
Extend a dwelling if there are two or more dwellings on the lot.
Construct or extend a dwelling if it is on common property.
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Construct or extend a residential building.
Construct or extend a front fence within 3 metres of a street if:
The fence is associated with two or more dwellings on a lot or a residential building.
The fence exceeds the maximum fence height specified in Clause 55.06-2.
Buildings and works should avoid the development of south-facing dwellings.
Building height

Buildings and works should not exceed the preferred maximum building height specified in Clause
5 of this schedule. This does not apply to:
Service equipment including plant rooms, lift overruns, solar collectors and other such equipment
provided all of the following requirements are met:
–

–
–

–

The equipment does not exceed the preferred maximum building height by more than 2
metres.
No more than 50 percent of the roof are is occupied by the equipment.
The equipment is located to avoid additional overshadowing of adjoining properties and
public space.
The equipment is designed to be concealed within the built form, where practical, or is
screened and finished in a non-reflective material and colour to the satisfaction of the
responsible authority.

Where the slope at natural ground level, measured at any cross section of the site of the building
wider than 8 metres, is greater than 2.5 degrees and the preferred maximum building height is
not exceeded by 1 metre.
A permit should not be granted to exceed the preferred maximum building height specified in
Clause 5 of this schedule unless one or more of the following applies:
The permit includes a condition (or conditions) requiring the landowner to enter into an
agreement under section 173 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 for the provision of
affordable housing which must provide the following:
–

–

The land owner must make a contribution towards affordable housing to the satisfaction of
the responsible authority.
For the purposes of the agreement "affordable housing" is to have the meaning set out in
the Planning and Environment Act 1987.

The additional height supports the centre-wide objectives in Clause 2.0 of this schedule,
precinct-objectives in Clause 5 of this schedule and the development is designed to achieve all
of the following:
Avoid additional overshadowing of public or private open space (beyond that which would
be generated by a proposal that complies with the specified height and setback requirements)
Floor-to-ceiling heights and floor-plate depths with adaptive re-use capabilities
The retention of existing mature vegetation (where applicable)
Avoid any adverse amenity impacts on adjoining sites within the Heritage Overlay (where
applicable)
The proposal incorporates an innovative design response that includes exemplary
environmentally sustainable development principles, such as:
A significant reduction in carbon emissions including for whole of building life
Passive heating and cooling
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Maximising daylight through building siting and design
Retention of existing mature vegetation (where applicable)
Building setbacks

Buildings and works should be setback from the front, side and rear property boundaries as specified
in the precinct provisions in Clause 5 of this Schedule.
Minor works such as verandahs, architectural features, balconies, shades, screens and artworks
may be constructed within the setback areas specified in the precinct provisions in Clause 5 of this
Schedule.
Where no side or rear setback is specified in Clause 5 of this Schedule and Clause 54 or 55 do not
apply, buildings and works should be sufficiently setback to reasonably preserve the future
development potential and provide for the reasonable amenity of adjoining properties having regard
to solar access, daylight access, air circulation and walls on boundaries.
Access and mobility

Development and buildings and works should be designed to provide equitable access for people
of all abilities including by providing accessible entries at the principle front entry.
Site layout

Development should be sited to make the most efficient use of land within the activity centre and
oriented to maximise passive design opportunities.
Service equipment

Service equipment including plant rooms, lift overruns, solar collectors, metre boxes and other
equipment should be concealed within the built form. Where this is not practical it should be
screened and finished in a non-reflective material which is not visually obtrusive and allows it to
blend within the surrounding built form.
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5.0

Precinct provisions

--/--/---Proposed C275case

5.1

Precinct 1 – Mixed-use commercial core

5.1-1

Precinct map
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5.1-2

Precinct Objectives

Support a diversity of retail and commercial businesses which operate throughout the day and
night to locate throughout the precinct with fine grain development along street frontages at
ground floor level.
Support residential development above ground floor retail or commercial uses, particularly
near Cranbourne Railway Station, except for sub-precinct 1B.
Improve pedestrian comfort and accessibility by encouraging active uses at ground floor level,
encouraging passive surveillance and having clearly defined paths and entries, particularly for
larger sites.
Create and support an urban and civic heart around Greg Clydesdale Square. Establish
complementary secondary plaza spaces around Bakewell Street and Lyall Street to prioritise
pedestrians in public spaces and encourage activity.
Improve connectivity between High Street and the residential area to the west.
Facilitate placemaking opportunities which encourage temporary activities and events on vacant
or underdeveloped public and private land, such as car parking.
Manage and mitigate acoustic impacts from commercial uses and the Cranbourne Railway Line
on new residential development within the precinct.
Support Greg Clydesdale Square to become a more active, pleasant, safe and attractive
community space.
5.1-3

Precinct requirements
Preferred maximum building height

20 metres

Preferred front setback

3 metres including landscaping where a permit is
required for an accommodation use at ground level
0 metres for all other development

5.1-4

Preferred street wall height

11 metres

Preferred setback above street wall

3 metres

Preferred side and rear setback

3 metres where a sensitive interface is identified or
for land adjoining a residential zone

Precinct guidelines

Buildings and works of 1,000 square metres or greater at Cranbourne Park Shopping Centre
or at an existing at-grade car park should result in a net benefit to the activity centre by improving
the appearance of adjoining streetscapes where works interface with a street and may
include active transport links and amenities, and facade activation.
Ensure that redevelopment near Cranbourne Railway Station provides new active transport
links to the railway station.
Encourage development with active uses that would provide passive surveillance adjoining
public areas such as parks, squares and plaza spaces.
Buildings and works at Cranbourne Park Shopping Centre should improve pedestrian
accessibility to the residential areas to the west.
Where no vegetation is able to be provided in a ground floor front setback, incorporate vegetation
into the building facade design.
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Ensure buildings are appropriately set back from sensitive interfaces and include a landscape
buffer which is at least 1 metre wide and capable of achieving adequate levels of solar access.
New residential development or an intensification of existing residential development should
include appropriate acoustic protection from surrounding non-residential uses.
5.1-5

Any other requirements

None specified.
5.2

Precinct 2 - Employment and services

5.2-1

Precinct map
5.2-1 Precinct map
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5.2-2

Precinct objectives

Support a broad-range of non-retail employment uses.
Support a transition from industrial to more commercial-based industries.
Improve interfaces with residential and other sensitive land uses and minimise off-site amenity
impacts through siting, landscaping, engineering measures and building design.
Create attractive streetscapes through landscaped front setbacks and attractive building design.
5.2-3

Precinct requirements
Preferred maximum building height

14 metres

Preferred front setback

3 metres including a landscaped area which would
allow tree planting

Preferred street wall height

11 metres

Preferred setback above street wall

3 metres

Preferred side and rear setback

3 metres including a landscaped area of at least 1
metre for land adjoining Precinct 3.
None specified for all other land.
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5.2-3

Precinct guidelines

Commercial development should provide a high level of internal amenity including through
the provision of common spaces such as courtyards, balconies or rooftops.
Development associated with an industrial uses which adjoins Precinct 3 or a sensitive interface
shown on the precinct map should address potential adverse amenity impacts and include
appropriate measures such as landscaping, acoustic treatments, engineering and building siting
and design to minimise impacts.
Encourage office and commercial development along Sladen Street and South Gippsland
Highway.
Ensure buildings are appropriately setback from sensitive interfaces and include a landscape
buffer which is at least 1 metre wide and capable of achieving adequate levels of solar access.
5.2-5

Any other requirements

None specified
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5.3

Precinct 3 - Residential growth

5.3-1

Precinct map
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5.3-2

Precinct objectives

Encourage a diversity of housing in terms of lot size, number of bedrooms and tenure.
Limit non-residential uses within the precinct except for where they are near another precinct
and address a local need.
Create landscaped front setbacks which contribute positively to the streetscape and provide a
clear delineation between public and private space.
Avoid garages and parking structures dominating the streetscape by locating them to the side
or rear of buildings and ensuring private vehicle access is integrated within the building design.
Encourage site layout and building massing which preserves the future development potential
of adjoining land.
5.3-3

Precinct requirements
Preferred maximum building height

14 metres

Preferred front setback

5 metres

Preferred side and rear setbacks

None specified

Development should provide one medium canopy tree capable of reaching a height of 7 metres at
maturity in the front setback.
5.3-4

Precinct guidelines

Avoid south-facing habitable rooms and where this cannot be avoided, design solutions such
as light courts, sky lights and natural ventilation should be implemented to allow for maximum
solar access and air circulation.
Increase housing diversity by seeking to achieve a target of 60 percent one bedroom dwellings
and 30 percent two bedroom dwellings in new development.
Balconies which comprise a dwelling's primary secluded private open space should have a
minimum depth of 3 metres and be free of clothes lines, air-conditioning units and other services.
Where this cannot be avoided, these items should be screened or concealed within the built
form and the area they occupy be excluded from the overall quantum of private open space
provided.
Avoid parking structures within the front setback.
Tree planting and landscaping in the front, side and rear setbacks is encouraged to soften the
appearance of built form.
Solid front fences and primary ground level secluded private open spaces in the front setback
are discouraged.
New residential development or an intensification of existing residential development adjoining
Precinct 1 or 2 should include appropriate acoustic protection from existing non-residential
uses.
Non-residential uses may be included as part of an apartment development where there are
minimum on and off-site adverse amenity impacts.
Discourage stand-alone non-residential uses unless off-site amenity impacts can be minimised.
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5.3-5

Any other requirements

None specified.
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5.4

Precinct 4 - Casey Complex and surrounds

5.4-1

Precinct map
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5.4-2

Precinct objectives

Support mixed-use transit-oriented development, including residential and commercial uses in
proximity to the future Cranbourne East Railway Station and adjoining gateways and secondary
gateway nodes.
Ensure the future Cranbourne East Railway Station and grade separation responds appropriately
to its surrounds through its siting and designed.
Create improved connections within and to the Casey Complex.
Incorporate water-sensitive urban design principles and integrated water management into new
development, including landscape design.
Create public spaces which are enjoyable and functional to navigate through and linger in by
appropriately designing building interfaces and locating parking so that built form and parking
structures are not visually dominant.
Ensure community buildings and services are located with good access to public space.
Support the expansion of community and recreation activities and services in an integrated and
coordinated manner.
Improve the Berwick-Cranbourne Road interface of the Casey Complex through the development
of new and expanded buildings.
Develop the Casey Complex street network with a hierarchy of roads and ensure the sequencing
of development provides for efficient interim and ultimate access to and between lots and
throughout the precinct.
Develop a central plaza and Main Street which connects all facilities and activities.
5.4-3

5.4-4

Precinct requirements
Preferred maximum building height

20 metres

Preferred front setback

0 metres

Preferred street wall height

11 metres

Preferred setback above street wall

3 metres

Preferred side and rear setback

None specified

Precinct guidelines

Development and external alterations and additions to existing buildings fronting streets and
public spaces should provide active interfaces, be of high architectural quality and provide
weather protection for pedestrians.
Prioritise pedestrian movement and active transport through the central plaza and Main Street
by providing weather protection, wide footpaths, separated cycle lanes and attractive landscaping.
Locate parking so that it is away from the Main Street and is convenient to access from facilities
and the surrounding road network.
Develop active frontages along Berwick-Cranbourne Road to support the development of the
Casey Complex as a transit-oriented precinct.
Improve legibility and wayfinding through the Casey Complex by establishing a local street
network complemented by signage, lighting and designated pedestrian and cycle paths.
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5.4-5

Any other requirements

Subdivision and development should provide for the development of the local road network
generally in accordance with the requirements below and to the satisfaction of the responsible
authority:
–

–

–

–

–

–

6.0
--/--/---Proposed C275case

The provision of a 19 metre road reserve for CILC Lane comprised of a dual carriageway
and on-street parking with tree outstands and a footpath on both sides of the carriageway.
The provision of a 34 metre road reserve for Main Street North comprised of a through-traffic
lane, bus bay, area for bus shelters, bike hoops and associated transit infrastructure, an
off-road cycle lane and a footpath on either side of a central landscaped median with water
sensitive urban design treatments and tree planting.
The provision of a 29 metre road reserve for Main Street South comprised of a through-traffic
lane, on-street parking, a landscaped buffer to protect an off-road cycle lane and a footpath
capable of accommodating outdoor dining/seating areas on either side of a central landscaped
median with water sensitive urban design treatments and tree planting.
The provision of a 30.4 metre road reserve for New Holland Drive East comprised of a dual
carriageway and a bus bay, area for bus shelters, bike hoops and associated transit
infrastructure, an off-road cycle lane and footpath on either side of the carriageway.
The provision of a 30.4 metre road reserve for New Holland Drive West comprised of a
through-traffic lane, on-street parking with tree outstands, a landscaped buffer protecting
an off-road cycle lane and a footpath on either side of a central landscaped median with
water sensitive urban design treatments and tree planting.
The provision of a 23.4 metre road reserve for Western Road comprised of a dual carriageway
and on-street parking, a landscaped buffer to protect an off-road cycle lane and a footpath
on either side of the carriageway.

Application requirements
The following application requirements apply to an application for a permit under Clause 37.08,
in addition to those specified in Clause 37.08 and elsewhere in the scheme and must accompany
an application, as appropriate, to the satisfaction of the responsible authority.
Use

An application to use land must specify how it is consistent with and achieves the centre-wide and
precinct objectives and guidelines in Clause 5 of this schedule.
Buildings and works

An application to construct a building or construct or carry out works must be accompanied by
the following information:
A statement which explains how a development makes efficient use of land and reasonably
preserves the future development potential of adjoining land.
For the construction of new dwellings in buildings of four storeys or less, an assessment against
the relevant provisions of Clause 54 or Clause 55.
An arboricultural assessment prepared by a suitably qualified professional where it is proposed
to remove a tree of 5 metres or greater and a trunk diameter of 0.3 metres or greater at 1.2
metres above ground level. This requirement does not apply to environmental weed species.
Evidence that the proposal is capable of achieving a 25 percent annual reduction in storm water
runoff having regard to the provisions of clause 53.18.
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For residential development in Precinct 1, 3 (where the site adjoins Precinct 1 or 2) and 4 an
acoustic assessment prepared by a suitably qualified professional demonstrating how the
proposal includes appropriate noise attenuation measures to reasonably protect the amenity of
future residents from nearby commercial or industrial uses.
An application for development up to four storeys should include and an application for
development of four or more storeys must include a 3D model which shows:
–

–

The potential overshadowing impact of the development on the open space and habitable
rooms of adjoining properties and within the proposed development and how the design of
the development minimises overshadowing impacts and ensures maximum solar access
internally for dwellings, to neighbouring properties and public spaces.
The potential overshadowing impact of the development on public spaces adjoining the
proposal, ensuring that overshadowing of boulevards, heritage sites, parks and other public
open space is minimised. Reasonable solar access should also be maintained to the ground
floor of buildings opposite in winter, where practical.

For a staged development, a masterplan which includes future indicative built form and likely
uses for the balance of the land.
For an application which exceeds the preferred maximum building height specified in clause
5 of this schedule, a statement which demonstrates how the proposal addresses the additional
building height criteria at clause 4.4 of this schedule.
For an application which exceeds the preferred maximum building height specified in clause
5 of this schedule because it incorporates an innovative design response that includes exemplary
environmentally sustainable development principles, the following, as relevant:
–

–

–

–

A report prepared by a suitably qualified individual which demonstrates that the building
achieves a significant reduction in carbon emissions including whole of building life and
embodied carbon.
A report prepared by a suitably qualified individual which may include plans, sections and
construction details and demonstrates that the development has been designed with passive
heating and cooling principles in mind and will have a significantly lower reliance on
mechanical heating and cooling.
A daylight modelling report prepared by a suitably qualified individual that demonstrates
how the development is sited and designed to maximise daylight penetration and minimise
the need for artificial lighting throughout the day based on lighting requirements of different
living and working spaces.
An arboricultural assessment and tree management plan or construction management plan,
prepared by a suitably qualified individual that demonstrates any mature tree(s) being retained
is/are of high value and buildings and works will not unreasonably impact the health of the
tree(s).

For developments of 3-9 dwellings and all non-residential development with a gross floor area
between 500 square metres and 1,000 square metres, a Sustainable Design Assessment which
includes:
–

–

A simple assessment of the development, which may use tools such as the Built Environment
Sustainability Scorecard (BESS) or Stormwater Treatment Objective-Relative
Measure (STORM) or an equivalent assessment approach to the satisfaction of the responsible
authority; and
The identification of environmentally sustainable development measures proposed which
considers the site's opportunities and constraints.

For the development of 10 or more dwellings and all non-residential development with a gross
floor area greater than 1,000 square metres, a Sustainability Management Plan which includes:
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–

–

–

A detailed assessment of building energy management, water sensitive urban design features,
construction materials, indoor environment quality, waste management and transport which
may use relevant tools such as BESS, STORM, Model for Urban Stormwater Improvement
Conceptualisation (MUSIC) or Green Star or an alternative assessment approach to the
satisfaction of the responsible authority; and
The identification of achievable environmental performance outcomes, having regard to the
site's opportunities and constraints, documentation of the means by which the outcomes can
be achieved and demonstration that the building has the design potential to achieve the
outcomes; and
A Green Travel Plan.

In addition to the Sustainable Management Plan specified above, a development with a gross
floor area greater than 5,000 square must demonstrate it has the ability to achieve a 5-star rating
or above under a current version of the Green Star rating tool or equivalent.
For all mixed use development, the above requirements for a Sustainable Design Assessment
or Sustainable Management Plan apply as they relate to each use.
The above Environmentally Sustainable Design application requirements will expire if and when
they are superseded by an equivalent application requirement in a Victoria Planning Provision.
7.0
--/--/---Proposed C275case

Notice and review
The following applications are not exempt from the notice requirements of Section 52(1)(a), (b)
and (d), the decision requirements of Section 64(1), (2) and (3) and the review rights of Section
82(1) of the Act:
An application to construct a building or construct or carry out works that exceed the preferred
height or encroach into the preferred setback requirements contained in Clause 5.0 of this
schedule and which does not meet the additional building height criteria in Clause 4.4 of this
schedule.
An application to use land or to construct a building or construct or carry out works in Precinct
1 or 2 within 30 metres of Precinct 3, a residential zone, land used for a hospital, a primary
school or secondary school or land in a Public Acquisition Overlay to be acquired for a hospital,
primary school or secondary school.
An application to use land or construct a building or construct or carry out works in Precinct
3.

8.0
--/--/---Proposed C275case

Decision guidelines
The following decision guidelines apply to an application for a permit under Clause 37.08, in
addition to those specified in Clause 37.08 and elsewhere in the scheme which must be considered,
as appropriate, by the responsible authority:
Use

For a staged development, whether a future indicative use for the balance of the land is nominated
in a site masterplan or similar.
Subdivision

Whether an application to subdivide land is accompanied by a suitable development proposal
that achieves the centre-wide objectives in Clause 2.0 and the precinct objectives in Clause
5.0 of this schedule.
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Whether the future development potential of the land is unreasonably constrained by the
proposed subdivision.
Whether the proposed subdivision makes a contribution towards creating a permeable pedestrian
and cyclist movement network.
Design and built form

The extent to which a proposal addresses and achieves the centre-wide objectives in Clause
2.0 and the precinct objectives in Clause 5.0 of this schedule.
The extent to which the proposal makes efficient use of land and allows for the reasonable
future development potential of adjoining land.
Whether an application meets the additional building height criteria at Clause 4.4 of this schedule
where it exceeds the preferred maximum building height specified in Clause 5 of this schedule.
Whether a proposal is designed to enable a change in use over time to support the Cranbourne
Major Activity Centre to become more resilient to changes in the social, physical and economic
environment.
Whether a proposal contributes to the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre being a more active
and vibrant place.
Whether a proposal contributes to making the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre more more
sustainable by including vegetation where possible and incorporating environmentally sustainable
design features.
9.0
--/--/---Proposed C275case

10.0
--/--/---Proposed C275case

11.0
--/--/---Proposed C275case

Signs
Sign requirements are at Clause 52.05. All land located within Precinct 1 and 4 is in Category 1,
all land located within Precinct 2 is in Category 2 and all land in Precinct 3 is in Category 3.
Other provisions of the scheme
None specified.
Reference documents
Casey Complex Urban Design Framework (City of Casey, 2019)
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan (City of Casey, 2020)
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--/--/---Proposed C275case

SCHEDULE 2 TO CLAUSE 45.09 PARKING OVERLAY
Shown on the planning scheme map as PO2.
CRANBOURNE MAJOR ACTIVITY CENTRE

1.0
--/--/---Proposed C275case

Parking objectives to be achieved
Avoid parking dominating the streetscape by locating it to the side or rear of new development.
Require access to parking areas and loading and service access located within parking areas to be
clearly signed to avoid unnecessary vehicle circulation.
Avoid the provision of at-grade car parking, where it is provided, ensure parking layouts are
designed so they can be shared across sites.
Avoid reliance on on-street or other publicly accessible parking to address demand generated by
a new use or an intensification of an existing use.
Design parking structures (excluding basements or garages integrated within a dwelling or residential
building and carports) with adaptive re-use capabilities including a minimum floor to ceiling height
of 3 metres.

2.0
--/--/---Proposed C275case

3.0
--/--/---Proposed C275case

4.0
--/--/---Proposed C275case

5.0
--/--/---Proposed C275case

6.0
--/--/---Proposed C275case

7.0
--/--/---Proposed C275case

8.0
--/--/---Proposed C275case

9.0
--/--/---Proposed C275case

Permit requirement
The requirements of Clause 52.06-3 apply.
Number of car parking spaces required
The Rate in Column B of Table 1 in Clause 52.06-5 applies.
Application requirements and decision guidelines for permit applications
None specified.
Financial contribution requirement
None specified.
Requirements for a car parking plan
None specified.
Design standards for car parking
None specified.
Decision guidelines for car parking plans
None specified.
Background document
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan (City of Casey, 2020)
Cranbourne Town Centre Movement and Access Strategy (GTA Consultants, 2017)
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25/07/2019
C224case

SCHEDULE TO CLAUSE 43.01 HERITAGE OVERLAY

1.0

Application requirements

17/01/2019
C221Pt1

2.0
--/--/---Proposed C275case

None Specified.
Heritage places
The requirements of this overlay apply to both the heritage place and its associated land.
PS map
ref

Heritage place

External
paint
controls
apply?

Internal
alteration
controls
apply?

Tree controls
apply?

Outbuildings
or fences not
exempt
under Clause
43.01-4

Included
on the
Victorian
Heritage
Register
under
the
Heritage
Act
2017?

Prohibited Aboriginal
uses
heritage
permitted? place?

HO1

“Roads End”

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

-

-

-

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

198-238 Beaumont Road, Berwick
HO2

Nerre Nerre Warren (Dandenong Police Paddocks)
Churchill Park Drive, Endeavour Hills

HO3

“The Springs”

Ref:
H2348
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

-

-

-

-

Yes

Yes

No

2 Stockyard Court, Narre Warren South
HO4

“Edrington”
6 Melville Park Drive, Berwick

HO5

“Springfield Homestead” and The Old Cheese
Factory

Ref:
H653
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

34-66 Homestead Road, Berwick
HO7

Narre Warren North Primary School
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PS map
ref

Heritage place

External
paint
controls
apply?

Internal
alteration
controls
apply?

Tree controls
apply?

Outbuildings
or fences not
exempt
under Clause
43.01-4

Included
on the
Victorian
Heritage
Register
under
the
Heritage
Act
2017?

Prohibited Aboriginal
uses
heritage
permitted? place?

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes
- Cranbourne
Shire
Offices, Public
Hall, Court
House and

Yes - Norfolk
Island Pines,
Flowering Gums
and Willow
Myrtle trees

No

No

No

No

15-31 A'Beckett Road, Narre Warren North
HO8

“Wallerview”
101 A’Beckettt Road, Narre Warren North

HO10

Uniting Church
1-13 Main Street, Narre Warren North

HO11

Dwelling (former post office and store)
15 Main Street, Narre Warren North

HO13

“Balla Balla”
1300 Baxter-Tooradin Road, Cannons Creek

HO14

"Fisherman’s Cottage"
13 Mickle Street, Tooradin

HO15

"Tooradin Estate"
300 Lynes Road, Tooradin

HO16

"St Germains"
95 McCormacks Road, Clyde North

HO17

Cranbourne Shire Offices, Public Hall, Court House
and Post Office Complex (former)
156-160 Sladen Street, Cranbourne
Statement of Significance:
Statement of Significance: Cranbourne Shire Offices,
Public Hall, Court House and Pose Office Complex
(former), August 2020
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PS map
ref

Heritage place

External
paint
controls
apply?

Internal
alteration
controls
apply?

Tree controls
apply?

Outbuildings
or fences not
exempt
under Clause
43.01-4

Included
on the
Victorian
Heritage
Register
under
the
Heritage
Act
2017?

Prohibited Aboriginal
uses
heritage
permitted? place?

Post Office
building
(former) only
HO18

St John the Evangelist Church of England Complex

No

No

Yes - Turkey
Oak tree and
Red Oak tree to
west of the
church

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

27-31 Childers Street, Cranbourne
Statement of Signifiance:
Statement of Significance: St John the Evangelist
Church of England Complex, August 2020
HO20

“Isles View”
40 Bayview Road, Tooradin

HO21

“Quilly Park” (former)
Part 55 Craigs Lane, Pearcedale
Statement of significance:
Statement of Significance: 'Quilly Park', November
2020

HO22

Lyndhurst Primary School (former)
310 Dandenong-Hastings Road, Lyndhurst

HO24

Rusty Gum Myrtle tree
South side of Reserve Street, near corner Gloucester
Avenue, Berwick

HO25

Rusty Gum Myrtle tree
Near Clyde Road intersection with Reserve Street,
Berwick
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PS map
ref

Heritage place

External
paint
controls
apply?

Internal
alteration
controls
apply?

Tree controls
apply?

Outbuildings
or fences not
exempt
under Clause
43.01-4

Included
on the
Victorian
Heritage
Register
under
the
Heritage
Act
2017?

Prohibited Aboriginal
uses
heritage
permitted? place?

HO26

Row of Oak trees

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes - Lily Pilly,
Holly and
the Windrow of
Cupressus
macrocarpa

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

North side of Princes Highway, Narre Warren
HO27

Narre Warren North Avenue of Honour
Memorial Drive and Main Street, Narre Warren North

HO28

Cardinia Creek Area
Between Inglis Road, Berwick and Chadwick Road,
Harkaway

HO29

Berwick Post Office and Courthouse (former)
102-104 High Street, Berwick and 1 Gloucester
Avenue, Berwick

HO30

Berwick Inn
1-9 High Street, Berwick

HO32

“Kilfera”
76-80 King Road, Harkaway
The heritage place comprises:
Mud and timber homestead and land within 10
metres of the perimeter of the dwelling, and
Cupressus macrocarpa trees and land beneath and
beyond the canopy edge, if within the property
boundary, for a distance of five metres from the
canopy edge or to the property boundary.

HO33

“Cloverdale Cottage”
4/324 Hallam North Road, Lysterfield South
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PS map
ref

Heritage place

External
paint
controls
apply?

Internal
alteration
controls
apply?

Tree controls
apply?

Outbuildings
or fences not
exempt
under Clause
43.01-4

Included
on the
Victorian
Heritage
Register
under
the
Heritage
Act
2017?

Prohibited Aboriginal
uses
heritage
permitted? place?

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

The heritage place comprises:
Cloverdale Cottage and land within 10 metres of the
perimeter of the cottage.
HO34

“Aranmore”
Part 19-21 Aranmore Crescent and part 94W
Crawley Road, Narre Warren North

HO35

The Studio
7-13 Baker Road, Harkaway

HO36

“Burnbank”
64-72 Beaumont Road, Berwick

HO37

“Beaumont Farm”
115-129 Beaumont Road, Berwick
The heritage place comprises:
Beaumont Farm farmhouse and land within 10
metres of the perimeter of the building, the driveway
and land within five metres of the driveway.

HO38

Mary Blackwood House
76-80 Brisbane Street, Berwick

HO39

St Margaret’s School
27-47 Gloucester Avenue, Berwick
The heritage place comprises the following buildings:
Kippenross;
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PS map
ref

Heritage place

External
paint
controls
apply?

Internal
alteration
controls
apply?

Tree controls
apply?

Outbuildings
or fences not
exempt
under Clause
43.01-4

Included
on the
Victorian
Heritage
Register
under
the
Heritage
Act
2017?

Prohibited Aboriginal
uses
heritage
permitted? place?

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Campbell House;
the Doll’s House;
the Cottage; and,
Gloucester House.
The heritage place also comprises:
Four English Elm trees (Ulmus procera) west of
the Cottage;
Four Golden Elm trees (Ulmus procera “Louis
Van Houtte”) south of Gloucester House;
One River Red Gum tree (Eucalyptus
camaldulensis) east of the Dolls House;
One English Oak tree (Quercus robur) and two
River Red Gum trees (Eucalyptus camaldulensis)
in the junior playground; and,
One English Oak tree (Quercus robur) and two
River Red Gum trees (Eucalyptus camaldulensis)
north of the junior tennis courts.
HO41

“Melrose”
137-163 Harkaway Road, Harkaway

HO42

“Piney Ridge”
82 Heatherton Road, Endeavour Hills
The heritage places comprises:
All trees on the property.

HO43

“Westbourne”
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PS map
ref

Heritage place

External
paint
controls
apply?

Internal
alteration
controls
apply?

Tree controls
apply?

Outbuildings
or fences not
exempt
under Clause
43.01-4

Included
on the
Victorian
Heritage
Register
under
the
Heritage
Act
2017?

Prohibited Aboriginal
uses
heritage
permitted? place?

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

315 Hessell Road, Harkaway
HO44

“Inveresk”
93 High Street and 2 Rutland Road, Berwick

HO46

St Andrew’s Uniting Church
105-109 High Street, Berwick

HO47

“Wickham”
37-39 King Road, Harkaway

HO48

“Kingussie”
42 Langmore Lane, Berwick

HO49

“Clover Cottage and Garden”
54-60 Manuka Road, Berwick
Statement of significance:
Statement of Significance: 'Clover Cottage and
Garden', 54-60 Manuka Road, Berwick, February
2021

HO50

“Minard”
62-70 Manuka Road, Berwick
Statement of significance:
Statement of Significance: 'Minard', 62-70 Manuka
Road, Berwick, March 2019

HO51

“Oatlands”
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PS map
ref

Heritage place

External
paint
controls
apply?

Internal
alteration
controls
apply?

Tree controls
apply?

Outbuildings
or fences not
exempt
under Clause
43.01-4

Included
on the
Victorian
Heritage
Register
under
the
Heritage
Act
2017?

Prohibited Aboriginal
uses
heritage
permitted? place?

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

15 The Elms and The Elms road reserve, Narre
Warren
The heritage place comprises:
The whole lot that contains the heritage homestead,
the stables and land within two metres of the
perimeter of the stables, the cool store and the old
cottage home and land within five metres of the
perimeter of the cottage.
The heritage place also consists of the trees that line
the present driveway which will form a road reserve
off Ryelands Drive when the land is subdivided.
HO52

“Araluen”
38S London Crescent, Narre Warren
The heritage place comprises:
The heritage park which is depicted as Reserve No.
3 for public open space on PS 649053J in
accordance with Planning Permit PlnA01188/11.A.

HO53

“Kilkieran”
692 Princes Highway, Berwick
The heritage place comprises:
The Edwardian dwelling and the Magnolia grandiflora
tree.

HO54

“Dhuringa”
59 Peel Street, 4 Elgin Street, part 6 Elgin Street and
part 17 Scanlan Street, Berwick
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PS map
ref

Heritage place

External
paint
controls
apply?

Internal
alteration
controls
apply?

Tree controls
apply?

Outbuildings
or fences not
exempt
under Clause
43.01-4

Included
on the
Victorian
Heritage
Register
under
the
Heritage
Act
2017?

Prohibited Aboriginal
uses
heritage
permitted? place?

HO55

“Quarry Hills”

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

31 Quarry Hills Drive, Berwick
HO56

“Glen Cairn”
21-27 Robinson Road, Narre Warren North

HO57

“Hillsley” homestead complex and garden
Part 90-92 and part 94-104 Robinson Road, Narre
Warren North
Statement of significance:
Statement of Significance: 'Hillsley', November 2020

HO58

Wilson Botanic Park
668 Princes Highway, Berwick

HO60

"Forres Farm"
186-190 A’Beckett Road, Narre Warren North
The heritage place comprises:
Forres Farm farmhouse and land within 10 metres
of the perimeter of the house.

HO61

“Essex Park Homestead”
13 Aquila Crescent and part 14-16 Essex Park Drive,
Endeavour Hills

HO62

“The Grattons”
8-10 Bailey Road, Narre Warren North
The heritage place comprises:
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PS map
ref

Heritage place

External
paint
controls
apply?

Internal
alteration
controls
apply?

Tree controls
apply?

Outbuildings
or fences not
exempt
under Clause
43.01-4

Included
on the
Victorian
Heritage
Register
under
the
Heritage
Act
2017?

Prohibited Aboriginal
uses
heritage
permitted? place?

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes - Oak trees

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

The Grattons Edwardian brick farmhouse and land
within 10 metres of the perimeter of the house.
HO63

“Glenlea”
Part 32-42 Baker Road, Harkaway (Lot 1 TP513415)
Statement of significance:
Statement of Significance: 'Glenlea', November 2020

HO65

“Caseldene”
31 Brisbane Street, Berwick

HO66

House and garden
Part 8, 9 and 10/11-15 Brisbane Street, Berwick

HO67

House and garden
64-70 Brisbane Street, Berwick

HO68

“Glenfalloch”
88-92 Brisbane Street, Berwick

HO69

“Burr Hill”
3 Burr Hill Court, Berwick

HO70

“Four Oaks” homestead (former) and Oak trees
13 Cardigan Street and part 10 and 12 Aldridge
Street, Endeavour Hills

HO71

Christians’ Meeting House (former)
108 High Street, Berwick
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PS map
ref

Heritage place

External
paint
controls
apply?

Internal
alteration
controls
apply?

Tree controls
apply?

Outbuildings
or fences not
exempt
under Clause
43.01-4

Included
on the
Victorian
Heritage
Register
under
the
Heritage
Act
2017?

Prohibited Aboriginal
uses
heritage
permitted? place?

HO72

Christ Church Vicarage

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

1 Church Street, Berwick
HO73

“Clyde Cottage”
11 Clyde Road, Berwick

HO75

"Doveton Heights"
24 Doveton Avenue, Eumemmerring

HO76

House
37-39 Doveton Avenue, Eumemmerring

HO77

“Alrose”
45 Elgin Street, Berwick

HO78

“Gloucester Cottage”
1, 2 & 3/66 (and Common Property SP:28672P)
Gloucester Avenue, Berwick

HO79

“Glencairn”
159-165 Greaves Road, Narre Warren South

HO80

“Wandeen Farm”
191-207 Harkaway Road, Harkaway

HO83

“Greenacres”
178 Hessell Road, Harkaway
The heritage place comprises:
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PS map
ref

Heritage place

External
paint
controls
apply?

Internal
alteration
controls
apply?

Tree controls
apply?

Outbuildings
or fences not
exempt
under Clause
43.01-4

Included
on the
Victorian
Heritage
Register
under
the
Heritage
Act
2017?

Prohibited Aboriginal
uses
heritage
permitted? place?

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

The existing bungalow built in the 1930s and land
within 50 metres of the perimeter of this building.
HO84

Mechanics Institute and Free Library
13-15 High Street, Berwick

HO85

Shops
71-75 High Street, Berwick

HO87

Rechabite Hall
106 High Street, Berwick

HO88

House and garden
123 High Street, Berwick

HO89

St Michaels Church and School
125 High Street, Berwick
The heritage place comprises:
The 1934 Church only.

HO90

“Lumeah”
163 High Street, Berwick

HO91

Berwick Cemetery
16 Inglis Road, Berwick

HO92

“Quorn Cottage”
26-30 Inglis Road, Berwick

HO93

“Grasmere”
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PS map
ref

Heritage place

External
paint
controls
apply?

Internal
alteration
controls
apply?

Tree controls
apply?

Outbuildings
or fences not
exempt
under Clause
43.01-4

Included
on the
Victorian
Heritage
Register
under
the
Heritage
Act
2017?

Prohibited Aboriginal
uses
heritage
permitted? place?

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

27 Inglis Road, Berwick
The heritage place comprises:
All land and buildings included in a rectangle
extending from the south-western corner of the 1950s
implement shed, along the western edge of that
building for a distance of 65 metres, and along the
southern edge of that building for a distance of 85
metres. The heritage place also includes the Golden
Oak tree and land beneath and beyond the canopy
edge for a distance of five metres from the canopy
edge.
HO94

“Treverbyn”
38 King Road, Harkaway

HO95

“Kalimna”
13-25 King Road, Harkaway

HO96

“Harkaway Hall”
56-68 King Road, Harkaway

HO97

“Nichol House”
63 King Road, Harkaway

HO98

Harkaway Primary School
65 King Road, Harkaway
The heritage place comprises:
A single room brick building built circa. 1876 and
land within 10 metres of the perimeter of the building.
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PS map
ref

Heritage place

External
paint
controls
apply?

Internal
alteration
controls
apply?

Tree controls
apply?

Outbuildings
or fences not
exempt
under Clause
43.01-4

Included
on the
Victorian
Heritage
Register
under
the
Heritage
Act
2017?

Prohibited Aboriginal
uses
heritage
permitted? place?

HO99

Post Office (former)

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

68-70 King Road and rear of 6-8 Olive Avenue,
Harkaway
HO100

“Pine Lodge”
146-168 King Road, Harkaway

HO101

House and garden (former Doctor’s Surgery and
Residence)
26-30 Langmore Lane, Berwick

HO102

“Yarrimbah”
238-334 Narre Warren North Road, Narre Warren
North

HO103

"Myuna Farm"
182 Kidds Road, Doveton

HO104

“Strathard”
6 Oldhome Court, Narre Warren South
The heritage place comprises:
Strathard 1930 homestead and land within 10 metres
of the building to the north, east and west and land
within five metres to the south.

HO105

Christ Church (Anglican) (former)
Part 2-6 and 8 Palmerston Street and 9 Church
Street, Berwick

HO106

“Kinross”
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PS map
ref

Heritage place

External
paint
controls
apply?

Internal
alteration
controls
apply?

Tree controls
apply?

Outbuildings
or fences not
exempt
under Clause
43.01-4

Included
on the
Victorian
Heritage
Register
under
the
Heritage
Act
2017?

Prohibited Aboriginal
uses
heritage
permitted? place?

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

41-43 Palmerston Street, Berwick
HO107

Berwick Primary School (former)
1-11 Peel Street, Berwick
The heritage place comprises:
The brick building on the south-western corner of
the site, which includes the 1869-70 brick classroom
and circa 1920 additions. The heritage place also
includes the English Oak tree (Quercus robur), two
Italian Cypress trees (Cupressus sempervirens) and
the Arizona Cypress tree (Cupressus glabra) at the
corner of Lyall and Peel Street, and land beneath
the canopy edge of these trees for a distance of five
metres from the canopy edge.

HO108

House and garden (former "Sunbury")
61 Peel Street, Berwick

HO109

Hallam’s Road Hotel
241-245 Princes Highway, Hallam

HO110

House and garden (former Treeby)
31-35 Robinson Road, Narre Warren North
Incorporated plan:
Treeby Cottage Incorporated Plan, August 2019

HO111

“Harkaway Farm”
2-30 Rowallan Avenue, Harkaway

HO112

“Rowallan Farm”
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apply?
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Prohibited Aboriginal
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heritage
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No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

15-25 Rowallan Avenue, Harkaway
HO113

“Sweeney House”
8-10 Scanlan Street, Berwick

HO115

House and garden (former 60-62 Shrives Road)
Part 4 and part 5, 6, 7 and 9 Dargo Close and part
Shrives Road reserve, Narre Warren South

HO116

Mechanics Institute
59 Webb Street, Narre Warren

HO117

House and garden (Chadwick Farm)
68-84 Chadwick Road, Harkaway

HO118

New Ardblair
65 Beaumont Road, Berwick

HO119

Robertson’s property (former)
456 Belgrave-Hallam Road, Narre Warren North

HO120

Harkaway Cemetery and Bell Tower
Hessell Road, Harkaway

HO122

Lysterfield Lake Weir and Reservoir
15 Reservoir Road, Narre Warren North
The heritage place comprises:
The weir located within Lysterfield Lake Park.

HO123

“Wingilla”
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No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

1-5 Bluff Road, Cannons Creek
HO124

House and garden
4 Central Road, Hampton Park

HO125

Hill Farm
415 Clyde-Fiveways Road, Clyde

HO126

Menenia Park
71 Craig Road, Cranbourne South

HO127

Valentine Park Moreton Bay Fig tree
17I Waterbush Crescent, Lyndhurst
The heritage place comprises:
The Moreton Bay Fig tree and land beneath and
beyond the canopy edge for a distance of 10 metres
from the canopy edge.

HO128

Eclipse Park Stud
21S Biscay Grove , Lyndhurst
The heritage place comprises:
Eclipse Park Stud farmhouse and land within 10
metres of its perimeter.

HO129

“Eyrecourt”
221S Grices Road, Clyde North
Statement of significance:
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No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes - entrance
hall, living
room and
dining room

Yes - Camphor
Laurel on Sladen
Street boundary

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes - row of
eight Bhutan
Cypress trees

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Statement of Significance: 'Eyrecourt', November
2020
HO130

Southside Lodge (former “Kurrajong”)
465 Pattersons Road, Clyde

HO131

"Maratala" (former "Farnham")
130 Sladen Street, Cranbourne
Statement of Significance:
Statement of Significance: Maratala

HO133

“Willandra”
130 Tuckers Road, Clyde

HO134

“Fernlea”
75 Tuckers Road, Clyde

HO135

St Agatha’s Catholic Church (former)
150-156 & 158 (part) South Gippsland Highway,
Cranbourne
Statement of Significance:
Statement of Significance: St Agatha's Catholic
Church (former), August 2020

HO136

St Peter’s Tooradin
South Gippsland Highway, Tooradin

HO137

“Springmont”
1450 Thompsons Road, Cranbourne East
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HO138

Royal Botanic Gardens Cranbourne

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

1000 Ballarto Road, Cranbourne
HO139

McMorran’s Oak Tree
125 (part) South Gippsland Highway,
Cranbourne (opposite Brunt Street)
Statement of Significance:
Statement of Significance: Mc Morran's Oak Tree,
August 2020

No

No

Yes - Oak tree

No

No

No

No

HO140

Gum trees

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

-

-

-

-

Yes

Yes

No

Near 71 Pound Road, Hampton Park
HO141

Cranbourne Cemetery and monuments
80 Sladen Street, Cranbourne

HO142

Avenue of Honour
South Gippsland Highway, Cranbourne

HO143

Part of Avenue of Honour (Flowering Gum trees)

Ref:
H2345
No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

South Gippsland Highway, Tooradin
HO144

“Warren Park”
319 Hallam North Road, Lysterfield South

HO145

Churchill National Park (part of former Police
Paddocks)
Churchill Park Drive, Lysterfield
The heritage place comprises:
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No

No

Yes Peppercorn tree

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

The northern boundary dam, aqueduct, siphon, the
granite quarry located off Stonemasons Track, the
Dandenong Shire Quarry located off Boundary Track
and five metres of land surrounding these artifacts.
HO147

St John's Church of England Vicarage (former)
34 Bakewell Street, Cranbourne
Statement of Significance:
Statement of Significance: St John's Church of
England Vicerage (former), August 2020

HO148

House
10 Ballarto Road, Clyde

HO149

Perry (Male) Cottage
103 Baxter-Tooradin Road, Pearcedale

HO150

St Peter’s Church of England
46 Baxter-Tooradin Road, Pearcedale

HO151

Farmhouse and trees
305 Berwick-Cranbourne Road, Cranbourne
The heritage place comprises:
The farmhouse and Italian Cypress and all land
within the mapped overlay.

HO152

“Tulliallan”
1/805, Berwick-Cranbourne Road, Cranbourne North
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No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

The heritage place comprises:
The circa 1860 cottage and associated gardens,
together with the avenue of English Elm trees along
the former driveway extending to
Berwick-Cranbourne Road
Incorporated plan: Tulliallan Incorporated Plan,
June 2013
HO153

“Brechin Gardens”
Brechin Drive, Narre Warren
The heritage place comprises:
All elements of particular significance, as identified
in the Brechin Gardens Incorporated Plan.
Incorporated plan: Brechin Gardens Incorporated
Plan, April 2019

HO154

House
65-67 Brisbane Street, Berwick

HO155

Avenue of Honour (Berwick Boys Grammar School)
Church Street, part common area 11 Church Street,
part 1/11 Church Street, part 4/11 Church Street and
part 72-74 Brisbane Street, Berwick
The heritage place comprises:
The memorial plaque and memorial row planting of
seven oak trees comprising the Avenue, together
with the land covered by each tree’s canopy and the
land beyond the edge of each canopy for a distance
of five metres.
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HO156

"Anunaka Mansion"

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

37 Churchill Park Drive, Endeavour Hills
The heritage place comprises:
The circa 1945 house and land from a distance of
metres behind the house to the street frontage and
the property’s eastern boundary.
HO157

Graham family home
119a Clarendon Street, Cranbourne
Statement of Significance:
Statement of Significance: Graham family home,
August 2020

HO160

House
71 East Road, Pearcedale
The heritage place comprises:
The 1922 house and land extending to East Road
and on other sides for a distance of five metres from
the walls of the house.

HO161

Tooradin Foreshore Reserve Precinct
Foreshore Reserve, Tooradin

HO162

Fountain Gate Estate Precinct
The heritage place comprises:
The entry feature to the estate, the estate layout and
the houses at 5 Fountain Drive, 7 Fountain Drive,
11 Fountain Drive, 15 Fountain Drive, 7 Green Ridge
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No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Avenue, 7 Hollydene Court, 2 Oakwood Court, 7
Oakwood Court, 2 Pinelands Court, 3 Pinelands
Court, 9 Pinelands Court, and 6 and 6A Prospect
Hill Road.
HO163

Hayton Park
2/660 Hall Road, Cranbourne

HO164

Farm complex
272 Hardys Road, Clyde North
The heritage place comprises:
The inter-war house, associated farm outbuildings,
to a distance of five metres around the buildings,
and the land between the buildings and the street.

HO165

Avenue of Honour
Harkaway Road, Harkaway

HO166

“Tandderwen”
369 Heatherton Road, Narre Warren North

HO167

House
191 High Street, Berwick

HO168

Cranbourne War Memorial
Greg Clydesdale Square, 125 (part) South Gippsland
Highway, Cranbourne
Statement of Significance:
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No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Statement of Significance: Cranbourne War
Memorial, August 2020
HO169

Motor Club Hotel
38-56 South Gippsland Highway, Cranbourne
Statement of Significance:
Statement of Significance: Motor Club Hotel

HO170

“Wilga”
40 King Road, Harkaway

HO172

Tooradin Railway Station Precinct (former)
Off Langtree Road, Tooradin

HO174

Kernot’s house
23 Mickle Street, Tooradin

HO176

House
3 Mundaring Drive, Cranbourne

HO177

Pearcedale Public Hall
45 Pearcedale Road, Pearcedale

HO178

Henry Joseph Moran Reserve
Pound Road, Hampton Park

HO179

House
3-5 Princes Domain Drive, Hallam

HO180

Pearcedale Methodist Church (former)
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No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

12 Queens Road, Pearcedale
HO181

Clyde Methodist Church (former)
26 Railway Road, Clyde

HO182

Clyde General Store and Post Office
Cnr of Railway Road and Oroya Grove, Clyde

HO185

Foreshore Pavilions
Rutherford Parade, Warneet
The heritage place comprises:
The two foreshore pavilions, including the buildings
and surrounding land to a minimum extent of five
metres, together with the land between the pavilions
and Rutherford Parade.

HO186

House
15 Rutland Road, Berwick

HO188

Hampton Park Primary School
32 Somerville Road, Hampton Park
The heritage place comprises:
The 1922 school building and surrounding land to a
minimum extent of five metres, extending to the
frontage of the property.

HO189

Christ Church of England
61 South Gippsland Highway, Tooradin
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HO190

“Stella Maris” (former) Canary Island Palm trees

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

127-135 South Gippsland Highway, Tooradin
The heritage place comprises:
The three Canary Island Palm trees and associated
land extending to the edge of each tree’s canopy
and beyond for a distance of five metres.
HO191

Farm complex
2645 South Gippsland Highway, Tooradin
The heritage place comprises:
To the extent of the house and interwar outbuildings
and sheds and associated land upto the property
boundary along the South Gippsland Highway and
to a distance of 20 meters from the outer wall of the
house on all other sides.

HO194

Tooradin Public Hall
Tooradin Station Road, Tooradin

HO195

Former Tooradin State School site and trees
50 Tooradin Station Road, Tooradin

HO196

Former Narre Warren Primary School
53-55 Webb Street, Narre Warren
The heritage place comprises:
The 1920s former school, the mature English Oak
at 53 Webb Street and the two mature Elm Trees at
55 Webb Street.
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HO197

“Arborea”

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

1 Williamson Street, Berwick
The heritage place comprises:
The house and all the land as defined by the title
boundaries excluding the rear shed, the spa
enclosure and the cat enclosure.
HO198

High Street Avenue of Honour
High Street (Old Princes Highway), Berwick
The heritage place comprises:
All trees comprising the row, together with the land
covered by each tree’s canopy and the land beyond
the edge of each tree for a distance of five metres
insofar as the land is wholly contained within the
High Street (Old Princes Highway) road reserve.

HO199

Avenue of Honour
Wilson and Scanlon Streets, Berwick
The heritage place comprises:
All trees comprising the row, together with the land
covered by each tree’s canopy and the land beyond
the edge of each tree for a distance of five metres,
insofar as this area is wholly contained within the
Wilson and Scanlon Streets road reserve.

HO200

Fallen tree
Road reserve, May Gibbs Crescent, Lynbrook

HO201

Tree stump
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No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Council reserve, Durack Avenue, Lynbrook
HO202

Clyde Primary School
Oroya Crescent, Clyde

HO203

32 Railway Road, Clyde

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO204

1755 Ballarto Road, Clyde

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

HO205

20 Railway Road, Clyde

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO206

14 Railway Road, Clyde

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO207

2 Railway Road, Clyde

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO208

Avenue of Honour (local significance)

No

No

Yes - Turkey
Oaks and
English Oaks in
road reserve
only

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Road reserve (west side) South Gippsland Highway,
Cranbourne
Statement of Significance:
Statement of Significance: World War Two Memorial
Planting and Plaque Cranbourne, August 2020
HO209

“The Meadows”
10 Smiths Lane, Clyde North

HO210

"Myer House"
2-106 Soldiers Road, Berwick
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--/--/---Proposed C275case

SCHEDULE TO CLAUSE 53.01 PUBLIC OPEN SPACE CONTRIBUTION AND
SUBDIVISION

1.0

Subdivision and public open space contribution

--/--/---Proposed C275case

Type or Location of Subdivision

Amount of contribution for public open space

All land shown on Plans 1.1 and 1.2
forming part of this schedule
CR1:

10%; or
5% for land within Schedule 2 to the Comprehensive Development
Zone (CDZ2) and that is subdivided for a purpose other than
residential.

CR2:

8%

CR3:

7.5%

CR4:

7%

CR5:

5%

CR6:

11%

CR7:

3.08%

CR8:

3.75%

CR9:

5.9%

CR10:

(Land north of
Ballarto Road)

7.52%
1.61%

(Land south of
Ballarto Road)
CR11:

3.54%

CR12:

1.5%

CR13:

4.04%
As to the composition of the contribution, it must be made in the
manner set out and explained in the Cranbourne North Stage 2
Precinct Structure Plan, June 2011.

CR14:

4.21%
As to the composition of the contribution, it must be made in the
manner set out and explained in the Botanic Ridge Precinct Structure
Plan, December 2012.

CR15

1.85% Employment
4.25% Residential
As to the composition of the contribution, it must be made in the
manner set out and explained in the Thompsons Road Precinct
Structure Plan, October 2015.

CR16

3.99%
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Type or Location of Subdivision

Amount of contribution for public open space
As to the composition of the contribution, it must be made in the
manner set out and explained in the Clyde Creek Precinct Structure
Plan, October 2015.

CR17

4.01%
As to the composition of the contribution, it must be made in the
manner set out and explained in the Casey Fields South Residential
Precinct Structure Plan, October 2015.

CR18

20%
As to the composition of the contribution, it must be made in the
manner set out and explained in the Former Amstel Golf Course
Development Plan.

CR19

5.32%
As to the composition of the contribution, it must be made in the
manner set out and explained in the Brompton Lodge Precinct
Structure Plan, August 2016.

CR20

6.51%
As to the composition of the contribution, it must be made in the
manner set out and explained in the Casey Central Town Centre
Precinct Structure Plan, May 2016.

These amounts do not apply to:
The subdivision of land for existing dwellings.
The subdivision of any land not in a residential zone, Urban Growth Zone or Precinct Structure
Plan area. This exemption does not apply to:
Land in Cranbourne North Service Business Precinct (CR12)
Land within schedule 2 to the Comprehensive Development Zone.
Land identified for residential purposes or located in Precinct 5, in the Fountain Gate-Narre
Warren CBD under Schedule 2 to the Activity Centre Zone.
Land in Precinct 3 of Schedule 1 to the Activity Centre Zone.
The residential portion of a development of land in schedule 1 to the Activity Centre Zone.
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Plan 1.1 to Clause 53.01
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Plan 1.2 to Clause 53.01
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CASEY.VIC.GOV.AU

Cranbourne Major
Activity Centre Structure Plan
December 2020
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2.0.

It is recognised that, from time to time, circumstances may change leading to the need for minor administrative changes
to this document. Where an update does not materially alter this document, such a change may be made
administratively.

Examples include a change to the name of a Council department, a change to the name of a Federal or State
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What is a “structure plan”?

The City of Casey would like to acknowledge the Traditional Owners of the land and pay their respects to their Elders, past and present.
This Structure Plan has been prepared by the City of Casey’s Growth and Investment department in conjunction and collaboration with City Design
and Construction, Connected Communities, Safer Communities, Child, Youth and Family, Property and Procurement, Planning and Building,
Communications and Customer Service.

A structure plan is a high-level document which informs the development or
redevelopment of large areas where there are multiple land owners. Structure
plans are informed by background research which helps us understand what an
area may need into the future and what key projects, changes or development will
support this. It does not go into a lot of detail about specific sites, but provides
principles, objectives and guidelines to inform how an area should grow and
change over time.

Officers from the City of Casey would like to acknowledge and thank K2 Planning, SGS Economics and Planning, GTA Consultants, SJB Urban,
Thompson Berrill Landscape Design, Alexander Urbanism, Plan Heritage, Geoff Falk and R Architecture for their input into the preparation of this
structure plan. Officers would also like to thank officers from State Government departments for their input, including the Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning, Department of Transport and the Environment Protection Authority.
Last but certainly not least, Council officers would like to extend their thanks to the community in and around the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
who have generously given their time participating in community engagement events, completing surveys and providing feedback to assist in the
preparation of this structure plan.
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1.0 Context

MAPS
MAP 1: Cranbourne Major Activity
Centre Casey/Melbourne Context
MAP 2: Culture and Heritage

The City of Casey covers an area of
approximately 395 square
kilometres with a diverse natural and
built environment spanning from the
foothills of the Dandenong Ranges
to the built-up established areas of
outer Metropolitan Melbourne down
towards the coastal Western Port
Bay region.

MAP 3: Access and movement
MAP 4: Open Space
MAP 5: Services
MAP 6: Land use and built
environment
MAP 7: Conceptual strategic
framework plan
MAP 8: Precinct plan
MAP 9: Precinct 1 Mixed-use
Commercial Core
MAP 10: Precinct 2 Employment
and Services
MAP 11: Precinct 3 Residential
Growth
MAP 12: Precinct 4 Casey Complex
and Surrounds

FIGURES
FIGURE 1: Indicative future
streetscape Intersection South
Gippsland Highway and Sladen
Street (cover artwork)
FIGURE 2: Artist illustration of
Casey Complex Main Street design
FIGURE 3: Indicative built-form for
gateway/corner site
FIGURE 4: Bakewell Plaza concept
- subject to further investigation and
detailed design
FIGURE 5: Bakewell Plaza street
cross section concept - subject to
further investigation and detailed
design

FIGURE 10: Preferred built-form
- precinct 2 light-industrial/
commercial development adjoining
residential interface
FIGURE 11: Indicative built-form
- precinct 2 light-industrial/
commercial development with active
uses at ground floor
FIGURE 12: Preferred built-form
- precinct 2 light-industrial/
commercial development adjoining
residential interface
FIGURE 13: Indicative built-form
and streetscape - Lyall Street

FIGURE 6: Preferred built-form indicative High Street
redevelopment of larger/
consolidated site

FIGURE 14: Indicative Casey
Complex future built-form viewed
from future Cranbourne East Railway
Station Plaza

FIGURE 7: Preferred built-form indicative High Street
redevelopment

FIGURE 15: Indicative Casey
Complex integrated water
management water sensitive urban
design feature

FIGURE 8: Indicative cross-section
High Street (between Sladen Street
and Cranbourne Railway Station) subject to further investigation and
detailed design
FIGURE 9: Indicative built-form gateway site intersection South
Gippsland Highway and Cameron
4 I Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan
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Street

The Cranbourne Major Activity
Centre is located towards the south
of the municipality, approximately
50km south-east of the Melbourne
CBD. Positioned centrally within the
City of Casey and the south-east
growth corridor, the Cranbourne
Major Activity Centre is a key
strategic centre within one of the
fastest growing areas in Australia
and plays a significant role as an
established activity centre within a
rapidly growing and changing
surrounding context.
The Cranbourne Major Activity
Centre is well served by an
established road network and a
number of public transport options.
The South Gippsland Highway
dissects the centre and the
Cranbourne Railway Line terminates
in the Activity Centre which is also
served by several of bus routes.

After the Fountain Gate-Narre
Warren CBD, the Cranbourne
Major Activity Centre is the
next largest activity centre in
the City of Casey. Its position
in the southern part of Casey’s
urban area means that it should
serve the daily needs of the
local population but also provide
higher-order employment,
open space, recreation and
entertainment facilities and
community services for a larger
catchment area.

While the Cranbourne Major Activity
Centre has historically been
competing with the Fountain GateNarre Warren CBD and performing a
local role, extensive growth and
development in the surrounding
suburbs supports the further
development of the centre as a
regionally significant employment
and services hub. With extensive
population growth expected within
the catchment area, commercial and
retail floorspace demand is
projected to grow steadily from the
existing 288,000sqm to around
392,000sqm by 2036.
In addition to commercial and retail
growth over the next 20 years, it is
expected there will be a modest
increase in demand for residential
properties with demand for
approximately 400 dwellings in
addition to the existing 1,275 found

in the Cranbourne Major Activity
Centre.
A number of State Government
Commitments in and around the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
further support its position as an
aspirational Metropolitan Activity
Centre. The South East Roads
Upgrade, expanded Cranbourne
Community Hospital at a new
location and new Cranbourne SES
unit are some of the current projects
which highlight the significance of
this activity centre in the City of
Casey and the broader region.
The Cranbourne Major Activity
Centre Structure Plan will guide the
growth and development of the
centre now and into the future with
the aim of becoming an active,
attractive and accessible centre
which meets the needs of the local
and wider community.

MAP 1: Cranbourne
Major Activity Centre
Casey/Melbourne
Context

Cranbourne
Major Activity
Centre
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2.0 The Cranbourne Major Activity
Centre Structure Plan 2020
The Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan 2020 continues to provide a
vision and direction to support anticipated growth in the centre. With reasonable
residential and commercial growth expected over the next 20 years, the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre will continue playing a higher-order servicing
role for Casey’s growth area while new activity centres are being established.
This plan has been prepared in
conjunction with the review of
Casey’s Activity Centres Strategy.
The Cranbourne Major Activity
Centre Structure Plan 2020 is the
strategic framework which will guide
the redevelopment of the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
into the future and supports the
strategic direction in the City of
Casey’s Council Plan, Municipal
Strategic Statement and Plan
Melbourne 2017-2050 (the State’s
Metropolitan Planning Strategy).
A number of technical reports were
completed to inform and provide a
strong strategic direction for the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
Structure Plan 2020. These
documents include:

» Cranbourne Town Centree

Economic Assessment, SGS
Economics and Planning, 2017

» Cranbourne Town Centree

Residential Demand Study, SGS
Economics and Planning, 2017

» Cranbourne Town Centre

Movement and Access Strategy
(including existing conditions and
baseline report), GTA Consultants,
2017

» Cranbourne Town Centre

Community Facilities Analysis
(including background report evidence base), K2 Planning, 2017

» Cranbourne Town Centre Places
Audit, SJB Urban, 2017

The Cranbourne Major Activity Centre is a centre of
choice, establishing itself as a regionally significant
urban and civic destination. Innovation and growth are
at the heart of providing a diversity of jobs,
entertainment, transport, services, places and spaces
which meet the needs of residents and the wider
community set within a landscaped environment that
draws inspiration from the local area.

» Cranbourne Town Centre Public
Realm Analysis, Alexander
Urbanism, 2017

» Cranbourne Town Centre Open

Space Assessment, Thompson
Berrill Landscape Design, 2017

» Cranbourne Town Centre Heritage
Overlays Review, Plan Heritage,
2020.

These technical reports informed the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
Background Paper 2017 which
explores the opportunities and
constraints identified and provides
recommendations to further
enhance the Cranbourne Major
Activity Centre.
The Cranbourne Major Activity
Centre Structure Plan 2020 is an
update to the Cranbourne Town
Centre Structure Plan 2018 which
encompassed a wholesale refresh of
the strategic framework for the
centre. Together with the Casey
Complex Urban Design Framework
2019, this revised structure plan will
replace the earlier Cranbourne Town
Centre Plan 2017, Cranbourne Town
Centre Urban Design Framework
2011 and the Casey Complex
Structure Plan 2011.

6 I Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan
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Vision:

FIGURE 2: Artist illustration of Casey Complex Main Street design
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3.0 Principles
Consultation with the community, stakeholders and analysis
of all the technical reports and background information
consistently presents three overarching principles relevant
to the Cranbourne Major Activity Centre. These themes
have influenced the development of and should be
considered when reading the objectives and guidelines in
this structure plan.

FIGURE 3: Indicative High Street street-scape, Greg Clydesdale Square foreground

8 I Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan
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Resilience

Activity

Sustainability

The Cranbourne Major Activity
Centre will exemplify urban
resilience through it’s capability of
adapting, responding and growing
in spite of any change to the social,
physical and economic environment.

Residents and visitors will have a
range of spaces, places and
services which provide opportunities
to interact in the Cranbourne Major
Activity Centre. From inviting streets,
plazas and open spaces to
community hubs and businesses.

The Cranbourne Major Activity
Centre will provide a green
environment which is sustainable
and resilient and balances design
and development needs with
environmental features. Residents
and visitors will have an environment
which is healthy, valued and actively
cared for and used by the
community.

Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan I 9
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4.0 Themes, Goals & Objectives
Themes and goals
4.1 Culture and heritage
The Cranbourne Major Activity Centre is a
place that the community is proud of,
where culture, heritage and history is
celebrated, retained and enhanced within a
distinct urban heart.

4.2 Access and movement
The Cranbourne Major Activity Centre is a
vibrant place by day and night which is
easy, comfortable and safe to get around
for people of all ages and abilities; it
provides transport choice, prioritises active
transport and has great public transport.
4.3 Open space
The Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
features an activated urban town square,
connected plaza spaces and open spaces
which support the surrounding network of
sport and recreation and passive spaces.

4.4 Services
The Cranbourne Major Activity Centre has
accessible and diverse services and
facilities which respond to community
needs.

4.5 Land use and built environment
The Cranbourne Major Activity Centre is
vibrant, active and green, it is a place
people want to linger, they feel comfortable
and safe; it supports a range of activities,
jobs and housing.

10 I Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan
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What are “themes”
in the context of
this structure plan?
Themes help to
express the purpose of the
structure plan and are the lens
through which it has been
developed. These themes guide
how the Cranbourne Major Activity
Centre will grow and change over
time. To continue being a great
place, decision-making in the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
needs to take into account the
themes in this structure plan.
You can read more about each of
these themes and their
corresponding objectives and
actions in the rest of this chapter.
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2. Recognise and celebrate
heritage features of the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
through the design of new and
renewed public open spaces
and streetscapes.
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4. Support and reinforce the
established grid street pattern as
the preferred urban structure for
the Cranbourne Major Activity
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1. Minimise the impact of new
development on existing heritage
sites through site-responsive
design
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Other historically significant sites in
the Activity Centre include: the Old
Shire Offices, The Avenue of
Honour, the Cranbourne War
Memorial, the old Motor Club Hotel
and McMorran’s Oak Tree. There
are also several historic homes and
churches within the Activity Centre.
These historic features warrant
preservation as they contribute to

orth
ive N

The cultural and built heritage of the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
should be recognised and
celebrated as the centre grows and
develops. Redevelopment of or near
heritage sites should be contextually
appropriate and complement
existing features.

Fu
t
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The Cranbourne area was originally
known as ‘Mar-nebek’ or ‘excellent
country’ to the Bunurong people
who occupied the land for more than
40,000 years. There are areas of
cultural heritage sensitivity in the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre as
well as a large area in the south of
Cranbourne, through to Junction
Village, Devon Meadows and
beyond. A significant portion of this
area is made up of the Cranbourne
Racecourse and Recreation reserve
and the Cranbourne Gardens. The
Bunurong Land Council are the
Registered Aboriginal Party (RAP)
for the southern part of the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
with the balance administered as
part of the Metropolitan Region of
Aboriginal Victoria. The historic
landing of meteorites has also
played an important role in the
cultural heritage of Cranbourne.

Early development in Cranbourne
was slow, since most of the area
was encumbered by the Koo Wee
Rup Swamp until the area began to
be drained around 1860. The Shire
of Cranbourne was proclaimed on
24 February 1868. Council held their
early meetings at the Cranbourne
Hotel, which was stood close to
where Greg Clydesdale Square is
now found. In 1875 the Cranbourne
Shire Offices (now known as the
“Old Shire Offices”) opened on the
corner of Sladen Street and South
Gippsland Highway. The City of
Cranbourne was established in April
1994, and later that year the western
portion together with the City of
Berwick amalgamated and the City
of Casey was created.

4.1.1 Objectives

Circ

The Cranbourne
Major Activity Centre
is a place that the
community is proud
of, where culture,
heritage and history is
celebrated, retained
and enhanced within a
distinct urban heart.

the local character and can be used
to inform the future design of nearby
buildings and public spaces.

MAP 2:
Culture and
heritage

Cooper S

4.1 Culture and heritage

Local heritage significance
To Cranbourne Gardens

State heritage significance
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4.2 Access and movement
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7. Together with the State
Government, transform the South
Gippsland Highway through the
mixed-use commercial core into
a high amenity boulevard with an
enhanced pedestrian
environment.
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3. Explore how the use of
technology such as dynamic
signage, parking guidance
systems and electric and
autonomous vehicles may aid
connectivity to and within the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
so that residents and visitors can
make informed transport choices.
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2. Improve pedestrian and cycling
infrastructure in streetscape
upgrades and new development
by including dedicated paths
and safe access, end-of-trip
facilities and providing throughblock access where there is
overall benefit to the activity
centre.
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1. Improve connectivity within the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
by prioritising the delivery of
missing paths and trails near
schools, railway stations and
hospitals as identified in the Walk
and Ride Strategy.
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6. Continue advocating to the State
Government for improved public
transport services and
infrastructure including the
upgrade of the Lyall Street Bus
Interchange and extension of the
Cranbourne Railway Line to
Clyde with new railway stations at
Cranbourne East, Casey Fields
and Clyde and the construction
of the Lynsell Boulevard
Extension.

Camms Road
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4. Ensure that vehicle access,
loading and parking is not a
dominant feature of streetscapes.

Cranbourne
Place Park

je
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The orderly management of parking
and improvements to public areas
by Council, together with alterations
to the South Gippsland Highway and
Narre Warren-Cranbourne Road and
the extension of the railway line to
Clyde, would significantly improve
the overall functionality and
accessibility of the Cranbourne
Major Activity Centre.

5. Locate parking, loading and
servicing to the rear and side of
new development so that it does
not dominate the streetscape.
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Reliance on private cars and
projected population growth will
place pressure on the transport
network and development of the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre. A
significant mode shift towards more
sustainable modes of transport
including public transport, walking
and cycling is needed for
Cranbourne to become a better
connected and more accessible
place.

3. Use smart city technology to
make getting around the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
easier.

1. Prioritise and support sustainable
transport modes to assist in
providing a range of transport
choices.

Milo

rth

The proposed extension of the
Cranbourne Railway Line to Clyde
will significantly assist in making
public transport a more viable option
for accessing the centre, reducing
vehicle dependence. The future
Cranbourne East Railway Station will
greatly improve access to the Casey
Complex and surrounds.

2. Improve connectivity to and
within the Cranbourne Major
Activity Centre.

4. Investigate the viability of an
on-demand or loop transport
service for short trips within the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
and to nearby attractions such as
the Casey Complex, Cranbourne
Gardens, Cranbourne
Racecourse and Recreation
Reserve and Casey Fields.

o
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The area is serviced by an
established road network with the
South Gippsland Highway
dissecting the centre in addition to
main arterial roads such as BerwickCranbourne Road and Narre
Warren-Cranbourne Road. Transport
patterns indicate a reliance on
vehicles and a low use of public
transport. The Cranbourne Major
Activity Centre is dominated by cars
with a perceived under-supply of
parking, but in reality, is
oversupplied in many areas. The
Cranbourne Railway Line terminates
in the north of the Activity Centre.
The frequency and coverage of
public transport could be improved
and better pedestrian connectivity
would assist in making this a viable
mode choice. Most roads in the
centre do not present a safe,
convenient, or pleasant cycling

The dominance of vehicles and poor
pedestrian connectivity has an
impact on the vibrancy and overall
functionality of the Cranbourne
Major Activity Centre. A range of
changes can be made to greatly
improve safety, accessibility and
movement to and within the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
such as vehicle speed reductions,
separated bicycle and bus lanes,
dynamic parking signage and
universal street design.

4.2.1 Objectives

r
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The continual growth of the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
and surrounding area comes with a
challenge of providing a range of
transport options for residents,
visitors and workers to get to and
travel within the centre.

environment.
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The Cranbourne Major
Activity Centre is a
vibrant place by day
and night which is easy,
comfortable and safe to
get around for people
of all ages and abilities;
it provides transport
choice, prioritises active
transport and has great
public transport.

Dandenong
to Cranbourne

Preferred regional bus routes
To Cranbourne Gardens

Preferred local bus route
Proposed road network

MAP 3: Access and movement
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4.3 Open space
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multiple benefits such as
attracting investment in jobs and
services, encouraging a range of
activities and improving safety.
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1. Ensure that new development
contributes to greening the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
by incorporating water re-use,
tree planting, productive
landscapes and green
infrastructure.
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4.3.2 Actions
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streetscapes and the pedestrian
environment.
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2. Enhance the character and
unique features of the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
and surrounds, such as the
Cranbourne Gardens, Avenue of
Honour, Cranbourne Racecourse
and Recreation Reserve,
boulevards and wide tree-lined
streets and incorporate this into
the redesign of open space and
future open space.
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Analysis of the gaps in the open
space network has found some
spaces will require upgrades into
the future to accommodate the
expected residential and
commercial growth while in some
areas new spaces will need to be
provided. Improvements to
pedestrian connectivity and safety
and the quality and character of
existing open spaces within the
Activity Centre should tie in with
existing features such as the Avenue
of Honour and Cranbourne Gardens.

Fu
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Recent consultation found the
Cranbourne Gardens is the most
popular space in the area as well as
being a significant tourist attraction
as demonstrated by the 2016-2017
visitation numbers (263,956). The
Cranbourne Gardens are currently
quite disconnected from the Activity
Centre and would benefit from
improved links as would the
Cranbourne Racecourse and
Recreation Reserve. Casey Fields is
the next most popular space and
provides a wide variety of active
sporting uses as well as a range of
spaces for less formal recreation
and spaces to gather and socialise.

The quality of public open space
and street scapes will have an
influence on the rate-of-change and
future economic viability of the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre.
There is great potential to improve
connectivity within and between the
open spaces in the Activity Centre.

3. Make the Cranbourne Town
Centre greener by encouraging
and incentivising water re-use,
tree planting, productive
landscapes and green
infrastructure such as watersensitive urban design (WSUD).

r
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Consultation with the community has
helped Council gain an
understanding of how open space is
currently used in the Cranbourne
Major Activity Centre. Large areas of
public open space are located
outside the Cranbourne Major
Activity Centre providing
opportunities for both passive and
active recreation. These include the
Cranbourne Recreation Reserve to
the south, Cranbourne Gardens to
the south-west and Casey Fields to
the south-east.

Within the Cranbourne Major Activity
Centre there are a number of smaller
diverse open spaces. Greg
Clydesdale Square is the most
popular of these followed by Ray
Perry Park.

Circ

The Cranbourne Major
Activity Centre features
an activated urban town
square, connected
plaza spaces and open
spaces which support
the surrounding network
of sport and recreation
and passive spaces.

MAP 4:
Open space

Existing open space
Major upgrade
Open space gap area/investigate new
open space
Enhance connection between open
space

16 I Cranbourne Major Activity Centre Structure Plan
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4.4 Services
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5. Appropriately locate new facilities
with complementary adjoining
uses in areas which are easily
accessible by sustainable
transport modes.
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1. Advocate to the State
Government for an Orange Door
facility to be located in the
Cranbourne Major Activity
Centre.
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4.4.2 Actions
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2. Prioritise the development of an
integrated community hub in the
mixed-use commercial core.

Street
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Scott Street

Cranbourn
e Drive

3. Improve the link between
facilities and services located at
the Casey Complex and the core
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
by strengthening Lyall Street as a
key connection
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dale Squa
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et
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Greaves Stre
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Future Cranbourne
East Railway Station
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BERWICKCranbourne Racecourse
and Recreation Reserve
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Grant Street

4. Advocate for the Cranbourne
Major Activity Centre to be the
preferred location for new and
expanded State Government
Services in response to identified
community need.

Casey Complex

To Cranbourne Gardens
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4. Future-proof new facilities by
making them integrated, flexible
and smart.

Cranbour
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Place Park
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3. Apply a transparent and service
driven approach to the provision
of community services and
facilities to meet expected
demand.
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Where existing services and
facilities are looking to expand, the
integration and consolidation of
compatible services as part of a

2. Balance the desire to have more
commercial space with
community services and facilities
so that they are well located and
easily accessible by public and
active transport.

ce
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Anticipated demand for community
facilities is expected to increase and
existing facilities and services are
seeking to expand to cater for a
growing and increasingly diverse
population. New facilities will be
needed to meet this demand.

1. Meet community needs by
providing culturally safe and
appropriate facilities where
diversity is welcomed and
inclusivity encouraged.
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The existing facilities in the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
are mostly stand-alone singlepurpose facilities. Residents are
often making multiple trips within the
area to access the services and
facilities they need.

4.4.1 Objectives

orth
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The Cranbourne community has a
high proportion of recent arrivals to
Australia and people from a nonEnglish-speaking background. While
there are a number of young
families, there is also an ageing
population, so facilities and services
need to cater for a wide variety of
needs for different ages and stages
in life.

Locations of future integrated
community hubs are identified in the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre in
the mixed-use commercial core and
at the Casey Complex. Further
investigation will ensure these
facilities are appropriately located
and meet the needs of a diverse and
growing population. Existing
facilities and services may need to
be moved from their current location
to allow for the appropriate
development of integrated
community hubs.

Fu
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The Cranbourne Major Activity
Centre has a range of Council and
non-council run community services
and facilities. Most of these are
centred around the High Street and
Casey Complex. These facilities play
a role in providing services to the
Cranbourne community as well as
residents all throughout Casey’s
south and beyond.

community hub will provide better
support to the community and
improve health and wellbeing
outcomes. This is where a range of
services and facilities are located
near each other or in the same
building. Well-located integrated
community hubs which are flexible
and provide diverse services, better
support the community and improve
health and well-being outcomes.

Circ

The Cranbourne Major
Activity Centre has
accessible and diverse
services and facilities
which respond to
community needs.

MAP 5:
Services

Investigate location for future
integrated community hub
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Commercial buildings should
include reception or customer
service areas fronting the street.
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New buildings together with
upgraded street scapes will support
a more vibrant public environment
with places to go and things to do.
Public infrastructure projects are
expected to attract increased
private investment and
redevelopment over time. As new
development occurs to meet the
expected demand it is important that
the built environment and mix of
uses is carefully considered, so that
the Cranbourne Major Centre is a
safe, active and resilient place
which supports a range of job
opportunities and services
consistent with 20 minutes
neighbourhood principles.
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While activity centres are busy and
vibrant locations, they can be prone
to visual clutter. Well-designed and
well-integrated signage in
appropriate locations can add
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Land around the Cranbourne
Railway Station and the proposed
Cranbourne East Railway Station,
should encourage transit-oriented
development and contribute to
making the station precinct a more
attractive area. Higher density
residential and mixed-use
development near the Cranbourne
Railway Station together with
commercial development in the High
Street north area should positively
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Existing buildings throughout the
town centre are primarily 1-2 storey,
with some larger commercial
buildings throughout. It is expected
that residential and commercial
growth will be concentrated in the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre to
support the expected future
demand. It is expected that growth
and development will contribute
positively to the centre’s image.

Gateways into the Cranbourne Major
Activity Centre are key sites at
strategic locations which should
provide a sense of arrival through
architectural and landscape
treatments to mark the entry into the
centre. Throughout the Cranbourne
Major Activity Centre there are also
important corner sites which
effectively act as secondary
gateways. These sites mark the
entry or corner of a block and
reinforce the activity, scale and
functions expected in a Major
Activity Centre aspiring to be a
Metropolitan Activity Centre. It is
understood these gateways and
corner sites will redevelop over time
to exemplify sustainable, highquality, contemporary architecture.
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The built form of the Cranbourne
Major Activity Centre tells the story
of how it has grown and changed
over time. Distinct areas of
commercial, industrial and
residential buildings are consistent
with a rural township becoming an
outer suburb of Melbourne
transitioning into a Major Activity
Centre with aspirations of being a
Metropolitan Activity Centre.

The built environment should be
designed in a site responsive
manner, incorporating best practice
environmentally sustainable design
principles to support resilience and
sustainability in the community. New
buildings should be appropriately
designed with glazing positioned to
best allow for passive heating and
cooling; active uses and glazing at
ground level will maintain good
sight-lines and canopies or
balconies above provide weather
protection and passive surveillance.
This will contribute to creating a
vibrant activity centre, particularly in
retail areas.

colour, vibrancy and interest to an
area. A proliferation of signs and
poorly designed and located signs
can significantly detract from the
attractiveness and amenity of the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centres
urban environment as well as
reducing the effectiveness of signs.
To avoid this, advertising signage
should be limited to business
identification and be well-integrated
with the built environment and not
dominate the streetscape. Large
and obtrusive signs, such as pylon
signs and digital signs of all types
are discouraged, particularly at
gateways and important corner
sites.

Circ

The Cranbourne
Major Activity Centre
is vibrant, active and
sustainable, it is a place
people want to linger,
they feel comfortable
and safe; it supports a
range of activities, jobs
and housing.

contribute to the image of the
centre, creating an attractive public
environment which draws people
through to the High Street area to
the Cranbourne Railway Station.

MAP 6:
Land use and
built
environment
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4.5 Land use and built environment

Strategic redevelopment site
To Cranbourne Gardens

Gateway
!!

Important corner site
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4.5.1 Objectives

4.5.2 Actions

1. Focus community activities
around the High Street and Greg
Clydesdale Square to assist in
establishing a sense of place.

1. Ensure that major infrastructure
improvements contribute to the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
being an active and vibrant
centre.
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5. Explore the development of a
program of free events building
on the success of the GP Run
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location/size tbd
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Future Cranbourne
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4. Avoid solid and high front
fencing. Security fencing should
be visually permeable and
attenuated with landscaping.

7. Metre boxes, plant, equipment
and other services should be
located and screened to so they
are discreet and not obvious
from public areas.
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3. Ensure building design with
active frontages and windows or
balconies at upper levels to
achieve passive surveillance.
Avoid long stretches of blank
walls along street frontages or
communal areas and use
windows where practical.

6. Encourage high quality building
and landscape design and
public art at gateway sites to
signify a sense of arrival and
positively contribute to the image
of the Cranbourne Major Activity
Centre. Important corner sites
should also support gateways
throughout the activity centre.

Council Meeting - 19 July 2022

Mixed use

y
wa

5. Encourage development which
demonstrates environmentally
sustainable design and practice
throughout the Cranbourne Major
Activity Centre.

Community, recreation and education

ail

4. Encourage consistent building
heights throughout the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre
and acknowledge that higher
built form may be appropriate at
gateway and important corner
sites. Buildings which exceed the
specified preferred height will be
assessed based on performance
and merit and must contribute
significantly to the net community
benefit of Cranbourne Major
Activity Centre.

2. Maintain and enhance existing
laneways and through-block
access points to improve
pedestrian permeability. Ensure
that new development includes
good pedestrian access and
links particularly on large lots
which can provide through-block
access.

Primary Land Use

eR
ur n

3. Create a vibrant and active
centre with a diversity of activities
which span through the day and
night by encouraging
complementary land uses.

MAP 7: Conceptual strategic framework plan
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2. Use the renewal of Council and
other public facilities to
encourage further investment in
the Cranbourne Major Activity
Centre and to guide future
capital works.

5.0 Strategic Framework
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6.0 Precinct Plan
MAP 8: Precincts plan
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9. Facilitate place-making
opportunities which encourage
activity as temporary events in
public areas.
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8. Encourage the establishment of a
cinema, restaurants and other
entertainment uses in the
precinct to support a range of
day and night-time activities.

Street
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State significant heritage boulevard
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Bowen St

Cranbourne
Railway Station

Local heritage site

7. Establish secondary break-out
plaza spaces around Bakewell
Street and Lyall Street to
encourage activity throughout the
centre.
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6. Create and support an urban and
civic heart around Greg
Clydesdale Square as a primary
public space. Adjoining
commercial use should
complement the space.
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1. Facilitate high quality building
and landscape design; gateway
sites should signify a sense of
arrival and positively contribute
to the image of the Cranbourne
Major Activity Centre.

Camms R
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HIGH STR
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6.1.2 Objectives

5. Create and support a pedestrian
friendly environment which is
comfortable and easy to navigate
particularly around key public
spaces, the High Street and
commercial core and around
Cranbourne Railway Station.
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New/improved crossing
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Reinforce connection (improved
path/signage)
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Cranbourne Racecourse and
Recreation Reserve

3. Support residential development
above ground floor retail or
commercial uses throughout the
precinct, particularly around
Cranbourne Railway Station.
4. Avoid residential development in
areas which encourage largeformat retail or light-industrial
uses.
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Office and business development is
encouraged throughout but
particularly in the area between
Camms Road and Clarendon Street.
Retail development and
entertainment uses are encouraged
in the area south of Clarendon Street
as well as along Sladen Street.
Medical and service-based
businesses are expected to be
attracted to the area around the
Monash Health facility but may be
located throughout the precinct.

2. Locate a diversity of retail and
commercial businesses
appropriately with finer grain
retail and active uses supported
along the South Gippsland
Highway/High Street and Sladen
Street. Larger format uses may
be located north of Camms
Road.

r
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This precinct forms the northern
gateway into the centre and the
primary commercial core area.
There are unique opportunities for
substantial integrated mixed use
developments where there are large
vacant lots to the north of the
precinct and around the Cranbourne
Railway Station.
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6.1.1 Overview

MAP 9: Precinct 1 Mixed-use
Commercial Core
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6.1 Precinct 1: Mixed-use Commercial Core
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6.1.3 Guidelines
1. Support a preferred building
height of 17-20 metres
throughout the precinct with a
preferred street wall height of 11
metres and upper level setback
of 3 metres.
2. Redevelopment of Cranbourne
Park Shopping Centre or existing
at-grade car parking of 1000sqm
or greater must result in a net
beneﬁt to the activity centre
including but not limited to
improvements to the adjoining
streetscape where works
interface with a street, active
transport links and amenities,
façade activation and
demonstrate how it addresses
the principles and themes of this
structure plan.
3. Any development adjoining Greg
Clydesdale Square must include

FIGURE 3: Indicative built-form for gateway/corner site

active frontages and
complementary uses and
positively contribute to the image
of the activity centre.
4. Facilitate the redevelopment of
large sites near Cranbourne
Railway Station so that they
provide new active transport links
to the station.
5. Improve the pedestrian
environment by encouraging
weather protection such as
awnings and porticos which may
extend into the front setback or
over footpaths.
6. Encourage active commercial or
retail uses at ground level in new
and existing development,
particularly fronting South
Gippsland Highway, High Street
and Sladen Street.

FIGURE 4:
Bakewell Plaza concept subject to further investigation
and detailed design

7. Large-format commercial
development should be setback
from sensitive residential
interfaces, include landscape
buffers and ﬁner grain
commercial uses at ground level
along street frontages.

ROOF-MOUNTED PLANT INTEGRATED
WITHIN BUILDINGS DESIGN OR
SCREENED
3m
PREFERRED
SETBACK

ARCHITECTURAL ARTICULATION
- VERTICAL RYTHM AND DEPTH
TO BREAK-UP FACADE

8. Facilitate dining and other
entertainment uses adjoining
public squares, plaza spaces
and along High Street.
9. Strengthen and improve the
connection between High Street
and the residential areas to the
west. Redevelopment of
Cranbourne Park Shopping
Centre should consider a more
prominent central western
access.

PUBLIC ART
IMPROVED
STREETSCAPE

FIGURE 5: Bakewell Plaza street cross section concept subject to further investigation and detailed design
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FIGURE 7: Preferred built-form - indicative High Street redevelopment
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ROOF-MOUNTED PLANT INTEGRATED
WITHIN BUILDINGS DESIGN OR SCREENED

FIGURE 6: Preferred built-form - indicative High Street redevelopment of larger/consolidated site

ROOF-MOUNTED PLANT INTEGRATED
WITHIN BUILDINGS DESIGN OR SCREENED
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LIGHTWELL ALONG
PARTY WALL

FIGURE 8: Indicative cross-section High Street (between Sladen Street and Cranbourne Railway Station) subject to further investigation and detailed design
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MAP 10:
Precinct 2 Employment and Services
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6.2.3 Guidelines
1.

Support a preferred building
height of 14 metres.

2.

Buildings are to be setback at
least 3 metres from the street at
ground ﬂoor level and include a
landscaped buffer to allow for
tree planting.

3.

Built form greater than 11
metres should be setback 3
metres.

4.

Commercial developments
should include communal
spaces such as internal foyers
or courtyards.

5.

Large buildings should be well
designed and include variations
in façade treatments (such as
recessed or projecting
architectural features),
materials, details, surfaces,
colours and textures.

6.

Development of industrial and
infrastructure uses which adjoin
areas where residential
development is encouraged
should actively address
potential human health and
amenity impacts and
demonstrate that they have
used appropriate measures
such as landscaping, acoustic
treatment, engineering and
building sitting and design to
minimise these impacts.

7.

Stand-along retail uses are
discouraged unless they are
ancillary to another use.

8.

Encourage high amenity ofﬁce
and commercial development
along Sladen Street and the
South Gippsland Highway.

9.

Street trees with a generous
canopy should be the dominant
feature of the streetscape along
the South Gippsland Highway
and High Street.

ROOF-MOUNTED PLANT INTEGRATED
WITHIN BUILT FORM OR SCREENED

FIGURE 9: Indicative built-form - gateway site intersection
South Gippsland Highway and Cameron Street
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FIGURE 10: Preferred built-form - precinct 2 light-industrial/
commercial development adjoining residential interface
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FIGURE 11: Indicative built-form - precinct 2 light-industrial/commercial development with active uses at ground ﬂoor

FIGURE 12: Preferred built-form - precinct 2 light-industrial/commercial development adjoining residential interface

3M MINIMUM
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does. It is expected that townhouse
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6.3.3 Guidelines
1.

Support a preferred building
height of 13.5 metres and front
setback of 5 metres throughout
the precinct.

2.

Encourage town-house and
apartment developments and
particularly one and two
bedroom dwellings to support
an increase in housing diversity.

3.

Higher built form may be
considered for well-designed
proposals on consolidated sites
which do not unreasonably
impact the amenity of
surrounding lots.

4.

Translucent architectural
elements, such as balconies,
may extend into the front
setback to encourage building
articulation.

5.

Materials should be attractive,
durable and easy to maintain.

6.

Side and rear setbacks should
provide for good levels of solar
access, air circulation, privacy
and landscaping.

7.

South-facing habitable rooms
should be avoided; where this
cannot be avoided, design
solutions should allow for as
much solar access as possible
and natural air circulation.

8.

Balconies which serve as
primary secluded private open
spaces should have a minimum
width of 2 metres and be free of
clothes lines, air-conditioning
units or other services. Where
this cannot be avoided, these
items should be screened or
concealed in the building
design and the area they
occupy not contribute to the
overall quantum of private open
space.

9.

10. All development should include
tree planting in the front and
rear setbacks.
11. Solid front fences and primary
ground level secluded private
open spaces in the front
setback are discouraged.

14. The preferred location for
stand-alone non-residential
uses (such as medical centres
and child care centres) is
outside this precinct; they may
be considered where there are
minimal off-site amenity
impacts.

12 New or an intensification of
residential development near
existing commercial and
industrial areas should include
acoustic protection.
13. Small scale non-residential uses
may be included as part of an
apartment development where
there are minimal on and off-site
adverse amenity impacts.
FIGURE 13: Indicative nuilt form and streetscape - Lyall Street
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Parking structures should not
be provided in the front
setback.
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6.4.2 Objectives

The Casey Complex is primarily a
leisure and recreation precinct
which plays a supporting role in
providing community facilities and
services. The future extension of the
Cranbourne Railway Line to Clyde
will include the construction of
Cranbourne East Railway Station at
the Casey Complex. This provides a
unique opportunity for a truly transit
oriented development by
encouraging some commercial and
residential development supporting
growth and development of the
Cranbourne Major Activity Centre.

1. Improve connections within and
to the Casey Complex.

Large institutional uses such as
schools and tertiary education make
up the balance of the precinct. Over
time these uses may transition into
higher intensity and a greater
diversity of uses such as sport and
recreation-related health and
commercial services

4. Ensure community buildings and
services are located with good
access to public space and
optimise the use of existing
buildings.

6. Facilitate the expansion of
recreation and leisure activities
and services in an integrated and
coordinated manner.
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Reinforce connection (improved
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7. Mixed use development,
including commercial and
residential uses, may be
considered in proximity to the
future Cranbourne East Railway
Station and particularly at
gateway and important corner
sites, subject to appropriate
design and streetscape
improvements.
8. Ensure new development
improves the interface with
Berwick-Cranbourne Road to
establish a greater visual
presence of the Casey Complex.
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3. Ensure that public spaces are
enjoyable, adequate and
functional places to navigate
through and linger in by
appropriately locating parking so
that it is not visually dominant.
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The Casey Complex Urban Design
Framework 2019 provides greater
detail about the transformation of the
Casey Complex over time.

MAP 12: Precinct 4 Casey Complex and
Surrounds

2. Leverage off existing landscape
features by incorporating water
sensitive urban design principles
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landscape.

5. Ensure that the Cranbourne East
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designed.
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FIGURE 14: Indicative Casey Complex future built-form viewed from future Cranbourne East Railway Station Plaza

6.4.3 Guidelines
1. Support a preferred street wall
height of 11 metres and upper
level setback of 3 metres.
2. New development and external
alterations and additions to
existing buildings fronting streets
and primary public spaces
should provide an active
interface, be of high architectural
quality and provide weather
protection for pedestrians.
3. Incorporate water sensitive urban
design principles in the design
and development of the Casey
Complex.
4. Develop a central plaza and
main street which connects all
facilities and activities.

5. Prioritise pedestrian movement
and active transport through the
central plaza and main street by
providing weather protection,
wide foot paths, separated cycle
lanes and attractive landscaping.
6. Locate parking so that it is away
from the main street and is
convenient to access from
facilities and the surrounding
road network.
7. Incorporate integrated water
management throughout the
Casey Complex and Chisholm
Institute site.

8. Encourage active frontages
along Berwick-Cranbourne Road
to support the development of
the Casey Complex as a transit
oriented precinct.
9. Improve legibility and wayfinding
through the Casey Complex by
establishing a local street
network complemented by
signage, lighting and designated
pedestrian and cycle paths.
10.Development should be generally
in accordance with the objectives
and guidelines of the Casey
Complex Urban Design
Framework 2019.

FIGURE 15: Indicative Casey Complex integrated water management water sensitive urban design feature
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7.0 Indicative Implementation Plan
Project

2020
1-2 Years

3-5 Years

5+ Years

Streetscape and Infrastructure Upgrades*
High Street Stage 1 (between Sladen
Street and Stawell Street)
High Street (surrounds) Stage 2
Lyall Street (bus interchange)
Lyall Street (active transport upgrades)
Bakewell Street (pocket park/plaza)
Greg Clydesdale Square renewal
Sustainable transport initiatives
(new and improved pedestrian
and cycle paths and crossin)g
In-centre community hub (feasibility,
location analysis and concept design)
In-centre community hub
(detailed design and construction)
Casey Complex Urban Design Framework**

COMPLETED

Public realm improvements
Public and community infrastructure review
(building condition review and
maintenance, service and asset planning)
Planning Scheme implementation
Open space planning and renewals
Advocacy to other levels of Government

Time-frames and projects are indicative only and are subject to funding through Council’s annual capital works program, additional feasibility analysis and further
consultation with the community, key stakeholders and other Government departments or agencies where there is a joint responsibility.
*All streetscape and infrastructure upgrade projects include a feasibility and concept design phase prior to progressing to detailed design and delivery which may impact
on the overall timing and scope of projects.
**This structure plan was originally adopted by Council in June 2018. This action has since been completed. Refer to the Casey Complex Urban Design Framework for
implementation details in this precinct.
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Contact City of Casey

Customer Service Centres

03 9705 5200

Narre Warren
Bunjil Place
Patrick Northeast Drive

NRS: 133 677 (for the deaf,
hearing or speech impaired)
TIS: 131 450 (Translating and
Interpreting Service)

Cranbourne
Cranbourne Park
Shopping Centre

caseycc@casey.vic.gov.au
casey.vic.gov.au
facebook.com/CityOfCasey
@CityOfCasey
PO Box 1000
Narre Warren VIC 3805
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CASEY.VIC.GOV.AU

Cranbourne Town Centre Plan 2017
A Structure Plan for the Cranbourne Town Principal Activity Centre

August 2018
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Document Control

Preamble

Administrative Updates

Council policy documents change from time to time and it is recommended In accordance with a resolution of Council on 21 June 2005 to include
that you consult the electronic reference copy at www.casey.vic.gov.au/ definitions of Council, Councillors and Council officers in all Council policy
policiesstrategies to ensure that you have the current version. Alternatively documents, the following definitions are provided:
you may contact Customer Service on 9705 5200.
Council – means Casey City Council, being a body corporate constituted as
Responsible Department – City Planning
a municipal Council under the Local Government Act 1989

It is recognised that, from time to time, circumstances may change leading
to the need for minor administrative changes to this document. Where
an update does not materially alter this document, such a change may be
made administratively. Examples include a change to the name of a Council
department, a change to the name of a Federal or State Government
department, and a minor update to legislation which does not have a
material impact. However, any change or update which materially alters
Adopted by Council on 2nd of August 2011 as an approved Development Councillors – means the individuals holding the office of a member of this document must be by resolution of Council.
Plan for the affected land under clause 43.04 (schedule 8) of the Casey Casey City Council
Planning Scheme
Council officers – means the Chief Executive Officer and staff of Council
Updated by Council on 21 August 2018
appointed by the Chief Executive Officer.
Review Period – 5 years
Electronic reference library version 3.1
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1.0 Introduction
The Cranbourne Town Centre has grown from a small, quiet
shopping street serving a country town to a regional business
and shopping centre within one of the fastest growing areas in
Australia. Prior to the late 1970’s, Cranbourne’s development
focus was concentrated around High Street, with a predominately
farming area surrounding the Town Centre. As a result of State and
Local Government planning policy in the 1980’s, the population
of the town grew from under 2,000 people to over 14,000 people
at the end of the decade. The identification of Cranbourne as a
major activity focus for the South- Eastern Growth Area in the
1990’s, and subsequent planning policy to the present day, has
meant continued growth in the area, including the development
of the Cranbourne East, West and North growth corridors to 2030
and beyond.
This rapid growth warrants careful planning and development.
Specifically, the Cranbourne Town Centre requires transport and
infrastructure improvements, built form guidelines, landscape
enhancements and land use intensification to allow it to reach its
potential as a welcoming, and lively Principal Activity Centre.

Together with Narre Warren/Fountain Gate CBD, the Cranbourne
Town Centre is one of two significant Activity Centres within the
City of Casey, as defined by State Government Policy. Providing
for numerous activities in an attractive and safe environment is a
challenge for any activity centre.
Cranbourne currently benefits from many State and Regional
facilities located within and in the vicinity of the Town Centre.
These uses, along with the growing regional residential population,
provide the momentum for the continued growth and development
of the Town Centre over time.
The Cranbourne Town Centre Structure Plan will guide this growth
and development to ensure it meets the needs and wishes of the
community thereby assisting in the evolution of the Town Centre
into one of the most active, attractive and accessible Principal
Activity Centres in Melbourne.

A Principal Activity Centre has a mix of activities that generate a
high number of trips, is well served by public transport, has a large
catchment comprising several suburbs and has the potential to
grow and support intensive housing development through State
Government Policy.

Map 1: Plan Area
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2.0 The Structure Plan

The 2017 Cranbourne Town Centre Structure Plan makes
administrative updates to better align with the Reformed Residential
Zones and corrects minor mapping errors in the 2011 plan. The 2011
Cranbourne Town Centre Plan reflects the values and aspirations of
the Cranbourne community. This plan replaces the 2006 Cranbourne
Town Centre Structure Plan which itself replaced the 1997 plan.
The 2017 Plan continues to provide a vision and directions to manage
the anticipated growth of the Town Centre as a result of the expected
tripling of the population in its surrounding residential catchment. The
main objective of this Structure Plan is to accommodate future
growth within the Cranbourne Town Centre.
Specific directions within this Plan denote building heights and
setbacks, building and urban design parameters, important gateway
and landmark locations, appropriate land uses, directions for public
space, transport improvements and other ideas to enhance the
Centre’s character. Many diverse groups can look to this plan for
guidance, including residents and community groups, the three
tiers of Government, the business community and the development
industry.
This plan supports the directions given to activity centres through
State Government planning policy, the Casey Municipal Strategic
Statement and the Casey Activity Centres Strategy. These documents
together with input from the community, business groups and various
Government Departments have informed the directions contained in
this Plan.
A twenty year life span has been envisioned for this plan; however,
regular reviews are important to ensure its continued accuracy and
relevance, particularly in response to the growth of the surrounding
hinterland and changes in Government policy.

Image 1: Greg Clydesdale Square

Included in this plan is an Implementation Plan, in which specific
actions are named and a process is outlined to keep the Cranbourne
Town Centre Plan as a living document that will guide development
in the town centre over the next 20 years.
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A number of Council Documents and other social-demographic
information has informed the objectives and directions contained in
this plan, including (but not limited to):
» C21: A Vision for the Future (2005)
» Cranbourne Community Action Plan (2008)
» Cranbourne Business Plan (2008)
» Cranbourne Retail Master Plan (2009)

This plan is one part of a suite of documents that will collectively form
the Cranbourne Town Centre Strategy. This suite consists of:
» Background Report/Key Issues Paper – A report that provides

justification and background information for the policies contained
in the Structure Plan (to be finalised).

» Cranbourne Town Centre Structure Plan – A visionary land use

planning based document to direct the future development of the
Town Centre.

» I.D. Census data analysis and projections for future population

» High Street Urban Design Framework – A detailed document to

» Cranbourne Town Centre Structure Plan (2006)

» Cranbourne Town Centre Implementation Plan – This document

growth (2006)

» SGS Residential Modelling Study (2008)
» Cranbourne Town Centre Car Park Preliminary Feasibility Study

provide guidance relating to built form and the public realm.
provides a detailed work program and outlines future
implementation and responsibilities.

(2008)

» High Street Urban Design Framework (draft, 2010)
» Casey Complex Structure Plan (draft, 2010)
» Cranbourne Bypass Social Impact Assessment (2010)
» Report on – Cranbourne: A Town With History (2001)

Background Report/
Key Issues Paper

Cranbourne Town
Centre Plan

Cranbourne Town
Centre
Implementation Plan

» Melbourne 2030: Planning for Sustainable Growth (2002)
» Growing Victoria Together (2005)
» City of Casey Activity Centre Strategy (2006)
» Cranbourne Area Recreational Facility Study (2003)
» Casey Open Space Strategy (2001)
» Casey Youth Strategy (2001-2011)

High Street
Urban Design Framework

» Casey Heritage Strategy (2001)

Casey Complex
Structure Plan

Other precincts
Racecourse Precinct,
Railway Station
Precinct

Diagram 1: Cranbourne Centre Document Structure

Image 2: Childers Street
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3.0 Community & Stakeholder Engagement
3.1 Consultation
Partnerships with Stakeholders and consultation with the Community
was instrumental in the creation of the 2006 Cranbourne Town Centre
Structure Plan and continuous consultation has occurred since the
plan was adopted in July 2006. The feedback from this consultation
has informed the content of this Plan.
The 2011 version of the Cranbourne Town Centre Plan was adopted
by the Council for public exhibition on 15 March 2011.
A formal public exhibition process was held from 28 March 2011 to
27 May 2011.
The community was able to provide a response to the objectives of
the plan and speak with Council officers during this time.
Eight (8) formal written submissions to the plan were received.
All submissions supported the vision and objectives of the plan,
however each submission requested changes to their relevant sub
precinct.

Three public information sessions were held in relation to the
Cranbourne Town Centre Plan (CTCP) on Thursday 14 April and
Saturday 16 April 2011 at the Cranbourne Park Shopping Centre.
A wide cross section of the Cranbourne community viewed the plan
itself as well as the display board posters, with 100-150 people taking
the advantage to discuss the plans with Council officers.
There was a general consensus that Cranbourne needs to be
enlivened, with the vast majority of the comments that were received
being positive in nature. Participants were encouraged and in some
cases excited by the new visions for High Street and “The Avenue”.
A few participants expressed their displeasure with the proposed plan
and the loss of the “country atmosphere” of Cranbourne.
The proposed Cranbourne Bypass alignment received both negative
and positive feedback, with participants expressing their concerns
about increased traffic along Narre Warren – Cranbourne Road and
access from their estates.

Others raised the possibility that some of the planned improvements
for High Street will not be achieved unless the Bypass is constructed.
The need for increased retail within the Town Centre was also
recognised, with a number of positive responses to the possibility of
a new Discount Department Store in the Centre being received.
These comments and submissions have been included in the revised
2011 Cranbourne Town Centre Plan and the Cranbourne Town
Centre Implementation Plan including increased advocacy for the
Cranbourne Bypass and a Cinema Complex in Cranbourne.
Following the plan’s adoption, an Amendment to the Casey Planning
Scheme will be prepared to rezone the Town Centre area to the
Activity Centre Zone.
Following this, further implementation of the Plan will begin.
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4.0 Cranbourne Regional Role & Context
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City of Casey

Activity Centres Strategy

Central
Activities Area

State
Government
Activity
Centre
Heirarchy

Eg: Melbourne CBD
Dandenong
Frankston

Principal
Activity Centres

Eg: Cranbourne
Fountain Gate-Narre Warren

Major
Activity Centres

Eg: Berwick
Casey Central
Endeavour Hills
Hampton Park

Neighborhood
Activity Centres

City of
Casey
Neighborhood
Activity Centre
Heirarchy

42

Map 3: Casey Activity Centres

Large
Medium
Large
Local
Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Neighborhood Neighborhood
Activity Centres Activity Centres Activity Centres Activity Centres
Eg: Eden
Eg: Thompson
Eg: Amberly Park Eg: Box Street
Rise,
Parkway
Autumn Place
Eve Estate
Lyndhurst
Parkhill Plaza
Narre Warren
Hotham St
(Marriot
Carlisle Park
North
Waters)
Selandra Rise
Diagram 2: City of Casey Activity Centres Hierarchy
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4. 1 Regional Role & Context
The Cranbourne Town Centre lies in the outer ring suburb of
Cranbourne within metropolitan Melbourne’s South Eastern region
and is 43 km south-east of the Melbourne Central Activity Area.
Activity Centres in Casey face increasing pressure from Principal
Activity Centres to its west including Knox, Chadstone, Southland,
Frankston, Dandenong and Glen Waverley.
Despite this regional pressure, Cranbourne’s greatest competition is
Casey’s other Principal Activity Centre - Narre Warren/Fountain Gate
CBD. In addition to the two Principal Activity Centres, Casey houses
four major activity centres at Berwick, Casey Central, Endeavour Hills
and Hampton Park and numerous smaller neighbourhood centres.
One proposed neighbourhood centre lies north of the Cranbourne
Town Centre (the Hunt Club Neighbourhood Activity Centre) and
three more are proposed nearby as part of the Cranbourne East,
North and West Precinct Structure Plans.

Over the next 20 years, Cranbourne Town Centre’s catchment
population is estimated to double. In the immediate surrounding area
the population is expected to increase by from less then 50,000 to
over 100,000 by 2030 as new housing estates are developed. These
estates include the Hunt Club, and Selandra Rise at Cranbourne East,
Botanic Ridge, Settlers Run and Parks Edge at Cranbourne South,
Casiana Grove at Cranbourne West and Eve and Sierra Estate at
Cranbourne North. Additional land estates will be developed as part
of the Clyde North, Botanic Ridge, and Cranbourne East, North and
West Precinct Structure Plans and expansion of the Urban Growth
Boundary.
This growing population will require more diverse and higher density
housing, more services and facilities stimulating an expansion in retail
and office space, entertainment/recreation facilities, public spaces,
employment opportunities and infrastructure to support alternative
transport.

Major arterial roadways, specifically the South Gippsland Highway, The residential population surrounding the Cranbourne Town Centre
Narre Warren-Cranbourne Road, Cranbourne-Frankston Road and features:
» Residents who largely work within Melbourne’s southeastern
Berwick-Cranbourne Road, link the Cranbourne Town Centre to
region.
nearby suburbs and other Principal Activity Centres. These roadways
are important regional transportation routes connecting Cranbourne
to the rest of the South Eastern region, Gippsland and other
neighbouring municipalities in metropolitan Melbourne.

» A growing proportion of residents within the low to middle income

brackets, living largely within detached or row/townhouse
dwellings.

» A higher percentage of residents purchasing or owning their

dwellings outright, in comparison to the metropolitan market.

» A relatively strong regional demand for affordable high/medium

density rental accommodation.

» A limited variety of housing stock that fails to adequately meet the

needs of more aspiration residents, resulting in an outward
movement of higher income households

» An abundance of greenfield land and new housing development

providing homeowners with an alternative to investing in the
renewal of the Town Centre.

Significant regional attractions surround the Cranbourne Town
Centre leaving residents in a fortunate position amenity-wise. These
attractions include Casey Fields, a multi- sport centre to the east
on Berwick-Cranbourne Road, the Cranbourne Racecourse with
tricodes (Greyhound, Harness and Turf) racing and the Royal Botanic
Cranbourne Gardens, a large native Australian garden located south
of the Cranbourne Racecourse.

Travel times between Cranbourne and its competing activity centres
average 15 to 20 minutes by car, with a non peak trip to the Melbourne
CBD taking approximately 40 minutes.
Cranbourne is also part of a larger public transport network, with
a number of pedestrian and cycling opportunities present. The
Cranbourne rail line currently terminates at the Cranbourne Train
Station. There are plans to extend this line to Cranbourne East, which
is located within the Casey Complex (Precinct 7). This rail service is
supplemented by several bus routes which link the Town Centre to
Narre Warren/Fountain Gate, Frankston, Clyde and Dandenong. A
peak hour train trip to the Melbourne CBD (Flinders Street) averages
55 minutes to 1 hour, while a trip to Dandenong takes 12 minutes.
Public transport travel times between Cranbourne and Narre Warren/
Fountain Gate, Frankston, and Berwick average 29 minutes to 1 hour.

Council Meeting - 19 July 2022

Image 3: Artwork at Casey Fields
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5.0 Existing Conditions

Map 4: Cranbourne Town Centre - Local Context
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5.1 Overview and Key Issues Analysis
Map 4: Cranbourne Town Centre – Local Context shows the location
of the centre and major surrounding features.

Centre. This site is notable due to its size and potential to house
expanded retail and higher density residential development.

5.2 Community Profile

The abundance of subdivided residential properties also pose a
barier to site consolidation, which is needed in order to accommodate
higher density housing.

In 2006, the suburb of Cranbourne had a population of 15,294 and
together with the immediate surrounding areas of Botanic Ridge,
Cranbourne East, West and North, a total population of 38,093.
A 19% population increase to 23,274 in the suburb of Cranbourne
over the next 15 years has been forecasted by the City of Casey.
In the immediate surrounding area the population is expected to
increase by 55% from 48,468 to 108,621 by 2031 as new housing
estates are developed.
Within the Cranbourne Statistical Local Area (SLA) (Cranbourne
plus Lynbrook, Lyndhurst and Hampton Park) in 2008, 68% of the
population was of working age (15-65) with 8% over 65 years, 24%
below 15 and 15% from 15 to 24. Compared with the larger area, the
Town Centre has fewer young residents and a greater proportion of
those approaching retirement age and retirees.
Australia is the birthplace for 68% of the residents in the Cranbourne
SLA and 73% of the residents in the Town Centre. Other than English,
the most common languages spoken at home are Italian, Arabic and
Greek. Between 2001 and 2006 there was a 26% increase in nonEnglish speakers within the suburb of Cranbourne. This reflects the
growing diversity of the region, especially among the youth population.
In 2006, families comprised 81% of households in the Cranbourne
SLA, with a significant proportion of families having young and schoolaged children. There is a high level of home ownership with 79% of
dwellings either fully owned or being purchased, this is despite a
generally high level of unemployment (7.5% in 2008) and a median
income 13.6% below the Melbourne metropolitan median.

5.3 Land Tenure
There are a limited number of opportunities for large site consolidation
within the Town Cetnre, due to the existing pattern of fragmented land
ownership and varying lot sizes. However, potential redevelopment
sites do exist throughout the centre, with the most notable site being
the Council-owned car park south of the Cranbourne Park Shopping

Council Meeting - 19 July 2022

5.4 Heritage
Cranbourne has a strong indigenous cultural heritage that includes
nearby significant sites. The historic landing of meteorites has played
an important role in the cultural heritage of Cranbourne. Other
historically significant sites in the Town Centre include: the Old Shire
Offices, The Avenue of Honour, the Cranbourne War Memorial, the
old Motor Club Hotel and McMorran’s Oak Tree. There are also
several historic homes and churches within the Town Centre. These
historic features warrant preservation as they contribute to the local
character and can be used to inform the future design of nearby
buildings and public spaces.

5.5 Topography, Natural and Landscape Features
Cranbourne is characterised by a relatively flat topography which was
primarily swampland before it was drained to facilitate agriculture.
Some native vegetation remains, primarily within the Racecourse
precinct which provides a living link to the area’s natural history.
The Town Centre is also adjacent to the Cranbourne Royal Botanic
Gardens, which features highly significant indigenous vegetation.

High Street is the retail focus in Cranbourne with a retail floor space
(including both retail goods and services) of 57,072 sqm (2009) of
which the Cranbourne Park Shopping Centre accounts for 34,426
sqm.
Major retailers along High Street include Ritches (IGA) and ALDI
supermarkets, with Harris Scarfe Kmart, Coles and Woolworths
located in the Cranbourne Park Shopping Centre. The area between
High Street and Codrington Street contains many disparate uses
including car dealerships, offices, cafes, restaurants, and beauty
salons.
Planning to date has anticipated a significant increase in the level of
office development in the centre to add to the approximately 16,387
sqm of existing office space (2008). The projected need for office
floor space in 2021 is 76,680 sqm.
Some stand-alone office buildings have been developed; however,
shop front, shop top and auto industry offices represent the majority
of the offices within the Town Centre.
Currently, the Town Centre contains two industrial precincts; the first
being located between the railway line, Grace Street and Clarendon
Street, with the second located south of the business uses along
Sladen Street, west of the South Gippsland Highway. Vehicle-related
businesses and service industries are located in the first precinct,
whereas a number of commercial and business activities have
developed in the second precinct.

5.6 Activities and Land Use
Cranbourne is a regional destination for commercial, retail, education,
leisure and recreation facilities. The Town Centre boasts a number of
schools from primary to post-secondary institutions and numerous
recreation facilities and attractions.
The Town Centre’s residential catchment has experienced significant
growth in recent years. This expanding population will necessitate
the development of the Town Centre to include a greater diversity of
services and facilities as well as the expansion of existing facilities to
meet the growing community’s needs.

5.7 Enterprise, Retail and Business Activity
The projected demand in retail floor space for Cranbourne in 2021 is
64,847 sqm.

Image 4: Patio along Childers Street
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5.1 Overview and Key Issues Analysis

5.9 Health and Well-being Facilities

5.11 Open Space

The Cranbourne Town Centre accommodates a range of civic,
cultural, entertainment, leisure and sporting facilities. These include
some council operations at the Old Shire Offices and the local Police
Station at the intersection of Sladen Street and the South Gippsland
Highway. The Casey Complex has a mix of civic, cultural and
educational facilities.

The Cranbourne Town Centre contains numerous facilities that
contribute to community health and well being. Many health care
agencies operate out of the Health Centre adjacent to the Old Shire
Offices, including the Casey-Cardinia Community Health Service, the
Cranbourne Integrated Care Service, Maternal and Child Healthcare,
South East Palliative Care and numerous other health related
agencies.

An open space analysis was included in the 2006 Structure Plan.
This analysis demonstrated that most locations within the Town
Centre have at least one park or reserve within a 200 metres radius;
however, some of these spaces are insufficient in terms of size.
Future development of open space is hampered by the limited amount
of publicly-owned land within the centre. Shared space agreements
with community facilities, such as schools, can partially address this
issue.

Cranbourne contains a number of public and private educational
facilities along with the Chisholm TAFE Tertiary institution. The
Cranbourne Town Centre houses the Cranbourne Secondary
College, Cranbourne Primary School, Casey Grammar School
and the Marnebek School for special needs children along with a
number of private and Catholic primary and secondary schools. The
Cranbourne Theatre is a shared facility with the Secondary College.
Other community facilities within in the town centre include the
Casey-Cardinia Library, the Balla Balla Community Centre and the
Cranbourne Community House. The Factory is a rehearsal space
that contributes to the local cultural scene. The Cranbourne RACE
is a state of the art aquatic and leisure centre. The indoor athletics
centre and indoor skateboard park (The Shed) are located to the east
of Cranbourne. These facilities and the nearby Casey Fields help
define Cranbourne as a top-quality recreation destination.
Cranbourne is also an equestrian/racing hub with the Cranbourne
Racecourse and Training Complex , a tri-code facility (thoroughbred,
harness and greyhound) situated in the south of the Town Centre. This
facility provides a financial and cultural benefit to the local economy
as the racing industry is the largest employer in the area, a major
attraction and a key factor in local identity.
The nearby Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria, Cranbourne Gardens is
1.5km south of the Town Centre. This is a popular destination in the
area, as demonstrated by the 2016-2017 visitor numbers (262,956
visitors). These gardens are a major attraction within Cranbourne;
however they feel disconnected and would benefit from improved
links and greater recognition within the Town Centre.

Child-care centres are interspersed throughout the centre, as are
many organizations dedicated to assisting the local population.
These organizations assist with unemployment, legal and support
services. Some of these agencies include the Salvation Army,
Peninsula Access Support and Training, Connections, Relationships
Australia, WRESACARE and many more. These services provide an
invaluable contribution to the local community.

First rate regional recreational facilities abound in the Cranbourne
area, including the Casey RACE indoor swimming pool, an indoor
skateboard park, an indoor leisure complex and the nearby Casey
fields.

5.10 Housing
The main residential area lies between Codrington Street and Narre
Warren-Cranbourne Road, an area encircled by retail and other
activities. In the past, new residential development has consisted
of units and townhouses created out of the subdivision of larger
residential lots. There is a growing demand for medium density
housing and to a lesser extent, high density housing. Much of the
existing housing stock is privately owned with most properties owneroccupied.
The Town Centre contained 978 private dwellings comprised of 496
single-detached dwellings, 195 medium density housing units and
287 apartments in 2006. Single-detached housing on 300-1000
square metre lots dominate along with single unit infill development
on subdivided lots. In the suburb of Cranbourne in 2006, rented
properties accounted for 27.5% of the total stock with 26.3% owner
occupied and 42.7% being purchased.
By 2031, 1,900 to 2,500 additional dwellings will be needed within
the Town Centre. The fragmented ownership of the residential areas
in Cranbourne and the limited demand for high density housing at
present necessitates incremental development that will increase as
the Town Centre grows.
Image 5: Royal Botanic Gardens Cranbourne
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5.12 Movement and Transport
5.12.1 Cars and Parking

5.12.3 Walking and Cycling

Despite some public transport patronage, 83% of people arrive at the
Town Centre by private car (2009). The Narre Warren-Cranbourne
Road and the South Gippsland Highway (High Street) provide the key
north-south routes and Berwick- Cranbourne Road (Sladen Street)
provides the main east-west route. Traffic volumes including heavy
truck movements along these roads, especially High Street, pose a
significant issue for the Town Centre. Traffic impacts negatively on
pedestrian and bicyclist comfort and safety as well as inhibiting the
growth and enjoyment of a café culture.

Walking accounts for 7% of trips to the retail core. The grid layout
of the core facilitates walking; however, few crossings and high
traffic volumes impede movement, especially across High Street.
Wide footpaths with inconsistent paving treatments line High Street
while other streets within the Town Centre are treed and pedestrian
friendly. Pedestrian connections in the gateway and industrial areas
and within the Casey Complex are limited due to the large block sizes
and limited crossings. The Town Centre is reasonably well serviced
with footpaths; although the number of regional shared paths could
be increased. Provision of pedestrian and cyclist way finding signage
will be needed in the Town Centre in the future.

The construction of a bypass road for ongoing traffic will improve the
conditions on High Street and allow for an improved amenity on the
High Street and remove town severance issues.

Given the amount of traffic along the main north-south and east-west
roads, bicycling is difficult. The bike path along Lyall Street assists
The Town Centre has a number of off street car parks and on-street east-west bicycle movement, however other bicycle infrastructure
parking close to the key business areas; the majority of these do not throughout the centre is inadequate. Bicycle usage in the area is low,
achieve the ideal 85% occupancy.
accounting for only 1% of trips; however, it is difficult to determine
whether this is due to a lack of desire, deficient infrastructure or a
5.12.2 Public Transport
combination of the two.
The public transport system includes local, metropolitan and regional
connections via trains and buses. The Cranbourne Railway line In March 2009, a study was conducted to identify existing pedestrian
to central Melbourne currently terminates in the Town Centre. An and bicycle usage and conditions in the Town Centre. It found that
extension of this line to Cranbourne East is proposed which will also most residents consider the existing trails to be of average to good
serve the regional hinterland to the east.
condition; however, they did identify that unsealed paths and uneven
surfaces are barriers to use. Only 5-10% of students bicycle or walk
The Cranbourne line operates with a 20 minute frequency during peak to school with safety cited as the main reason for this. Another issue
hours; but the service is limited during non-peak hours, evenings raised the difficulty pedestrians and bicyclists face when crossing
and on weekends. Buses connect the station and Cranbourne with both the Narre- Warren Cranbourne Road and the South Gippsland
Fountain Gate-Narre Warren, Frankston and Dandenong. Public Highway.
transport in Cranbourne has a limited level of service and poor usage.
In 2009 as part of the Local Area Access Program, a continuous
A taxi service operates with in the Town Centre, which caters for local pedestrian and bicyclist link was facilitated through improved
movement needs on evenings and weekends along with a normal crossings, an enhanced regional bus interchange and a dedicated
weekday service.
bike path along Lyall Road to the Casey Complex.

Image 6: Cranbourne Railway Station
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5.13 Urban and Built Form
The Urban Design Framework (2010) goes into greater detail on the
Urban and Build Form within the Town Centre. In short Cranbourne’s
urban form follows a traditional grid layout.
This form prevails throughout the Town Centre, except for the northern
and southern gateway areas, which feature larger block sizes. This
grid layout also eases movement and reflects the Town Centre’s
development history. The spine of this grid is High Street.
Over the last 150 years, development has occurred in a piecemeal
fashion within Cranbourne and the architectural character reflects
this. Numerous buildings reflect historic revival styles (Gothic revival,
Italianate) through to mid-century modernism and contemporary post
modern approaches.

Building scale is more consistent and predominantly 1 to 2 storey, with
some exceptions. Buildings along High Street (except Cranbourne
Park Shopping Centre) present a fine grain while the gateway areas
have a larger built form.
A small-scale character defines the residential areas with largely
single-storey separate dwellings with some subdivision in the form of
single-unit dwellings arranged around a cul-de-sac. This architectural
mix hampers the development of a consistent visual identity for the
Town Centre; however, the eclectic nature of the built form lends itself
to innovative and novel designs.

Image 7: Urban Design
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6.0 Vision

The Cranbourne Town Centre is
transitioning from a small country
town into a regional urban centre with
outstanding recreational facilities,
abundant and varied employment
opportunities, diverse and interesting
shops, restaurants and services,
exciting cultural experiences, and
homes for every lifestyle.

Illustration 1: Artistic Impression of the Avenue Corner looking Northwards over Bakewell Street
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In 20 years time, Cranbourne Town Centre will be a place that:
» Is alive with activity throughout the day, evenings, week and year.
» Offers an array of housing choices.
» Is people friendly with an enticing pedestrian realm with

appropriate landscaping, complementary architecture and a
human-scaled built form.

» Nurtures economic development, small businesses and

employment opportunities and promotes innovation

» Embraces environmental sustainability.
» Leads in the provision and development of recreational, cultural

and leisure facilities.

» Celebrates Cranbourne’s history, culture and local talent.
» Develops as a multi-modal transport centre with networks for the

car, bike, train and bus, with a particular focus on prioritising the
pedestrian.

» Has a unified identity while still respecting the uniqueness of the

precincts that comprise it.

Illustration 2: Artistic Impression of High Street looking along High Street
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7.0 Themes, Objectives & Actions
7.1 Strategic Response
Cranbourne will need to grow and develop in a logical and coordinated
fashion over the coming years in order to fulfil its role as a Principal
Activity Centre. In order to accommodate and meet the expectations
of current and future residents, Cranbourne will have to encourage
diverse commercial uses, increased retail variety, further development
of community, arts and recreation facilities and a greater housing
choice.
This growth needs to occur in an aesthetically pleasing manner
within an enhanced urban environment. This plan priorities ease
of movement and community focus to achieve a locally relevant
document respectful of the existing character as well as the views
and aspirations of the Cranbourne community.

7.2 Activities and Land Use
The following strategic directions for the centre as a whole address
these issues under the following headings:
» Activities and Land Use.
» Built Form.
» Public Environment.
» Movement and Transportation.
» Cultural and Environmental Values.
» Making it Happen.

Precinct plans contained in Chapter 9 provide more detailed guidance
for each of the nine precincts that comprise the Cranbourne Town
Centre.

7.2.1 Diversity and Inclusion
Objective
To promote diverse uses that enhance the character of Cranbourne,
reflect its regional importance and create an inclusive community
with a range of businesses and employment opportunities, housing
choices, community facilities and entertainment options.
Actions:
1. Implement public realm improvements and signage to link key
uses and nodes; the Cranbourne Branding and Signage Strategy
will help to achieve this action.
2. Work with the Chamber of Commerce to create an environment
that supports local businesses to facilitate a mix of services, retail
outlets and office uses that contribute to the local economy and
extend opening hours to promote activity.
3. Prioritise housing choices to cater for a range of needs and
price points and promote increased density around transit nodes
including the Cranbourne and future Cranbourne East Railway
Stations.
4. Direct land uses to their most appropriate location within the centre
to take advantage of good transport infrastructure and visibility.
5. Look at opportunities to attract regionally significant businesses
and facilities, including a hospital.
6. Work with land owners during the creation of master plans for
particular precincts.
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7.2.2 Residential

7.2.3 Civic, Cultural, Community Facilities and Services

Objective
To increase the provision, density, affordability, quality and diversity of
housing within the Cranbourne Town Centre to facilitate the addition
of 1,900 to 2,500 dwellings by 2031.

Objective
To develop and reinforce Cranbourne’s role as a civic, cultural and
recreational centre through the provision of diverse, fit-for-purpose,
regionally significant attractions, services and facilities that meet the
needs of the local community and the region.

Actions
1. Promote diverse and innovative housing forms such as shop-top
housing, serviced apartments, tourist accommodation and other
medium/high density forms.
2. Limit subdivision and encourage lot consolidation to facilitate the
development of higher density forms.
3. Promote higher density forms of housing such as multilevel
apartments around the Cranbourne and Cranbourne East Railway
Stations and the retail core along High Street.
4. Emphasise variety in the housing market by encouraging a
diversity of dwelling options available to the community including
one, two and three bedroom dwelling options.
5. Encourage a mix of housing forms that generally correspond to
the ideal mix of 10% detached, 30% medium density and 60%
higher density with a 20% social/affordable component.

Actions
1. Facilitate the continued development of the Casey Complex area
while attracting more sports, recreation and cultural facilities to
the Town Centre as a whole.
2. Support existing community services and encourage the
introduction of new community services to serve the Cranbourne
community.
3. Promote land consolidation to assist in the development of
community facilities.
4. Promote the development of inter-generational multipurpose
space for residents to be engaged in the community.
5. Reinforce and promote community service agencies presence
within the region.
6. Advocate for a new hospital to service the Cranbourne Community.

Image 8: Casey RACE
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7.2.4 Enterprise, Retail and Business

7.3 Built Form

Objective
Continue to develop the Cranbourne Town Centre as a regional
shopping and service destination, economic incubator and
employment hub that fosters a good cross section of businesses to
meet local and regional needs and aspirations.

Objective
To facilitate locally sensitive, appropriately scaled and original
architecture and design that enhances Cranbourne’s image, respects
the local context and creates a comfortable environment for its
citizens and visitors.

Actions

Actions

1. Look for opportunities to attract anchor businesses, such as a
Department Store, a second Discount Department Store, a cinema
and large-scale office developments.

1. Intensify the vertical built form, especially around transit nodes
and within the retail core.

2. Examine the options for raising revenue to facilitate public
improvements within the centre.
3. Promote increased office space in well-located areas.
4. Facilitate a vibrant retail core with active frontages, a diverse array
of businesses, numerous entertainment options and extended
hours of operation.
5. Proactively encourage a diverse range of businesses to locate in
the Town Centre.
6. Support small business development within the Town Centre.
7. Discourage industrial uses with potential detrimental impacts on
nearby land uses.
8. Improve the streetscape, interface and amenity of industrial and
commercial areas to attract a wider range of services and uses
through facilitation, partnerships, design guidelines and capital
works initiatives.

2. Promote active uses fronting streets and human-scale public
realm, particularly along High Street.
3. Adopt an urban design framework for High Street.
4. Promote design measures such as encouraging building recesses
and projections to reduce monotonous façades along main streets.
5. Encourage strong gateway features, landmark urban design and
significant buildings at the entry points, key intersections (Sladen
Street & High Street, the Railway tracks and the South Gippsland
Highway) and other prominent locations.
6. Reinforce the role of the Avenue of Honour as a gateway feature
to the Town Centre.
7. Protect, enhance and integrate heritage elements within the urban
form.
8. Encourage place making through integrated public art, particularly
through building design.

9. Where possible, facilitate the development of Council’s car park
south of Cranbourne Park Shopping Centre, to attract supportive
business opportunities.
10. Redevelop Cranbourne Park Shopping Centre as a street based
centre, including active frontages to High Street.

Image 9. Cranbourne Park Shopping Centre
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7.4 Movement and Transport
Objective
To facilitate efficient movement opportunities within the Town Centre
for buses, cars, bicycles and pedestrians with a focus on sustainable
transport solutions.

9. Encourage land consolidation for the replacement of car parking
between ‘the Avenue’ and Codrington Street.
10. Allow for developer contributions to be directed towards shared
parking facilities.

Actions

11. Design local streets to cater for on-street parking.

1. Undertake a traffic modelling study within the Centre.

12. Periodically review on-street car parking restrictions as the Town
Centre develops to its full capacity.

2. Extend the street grid within the Casey Complex and preserve the
traditional grid within the Town Centre.
3. Reinforce Lyall Street as a principal east-west link with a
landscaped boulevard, on-street parking and footpaths.
4. Signalise intersections with pedestrian lights along main road
network to encourage smooth traffic movement and improved
pedestrian connections.
5. Advocate for public transport upgrades, including the Cranbourne
East Railway Station.
6. Provide weather protection, lighting, public toilets and route
information signs at public transport stops and hubs while ensuring
compliance with the Disability Discrimination Act and creating
clearly defined pedestrian links to destinations within the Centre.
7. Assist in the consolidation of parking spaces and investigate
shared parking opportunities.
8. Seek to develop multi- level / underground car parking at the
western side of High Street.

13. Prepare a Parking Strategy and a Parking Precinct Plan.
14. Require landscaping and lighting for at-grade car parks.
15. Ensure the pedestrian network within the Town Centre links to
major interchanges, key activity nodes and regional networks and
can be easily identified.
16. Facilitate bicycle opportunities within the town centre by increasing
bicycle parking opportunities and change facilities in the Town
Centre, contributing to the Principle Bicycle Network and through
the creation of a local network that connects to regional trails.
17. Create a Principal Pedestrian Network in the Town Centre to
identify key pedestrian improvements.
18. Advocate for the completion of the Cranbourne and Koo Wee Rup
Bypasses as well as upgrades of Berwick – Cranbourne Road.
19. Partner with VicRoads to investigate options for changes to the
arterial road network in Cranbourne.

Image 10 : Bike Lane along Lyall Street
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7.5 Public Environment
Objective
To create welcoming, inviting and interesting public spaces that are
accessible, flexible and safe while embodying good design, respecting
the local context and incorporating locally appropriate landscape
elements to engender community pride.
Actions
1. Create landscape/streetscape master plans for Greg Clydesdale
Square, High Street, Ray Perry Park, and the East / West
connection south of Cranbourne Park Shopping Centre and “the
Avenue”.
2. Investigate festival and event opportunities in Greg Clydesdale
Square and Ray Perry Park or in the proposed public spaces.

7. Require development to respect the public realm in terms of scale,
design and location within the site.
8. Provide unified and coordinated streetscapes throughout the
Town Centre.
9. Advocate for underground power line relocation or aerial bundling
on the High Street and other key pedestrian links including Grant
Street.
10. Consider the climate and microclimate in public space design and
policy.
11. Facilitate the development of Bakewell Plaza and emphasise its
link across High Street to Greg Clydesdale Square.

3. Create pedestrian friendly streetscapes and install wayfinding
devices by implementing the Cranbourne Branding Strategy.

12. Facilitate the creation of “The Avenue”, an additional pedestrianscaled and intimate street parallel to High Street, located in the
current alleyway to the east of High Street

4. Work with the community to explore opportunities to expand the
use of existing public spaces.

13. Examine the possibility of creating a public space around
McMorran’s Oak Tree

5. Promote the shared use of open spaces with existing community
buildings.
6. Improve pedestrian activity and comfort throughout the centre by
encouraging street-oriented entryways, streetscape improvements
and active uses.

Image 11: Balla- Balla Centre
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7.6 Cultural and Environmental Values

7.7 Making it Happen

Objective
Promote and enforce environmental and social sustainability by:
» Facilitating a green image for the Town Centre,

Objective
To implement the actions contained in this document in a coordinated
and diligent manner

» Promoting community cultural offerings and events,
» Reinforcing local character,

Actions

» Preserving links to Cranbourne’s heritage.

1. Adopt the Cranbourne Town Centre Implementation Plan.

Actions
1. Create an environment in the Town Centre that promotes walking,
bicycling and public transport patronage.
2. Aim for benchmark environmentally sustainable
opportunities when undertaking Council/Civic projects.

design

3. Promote energy efficiency and alternative energy generation in all
new developments.
4. Minimise water usage in public spaces and encourage water
efficiency in new development and redevelopment through Water
Sensitive Urban Design.
5. Promote the preservation and enhancement of natural site
features.
6. Encourage the preservation and improvement of winter solar
access in buildings and public spaces.
7. Look for opportunities to further develop and reinforce Cranbourne’s
image and character as well as the individual character of each
precinct.

2. Establish an Implementation Committee to work with stakeholders
and delivery partners to put the Cranbourne Town Centre Structure
Plan into action.
3. Establish internal Council working groups to implement key
projects, considering a broad range of stakeholders, including
staff from across Council, State Government, the community and
the private sector.
4. Amend the Casey Planning Scheme to introduce the Activity
Centre Zone for the Cranbourne Town Centre area with specific
provisions for each precinct.
5. Implement a place management system to champion the vision for
centre; develop, lead and implement a multi-year work program;
build partnerships; set benchmarks; and measure performance.
6. Incorporate the community and public realm initiatives in the five
year Council Capital Works Program.
7. Advocate for the delivery of the Cranbourne By-pass

8. Implement the Cranbourne Branding and Signage strategy.
9. Promote and support the local arts scene.
10. Preserve and promote Cranbourne’s historic assets.
11. Reinforce local attractions such as the recreation facilities, the
Royal Botanic Gardens, the Cranbourne Racecourse and Casey
Fields through landscaping themes, and the Branding and Signage
strategy.
12. Seek to incorporate public art within major development proposals.

Image 12: Skateboard facility, Ray Perry Park
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8.0 Development Framework

Map 5: Development Framework Plan - Land Use
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Image 13: High Street

Map 6: Public Environment & Movement Plan
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9.0 Precinct Plans

Cranbourne Town Centre Precincts
1. Gateway Commercial North
2. Cranbourne Railway Station
3. Employment and Services
4. Retail Core West
5. Retail and Commercial Core East
6. Residential Intensification
7. Casey Complex
8. Gateway Commercial South
9. Racecourse, Tourism and Entertainment

Map 7: Precinct Locations
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9.1 Precinct 1 - Gateway Commercial North
This precinct sets the first impression of the Town Centre from the
north and for this reason warrants high-quality landscaping and
building design. Currently, the Gateway Commercial North precinct
contains large format retail and light industrial uses and functions as
an employment and service area. Large format retail is encouraged,
especially in Precinct 1A where high quality bulky goods retail
development is promoted. Office and business development is also
encouraged to increase employment opportunities in the area.
Objectives
1. To create an attractive northern gateway to the Town Centre.
2. To promote employment and business opportunities that can
capitalise on highway exposure.
3. To intensify street-oriented development with mostly rear car
parking.
4. To encourage an appropriate gateway building at the entrance
along with landmark/significant buildings adjacent to the railway
crossing.
Sub-Precinct
1A

Guidelines
1. Development fronting the South Gippsland Highway/High Street
should incorporate active frontages and pedestrian canopies.
2. Development should maintain views of the historic church.
3. Development should preserve the visual permeability and
preservation of Ray Perry Park.
4. Development should include a landscape buffer for boundaries
abutting residential areas; this buffer in the bulky goods subprecinct may contain parking.
5. Solid fencing is not permitted and security fencing should be
incorporated with landscaping.
6. Development should provide appropriate setbacks as well as
a transition in scale and height to compliment the adjoining
residential areas to the east and west.
7. On-site car parking should be located to the rear or side of
buildings.

1B

Preferred Height (Excluding Basement)
14 metres (significant building up to 21
metres)
14 metres

1C

14 metres

1D
1E

9 metres (significant building up to 14
metres)
14 metres

1F

14 metres

1G
1H

None specified
None specified (Historic Site)

Preferred Setbacks
9 metres to east boundary
No more than 21 metres to South Gippsland Highway
0 metres to South Gippsland Highway & south boundary (Camms
Road)
6 metres to east boundary
0 metres to west boundary
6 metres to east boundary
0 metres to west boundary
0 metres to east boundary
6 metres to west boundary
0 metres to west boundary
6 metres to east boundary
None specified
None specified (Historic Site)

Table 1: Design Requirements Precinct 1

Image 14: Historic Church
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Map 8: Precinct 1 - Gateway Commercial North
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9.2 Precinct 2 - Cranbourne Railway Station
The Cranbourne Railway Station precinct provides an ideal location
to increase density within the Town Centre due to its proximity to the
railway station. Residential density can be increased substantially in
the area south of the railway station. This increase in density is also
appropriate for the area to the north in the form of mixed-use buildings
with the possibility of ground floor, smaller format retail. Home/Office
units are also promoted in sub precincts 2A and 2B.
Objectives
1. To ensure development contributes positively to the public and
private realm while creating an appealing entry to the Town Centre.
2. To encourage an appropriate mix of residential and commercial
uses.
3. To increase residential density and encourage multi- level
development that optimises the use of the Cranbourne Railway
Station and public transport facilities.
4. To provide housing choice that responds to community needs.

Guidelines
1. Higher-scale buildings should be located at the eastern end of
the precinct towards High Street and adjacent to the Cranbourne
Railway Station.
2. Building height should step down towards the adjacent lowerscale residential areas.
3. Residential development should incorporate acoustic treatments
that respond to the railway environment to minimise adverse
amenity impacts.
4. Development may include a partial fourth level south of the
railway station if it is recessed from the building footprint of the
level below.
5. Development around the railway station located adjacent to
existing residential development should be setback from side
boundaries to provide adequate separation to ensure the privacy
of habitable rooms and private open space, solar access and
landscaping.

5. To discourage traditional development in favour of new housing
forms.
6. To promote site consolidation.
7. To encourage diverse employment and business opportunities to
capitalise on the High Street exposure.
8. To encourage a range of smaller format commercial uses at
ground floor level with accommodation above.
Sub-Precinct
2A
2B
2C

Preferred Height (Excluding Basement)
11 metres
None specified
11 metres west of Ingamells Street
15 metres east of Ingamells Street
21 metres significnat building

Preferred Setbacks
6 metres to north boundary
None specified
0 metres to east boundary (High Street)

Table 2: Design Requirements Precinct 2

Image 15: Meteorite Park
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Activity Centre

2A

Sub-Precinct Boundaries
Town Centre Area
Movement

2B

Camms Ro
ad

Cranbourne Station
Bus Hub
Future Train Track

2C

Existing Train Track
New Boulevard Treatment
Built Form

St
at
ion
St
re

No Specified Height

et

11 m Preferred Height
12 m Preferred Height
15 m Preferred Height

Duff Road
High Stre
et

21 m Preferred Height
Active Frontages
Existing Open Space
Location for Significant
Building
Iconic Artwork
NORTH

Map 9: Precinct 2 Map - Cranbourne Railway Station
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9.3 Precinct 3 - Employment and Services Precinct
Currently, this precinct is one of two industrial areas within the
Cranbourne Town Centre. Further development of this area as an
employment node is encouraged. Light industrial, office and other
employment uses are also encouraged as long as they do not
negatively impact upon neighbouring residential uses. Sub-precinct
3B includes the same uses as sub-precinct 3A but at a smaller scale.
Objectives
1. To encourage business and employment opportunities ranging
from small to medium-sized industry and local service businesses.
2. To create and promote attractive streetscapes with substantial
landscaping at the front property line.
3. To improve the interface with neighbouring residential uses
through landscaping and respectful building design.

Precinct

3

Guidelines
1. Set back buildings from the street boundary with a 3 m wide
landscape strip along the street frontage to allow for tree planting.
2. Discourage solid front fencing and attenuate the visual effect of
security fencing with landscaping.
3. Redevelopment of industrial uses that interface with existing
residential development should incorporate additional screening
along the street frontage and common boundaries, consisting
mainly of landscaping and acoustic treatments.
4. Service structures, such as metre boxes, plant and equipment,
should be set back from the street boundary and screened with
landscaping.

Preferred Height (Excluding Basement) Preferred Setbacks
14 metres
3 metres to street boundary
6 metres to adjoining residential boundary
Table 3: Design Requirements Precinct 3

Image 16: Grace Street
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Sta
tio
n

Activity Centre

Str
ee

t

Sub-Precinct Boundaries
Town Centre Area
Movement

Arundel St
reet

Future Train Track

Street

reet

t Street

Built Form

Gordon St

Clarendon

et

Smethurs

Grace Stre

14 m Preferred Height
Existing Open Space

NORTH

Map 10: Precinct 3 - Employment and Services Precinct
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9.4 Precinct 4 - Retail Core West
Cranbourne Park Shopping Centre largely defines the western
portion of the retail core along with some finer grain shops fronting
High Street and large areas of car parking.
Recommendations for this precinct include better links within and
beyond the precinct, façade activation and redevelopment of the
Council-owned parking lot at the southern end of the precinct.
Creation of an east-west connection between High Street and Lamb
Street is encouraged. Large format retail and entertainment uses
such as a department store, second discount department store or a
cinema complex are supported.
Speciality retail is also encouraged at street level. Mixed use
development, with housing and office uses in the upper levels are
also encouraged.

Objectives

Guidelines

1. To expand the retail core by providing wide-ranging retail and
commercial options that extends the hours of activity and provides
additional services to the community.

1. Redevelopment of the Cranbourne Park Shopping Centre or
the Council-owned car parks should incorporate streetscape
improvements, pedestrian links within the precinct and façade
activation.

2. To improve the active uses interface and other interfaces along
High Street.
3. To encourage rear façade improvements and pedestrian
connections to the west.
4. To resolve access and parking requirements.
5. To support the establishment of retail anchors and speciality
shops on the Council owned car park.
6. To promote commercial uses at lower levels with accommodation
above.
7. To encourage active uses along the edges of Greg Clydesdale
Square.
8. To provide pedestrian and visual links between Greg Clydesdale
Square and the proposed Village Square at the end of Bakewell
Street.
9. To reinforce a north/south pedestrian connection from Cranbourne
Park Shopping Centre’s interior mall through to the Council car
park.

2. Development must include glazed surfaces on street fronting
façades.
3. Iconic buildings are to be included in any redevelopment proposal
fronting Sladen Street, High Street and the northern frontages of
the retail core.
4. Building design should take advantage of views wherever possible.
5. Architecture should include variation in façade treatments,
materials, colours and textures to reduce building massing and
blank walls.
6. Development along High Street adjoining the car parks should
provide walk-through pedestrian facilities to achieve a pedestrian
link to Lamb Street.
7. Development of Cranbourne Park Shopping Centre’s north
parking lot should be appropriately elevated to retain the integrity
of the retarding basin.
8. Opportunities for the provision of a possible long term access
road from the Cranbourne Park Shopping Centre to Sladen Street
may be explored.

10. To provide an east-west vehicular and pedestrian connection
between High and Lamb Streets.
SubPreferred Podium
Preferred
Preferred Setback for Ground Floor
Precinct
Height (Excluding
Overall
Basement)
Height
4A
12 metres
20 metres
0 metres to east boundary (High Street)
6 metres to west boundary
4B
12 metres
20 metres on 0 metres to east boundary (High Street)
High Street
6 metres to west boundary
4C
12 metres
20 metres
None specified
4D
12 metres
20 metres on 0 metres to Sladen Street
High Street

Preferred Setbacks above Podium
6 metres above 2 storey podium to High Street
6 metres above 2 storey podium to High Street
6 metres above 2 storey podium to High Street
6 metres above 2 storey podium to High Street

Table 4: Design Requirements Precinct 4
Image 17: Cranbourne Cenotaph
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Map 11: Precinct 4 - Retail Core West
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9.5 Precinct 5 - Retail and Commercial Core East
This precinct retains a traditional Town Centre feel. Careful
redevelopment and expansion, most notably through the creation of
‘the Avenue’ - a pedestrian-oriented mixed-use destination, will build
upon this traditional town centre role. Mixed-use buildings, interesting
and appropriate design and active frontages will continually enhance
the retail core. A range of uses are promoted such as shops, offices,
dining establishments and medium density housing.
Objectives
1. To create a new destination, ‘The Avenue’, a lively and intimate
mixed-use street.
2. To investigate the potential to close off Bakewell Street to through
traffic.
3. To establish a central public space on Bakewell Street opposite to
and connected with Greg Clydesdale Square.
4. To ensure the closure of Bakewell Street results in a net community
benefit.
5. To create a pedestrian-friendly High Street.
6. To encourage residential and office uses above retail and
commercial premises.

Guidelines
1. Development along “the Avenue” should respect the intimate
nature of the street, incorporate active frontages and enforce a
pedestrian-friendly streetscape.
2. Facilitate and promote detailed urban design, pedestrian shelters,
fine grain shop fronts, on-street parking, active frontages, a high
level of glazing and human-scale development along High Street,
‘the Avenue’ and Bakewell Street (between High Street and ‘the
Avenue’).
3. Translucent elements (including balconies) may encroach up to 3
m from the edge of any podium buildings.
4. Development should recognise heritage elements.
5. Encourage developments with pedestrian connections between
High Street and ‘The Avenue’.
6. Include unique building designs, bottom level building podiums of
at least 12.5 m in heights and a 5.1 m width promenade for new
development along ‘The Avenue’.
7. Provide awnings and porticos, which may extend into the setback
along Codrington Street.

7. To encourage shops and food and drink establishments at street
level.
SubPrecinct
5A

Preferred Podium
Height (Excluding
Basement)
12.5 metres

Preferred
Overall
Height
17.5 metres

5B

12.5 metres

14 metres

5C

12.5 metres

17.5 metres

5D

12.5 metres

14 metres

Preferred Setback for Ground Floor

Preferred Setbacks above Podium

0 metres to High Street, Lyall Street &
Stawell Street
3 metres to Stawell Street & Lyall Street
6 metres to Codrington Street
0 metres to High Street, ‘The Avenue’ &
Bakewell Street
0 metres to Sladen Street
0 metres to ‘The Avenue’, Lyall Street &
Sladen Street
6 metres to Codrington Street

6 metres above a two storey podium facing High
Street
None specified
6 metres above a two storey podium facing High
Street and ‘The Avenue’
None Specified

Table 5: Design Requirements Precinct 5
Image 18: Sidewalk on High Street
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Illustration 3: Artistic Impression of High Street Corner

Map 12: Precinct 5 - Retail and Commercial Core East

Illustration 3: Artistic Impression of High Street Corner
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9.6 Precinct 6 - Residential Intensification
Residential intensification is recommended for Precinct 6. It will
likely occur over time due to a latent demand for higher density living
within the Cranbourne area, which will likely increase in response to
further development in the town centre and increased employment
opportunities. As a result, lot consolidation is encouraged along with
innovative and diverse housing forms. Encouraged uses include
medium density housing and support services such as child care
centres, schools, medical centres, and convenience shops.

Guidelines

Objectives

4. On-site parking must not be located at the front of buildings.

1. To provide increased housing choice and density.

5. Tree planting should form part of the front setback treatment for
medium density development and treed buffers are required at
rear boundaries for multi- level apartment developments.

2. To promote a high standard of residential amenity for new
development, including solar access and privacy.
3. To discourage traditional suburban housing designs in favour of
new forms of higher density housing.
4. To encourage site consolidation to facilitate a range of medium
and high density housing forms.
5. To develop Lyall Street as a boulevard and the primary east-west
link between High Street and the Casey Complex.
6. To encourage site consolidation to enable larger forms of
residential development to occur, such as apartments.

Sub-Precinct
6

1. Translucent elements, such as balconies, can extend within the
front setback to encourage building articulation.
2. Greater consideration will be given to a higher built form and
increased density for consolidated sites.
3. For multi-storey development sites, a appropriate setback should
be provided for side and rear boundaries to allow for privacy, solar
access and landscaping.

6. Solid front fences are discouraged.
7. New residential development should include acoustic protection
from nearby industrial and commercial uses so that emissions
of noise from existing industrial and commercial uses comply
with State Environment Protection Policy (Control of Noise ffrom
Commerce, Industry and Trade) No. N-1 (SEPP N-1).
8. New housing along Lyall Street must compliment the pedestrian
nature of that roadway through landscaping and the avoidance of
high front fences.

Preferred Height (Excluding Basement) Preferred Front Setback
13.5 metres

5 metres

Table 6: Design Requirements Precinct 6

Image 19: Brunt Street
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Map 13: Precinct 6 - Residential Intensification
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9.7 Precinct 7 - Casey Complex
This precinct is rapidly developing into a secondary focal point for the
Town Centre as a Community Hub, due to the important attractions
located here. Complementary commercial and residential uses
will enhance this area, along with the proposed Cranbourne East
Railway Station to create a model Transit Oriented Development.
The activities that will contribute to the Transit Oriented Development
include further recreational, cultural and entertainment uses with
medium/higher density residential, retail and other commercial uses.

Guidelines
8. Development should be integrated with the future Cranbourne
East Railway Station and Lyall Street.
9. Pedestrian links should be provided between the precinct and
land to the north of the future Cranbourne East Railway Station.
10. Development in precinct 7B must be in accordance with an
approved Local Structure Plan for Casey Grammar School.

Objectives

11. Development in sub precinct 7C must be in accordance with an
approved Casey Complex Local Structure Plan.

1. To promote the Casey Complex as a community hub that provides
a mix of uses in addition to the existing recreation and community
facilities and services.

12. Development facing the future Cranbourne East Railway Station
should incorporate acoustic treatments and buffered setbacks
responding to the railway environment.

2. To facilitate the delivery of the Cranbourne East Railway Station
with an integrated transport interchange in its vicinity.

13. Provision should be made for medium/high density housing
including affordable housing.

3. To encourage Transit Oriented Development with a mix of uses to
maximise the interface and relationship with the future Cranbourne
East Railway Station.

14. Development along key pedestrian routes should provide active
frontages and weather protection above the footpath.

4. To upgrade the existing sports/recreation facilities and to provide
new, world-class sports facilities to cater for regional needs.
5. To encourage an appropriate range of retail, entertainment and
commercial uses that serve the needs of residents and visitors to
the Casey Complex.

15. Encourage iconic/significant buildings at strategic locations to
provide a strong visual presence/statement for the Complex.
16. The future road and pedestrian network shall be generally in
accordance with the north/south and east/west connections
specified in the precinct map.

6. To provide civic facilities and spaces for community activities/
festivals.
7. To create a grid transport network to facilitate ease of pedestrian,
bicycle and vehicular movement.
Sub-Precinct
7A
7B
7C

Image 20: The Casey Complex

Preferred Height (Excluding Basement)
None specified
None specified
None specified for recreation and leisure
areas
10 metres for the Transit Oriented Devlopment and mixed use area
11 metres the civic and community area
13 metres for the residential area

Preferred Setbacks
None specified
None specified
Zero setback to east, south and west boundaries.

Table 7: Design Requirements Precinct 7
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Activity Centre
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Sub-Precinct Boundaries
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Movement
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School

Salvation
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7B

New Boulevard Treatment
Connections to be Reinforced
New Roads

Marnebek
School

Future Cranbourne East Station
Built Form

Chisholm
TAFE

Active Frontages
No Preferred Height
Casey
Complex

7D

7C

10 m Preferred Height
11 m Preferred Height
13 m Preferred Height
Future Linear Parkway
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e Drive

Key Development Site
Iconic Artwork
Important Gateway
Proposed Open Space
NORTH

Map 14: Precinct 7 - Community Hub
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9.8 Precinct 8 - Gateway Commercial South
Like the northern gateway, the gateway commercial south precinct is
an important entry point that needs to create a good first impression.
The Avenue of Honour and the Cranbourne Racecourse already
contribute to a positive impression of Cranbourne. Greater
development freedom is given to properties on the west side of the
precinct because the existing landscaped boulevard and sloping
topography partially screens these properties.
Over time, high amenity employment, small-scale industrial uses,
showrooms, car yards, office and other non commercial retail uses
will be encouraged in this precinct.
Objectives
1. To provide an attractive southern gateway to the Cranbourne
Town Centre.
2. To build upon established community services and facilities in
Precinct 8A.
3. To encourage continued business and employment opportunities
ranging from small to medium-sized industry and local service
businesses.
4. To provide attractive streetscapes and improved amenity within
the precinct incorporating elements of the Avenue of Honour and
Cranbourne Botanic Gardens.

Guidelines
1. Promote variation of building façades for large buildings; this
includes recessed or projecting architectural and design elements
and/or variation in structural modules, materials, details, surface
colour and texture.
2. Development abutting residential areas should include a suitable
landscape buffer along the boundary.
3. Retain existing street trees as the dominant element of the South
Gippsland Highway streetscape.
4. Locate car parks, generally, to the rear and side of buildings with
flexible layouts that can link across site boundaries.
5. Development along Cameron Street and Sladen Street should
provide active façades.
6. New development should include acoustic protection for nearby
residential uses.
7. Encourage high amenity office/commercial development in subprecinct 8B.
8. Encourage continued business and employment opportunities
from small to medium-sized industry and local service businesses
in sub-precinct 8D.
9. Encourage a significant public artwork on the Gateway site on
the North- West corner of Sladen Street and the South Gippsland
Highway.
10. No retail uses will be permitted in the area.

Sub-Precinct
8A
8B
8C
8D

Preferred Height (Excluding Basement)
12 metres (significant building can be
higher, location indicated on teh map)
12 metres
11 metres
12 metres (significant building can be
higher, location indicated on the map)

Preferred Setbacks
None specified
0 metres to north boundary (Sladen Street)
3 metres to east boundary adjoining residential area
No more than 21 metres to South Gippsland Highway and Cameron
Street
6 metres to adjoining residential boundary

Table 8: Design Requirements Precinct 8
Image 21: The Avenue of Honour
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Map 15: Precinct 8 - Gateway Commercial South
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9.9 Precinct 9 - Racecourse, Tourism & Entertainment Precinct
The Racecourse is a key component of Cranbourne’s identity. It not
only contributes to the culture of the area , but it also contributes
to the local economy through its business attraction value and
the employment it generates. Coupled with the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Cranbourne, the precinct creates a number of tourism and
entertainment opportunities. Key supporting land uses include dining,
retail and short term accommodation and other uses associated with
the racecourse such as veterinary clinics should be encouraged in
this precinct.

Guidelines
1. Development should recognise heritage elements within the
precinct.
2. New development should maintain views of the original Council
buildings from High and Sladen Streets to protect the heritage
significance of that building.
3. A higher built form will be considered to accommodate a landmark/
significant building at the corner of Sladen and Grant Streets.
4. New development should take advantage of views towards the
Cranbourne Racecourse.

Objectives
1. To build upon the established civic uses and community services
based around the old Cranbourne Shire offices.
2. To investigate and facilitate opportunities for tourist accommodation
and related activities to serve nearby Cranbourne businesses,
the Racecourse Complex and the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Cranbourne.
3. To ensure that interim redevelopment does not compromise the
future potential of the precinct as the principal tourism component
of Cranbourne.
4. To improve the connection between the racing precinct and the
Cranbourne Town Centre.
5. To provide an attractive entrance to the racing precinct
6. To reinforce the Racecourse Complex as part of Cranbourne’s
identity.
7. Seek to redevelop the old Council Depot to meet ongoing
community needs.
8. To integrate the Royal Botanic Gardens into the Racecourse
precinct and the Cranbourne Town Centre.
Precinct

9

Preferred Height (Excluding Basement) Preferred Setbacks
12 metres
None specified
3 metres to adjoining residential boundary
Table 9: Design Requirements Precinct 9

Image 22: The Cranbourne Racecourse
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Map 16: Precinct 9 - Racecourse, Tourism & Entertainment Precinct
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10.0 Next Steps and Implementation
The Implementation of a Structure Plan (such as the Cranbourne Town
Centre Plan) is a long and ongoing process. This chapter provides a
summary of the Implementation Plan. This summary focuses on the
structure of the Implementation Framework, the immediate priorities
that the Council has planned to undertake as a first step and the
key projects that will help to achieve future development of the
Cranbourne Town Centre.

10.1 Structure of the Implementation Plan

10.2 Evaluation

The final Implementation Plan has been created in consultation with
other Council departments and external stakeholders to highlight
specific items that will translate the strategies contained in the
Cranbourne Town Centre Plan into action items. Partnerships, both
within and beyond Council, are critical to the successful implementation
of the ideas contained within this Plan.

Through the annual monitoring and review process (detailed in Chapter
11), the previous year’s Implementation Plan will be discussed and
the actions described within the plan will be thoroughly evaluated and
reviewed.

Because implementation is a long and ongoing process and
partnerships are critical, it is advised that the Implementation Plan is
continually updated, preferably on an annual basis. The structure of
the Implementation Plan has been developed so that it can assist to
undertake this regular review. The Implementation Plan will therefore
be an annual plan and will consist of the following elements:
» Evaluation
» Immediate Priorities
» Key projects

10.3 Immediate Priorities
An immediate priority is an action that will be completed in the
immediate term (1-2 years). The aim is to achieve these actions within
a year following the Council’s adoption of the Implementation Plan.
Early completion of these actions will allow the Council to monitor
and communicate the successful progress of the plan.

10.4 Key Projects
The key projects are major projects that cover multiple actions.
They are long and ongoing projects with a number of milestones.
The projects are priority projects that implement the objectives and
guidelines of the Cranbourne Town Centre Plan.
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Action

Responsibility

Funding / Budget

1. Exhibit the Activity Centre Zone To make it easier for developments to take - Ministerial authorisation to exhibit the Activity Centre Zone
place in the Town Centre in accordance with - Activity Centre Zone ready for public consultation
the objectives of the Cranbourne Town Centre
Plan.

Council - Statutory Planning

Within ongoing Budget process.

2. Conduct traffic modelling for Provide information that will help make - Creation of a brief for traffic modelling
the Town Centre
improvements along the High Street and other - Adoption of a traffic modelling report
surrounding roads.
- Implementation of the findings of the report.

Council - Transport

Within ongoing Budget process.

3. Adopt a Street trading policy

Council - Economic Development Within ongoing Budget process

4. Adopt the Branding
Signage Strategy

Objective

Milestone

This policy will give guidelines for the public - Council adoption of the policy
realm in the Cranbourne Town Centre.

and To provide guidelines for future branding and - Council adoption of the policy
signage projects to create a uniform image.

5. Grant Street Improvements

Make the entrance of the Racecourse Precinct - Council adoption of the proposed improvements
more attractive and improve pedestrian access. - Apply for funding to under ground power lines
- Completion of streetscape works
- Funding arrangements by the Tricodes finalised

Council - Strategic Development

Within ongoing Budget process.
Five year Capital Works
Program

Council - Engineering
Council - Landscape Design

Within five year Capital Works
Program.

Table 10: Implementation Plan 2011 - The immediate Priorities
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Project Name

Objective

Actions

1. Communication and Marketing

- Regularly inform the community about
development in Cranbourne
- Attract investors through a Cranbourne Marketing
and Investment Campaign

- Organise a council-wide Cranbourne day
- Engage with community, stakeholders and
developers
- Adopt a Marketing Strategy

2. Cranbourne bypass / High - Find a solution for the heavy traffic volumes on
Street development
High Street
- Improve the amenity of High Street
- Encourage development along High Street

- Ongoing advocating for the Cranbourne and
Koo Ree Rup Bypasses and other major road
improvements
- Undertake traffic modelling
- Undertake High Street landscape plan
- Undertake Various public realm works
3. Casey Complex
- Develop a new precinct with public facilities
- Advocate for the new Railway
- Realise the development of the Cranbourne East
Station
Railway Station
- Development of various new facilities
- Implement the Complex Structure Plan
- Implement the Council’s Capital Works Program
4. Council Carpark south of - Expand the commercial floor space of the Centre
- Seek interest and investment
Cranbourne Park Shopping Centre
opportunities to develop a landmark demonstration
project for the town centre
5. Cranbourne
- To reinforce the Racecourse and Training Complex - Investigate appropriate zoning for the Cranbourne
Racecourse
as part of Cranbourne’s identity
Racecourse and Training Complex
- Finalise Racecourse Precinct Masterplan

Council Department
Responsible
Economic
Development /
Communications

Time Frame

Strategic
Development/
Transport/
Landscape

Five to ten years. Medium priority.
Opportunities will come once more certainty
about the Bypass is delivered.

Strategic
Development

One to Five years.
Detailed staging is outlined in the Complex
Structure Plan.

Strategic
Development

One to five years.
This project can be used as a catalyst for
further redevelopments in the Town Centre.
One to five years.
This project can be used to facilitate future
development of the site.

Strategic
Development

One - five years. High priority.
Vital to attract interest and investment in
new development opportunities.

Table 11: Implementation Plan 2011 - The Key Projects
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11.0 Monitoring & Review
The ambitious, long-term objectives of this plan will require an
ongoing commitment from Council and both the Federal and State
Governments, as well as significant private investment. The built
form, image and landscape improvements which have been outlined
in this plan will require significant capital investment over many years.
The Implementation Plan is a yearly action based plan which will help
in the ongoing implementation of the Cranbourne Town Centre Plan.

By preparing an annual progress report which will update the Council
on the status of the implementation plan as well as inform councillors
of significant developments and issues that have arisen in the previous
year, the Council can measure the Structure Plan’s progress while
ensuring an appropriate allocation of resources and the delivery of
key priority projects.
The annual report will also provide an opportunity to adjust the
implementation program (including delivery dates) and maintain the
momentum in working towards achieving the vision of the Cranbourne
Town Centre Plan.
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12.0 References
» C21: A Vision for the Future (2005)
» City of Casey Activity Centre Strategy (2006)
» Melbourne 2030 Planning for Sustainable Growth (2002)
» Melbourne @ 5 million: Growing Victoria Together (2008)
» Cranbourne Town Centre Structure Plan (2006)
» High Street Urban Design Framework (2011)
» Casey Complex Structure Plan (2011)
» Bypass Social Impact Assessment (2010)
» SGS Residential Modelling Study (2008)
» Cranbourne Community Action Plan (2007)
» Cranbourne Business Plan (2008)
» Cranbourne Retail Master Plan (2009)
» Cranbourne Town Centre Car Park Preliminary Feasibility Study

(2008)

» Cranbourne Area Recreational Facility Study (2003)
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» Report on – Cranbourne: A Town With History (2001)
» Census data analysis and projections for future population growth

Image 23: Bakewell Street
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Contact City of Casey
03 9705 5200
NRS: 133 677 (for the deaf, hearing or speech impaired)
TIS: 131 450 (Translating and Interpreting Service)
caseycc@casey.vic.gov.au
PO Box 1000
Narre Warren VIC 3805

Customer Service Centres
Cranbourne
Cranbourne Park Shopping Centre
Narre Warren
Magid Drive
Narre Warren South
Amberly Park Shopping Centre

CASEY.VIC.GOV.AU
facebook.com/CityOfCasey
@CityOfCasey

This document is the property of the City of Casey ©
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Cranbourne Town Centre Structure Plan: list of changes
Post exhibition changes highlighted
Post Panel changes highlighted
Page
1

Heading
-

Paragraph
-

Diagram

Image

-

4
5

2.0 The
Structure Plan

1

6

Map

Table

Note

-

New date adopted

Map 1: Plan Area

Update to correct error in boundary
Adds the sentence “The 2017 Cranbourne
Town Centre Structure Plan makes
administrative updates to better align with
the Reformed Residential Zones and
corrects minor mapping errors in the 2011
plan." to the beginning of the paragraph.

Image 2

Change label on image from "Diagram 1:
Cranbourne Centre Document Structure"
to "Image 2: Childers Street".

5

2.0 The
Structure Plan

2

Change "2011" to "2017".

7

3.1
Consultation

1

Formatting
Delete line break after "and" in the first
sentence.

7

3.1
Consultation

1

Formatting
Delete line break after "this” in second
sentence.
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Page

Heading

Paragraph

Diagram

Image

7

3.1
Consultation

1

Delete "2011"

7

3.1
Consultation

7

Delete line break after "on".

7

3.1
Consultation

8
Map 4:
Cranbourne Town
Centre - Local
Context

12

15
20
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Table

Note

Delete line break after "board"

11

13

Map

Update to correct error in boundary and
labelling of Ranfurlie Golf Club

Update population data
5.7 Enterprise,

5

Post-exhibition update visitation numbers

Retail and
Business
Activity

in response to submission no.5.

5.13 Urban and 4
Built Form

Change "Centre" to "Cranbourne Park
Shopping Centre"
Image 9:
Cranbourne
Park
Shopping
Centre

Update to correct shopping centre change
of name on label
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Page

Heading

Paragraph

Diagram

Image

Map

Table

Note

24

Map 5:
Development
Framework Plan –
Land Use

Update to correct error in boundary and
correctly identify residential areas.
Post-exhibition update to remove extension
of Stawell Street west of High Street in
response to submission no. 3

25

Map 6: Public
Environment &
Movement Plan

Update to correct error in boundary and
precinct boundary for residential areas.

Map 7: Precinct
Locations

Update to correct error in boundary and
includes residential areas within residential
precinct

26

Post-exhibition update to remove extension
of Stawell Street west of High Street in
response to submission no. 3

Post-exhibition update to remove extension
of Stawell Street west of High Street in
response to submission no. 3
28

29
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Map 8: Precinct 1
- Gateway
Commercial
North

Updated map to correct boundary error on
inset context map
Post-exhibition update to remove extension
of Stawell Street west of High Street in
response to submission no. 3
Table 2:
Design
Requirements
Precinct 2

Former Sub-precinct 2C is now Sub-precinct
2B. Consequential changes - "Preferred
Height (Excluding Basement)" and
"Preferred Setbacks" - both are "None
specified"
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Page

Table

Note

29

Table 2:
Design
Requirements
Precinct 2

Removal of primarily residential areas
from this precinct
Former Sub-precinct 2D is now
Subprecinct 2C. Consequential changes "Preferred Height (Excluding Basement)"
to be:
"11m west of Ingamells Street
15m east of Ingamells Street 21m
significant building" and "Preferred
Setbacks" to be: "0m to east
boundary (High Street)”

29

Table 2:
Delete Sub-precincts 2D and 2E
Design
Requirements
Precinct 2

30
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Heading

Paragraph

Diagram

Image

Map

Map 9: Precinct 2
Map Cranbourne
Railway Station

Updated to reflect removal of primarily
residential areas from this precinct
(former Sub-precincts 2B and 2E). Former
Sub-precinct 2C is now Subprecinct 2B
and former Sub-precinct 2D is now Subprecinct 2C.
Update to inset context map to correct
boundary error and remove primarily
residential areas from this precinct.
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Page

Heading

Paragraph

Diagram

Image

Map

31

Map 10:
Precinct 3 Employment
and Services
Precinct

33

Updated map to correct boundary error on inset context
map.

Table 4:
Design
Requirements
Precinct 4

34
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Note

Table 3:
Collapse sub-precincts; maintain setback requirements
Design
and 14m preferred height for entire area.
Requirements
Precinct 3

32

35

Table

Map 11:
Precinct
4 - Retail Core
West

Objective 2

Updated table to reflect removal of primarily residential
areas from this precinct.
Delete Sub-precinct 4E.
Updated to reflect heights in ACZ schedule.

Updated to reflect removal of primarily residential areas
from this precinct.
Sub-precinct 4E has been deleted. Update to inset
context map to correct boundary error and remove
primarily residential areas from this precinct. Update to
correct building heights to be consistent with adopted
ACZ schedule.
Post-exhibition update to remove extension of Stawell
Street west of High Street in response to submission 3.
Replace objective 2 “To establish a central public space on
Bakewell Street, opposite to and connected with Greg
Clydesdale Square.” with the listed objectives 2-4 as
recommended by PPV.
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Page

Heading

Paragraph

36

Diagram

Image

Map
Map 12: Precinct
5 - Retail and
Commercial Core
East

37

37
38

Guideline 7

Table

Note

Updated map to correct boundary error
on inset context map
Post-exhibition update to remove
extension of Stawell Street west of High
Street
Table 6:
Update to reflect single precinct, with no
sub-precincts.
Design
Requirements Re-label "Sub-Precinct" heading to
"Precinct".
Precinct 6
Delete "Refer to Casey’s Planning Scheme
- Residential Growth Zone”.
"Preferred Height (Excluding Basement)"
is changed to "13.5m".
"Preferred Setbacks" changed to
"Preferred Front Setback" and is "5m".
Replace guideline 7 with as
recommended by PPV.

Map 13: Precinct
6 - Residential
Intensification

Updated to include all residential areas in
this precinct. Former Sub-precincts 2B, 2E
and 4E have been included. Delete subprecinct labels from map. Delete subprecinct boundaries from map and legend
and replace with "Precinct Boundary".
Boundary error corrected on inset
context map and all residential areas
added.
Post-exhibition update to remove
extension of Stawell Street west of High
Street in response to submission no. 3
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Page

Heading

Paragraph

Diagram

Image

Map

Table

Note

40

Map 14: Precinct
7 - Community
Hub

Update map to correct boundary error on
inset context map.

42

Map 15: Precinct
8 - Gateway
Commercial
South

Update map to correct boundary error on
inset context map.

43

44

Table 9:
Correct error in table label. Collapse
Design
sub-precincts.
Requirements
Precinct 9
Map 16: Precinct
9 - Racecourse,
Tourism &
Entertainment
Precinct

Update map to correct boundary error on
inset context map and collapse
subprecincts.

Throughout

Replace “Centro” with “Cranbourne Park
Shopping Centre”.

Throughout

The terms "significant building" and
"signature building" have been used
interchangeably. Reference to "signature
building" has been replaced with
"significant building" for consistency.
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Cranbourne Town Centre
Urban Design Framework

2 August 2011

Our Vision: Casey – Creating the most Caring, Safe, Innovative and Sustainable City
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Document Control
Council policy documents change from time to time and it is recommended that you consult the electronic
reference copy at www.casey.vic.gov.au/policiesstrategies to ensure that you have the current version.
Alternatively you may contact Customer Service on 9705 5200.
Responsible Department – Strategic Development
Adopted 2 August 2011
Review Period – 5 years
Electronic reference library version 1.1
Preamble
In accordance with a resolution of Council on 21 June 2005 to include definitions of Council, Councillors and
Council officers in all Council policy documents, the following definitions are provided:
Council – means Casey City Council, being a body corporate constituted as a municipal Council under the
Local Government Act 1989
Councillors – means the individuals holding the office of a member of Casey City Council
Council officers – means the Chief Executive Officer and staff of Council appointed by the Chief Executive
Officer.
Administrative Updates
It is recognised that, from time to time, circumstances may change leading to the need for minor administrative
changes to this document. Where an update does not materially alter this document, such a change may
be made administratively. Examples include a change to the name of a Council department, a change to
the name of a Federal or State Government department, and a minor update to legislation which does not
have a material impact. However, any change or update which materially alters this document must be by
resolution of Council.
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Disclaimer
This is a strategic document, which aims to identify and scope broad opportunities and directions for the future development of
Cranbourne Town Centre. It is not intended to be relied on for any specific physical, business, and management or marketing
activities. Any body, business, organisation or individual that intends to rely on it do so at their own risk and should seek further
detailed professional advice. Whilst Planning by Design Pty Ltd and associated consultant team base the views and ideas
expressed on professional skills, no responsibility what so ever is taken in regard to issues that may arise through the pursuit of
the actions it identifies or the reliance on the information it contains.
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PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES
1.3

The purpose of this Urban Design Framework is to provide detailed
guidelines on how to achieve the development vision for the High Street
spine of the Cranbourne Town Centre, as expressed in the Cranbourne
Town Centre Structure Plan which has been adopted for the centre.
The objectives of the Urban Design Framework are to:
1. Emphasise High Street as the main entrance and activity spine of the
Cranbourne Town Centre.
2. Provide a framework that will make the High Street spine a pleasant
pedestrian environment for shopping and dining
3. Provide built and urban form solutions that will encourage an
improved mix of residential, office and retail and other uses.
4. Provide built and urban form solutions that incorporate sustainability
principles, including sustainable building design and sustainable
transport practices.
5. Emphasise Greg Clydesdale Square as the focal point of the Town
Centre.
6. Improve the interaction between the eastern and western retail
precincts.
7. Improve the appearance and connectivity of the corridor between
Clarendon Street and the Cranbourne Railway Station.
8. Support renewed active and vibrant streetscapes for the corridor.
9. Implement the general recommendations of the Cranbourne Town
Centre Structure Plan.

1.2

The study area and the Cranbourne Town Centre Principal Activity Centre
has been the subject of numerous studies over the past 10 years. The
reports that provide the basic foundation and establish starting points
and principles for this Design Framework are:
•
•

Cranbourne Town Centre Structure Plan (City of Casey August
2006).
Cranbourne Community Action Plan (City of Casey June 2008).

Unless otherwise stated, this framework reflects and supports the
principles, recommendations and initiatives identified in these plans.
Additional material and reports provided to the consultant team were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Once complete this framework will be coupled with a Civic Improvement
Plan CIP (to be prepared separately by Council) for the corridor. The CIP
will provide more detailed design of public realm and specific landscaping
and planting initiatives.

REFERENCE DOCUMENTS

•

Casey Image Strategy (City of Casey March 2005).
Our Living Memorials –Avenues of Honour in the City of Casey
(City of Casey 2001).
Avenues of Honour Signage Concept (City of Casey).
Casey Activity Centre Network (City of Casey 2005).
Cranbourne Complex Draft Structure Plan (City of Casey
December 2008).
Grant Street Precinct Public Art and Signage Documentation (City
of Casey September 2008).
Cranbourne Town Centre Business Plan (Planning by Design
March 2009).
Cranbourne- a town with a history (Casey- Cardinia Library and
City of Casey 2001).

STUDY AREA

The area subject to this project is bound by the built form on High Street
Cranbourne, and the northern and southern South Gippsland Highway
approaches to the Town Centre. In general the study boundaries are:
•

Introduction

•
•

In the north: The intersection of the prposed Cranbourne bypass and
the South Gippsland Highway.
In the south: The southern boundary of the Cranbourne Racecourse,
South Gippsland Highway and Cameron Street.
In the east and west: All properties with a frontage to the South
Gippsland Highway or High Street between the northern and
southern boundaries.

4
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1.4

CONSULTANT TEAM AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT

This project was prepared for the City of Casey and the Department of
Planning and Development by Planning by Design Pty Ltd in conjunction with
O’Brien Traffic and MGS Architects. The project commenced in March 2009.
The project team was lead by Stephen Sully, Director of Planning by Design.
The project was managed for the City of Casey by the Strategic Development
Department. A Project Reference group with representation of Council and
Department of Planning and Community Development oversaw its development.
1.4.1 Methodology
The preparation of this project has involved, to date, the following stages:
•
Review of existing information, strategies and plans.
•
Physical assessment of the study area.
•
Workshop with Council officers.
•
Key Stakeholder discussions.
•
Development of an issues and analysis paper and discussion with the
project reference group.
•
Discussions with the Chamber of Commerce.
•
Preparation of detailed development and design guidelines and an implementation strategy.
•
Presentation of draft Urban Design Framework (this report) to the Project
Reference group.

Image 1: Cranbourne Old Shire Hall
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STATUS OF THE CENTRE

The Cranbourne Town Centre is one of only two Principal
Activity Centres in the City of Casey, (the other being Narre
Warren/Fountain Gate CBD) and one of 20 such Centres
nominated across the Melbourne Metropolitan area.
As such, Cranbourne Town Centre is a very significant
location, both from a local and a metropolitan context.
The Centre can be expected to undergo significant further
development and continue to grow in terms of intensity,
scale and diversity, accommodating a broad range of
commercial, community, leisure, business, residential,
entertainment, cultural and transport land use activities,
services, and facilities.
The City of Casey adopted a Structure Plan for the
Cranbourne Town Centre in 2006 to guide its future
development. The Structure Plan identifies that the centre
has an existing commercial floorspace of 128,000 sqm.
The Structure Plan estimates that the centre will require
an additional:
•
52,000sqm of retail and shopfront retail
•
48,000sqm of non-retail (entertainment, office/
commercial)
•
30,000sqm of bulky goods / restricted retail
The Structure Plan estimates, based on its design
principles, that there is potential for the accommodation
of an additional 2500 dwellings within the Centre,
predominantly through a mixture of medium and highdensity townhouses and apartments as part of multi
storey mixed use developments. Detailed analysis and
assessment of the centre is provided in the Structure Plan,
the Community Plan and other strategic documentation.
It is not the intention of this document to replicate such
information.

Study Area
- Status

The information provided in this document is simply
provided to reinforce the importance of the Town Centre
and the scope of additional development that the Town
Centre will need to accommodate. Suffice to say that
Cranbourne Town Centre is, and will remain, a vital,
multifunctional activity centre for both the local community
and the regional population that it serves.

Map 1: Regional Context Plan - Cranbourne Town Centre Structure Plan, 2006
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2.2

STATUS OF HIGH STREET SPINE
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The High Street spine, the subject of this Urban Design Framework is the most important feature
of the Cranbourne Town Centre.
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It is the component of that can integrate the centre as a whole. High Street is the “front door” of
the centre and indeed to the Cranbourne urban area, and as such it creates first impressions
of the Town Centre. It sets the scene and establishes the character and image of Cranbourne.
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It is the area where a distinctive built form can be pursued to differentiate the centre from its lowdensity suburban surroundings. High Street, through Cranbourne, is also the South Gippsland
Highway and as such currently serves an important regional traffic and transport role.
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This section of the South Gippsland Highway currently carries approximately 25,000 vehicles per
day, including a high percentage of heavy vehicles. As a regional transport route, it falls under
the jurisdiction of Vic Roads and hence their approval will be required in addition to the Council,
for any actions or initiatives (described in this plan and the Structure Plan) which impact on the
traffic and transport capacity of the road.
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Image 2: High Street looking north from Sladen Street

Map 2: High Street looking north from
Sladen Street
TO PHILLIP ISLAND
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2.1.1 Existing Planning Scheme Provisions
The High Street spine stretches some 4km from the northern approaches to the Cranbourne The Casey Planning Scheme includes a range of
Town Centre, through the core retail areas of the town centre, and onwards to the Cranbourne zones for the High Street Spine.
Racecourse and the southern edge of the centre. The major features of the High Street spine,
identified in Figure 2, running from north to south, include:
The northern edges of the study area are included
in a Residential 1 Zone.
The northern junction of the
proposed Cranbourne bypass
with High Street

The remainder of the northern approaches are
predominantly included in a Business 3 Zone,
with the exception of two small pockets of
Business 1 Zone to the north and south of the
Cranbourne Place Park.

Reservation for the
Cranbourne bypass

The Settlement Hotel

The High Street frontage of the Cranbourne
Railway Station area is zoned Public Use Zone 4.
Cranbourne Place Park

The Retail Core of the spine is zoned Business 1,
reflecting its significant retail status.
The Cranbourne Railway
Station

Private land to the east of the High Street, in
the southern approaches is zoned Industrial 1
whilst the public land to the west of High Street is
zoned for either Public Use or Public Recreation
purposes.

Ray Perry Park and
Community Hall

The Cranbourne Town
Centre retail core, including
the major regional Centro
Shopping Centre
The original Civic and
Community hub for
Cranbourne

Avenue of Honour

Cranbourne Racecourse

The southern junction of the
proposed Cranbourne bypass
with High Street

Image 3: Major Features of High Street

Map 3: Planning Scheme Zoning
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3.1 MAJOR POPULATION GROWTH
The City of Casey is a major population growth area for Melbourne with an additional 124 families moving into the municipality each week. Population
forecasts (until 2031) see the area with a population over 450,000 people. Such a population will require a significant multi functional “City Centre” in
Cranbourne with an appropriate complexity and diversity of goods services and facilities. The Cranbourne Town Centre must fulfil this role.
3.2 BUILT FORM AND CHARACTER
The High Street Spine presents a broad variety of architectural styles and a range of building ages and conditions. In general the built form is low
rise and low density, consisting predominantly of single and some double storey buildings. There is no overall character and only a few buildings that
demonstrate strong architectural merit.

At the northern approaches to the centre and around the railway station there is a mix of older detached brick veneer residential buildings, dating from
the 1960’s and traditional “highway commercial” buildings, dating from the 1940’s which reflect Cranbourne’s traditional agricultural service centre
role. Some new development is occurring in this area through the addition of car showrooms, and medical premises. Much of the building stock in
this area is ripe for redevelopment. Most development is set back from the roadway with ad hoc car parking and scatterings of plantings occurring
along the frontage. The four photographs at the side illustrate the style built forrm in the northern approaches to the centre.

Image
4: Typical service road treatment at the
Typical service road treatment at northern
Northern
approaches
of the Centre
approaches
to the
Centre

Image 5: Existing Residential area between the
Existing residential area between Retail Core and
retail core
and the Railway Station
the Railway
Station

Image
6: outlets
Fast food
outlets
between
retail
core
Fast food
between
Retail
Core and
the
and the Railway Station

Newly
developed
centre
between
Retail
Image
7: Newlymedical
developed
Medical
Centre

Analysis
&
Issues
between Retail Core and Railway Station
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In the Retail Core the built form is commercial in nature with development to the street edge. The
blank brick wall of the Centro Shopping Centre and its parking and loading areas, dominates a
large proportion of of the western side of High Street. The buildings are predominantly double
storey with of variety of ages and conditions. Observations of the built form in the core area
indicate that many premises are not currently compliant with disability access requirements due
to variations in floor levels between the footpath and the adjoining premises. Building regulations
will address this issue whenever building redevelopment or refurbishments are proposed. The
Urban Design Framework should reinforce the requirement for “universal” access to commercial
premises along the High Street spine. The four photographs below illustrate the style of built form
and scale in the Retail Core of the Centre.

Image 12: Single Storey Service Business Style
Development

Image 13: Low Density style of business along
South Gippsland Highway

3.3 AVENUE OF HONOUR
The Oak Avenue of Honour creates a very attractive and memorable southern entrance to
Cranbourne. It is a very important and impressive element of the centre that must be maintained
and enhanced. An information kiosk has been constructed on the eastern side of the Highway
adjacent to the Avenue of Honour which provides additional information. The kiosk is somewhat
hidden and not highly visible from the road. Photographs below illustrate the Avenue of Honour
and the information kiosk.

Image 8: Commercial near Clydesdale Street
adjacent to the Plaza

Image 9: Kelly’s Motor Club Hotel at High Street

Image 14: Avenue of Honour
Image 10: Northward View of High Street from
South Gippsland HIghway

Image 11: Fresh Food Centre along High Street

Image 15: Information Kiosk

3.4 PROPOSED CRANBOURNE BYPASS
The idea of a heavy vehicle bypass of Cranbourne has been on the “drawing boards” since the
1950s. The reservation exists, the planning scheme provisions and overlays are in place, but
no funding commitment exists. VicRoads advise that the Cranbourne Bypass is not a priority
project and that traffic issues in High Street Cranbourne will be addressed through other regional
initiatives such as the Pakenham /Koo-wee-rup Bypasses.

In the southern approaches to the Town Centre the built form exists only on the east side of the
road. It is comprised of a mixture of single and double storey service business style development
on long narrow blocks. This area has a semi rural character, with the buildings set amongst trees
and accessed via an unsealed meandering service road. Much of the built form in this area is
also ripe for redevelopment. Photographs below illustrate the low density style and “semi rural”
environment of the southern approaches to the centre.

It appears that VicRoads has taken the view that the Cranbourne Bypass is a “local” traffic
issue and not a regional issue. They also appear to view traffic flow along the South Gippsland
Highway as being acceptable with the third lane through the centre acting as a manoeuvring
lane and supporting the smooth flow of traffic. VicRoads see the recently completed Pakenham
Bypass and the potential Koo-wee-rup Bypass as providing the regional link/bypass around
Cranbourne.
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3.7 HEAVY VEHICLE VOLUME IN HIGH STREET
However, as of April 2009 the State and Federal Governments have still not committed funding
for the Koo-wee-rup Bypass. It is also the case that the RACV see the Koo-wee-rup Bypass as a
high priority as well as the duplication of Cameron St (Narre Warren-Cranbourne Rd). However,
they do not see the Cranbourne Bypass (connecting Cameron Street to High Street north of
Clairmont Ave) as a high priority. It is noted that Council view the Cranbourne bypass as a key
initiative of CTCP 2011.
3.5 TRAFFIC VOLUMES AND TRAFFIC GROWTH
Traffic volume data was collected by VicRoads for High Street between Lyall Street and Bakewell
Street. This was collected on a typical weekday, Wednesday 4 March 2009. The peak hour for this
section of High Street was 4pm-5pm when a total of 2,019 vehicle movements were recorded.
The peak AM volume was recorded between 11am and 12noon when a total of 1,669 vehicle
movements were recorded. Interestingly the peak AM volume in the traditional AM commuter
peak period, between 8am and 9am, is lower with only 1,551 movements recorded.

High Street caters for significant numbers of heavy truck traffic. This creates noise, fumes and
an uninviting pedestrian environment for High Street.
Specific truck volume data has not been provided, but from observation and experience, between
10 and 12 percent of traffic is commercial vans and trucks (i.e. not cars). This would equate to
between 2,500 to 3,000 commercial vehicle movements along High Street per day. This is not an
unusually high number of commercial vehicles but a local or a regional bypass would reduce the
amount of truck traffic significantly. As for how much reduction, this would be best estimated by
undertaking a study of the origin and estination of trucks currently using High Street.
3.8 PEDESTRIAN FENCE AND PEDESTRIAN SAFETY
The fence along the median strip was installed to improve pedestrian safety, however it creates
a very negative impression of the pedestrian environment and reinforces the idea that the High
Street Corridor is primarily for motor vehicles and that pedestrians are a lower priority. This is not
an ideal situation for the major spine of a Principal Activity Centre.

The daily traffic volume, two-way, was just under 25,000 vehicle movements. In normal situations
this amount of traffic could easily be catered for by a road with two traffic lanes in each direction
supported by separate turning lanes. Weekend traffic volumes were collected for a comparison,
and daily volumes collected were similar to weekdays on a Saturday, and lower on a Sunday.

Pedestrian barriers including fencing are effective in reducing unwanted crossings and improving
pedestrian safety. A review of VicRoads “Crashstats” database for pedestrian related crashes
over the last ten year period (1 Jan 1998 to 31 Dec 2007) indicates a total of 31 crashes in the
section of High Street between Clairmont Ave and Codrington Street.

Historical traffic volume data supplied by Council indicates that in 1986 and 1987 High Street
carried in the order of 26,000 vehicles per day. By 1990 and 1991 this volume had grown to almost
31,000 vehicles per day. By 1998 this volume had dropped to under 29,000 vehicles per day.
Since 1998, with the provision of the Pakenham Bypass and other road network improvements,
the daily volume has dropped significantly to 25,000 vehicles per day. It is interesting to note that
this current traffic volume is less than what the road was carrying 23 years ago.

Interestingly, there has been no reduction in pedestrian related crashes over this period with a
total of 16 crashes in the first 5 years and 15 in the last 5 years. In the last full year of data (2007)
there were 3 pedestrian related crashes, which match the long-term average of three per year.
In the last 5 years, the only locations with multiple crashes were at the intersection of Camms
Road and High Street with four pedestrian related crashes and the intersection of Stawell Street
and High Street with two crashes. While the need for the pedestrian fence remains, initiatives
to reduce its dominance in the streetscape could be pursued through additional landscaping
treatments. It is noted that the existence of the pedestrian fence has actually assisted the
establishment of landscaping along the median strip.

3.6 SPEED LIMIT AND NUMBER OF TRAFFIC LANES
A 60kph speed limit and three through traffic lanes exist in High Street Cranbourne. The
South Gippsland Highway (High Street) actually gets wider as it passes through the centre.
The northern and southern approaches to Cranbourne only provide two through traffic lanes.
VicRoads have advised that three lanes are required to handle the parking manoeuvres as well
as through traffic.

The existing pedestrian fence along the median strip in the Retail Core is illustrated in the
photographs below.

The provision of three lanes through the centre of Cranbourne does provide an effective
manoeuvring lane between the “through’’ traffic lanes and the parking lane. However, there
would probably be more than sufficient through traffic capacity if only two through lanes and a
parking lane were provided.
The provision of slightly narrower than existing through traffic lanes and a narrow lane adjacent to
the parking lane, shared by bicycles and manoeuvring traffic, would still achieve what VicRoads
desire and would support a lower speed limit. Narrower through traffic lanes and a lower speed
limit would also support other transport modes such as walking, cycling and public transport
(buses).

Image 16: Pedestrian barriers along High street

Image 17: View of High Street Corridor
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3.9 BICYCLE ACCESS
Shared bicycle/pedestrian tracks are provided to the north and south of the centre along the
South Gippsland Highway. However, these bicycle tracks stop on the edge of the centre with no
indication provided as to how bicycles should access the centre.
While the traffic lane adjacent to the parking lane carries relatively little through traffic and can
be safely used by cyclists, there is the opportunity to improve the situation for cyclists. This traffic
lane could be converted to a shared bicycle and parking lane by providing a solid line between
the lane and the adjacent traffic lane and painting on bicycle symbols. Some reallocation of
the road space may be required to narrow the shared bicycle-parking lane to 4.5 metres and
correspondingly widen the centre median.

Image 20: Cranbourne Community Hall

Image 21: Old Shire Hall

3.13 DRAINAGE RETARDING BASIN

3.10 VIEWS AND VISTAS
The topography of Cranbourne, generally sloping down from the south to the north, provides
vistas through the centre from Sladen Street. The open environment of the Cranbourne
Racecourse also provides views to the west.

The northern Centro car park also serves as a flood retarding basin for the area. Whilst this dual
role remains, development potential for the site will be restricted, with any future development
required to be built on a platform or stilts which will preserve the flood retarding capacity of the
site.

3.11 GREG CLYDESDALE SQUARE

3.14 NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN APPROACHES

Greg Clydesdale Square is the major public/community meeting space in the centre. The square
also contains the War Memorial, which was relocated here from a location outside the Old Shire
Hall. Greg Clydesdale Square is in the private ownership of Centro. The square does not have
any active edges and is a space to walk through rather than spend time in. Greg Clydesdale
Square represents the most significant opportunity in the study area to create a fully activated,
safe, secure and attractive central meeting point in the centre.

Land along High Street on the northern and southern approaches is designated in the Structure
Plan for “Bulky Goods retailing.” A review of the subdivision pattern and the style and configuration
of the properties raises some doubt about the capacity of the areas to facilitate and accommodate
such activity. The existing subdivision pattern creates a multitude of long narrow allotments and
the topography of the sites, especially those to the south (adjacent to the racecourse) which
restricts access and visibility.
3.15 ENTRANCE FROM THE NORTH
The entrance from the north along High Street is ad hoc with a variety of streetscape treatments,
a confused traffic service lane configuration and a basic low density built form with no common
setbacks, themes, character or quality architecture. The streetscape of the northern entrance is
illustrated in the photographs below.
3.16 CRANBOURNE RAILWAY STATION

Image 18: Greg Clydesdale Square

Image 19:

View of Greg Clydesdale Square
across High street

3.1.12 Community Facilities
Community facilities in the core of the centre are limited to the Old Shire Offices and Preschool
located to the south of Sladen Street, the Cranbourne Hall, an aging 1950’s facility adjacent
to Perry Park and a Council customer information outlet in the Centro Shopping Centre.
Council owned land, currently used for car parking, adjacent to Greg Clydesdale Square has
been identified as a potential location for new Community Facilities in other recent studies.
Photographs on this page show the Cranbourne Community Hall (above left) and the Old Shire
Hall (above right).

The Cranbourne railway station is located 900 metres to the north of the Centro Cranbourne
Shopping Centre. It is isolated from the centre. The pedestrian route between the centre and the
station is uninviting and unattractive, there are few public transport options and bicycle facilities
are not provided. The Cranbourne railway station environs represent a major opportunity for the
area as a focus in its own right for higher density residential and commercial development.
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3.17 CRANBOURNE RACECOURSE
Discussions with Cranbourne Tricodes have indicated their objectives to expand and intensify
development and activity in Cranbourne. Future development of the area may involve the
provision of a hotel, motel and conference facilities. The Turf club proposes to run weekly
Saturday evening race meetings in addition to enhanced horse training and stabling facilities
through the reconfiguration of the existing racetrack and training facilities.
This will provide the centre and the High Street spine with a major destination in the future.
The reconfiguration of the racetrack facilities will also free up the areas adjacent to the South
Gippsland Highway. This could lead to the development of an equestrian facility and the
reconfiguration of the existing oval and its environs.
3.18 CRANBOURNE ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS
The Botanic Gardens are located 1.5 kms to the south of the Cranbourne Town Centre. These
Gardens are developing as a major regional tourism, educational and leisure attraction and
provide great potential for the centre. The Gardens display a distinctive Australian landscape
with vibrant colours and native plantings, which could well be linked into the town centre via
landscaping and streetscape elements. Pedestrian, bike and vehicular linkages from the centre
to the Botanic Gardens will require upgrading.

Image 22: Car dealership type of business
before railway station

Image 23: Single Storey service facilities at the
intersection of High Street and Camms Road

Image 24: Blank inaccessible walls of Centro
Cranbourne

Image 25: View of Centro Cranbourne from
intersection of High Street and Stawell Street

Image 26: Direct frontage to High Street showing
blank walls, loading docks and parking areas

Image 27: Frontage of Centro is uninviting and
discourages pedestrian activities

3.19 LACK OF DESTINATION ACTIVITIES ON HIGH STREET
There are only a few retail or business “destinations” exist on High Street in the core of the
centre. This reduces pedestrian flows and activity on High Street.
3.20 BLANK INACCESSIBLE WALLS ON WEST SIDE OF HIGH STREET
The Centro Cranbourne Shopping Centre is largely an internalised retail centre that has turned
its back on High Street. Its direct frontage to High Street consists largely of blank walls, loading
docks and parking areas. These elements are unattractive and create an uninviting environment
for pedestrians. They do not offer any encouragement for pedestrian activity along High Street.
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3.21 IMAGE AND CHARACTER

3.22 STREETSCAPE TREATMENTS ALONG THE SPINE

The High Street spine through Cranbourne does not have one common theme or character. The
southern entrances still have the feel of a country town created by the Avenue of Honour and
the open space of the racecourse. The northern approaches of the Town Centre are a jumble of
ad hoc themes, landscapes, plantings images, architectural forms and activities. Examples of
current signs and brands used in the centre are illustrated below.

Streetscape treatments through the spine are ad hoc. It appears that a number of different
treatment projects have been applied over time and the current situation reflects, to varying
degrees, each project. It is understood that previous streetscape works in the Retail Core have
been funded through a voluntary special rate scheme. This has resulted in the pavement outside
some specific properties that chose not to participate being left with bitumen whilst adjoining
properties were brick paved.

Image 29: Ad hoc themes along High Street
Image 32: Streetscape Banner Poles

Image 33: Uneven treatment of pavement

Image 34: Bitumen and Brick pavement

Image 35: Pavement along High Street

Image 30: A different style of entrance marker
visible at High Street

Image 28: Directional signage for Racecourse

Image 31: Welcome Signage
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3.23 History and Heritage Aspects
High Street Cranbourne has a rich and varied history dating back to the 1800s when Cranbourne
was settled as a market and farming community with access to the Melbourne – South Gippsland
Railway. High Street has continually evolved since this time, with many buildings that have come
and gone. The historical society have a wealth of information on the history of the area. It will
be important for the Urban Design Framework to respect, celebrate and reflect the history of the
area. Key heritage elements are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kelly’s Hotel
Old Shire Offices
Avenue of Honour
McMorran’s Oak Tree
War Memorial (in Greg Clydesdale Square)
St Agatha’s Church, currently “Heavenly Pancake” restaurant

The Cranbourne War Memorial, which today is located in Greg Clydesdale Square, was originally
erected on top of the hill in High Street, at the start of the Avenue of Honour. It was damaged by
a milk truck in 1949 and needed to be restored, and was subsequently moved outside the Old
Shire Offices. An official ceremony was held to celebrate its restoration and new location in 1952.
The grand stone tablet monument was again relocated in the 1990s to Greg Clydesdale Square.

Pam Ridgway remembers:
“The butcher’s cart came around once or twice a week. Meat was weighed
at the gate on small scales the butcher had with him. I remember the butcher
always had a switch of gum leaves to deter any flies. The baker had a similar
cart to deliver bread and brought a few loaves to the door in a large basket.”

The “Cranbourne, A Town with a History” report (City of Casey 2001) provides an extensive
supply of information and photographs on the history of Cranbourne from the pre European
settlement times through to the 1960’s. Opportunity exists to tell the story of Cranbourne in the
centre as part of the streetscape design. Examples of the type of heritage information that could
be used in this regard are illustrated below and to the right.
The following pictures and (unrelated) quotations are taken from “Cranbourne a Town with a
History” (City of Casey 2001).

Anice Stammers (nee Facey) can remember as a girl the sorts of shops that were
in Cranbourne during the late 1930s:
“I used to love starting near Poole’s Garage on my scooter and freewheeling
down the footpath to our house. First I’d pass Joe Taylor’s horse paddock and
his bakery shop and bake house where I would be sent to get a loaf of bread still
hot from the oven. I’d pass Mosey Miles the saddler, then the National Bank, the
estate agents and next to our place, Mr and Mrs Cowe’s shop which sold fruit and
vegetables, ice cream, ice blocks, cigarettes, and best of all lollies.”

Image 36: Cranbourne Motor Garage
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Map 4: Issues along High street Spine

Figure 5 – Issues
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The review of existing plans, strategies and policies, the physical
assessment of the Centre and discussions with major property owners,
business operators and Council officers provides a clear indication of
the immense opportunities that exist for the Cranbourne Town Centre
and therefore, the High Street spine.
Population growth, location, physical environment, status in the activity
centres hierarchy, development and redevelopment opportunities and
community and business support all combine to indicate a great future
for the Centre.

4.4 ACCESS, INTEGRATION AND LINKAGES
•
•

Improve access to and facilities for public transport and bicycles along
the spine.
Improve linkages between all the activities, features and destinations
located along the High Street spine.

4.5 PEDESTRIAN SAFETY
•

Introduce traffic management measures to calm traffic and improve
pedestrian and bicycle access, safety and convenience.
Facilitate the development of a Cranbourne Bypass route for heavy
vehicles and through traffic to reduce volume, noise and fumes along
the spine.

Specific opportunities identified for potential pursuit through this urban
design framework are illustrated on Figure 6. The key opportunities are
summarised through the following points:

•

4.1 INTENSITY AND SCALE OF DEVELOPMENT

4.6 COUNCIL LEADERSHIP

•

•

Increase the intensity, scale and density of built form along
the spine to create a visually appealing, striking and dominant
built form within an attractive streetscape, which reflects the
status of the Cranbourne Town Centre as a significant location,
both for Casey and the broader Melbourne metropolitan area.

Provide detailed urban design guidelines to assist Council, property
owners and developers to appreciate how properties should be
developed to assist in the achievement of the overall vision for the
area.

4.2 APPEARANCE
•

•

Improve the pedestrian environment along the whole of the spine,
making it attractive to walk along the spine between the activity
nodes.
Improve the physical environment of the public realm and
adjoining private properties and premises of High Street.

4.3 COMMUNITY SERVICES, FACILITIES AND SPACES
•
•

Improve the range of community services and facilities along the
spine.
Create Greg Clydesdale Square as the public and community
space in the centre.

Opportunities
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IMPROVE FOOTPATHS AND
STREETSCAPE IN THE HIGH
STREET CORE AREA

EXTEND THE AVENUE OF
HONOUR PLANTING TOWARDS
THE SOUTHERN ENTRANCE

OPPORTUNITY TO IMPROVE
ACCESS TO AND AROUND SLADEN
STREET COMMUNITY HUB

OPPORTUNITY TO
IMPROVE PEDESTRIAN
ACCESS TO CENTRO

OPPORTUNITY FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT FRONTING HIGH
STREET

OPPORTUNITY TO PROVIDE
ADDITIONAL RETAIL ACTIVITY
FRONTING HIGH STREET

CREATE PUBLIC
PLAZA ADJACENT
TO MCMORRAN
OAK TREE

IMPROVED BUS
STOPS AND TAXI
FACILITIES
CREATE OF A PEDESTRIAN
PLAZA IN BAKEWELL
STREET AT HIGH STREET
INTERSECTION INCLUDING
CHILDRENS PLAY AREA
IMPROVE LINK BETWEEN
BUS INTERCHANGE,
CENTRO SHOPPING
CENTRE AND CASEY
COMPLEX
OPPORTUNITY TO CREATE
AN ATTRACTIVE BULKY
GOODS PRECINCT AT THE
SOUTHERN ENTRANCE

IMPROVE PEDESTRIAN
AMENITY IN CORE AREA BY
REDUCING “THROUGH”
TRAFFIC LANES IN HIGH
STREET IN THE CORE AREA,
FROM 3 TO 2

IMPROVE APPEARANCE
AND DECORATION OF
CENTRO’S BLANK WALL

CREATE BIKE PATH ALONG
HIGH ST SPINE LINKING
RAILWAY STATION TO TOWN
CENTRE, RACECOURSE AND
BOTANIC GARDENS

ESTABLISHMENT
OF A YOUTH
ACTIVITIES AREA

RENOVATE CRANBOURNE
COMMUNITY HALL TO
MEET COMMUNITY NEEDS

UPGRADE RAY PERRY PARK
AND INTEGRATE WITH
ADJOINING HIGH SCHOOL

PROVIDE MAJOR COMMUNITY FACILITY
ADJACENT TO GREG CLYDESDALE SQUARE

IMPROVE GREG CLYDESDALE SQUARE:
23325781,7,(6)25$&7,9(5(7$,/)5217$*(6
,03529('3('(675,$1)$&,/,7,(6
,03529('3('(675,$1$&&(66$&5266+,*+675((772%$.(:(//675((7

INTENSIFY RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT AROUND
RAILWAY STATION

PROVIDE SHUTTLE BUS
FROM RAILWAY STATION TO
TOWN CENTRE ALONG
HIGH STREET

ESTABLISH FORMAL
PLANTING OF HIGH STREET
AT NORTHERN ENTRANCE

OPPORTUNITY FOR ATTRACTIVE,
WELL DESIGNED BULKY GOODS
PRECINCT AT NORTHERN
ENTRANCE

LEGEND
PROPOSED BY PASS
ROUTE
OPPORTUNITY FOR NEW
DEVELOPMENT AROUND
CENTRO
OPPORTUNITY FOR BULKY
GOODS
PRECINCT

POTENTIAL PUBLIC PLAZA
ADJACENT
TO MCMORRAN OAK TREE
HIGH STREET SPINE
EXISTING OPEN SPACE/
PARK/
RACECOURSE
RAIL LINE

OPPORTUNITY FOR
ENHANCED
PEDESTRIAN CROSSING/
PLAZA/
ACCESS

PROPOSED RAIL LINE
TROUGH BLOCK LINK
STUDY AREA

OPPORTUNITY FOR
PEDESTRIAN
PLAZA IN BAKEWELL
STREET

Figure 1: Opportunities
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As the broader Cranbourne community grows to have a population in excess of 100,000 people over the next twenty years, it is essential that the
Cranbourne Town Centre develops and evolves to match this growth and provide the goods, services and facilities demanded by the community.
To achieve this the Centre will need to continue to evolve, as indeed, it has been since its initial establishment over 100 years ago. The greatest area
of change, in terms of the physical form will be along the High Street spine, where the predominant single storey built form will need to evolve, over
the next 20 years and beyond, into predominantly, 14m to 21m high built form development with potential for a mixture of uses to occur within each
building.
The vision driving this framework for the High Street spine is that:

“The enhanced High Street Cranbourne spine will create a vibrant and
attractive link between the Cranbourne Railway Station, the major
commercial, retail and employment activities in the core area and the Cranbourne Racing Complex, via a
network of high quality walking, cycling and vehicular networks.
The future development of the spine will retain the valued heritage places and public spaces as well as
accommodating significant additional
commercial, community and residential activities, establishing an
attractive, vibrant and safe place to be each day and evening.”

Vision

Image 37: Motor Club Motel along High Street
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The following principles will be adhered to in order to achieve the vision
for the Cranbourne Town Centre. These principles apply to the entire
High Street Spine. More detailed principles and guidelines are identified
Hig
later in the Framework, relating to specific locations or activities.
late
6.1 SCALE AND INTENSITY
The High Street spine will develop an intensive, multi level built form up to
six storeys (and potentially higher) in selected locations, creating a strong
and dominant built form, differentiating it from its suburban surroundings.
The built form will signalise the Spine’s role as a major urban focus
cap
capable of accommodating the additional residential, community and
com
commercial development that the Cranbourne community and the region
req
require.

Attachment 5.5.5

6.6 VERSATILITY
The built form will be designed to accommodate a range of activities over
the life of the building. It must be recognised that the scale and intensity
of development envisaged in this framework may not be achieved in the
short term or in the next development cycle. Quality development of a
lower scale or density that has the capacity to be expanded, adapted or
redeveloped at a later stage may need to be accepted in the short term.
6.7 COMMUNITY PLACES AND SPACES
The High Street spine will accommodate a network of attractive, accessible
and safe community places, spaces and facilities designed and located to
meet the needs of the community and visitors.

6.2 SUSTAINABILITY
The High Street spine will be designed to be environmentally sustainable,
to m
minimise its requirement for, and use of, natural resources, and to
fac
facilitate sustainable transport.
6.3 VITALITY
All commercial development along the High Street Spine must include
act
activated, accessible and predominantly glazed frontages to the High
Stre
Street / South Gippsland Highway.
6.4 ACCESSIBILITY
The High Street spine will provide universal access for all people. It will
be designed to provide easy access and circulation by foot, bicycle,
bus or motor vehicle. Pedestrian access and safety will be a priority
throughout the spine and especially in the Retail Core precinct.
6.5 CONSOLIDATION
Major retail and commercial activities will be consolidated between
Sladen and Stawell Street to reinforce the Retail Core area of the centre.

Principles
Figure 2: New bike-way

Figure 3: Vibrant commerical Core
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The overall Urban Design Framework for the High Street spine is
outlined in this section and through the two following plans; Figure 7,
which illustrate Movement and Access initiatives and Figure 8, which
illustrates Predominant Physical Features, Land Use and Preferred
Height.

The Framework and the Design and Development guidelines establish
an urban design future for the Cranbourne Town Centre very different
from the one that exists today. The transformation of the centre will
take time to achieve and will require the ongoing leadership and
direction from the Council and the development of strong partnerships
between the Council and the private sector property owners, business
operators and the Cranbourne community. For the ideas and initiatives
identified in this framework to be achieved change will be required,
some activities and buildings that currently exist will be removed, new
development will occur, properties will be consolidated or reconfigured
and roads, footpaths and other public realm spaces will undergo
change.
The Framework recognises the need to maintain and further intensify
development in the Core Retail area of the Town Centre by identifying
locations for lower intensity activities to other locations on the fringe of
the Centre.
The Framework provides for an active, attractive and vibrant pedestrian
friendly environment in the Core Retail area of the centre through
traffic management measures which will increase pedestrian safety
and priority. It also identifies opportunities to activate the High Street
frontages of the Centro building and the edges of Greg Clydesdale
Square.
The Framework establishes two major “bulky goods” restricted
retailing nodes at the Northern and Southern entrances to the Centre,
recognising the major land requirements for these activities. These
locations provide ideal vehicular access to the proposed Cranbourne
Bypass.

Framework

The Framework identifies a major corporate office focus on the northern
edge of the Retail Core (around Centro’s northern car parking area)
to be developed, establishing Cranbourne as a high quality regional
corporate office location.

Attachment 5.5.5

The Framework identifies opportunities to retain and celebrate Cranbourne’s
history and heritage, both through the retention and enhancement of existing
heritage buildings and features, and through the use of heritage aspects in
the design of streetscapes and the public realm.
The Framework supports and recommends continued advocacy for the
Cranbourne Bypass, which once constructed would greatly improve the
pedestrian environment and overall appeal of High Street.
7.1 MOVEMENT AND ACCESS
The Framework establishes easy, safe and attractive access to and linkages
between all the features and facilities along the spine through the following
provisions:
7.1.1 Pedestrian access
The Framework establishes a safe and attractive footpath system along the
entire length of the spine. All existing pedestrian crossings are maintained
and additional joint pedestrian and bicycle crossing points are recommended
adjacent to Ray Perry Park and the Railway Station. Weather protection will
be required on all footpaths adjacent to commercial activities.
7.1.2 Bicycle access
The Framework provides a continuous safe and attractive bicycle path from
the northern approaches (linking to the Lyndhurst bike track) to the Railway
Station, the Retail Core and the Racecourse (linking to the Cranbourne Royal
Botanic Gardens). The composition and style of the bicycle path will vary
from precinct to precinct responding to the different environment and road
layout. The proposed bicycle route will provide direct links to the High School
and Casey Complex.
7.1.3 Public transport
The Framework identifies the need for and the opportunity to introduce a
frequent, fast, reliable and effective shuttle bus route along the High Street
spine with stops at all key locations. The shuttle bus facility could be provided
either through modification to existing public transport bus routes or through
a dedicated additional bus route funded by the Council and business
community.
7.1.4 Motor vehicle access

The Framework establishes a series of community facilities and open
space hubs along the spine, each connected to the next through safe
and attractive pedestrian and bicycle networks.
The Framework integrates the Cranbourne Railway Station with
the Core Retail area through improved pedestrian, bicycle and bus
facilities.

The Framework provides effective access for motor vehicle traffic via two
continuous through traffic lanes in each direction along the entire spine and
an additional parking-manoeuvring lane in the Retail Core area between
Sladen and Stawell Streets. This treatment is considered adequate for
current and future traffic volumes.
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Future Northern Junction of Bypass

Northern Gateway

LEGEND
Activity Node
Major Pedestrian Crossing Point
Major Bike Route

Proposed By Pass Route

Bus Shuttle Route
Major Vehicular Access

Cranbourne Place Park

Cranbourne Loop Road
Greg Clydesdale Square
Cranbourne Railway Station
Bus-Rail Interchange

Cranbourne Railway Station

Railway Line
Proposed Railway Line
Proposed By-Pass

Bike Lane in Service Road
(Both Sides)
Additional pedestrian/ bicycle crossing link to
Ray Perry Park and High School
Ray Perry Park
Bicycle access to High School

Retail Core Area
Taxi Stand
Greg Clydesdale Square

Bus Interchange
Bicycle access to Casey Complex

Bakewell Plaza
Widened pedestrian crossing
at Greg Clydesdale Square

Civic and Community Hub

On Road Bike Paths (Both sides)

Off Road shared Bike and Pedestrian Path

Future Southern Junction of Bypass
RACECOURSE

Southern Gateway

Figure 4 : Movement and Access

Figure 7 –
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7.2

LAND USE AND BUILT FORM

The overall land use activities, features, preferred building heights and specific precincts along
the High Street spine are illustrated in Figure 8.
7.2.1 Community facilities and open space areas
The major existing open spaces and community facilities areas in the Spine are:
•
Cranbourne Place Park
•
Ray Perry Park
•
Greg Clydesdale Square
•
Recreation areas associated with the Cranbourne Racecourse

for these landmark sites is provided in the Design and Development Guidelines and Detailed
Concept Plans.
7.2.6 Preferred building heights
The Framework identifies preferred building heights for each area along the spine expressed as
a number of storeys. In most instances this building height is drawn from the adopted Cranbourne
Town Centre Structure Plan. These building heights are not designed to be mandatory; rather
they indicate the preferred building height. Opportunity should exist for the consideration of
a higher built form where a proposal can demonstrate design excellence, adherence to the
principles and design guidelines and where additional height will benefit the centre as a whole.
7.2.7 Precincts along the spine

The framework supports the retention of these facilities and provides specific recommendations
for their enhancement and opportunities to establish additional facilities adjacent to Greg
Clydesdale Square, Ray Perry Park and in the vicinity of McMorran’s Oak Tree on the west side
of High Street.
7.2.2 Heritage buildings and features
The Heritage buildings and sites, as identified in the Casey Planning Scheme:
•
Kelly’s Hotel
•
Old Shire Offices
•
Avenue of Honour
•
Mc Morran’s Oak Tree
•
War Memorial (Greg Clydesdale Square)
•
St Agatha’s (Former Catholic Church) currently “Taco Bill” restaurant
The framework supports the retention, recognition and enhancement of these buildings and
features and the need for adjacent development to respect their heritage character.
7.2.3 Interfaces with adjoining residential areas
Where the High Street spine adjoins residential zoned land the Framework provides for design
and development provisions to prevent overlooking or overshadowing of adjoining residences.
7.2.4 Interfaces with industrial estate

To respond to the 4km length of the study area and the diversity of development and activity it
contains, the study area has been broken into 3 precincts that best reflect the distinctive features
of the spine.
The precincts are:
•
Precinct 1: Northern Approaches, the areas leading towards the core area that include the
Cranbourne Railway Station, Settlement Hotel, fast food outlets, showrooms and service
business premises.
•

Precinct 2: Retail Core, the heart of the Cranbourne Town Centre and the focus for retail,
business and entertainment, including the Centro Shopping Centre.

•

Precinct 3: Southern Approaches, the areas leading to the core from the south including
the Cranbourne Racecourse, Avenue of Honour, Old Shire Hall and associated community
facilities and a mixture of service businesses and showrooms.

For the purpose of preparing specific Design and Development Guidelines these precincts have
been further divided into 13 sub precincts. These precincts are discussed individually in Section
8.
A short description of each of the sub precincts is provided in Figure 8. In most instances the
type and style of built form and activity are consistent with those identified in the Cranbourne
Town Centre Structure Plan. Any recommended variations to the Structure Plan principles and
guidelines will be highlighted in the discussions of the individual sub precincts.

The High Street spine adjoins an industrial estate in the northern approaches. To recognise the
industrial status of this area and to prevent residential activity from impacting on the potential of
this estate to continue, the framework recommends that residential development not be provided
on adjoining sites with direct abuttal to industrial zones.
7.2.5 Landmark sites
The framework identifies three landmark sites along the spine; being the Northern gateway,
Centro’s northern car parking area and the Southern gateway. Opportunity exists on these sites
for a distinctive built form to anchor major views and vistas through the Centre. Specific guidance
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Sub Precinct 1.1 Prominent “gateway” site that
requires quality built form signalling arrival at a
major urban centre. Opportunity for attractive,
bulky goods / restricted retail development built
to frontages of South Gippsland Highway and the
bypass. See also detailed design for Northern
Entrance.

3
storey
(8 m)

Precinct 1
‘Northern Approaches’

2

(14 m)

Retail - Bulky Goods

Sub Precinct 2.1 Opportunity for major
corporate office development along
High Street frontage with parking to
rear. (Development will need maintain
role of the area as a flood retarding
basin.) See also detailed design
concept for Ray Perry Park and
environs.

Sub Precinct 1.4 Opportunity for showroom,
commercial activity with residential at upper
levels. Development will need to have regard of
residential interface to the east. Specific
opportunity exists for further development of
the Settlement Hotel towards its frontages.

6

storey

4

storey
(14 m)

PRECINCT 1

Retail Core

4

Adjoining
Industrial
Zone

storey
(14 m)

Community
Hall
CRANBOURN
NE
HIGH SCHOO
OL
O

6

storey
(20 m)

Centro Shopping
Centre

Precinct 2
‘Retail Core’
Sub Precinct 3.1 Opportunity to improve
access and circulation around the community
facilities
through
reconfiguration
of
boundaries
with
adjacent
racecourse
reservation (following reconfiguration of
racecourse. Any future development must
reflect and protect heritage buildings
Sub Precinct 3.2 These sites are somewhat
hidden from South Gippsland Highway which
limits exposure and prominence. Opportunity
for showrooms, commercial, service business
activity accessed from service road.

Sub Precinct 2.2 Opportunity for multi level
commercial office or residential development, to
the north of the
heritage church. Built form
should retain the view of and sight lines to the
church from High Street through generous
setback from High Street. Development will also
need to have regard for adjoining residential
development.
Sub Precinct 2.3 This is the core retail area of
Cranbourne Town Centre. Future development
must create active, attractive accessible, glazed
frontages to High Street for retail at ground floor
and commercial, residential at upper levels.
Frequent east / west pedestrian through site
should be provided through arcades or walk
through premises. See also detailed concept for
Greg Clydesdale Square and environs.

Greg
Clydesdale
Square

3

storey
(12 m)

Cameron St
(Future Bypass Route )

3

storey
(12 m)

Sub Precinct 3.3 Prominent southern “gateway”
precinct that requires quality built form signalling arrival
at a major urban centre. Opportunity for attractive,
bulky goods / restricted retail development fronting on
to, and with major access from, Cameron Street.
Development will need to create attractive urban scale
built form at the frontages and have regard for
adjoining residential development. See also detailed
concepts for the Southern Entrance.

Ray Perry
Park

Sub Precinct 1.6 Showroom, commercial activity
with residential at upper levels. Southern end
provides views and vistas to south and adjoins
Ray Perry Park.

CRANBOURNE
RACECOURSE
RS

3
storey

Precinct 3
‘Southern Approaches’

Open Space / Recreation
Existing Residential
Multi-Level Mixed Use, Commercial
Ground Floor, Residential Above
Industrial

(20 m)

Sub Precinct 1.5 Showroom, service business
activity. Development will need to have regard of
abutting industrial zone to the east.

Corporate Offices

Industrial Interface

3

Residential Interface

storey
(9 m)

Landmark Site

4

Heritage or Character Element

storey
(14 m)

Railway Line
Proposed Railway Line

4
storey

Proposed Bypass

(14 m)

6

PRECINCT 2

Sub Precinct 1.7 Opportunity to further
develop the emerging Medical facilities or
accommodate offices at ground floor with
residential or commercial at upper levels.
Opportunity for small convenience retail
store.

Showroom / Service Businesses
Community

Cranbourne Place Park
Sub Precinct 1.3 This area surrounding
the Cranbourne Railway station is highly
suited to provide multi level higher
density
residential
development.
Opportunity exists along the High Street
frontages for showroom, commercial
activity with residential at upper levels.

LEGEND

storey

storey
(20 m)

PRECINCT 3

Sub Precinct 1.2 Retain existing
residential style and scale, facilitate
intensification through unit, town
house developments as appropriate
under Rescode.

(10 m)

Figure 8 – Land Use and Scale of Built Form

Figure 5 : Land Use and Scale of Built Form
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PRECINCT 1: NORTHERN APPROACHES

8.1.1 Features, environment and character
The High Street (South Gippsland Highway) northern
approaches to the Cranbourne Town Centre are low density,
ad hoc and lack any consistent style or theme. The challenge
for the Urban Design Framework is to redress this and
establish the foundations that will clearly mark “arrival” at
Cranbourne, to create a good first impression for people
travelling from Melbourne, and to create a sense of place for
the local residential and business communities.

Established Residential Area

Large undeveloped sites around
proposed bypass route

It will also be critical to improve the integration of pedestrian,
bicycle and public transport linkages in the precinct,
especially between the Cranbourne Railway Station and the
Town Centre.
The major features of this precinct are the Cranbourne
Railway Station, Settlement Hotel, the northern end of the
proposed Cranbourne Bypass, established residential areas,
and traditional “highway oriented” commercial activities.
8.1.2 Potential for change

The potential for new and more intensive development in this
northern precinct arises from:
•
The existing low density and small-scale development,
much of which is ripe for expansion, intensification or
redevelopment.
•
The large, generally undeveloped land parcels east of
the highway at the proposed Bypass junction.
•
The proximity to rail and established urban infrastructure
services.
•
The generous scale and capacity of the highway.
•
The emergence of a medical cluster that could be further
developed and enhanced.

Small Retail Centre

Settlement Hotel

Showrooms and Fast Food Outlets

Cranbourne Railway Station

Former Residential Area in transition
to Commercial/Medical Precinct

8.1.3 Land use

Precincts
- along the High
Street spine

Preferred land uses in this precinct are:
•
Showrooms / Service businesses
•
Restricted retail
•
Residential
•
Medical
•
Offices

Low Density Service
Showrooms Area

Business

Image 38 : Precinct 1 Features
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8.1.4 Access and circulation
Major access and circulation initiatives for this precinct are:

Further initiatives for the precinct are:

1.

Plan for and accommodate the junction of the proposed Bypass with High Street. The
current reservation for the proposed bypass does not clearly define the future location of the
Bypass or the configuration of its junction with the South Gippsland Highway. This certainly
will limit the potential to pursue and facilitate development of the major sites adjacent to the
Bypass. The detailed design and configuration of the Bypass junction should be pursued
immediately.

1.

2.

Improve pedestrian and bike crossing in the vicinity of the railway station through the
installation of a pedestrian / bicycle crossing in the vicinity of the (currently disused) railway
level crossing to provide safe bicycle and pedestrian access across High Street between
the railway station and the commercial and community facilities and bus stops on the east
side of the Highway.

3.

Provide a high quality bike transit lane in the service road system on either side of High
Street / South Gippsland Highway, linking the northern approaches to the Retail Core. In
the short term, a clearly line marked bike lane should be provided along both the east
and west service roads, adjacent to parallel parking spaces. As redevelopment occurs on
properties adjacent to the service road,
any opportunity to provide a dedicated
bike lane adjacent to the kerb, (i.e.
between the kerb and adjacent parked
cars) should be pursued.

2.

3.

The top cross section (in figure 9B) illustrates
the preferred road configuration where
serviceroads exist. Only the western half
of the roadway is shown. The eastern side
would be a mirror image of this set up.

8.1.5 Streetscape
Streetscapes in the northern approaches should be improved through:
•
Introducing formal tree planting along High Street from the proposed Bypass Road to
the Railway Station, to establish a strong landscape image comparable to the southern
approaches through the Avenue of Honour.
•
Establish a streetscape node at the railway station environs to raise the visual prominence
of the station.
•
Improve amenity and usability of the existing Cranbourne Place Park by reconfiguring
access and the relationship to the Highway and adjoining commercial activities.
Built form and activity
•
The specific built form objectives for the northern approaches are to intensify the scale and
form of development, promoting multi-storey development wherever appropriate or practical
to signal the arrival at the Cranbourne Town Centre. It must be recognised that development
in this precinct may not achieve the scale and densities identified in this Framework or the
Structure Plan as part of the next development cycle. Quality development of a lower scale
or density that has the capacity to be expanded, adapted or redeveloped at a later stage
may need to be provided for, in the short term.

The second plan (in figure 9B) shows angle
parking on the kerb side of the one way
service road adjacent to the footpath. The
bicycle path in this configuration would be
along the service road, sharing the roadway
with vehicular traffic. This is considered a
short-term solution to provide additional on
street car parking and bicycle access prior to
major redevelopment occurring.
The lower plan shows a dedicated bicycle
path located between the angled parking and
the kerb. This is considered to be a preferable
situation to pursue in the longer term as
redevelopment occurs.

Provide for convenient parking along the service road by introducing 60 degree angle parking
adjacent to the kerb, with on site car parking only encouraged to the rear of the building or
alongside access lanes, as part of any commercial or showrooms / service businesses
redevelopment (refer sub precincts 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 & 1.7). On site parking in the frontage
areas of properties should not be permitted except where parking is associated with major
restricted retail developments (refer sub precincts 1.1 and Detailed Concept A – page 32).
For restricted retail development are to be accessed from service lanes along High Street or
the proposed Bypass Road to provide limited convenient customer / visitor parking (a single
aisle with 90 degree angle parking on both sides) along the frontage within the maximum
front setback of 21m with additional onsite parking provided alongside access lanes or at
the rear. Detailed guidelines regarding parking are provided in the sub precinct Design and
Development Guidelines.
Restrict loading zones to the rear of any development and minimise any visual impact
through screening and embedding the development where possible.

Figure 6: Typical cross section of High Street in the
northern approaces precinct

Overall Design Principles
The preferred built form for the non residential zoned land in this precinct is for multi level
development built along the property frontage to High Street in order to establish a strong and
dominant built form. Development above 8 metres should be set back 6 metres to create a
podium.
•
Continuous, weather protected footpaths should be provided along building frontages.
•
Consolidation of sites should be encouraged to create efficient development parcels and
reduce the number and frequency of access lanes.
•
All frontages of commercial development to High Street should be predominantly glazed
and accessible.
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•

Where properties adjoin residential zones any multi level development will need to
be designed to prevent overlooking or overshadowing as detailed in the Design and
Development Guidelines.

8.1.6 Sub-Precincts
To enable detailed design and development guidelines for the precinct, the Precinct has been
broken into seven sub precincts. This guidelines appear in more detail on the following pages.
•

Northern Gateway (sub precinct 1.1): Encourage a well-designed restricted retail /
bulky goods node to establish on large properties. These large sites are ideally suited to
accommodate the additional bulky goods / restricted retail floorspace that is required to
meet future demand. These sites form the northern gateway to the Cranbourne Town Centre
and it is essential that the design and configuration or any development reflects the desired
quality image and development intensity.

Refer to Detailed Concept Plan A for further details:
•

•

Northern Residential (sub precinct 1.2): Encourage retention of existing residential
development and facilitate medium density redevelopment on consolidated
properties. Retain the small convenience retail facility in the precinct and improve
links from the retail facilities to the adjacent Cranbourne Place Park from High Street.
Cranbourne Railway Station and environs (sub precinct 1.3): Encourage the
intensification of development around the railway station and take every opportunity to
accommodate additional medium / high-density residential development either as free
standing or at upper levels of commercial development.

•

Settlement Hotel and environs (sub precinct 1.4): Facilitate expansion of the Settlement
Hotel and encourage future development towards the High Street frontage and the Camms
Road intersection.

•

Northern Showroom area (sub precinct 1.5): Facilitate the development of showroom,
commercial and service business activities and encourage consolidation and redeveloment
of properties. The adjacent industrial zone limits the potential for this area to accommodate
residential development.

•

Northern Mixed Use East (sub precinct 1.6): Encourage consolidation and redevelopment
of properties to provide for showroom, commercial and service business activities with
potential for residential development at upper levels.

•

Northern Mixed Use West (sub precinct 1.7): Encourage consolidation and redevelopment
of properties to provide for commercial activity or medical premises, with the potential for
residential development at upper levels. Maintain a small convenience retail facility (limited
to 250-400sqm) including a cafe in this area to serve local residents commuters and
employees.

Developed
detailed
design for bypass
junction with Highway

Sub- Precinct 1.1
Landmark/ Northern Gateway
Site
Bulky goods
development
opportunity

Improve Streetscape of
High Street

Refer Detailed
Concept Plan A

Sub- Precinct 1.2

Cranbourne Place
Park - improve
integration with
adjoining areas

Settlement Hotel
Opportunity for future
development towards
frontages of High Street
and Camms Rd

Sub- Precinct 1.3

Sub- Precinct 1.4
Create Distinctive
Streetscape node to
mark location of railway
station

New Pedestrian/ Bicycle
crossing facility

Sub- Precinct 1.5
Sub- Precinct 1.7

Sub- Precinct 1.6

Figure 7: Precinct 1 Overall Initiatives
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Sub Precinct - 1.1

Northern Gateway

Overview of node

This area is located on the east side of the South Gippsland Highway at the junction of the
highway with the proposed Cranbourne Bypass. It is comprised of a number of large,
prominent “gateway” sites that require quality built form, to signal a sense of arrival at this
Principal Activity Centre. Opportunity exists for the development of attractive, bulky goods
with restricted retail development.
See also Detailed Concept A for Northern Gateway

Planning scheme

Key design and
development issues
and features
Built form design and
style


















Preferred levels



Setbacks



Access




Parking




Activation






Interfaces





Current zoning: Residential 1 Zone (R1Z) and Business 3 Zone (B3Z).
Preferred zoning: Mixed Use Zone (MUZ). The Urban Design Framework proposes an
alternate activity mix for this area than those foreshadowed by the current Residential 1
Zone that covers the majority of the node. These sites will ultimately create the northern
“gateway”. Residential 1 Zone (R1Z) development would not be conducive to creating the
desired future amenity, image and character.
Create a high profile image and character, with quality architectural response that
reinforces the desired intensive urban environment.
Ensure any new development accommodates the proposed Bypass and minimises any
negative impacts on the valued adjoining residential areas.
Ensure the built form as far as practical resembles a quality traditional High Street
environment and makes a positive contribution to the pedestrian environment and
streetscape.
Ensure that the built form (not car parking) is the dominant feature
Ensure street elevations incorporate a high degree of fenestration and the building is
designed having regard for its visibility for multiple aspects. Development of greater than
one level is preferred.
Signage should be unified across development with centralised blade precinct signage for
multiple tenancies and integration of signage into built form solutions elsewhere.
Ensure visual interest and articulation. Varied design, heights, materials and colours of
facades should be introduced to break up horizontal mass enabling the building to read as
series of buildings rather than one long continuous expanse of building.
Ensure facades are of adequate height to hide expansive views of flat roofing.
Ensure air conditioning and other roof mounted services are housed in well designed
enclosures that blend with the roof form.
Create a symbolic entry at the corner of South Gippsland Highway and the Bypass. This
corner should be marked by a structure with a distinctive built form higher than
surrounding development e.g. glazed active edges and hospitality uses.
Limit to a maximum height of 15 m with
i.e. 2emphasised
high bay levels with potential for a 3 level at
corners i.e. higher landmark elements at key corner locations.
Ensure a maximum setback of 21m from frontages to South Gippsland Highway and the
Bypass so that the built form is the dominant future, rather than car parking areas.
Ensure a setback minimum of 9m from surrounding residential land uses.
Provide access to bulky goods sites via proposed service road on High Street or from the
Bypass.
Provide limited parking along the frontage (provide a single aisle with 90 degree angle
customer/ visitor parking on both sides) within the maximum front setback of 21m and
additional onsite parking alongside access lanes or at the rear.
Restrict loading zones to the rear of the development and minimise visual impact through
screening and embedding in development where possible.
Provide visual interest and human scale with highly articulated and activated frontages to
High Street and the Bypass Road.
Encourage use of materials with high levels of transparency to improve surveillance and
security.
Ensure built form entries are directly accessible from a 3m wide pedestrian footpath
alongside the building and linking into the pedestrian network.
Provide a canopy (or verandah) along the building facades linking entries, providing
shelter and improving visual amenity and streetscape character.
Ensure interfaces with abutting residential have appropriate setbacks, acoustic fencing
where necessary, graduated step- down in height, screening of balconies/windows and
appropriate location of windows to minimise overshadowing, overlooking and visual
impact.
Ensure interfaces to adjoining residential areas include a high quality landscaped buffer
(9m setback) area to reduce the visual impact and maximise visual privacy.

Table 1: Design and Development Guidelines
Precinct 1 - Northern Approaches (Sub-Precinct 1.1)

N

Figure 8: Plan -Typical layout at South Gippsland Highway /
Bypass Road for Sub-Precinct 1.1 (Scale 1:1000 @ A3)

Figure 9: Section - Typical frontage to South Gippsland Highway / Bypass
Road for Sub-Precinct 1.1 (Scale 1:1000 @ A3)

Figure 10: Interface to abutting residential area at Sub-Precinct 1.1
(Scale 1:500 @ A3)

Figure 11 : Key Plan
Precinct 1 - Northern Approaches

Image 39 : Frontages that provide interest and activity
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Sub Precinct - 1.2

Northern Residential Area

Overview of node

This area consists predominantly of detached residential houses, constructed over the
past 30 years, accessed from the service road to the South Gippsland Highway. It
includes a small convenience shopping area adjacent to Cranbourne Place Park. This
area has the potential for incremental change for medium density residential.
 Current zoning to remain: Predominately Residential 1 Zone (R1Z) with some
Business 1 Zone (B1Z)
 Encourage incremental medium density residential redevelopment over time whilst
preserving the valued character of the area.
 Encourage any infill residential development to be developed in accordance with
ResCode provisions.
 Maintain the convenience retail area (B1Z) adjacent to the Cranbourne Place Park.
 Encourage developers to consolidate properties to establish greater development
opportunities.
 Encourage more intense development through incentives schemes e.g. incremental
development rights with site consolidation and proven design excellence.
 Encourage multi level residential development to replace low density single level
development.
 Provide active and engaging interfaces to South Gippsland Highway by orientating
living spaces of dwellings at upper levels to face the street and promote high quality
architectural design.
 Promote an attractive street environment along Gippsland Highway by providing
generous landscaped setbacks at the front of dwellings.
 Locate secluded private open space typically to a courtyard or balconies at upper
level. Courtyards to be to the rear or side of the dwelling accessed from living areas.
 Encourage low, transparent or partially open fencing / walling to create an
impression of openness.
 Ensure residential infill development is developed in
3 level development.
up2toto9m
 Ensure new residential development is set back 6m from the frontages to maintain
the valued open ‘front garden feel’ that is characteristic of the area.
 Maintain the individual vehicular access to residential developments from the service
road along South Gippsland Highway via driveways.
 Provide parking for residential development on-site, in garages, carports or on
driveways at the rear of the properties.
 Encourage the use of shared / side-by-side driveways to minimise crossovers to
reduce pedestrian vehicular conflict and enhance safety. Ensure provision is made
for bicycles and storage

Planning scheme
Key design and
development issues
and features

Built form design and
style

Preferred levels
Setbacks
Access
Parking

N

Figure 12: Plan -Typical layout at Sub-Precinct 1.2
(Scale 1:1000 @ A3)

Table 2: Design and Development Guidelines
Precinct 1 - Northern Approaches (Sub-Precinct 1.2)
Figure 13: Section A:A East-West Section at Sub-Precinct 1.2
(Scale 1:500 @ A3)

Image 40 : The careful design of the street edge zone to create
walkable areas within a safe and interesting setting
Image 41: Provide windows and living areas towards adjoinging streets to
maximize informal surveillance of streets

Figure 14 : Key Plan
Precinct 1 - Northern Approaches
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Sub Precinct - 1.3

Cranbourne Railway Station and Environs

Overview of node

This area is comprised of large allotments adjacent to the Cranbourne Railway Station
with the potential for significant change to accommodate medium and high density
mixed land use with residential development on upper levels.
 Current zoning: Business 1 Zone (B1Z) and Public Use Zone 4 (PUZ4).
 Preferred zoning: Mixed Use Zone (MUZ) and Public Use Zone 4 (PUZ4).
 Ensure that the design and activities in this area raise the profile of the Cranbourne
Railway Station as a commuter oriented transport hub.
 Incorporate residential development in upper levels of higher density to maximise
the residential population within easy walking distance of the railway station and
transport interchange.
 Provide for affordable and community housing opportunities catering for singles, and
smaller families as well as larger (extended) families.
 Increase the suitability and the diversity of housing for the needs of less car
dependant e.g. the ageing community.
on keyof heights with emphasis on key
emphasis
with
up to 14m
9mlevels
 Encourage 3-6
of built
form
in a variety
corner locations with higher elements.
 Encourage well-designed contemporary mixed use development with commercial at
ground level and residential or office development on upper levels.
 Encourage prominent articulated corner developments on sites abutting the Station
and Camms Road.
 Ensure visual interest and articulation. Varied design, heights, materials and colours
of facades should be introduced to break up horizontal mass enabling the building
to read as series of buildings rather than one long continuous expanse of building.
 Consider multiple lifts and stair cores in preference to a single central core in
developments with large footprints and resident populations.
 Provide space between taller buildings to provide outlook, daylight access and
privacy for residents.
 Encourage buildings to be built on street frontages to establish a coherent and
unified built form edge along the service road along South Gippsland Highway.
 Ensure built forms higher than 8m are setback from 3m-6m from the street boundary
on primary pedestrian thoroughfares.
 Ensure upper level offices and residential units living spaces are orientated onto
(surveillance) the public realm – civic spaces and open spaces
 Encourage access to sites via lanes at the side of development leading to rear
loading and car parking areas.
 Encourage parking to be located along the service road and to the sides / rear of
buildings. Parking located at the frontages should not be permitted.
 Provide visual interest and human scale with highly articulated and activated
frontages to High Street and Camms Road.
 Encourage use of materials with high levels of transparency to improve surveillance
and security.
 Provide a canopy (or verandah) along the building facades abutting street frontages
to provide both shelter and improving visual amenity and streetscape character.

Planning scheme
Key design and
development issues
and features

Preferred levels
Built form design and
style

Setbacks

Access
Parking
Activation

Table 3: Design and Development Guidelines
Precinct 1 - Northern Approaches (Sub-Precinct 1.3)

N

Figure 15: Plan Typical Layout at Sub-Precinct 1.3
(Scale 1:1500 @ A3)

Figure 16: Section - Interface to South Gippsland Highway
at Sub-Precinct 1.3 (Scale 1:500 @ A3)

Figure 17: Corner of South Gippsland Highway and Camms Road at
Sub-Precinct 1.3(Scale 1:500 @ A3)

Figure 18 : Key Plan
Precinct 1 - Northern Approaches

Image 41: Images that are visually interesting and activated frontages to street
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Sub Precinct - 1.4

Settlement Hotel and Environs

Overview of node

This is a high profile area on the east side of the highway between the northern
gateway and the railway line. It has excellent exposure to the South Gippsland Highway
and proximity to the Cranbourne Railway Station. It contains a mixture of low scale and
density commercial developments, including the Settlement Hotel and Motel complex.
Opportunity exists for significant intensification of mixed use activity and residential
development.

N

Figure 19: Plan Typical Layout
at Sub-Precinct 1.4 (Scale 1:1500 @ A3)

See also Detailed Concept A for Northern Gateway
Planning scheme
Key design and
development issues







Landmark sites,
buildings or features.








Preferred levels
Setbacks






Built form design and
style



Access



Parking




Activation







Interfaces





Current zoning: Business 3 Zone (B3Z).
Preferred zoning: Mixed Use Zone (MUZ).
Maximise potential offered by high profile sites and locations.
Intensify development and bring the built form closer to High Street, making the built
form the dominant feature (rather than the car parking areas).
Encourage consolidation of sites by providing development incentives. (Refer
Section 9.1 Implementation Strategies.)
Encourage the development of an articulated prominent corner site at the
intersection of South Gippsland Highway with Camms Road
Encourage the Settlement Hotel complex to expand and configure new development
closer to the High Street, Camms Road intersection to establish a coherent, high
profile and unified built form edge. Car parking should be relocated to the rear or
accommodated within the built form.
Provide for serviced apartment and hotel accommodation, affordable and community
housing opportunities catering for singles and smaller families as well as larger
(extended) families.
Increase the suitability and the diversity of housing for the needs of less car
dependant e.g. the ageing community and smaller households without or with
reduced car numbers.
14m
Limit built form height to 4
levels.
Encourage new development to be located near the street frontages to establish a
coherent and unified built form edge with canopy protection for pedestrians along
the service road.
Ensure any built form over 8m high is setback 6m from the front street front facade.
Ensure upper level offices and residential unit living spaces are configured to
provide informal surveillance of the public realm (civic spaces and open spaces).
Encourage well designed multi-level mixed use development with commercial
activity at ground floors and residential on upper levels.
Encourage generously scaled commercial ground floor with preferred minimum floor
to floor height of 3.8m.
Encourage access to these sites via lanes at the side of the development leading to
rear loading or car parking areas.
Ensure all lanes are well lit and activated.
Provide parking for new development located along the service road and to the
sides / rear of the building.
Provide visual interest and human scale with highly articulated and activated
frontages to South Gippsland Highway and Camms Road being accessible from a
3m pedestrian footpath.
Encourage use of materials with high levels of transparency to improve surveillance
and security.
Provide a canopy (or verandah) along the building facades, providing shelter and
improving visual amenity and streetscape character.
Ensure interfaces with abutting residential to the east have appropriate setbacks,
graduated step down in height, screening of balconies/windows and appropriate
location of windows to minimise overshadowing, overlooking and visual impact.
Ensure interfaces to adjoining residential areas include a landscaped buffer (6m
setback) area to reduce the visual impact and maximise visual privacy.

Figure 20: Section Interface to South Gippsland Highway
at Sub-Precinct 1.4 (Scale 1:500 @ A3)

Figure 21: Section : Interface to South Gippsland Highway
at Sub-Precinct 1.4 (Scale 1:1500 @ A3)

Figure 22 : Key Plan
Precinct 1 - Northern Approaches

Table 4: Design and Development Guidelines
Precinct 1 - Northern Approaches (Sub-Precinct 1.4)

Image 42: Activated frontages to street with potential for passive
surveillance of streets
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Sub Precinct - 1.5

Northern Showroom Area

Overview of node

This area, between Station Street and Grace Street is comprised of a number of low
scale commercial and service business premises. Opportunity exists for significant
intensification of current land use, with no residential component, as this area adjoins a
large and active industrial estate.
 Current zoning to remain: Business 3 Zone (B3Z).
 Recognise that this area has potential for intensification although the proximity of
industrial activities limits its potential for mixed use and multi-level development.
 Encourage consolidation and redevelopment.
 Maximum of 314m
levels.
 Encourage buildings to be built on street frontages to establish a coherent and
unified built form edge along the service road on South Gippsland Highway.
 Facilitate the development of well designed showrooms, commercial and service
business activity.
 Recognise and protect the industrial status and potential of the adjoining area;
discourage residential development due to direct abuttal to industrial zones.
 Ensure access to these sites is via lanes at the side of development leading to rear
loading or car parking areas.
 Ensure parking for new development is provided partially along the service road and
to the sides and rear of built form.
 Provide visual interest and human scale with highly articulated and activated
frontages which are accessible from a 3m pedestrian footpath. Encourage use of
materials with high levels of transparency to improve surveillance and security.
 Provide a canopy (or verandah) along the building facades, providing shelter and
improving visual amenity and streetscape character.
 Ensure intensification / redevelopment does not have a detrimental impact on the
adjoining industrial zone.
 Enable the industrial area to continue to operate in accordance with the zonings
provisions of Industrial 1 Zone.

Planning scheme
Key design and
development issues or
features.
Preferred levels
Setbacks
Built form design and
style

Access
Parking
Activation

Interfaces

N

Figure 23: Plan Typical Layout
at Sub-Precinct 1.5 (Scale 1:1500 @ A3)

Table 5: Design and Development Guidelines
Precinct 1- Northern Approaches (Sub-Precicnt 1.5)

Figure 24: Section - Typical frontage to South Gippsland Highway
at Sub-Precinct 1.5 (Scale 1:1500 @ A3)

Figure 25 : Key Plan
Precinct 1 - Northern Approaches
Image 43 : Active frontage to street
with weather protected area for
pedestrians

Image 44: : Use of materials with high
level of transparency at pedetrian
level to improve surveillance and
security
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Sub Precinct - 1.6

Northern Mixed Use East

Overview of node

These sites between Grace Street and Clarendon Street are currently developed for
low scale and intensity commercial or service business activities. Opportunity exists for
intensification of mixed use activity and residential development on upper levels.
 Current zoning: Business 3 Zone (B3Z).
 Preferred zoning: Mixed Use Zone (MUZ).
 Encourage multi level mixed use development in close proximity to public transport,
Ray Perry Park, community facilities and schools.
 Encourage consolidation of sites to create efficient development parcels.
 Provide for affordable and community housing opportunities catering for singles and
smaller families as well as larger (extended) families.
 Increase the suitability and the diversity of housing for the needs of less car
dependant residents e.g. the aging community and students.
 Encourage development of up to 14m
4 levels.
 Encourage showrooms, commercial, service business activity with residential at
upper levels.
 Avoid creating blank walls at street level frontage.
 Accentuate and identify building entries.
 Ensure visual interest and articulation. Varied design, heights, materials and colours
of facades should be introduced to break up horizontal mass enabling the building
to read as series of buildings rather than one long continuous expanse of building.
 Encourage buildings to be built on the service road street frontages to establish a
coherent and unified built form edge along the service road on South Gippsland
Highway.
 Ensure any built form over 8m high is setback 6m via a podium.
 Ensure access to these sites is via lanes at the side of development leading to rear
loading or car parking areas.
 Provide parking on the side in garages, basements or to the rear of properties.
 Provide visual interest and human scale with highly articulated and activated
frontages to High Street which are accessible from a 3m pedestrian footpath.
 Encourage use of materials with high levels of transparency to improve surveillance
and security.
 Provide a canopy (or verandah) along the building facades, providing shelter and
improving visual amenity and streetscape character.
 Ensure upper residential units living spaces are orientated onto (surveillance) the
public realm – civic spaces and open spaces
 Ensure interfaces with abutting residential to the east have appropriate setbacks
(6m landscaped area), graduated step down in height, screening of balconies /
windows and appropriate location of windows to minimise overshadowing,
overlooking and visual impact.

Planning scheme
Key design and
development issues or
features

Preferred levels
Built form design and
style

Setbacks

Access
Parking
Activation

Interfaces

N

Figure 26: Plan Typical Layout
at Sub-Precinct 1.6 (Scale 1:1500 @ A3)

Figure 27: Section - Frontage to South Gippsland Highway at Sub-Precinct 1.6
(Scale 1:1500 @ A3)

Table 6: Design and Development Guidelines
Precinct 1 - Northern Approaches (Sub-Precinct 1.6)

Figure 28: Section - Interface to abutting residential area
to east at Sub-Precinct 1.6 (Scale 1:500 @ A3)

Figure 29 : Key Plan
Precinct 1 - Northern
Approaches

Image 45 : Highly articulated and activated building frontages to street providing
visual interest and passive surveillance
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Sub Precinct - 1.7

Northern Mixed Use West

Overview of node

This former residential area, between Station Street and Clarendon Street, is evolving
through redevelopment or re use of original residential dwellings into a significant
commercial, medical cluster. It forms a critical link between the Cranbourne Railway
Station and the Core Retail areas. The area also supports a small convenience retail
activity which should be maintained and nurtured to serve local residents and
businesses. Opportunity exists for further redevelopment and intensification.
 Current zoning: Business 3 Zone (B3Z).
 Preferred zoning: Mixed Use Zone (MUZ).
 Residential interface to west.
 Provide an attractive and inviting pedestrian environment to encourage pedestrian
movement along High Street between the railway station and the retail core area.
 Encourage development of up to 14m
4 levels.
 Strengthen the commercial and medical cluster.
 Encourage consolidation.
 Encourage intensification with upper level residential. Maintain a convenience retail
facility (250-400sqm) close to the railway station including a cafe to serve local
residents commuters and employees.
 Encourage buildings to be built on the service road street frontages to establish a
coherent and unified built form edge along the service road on South Gippsland
Highway.
 Ensure any built form over 8m high is setback 6m via a podium.
 Ensure access to these sites is via lanes at the side of development leading to rear
loading or car parking areas.
 Provide parking on site in garages, basements or to the rear of properties.
 Provide visual interest and human scale with highly articulated and activated
frontages to High Street which are accessible from a 3m pedestrian footpath.
 Encourage use of materials with high levels of transparency to improve surveillance
and security.
 Provide a canopy (or verandah) along the building facades, providing shelter and
improving visual amenity and streetscape character.
 Ensure interfaces with abutting residential development to the east have appropriate
setbacks (6m landscaped area), graduated step down in height, screening of
balconies / windows and appropriate location of windows to minimise
overshadowing, overlooking and visual impact.

Planning scheme
Key design and
development issues or
features
Preferred levels
Built form design and
style

Setbacks

Access
Parking
Activation

Interfaces

N

Figure 29: Plan Typical Layout
at Sub-Precinct 1.7 (Scale 1:1500 @ A3)

Figure 30: Typical Frontage to South Gippsland Highway at Sub-Precinct 1.7
(Scale 1:500 @ A3)

Table 7: Design and Development Guidelines
Precinct 1 - Northern Approaches (Sub-Precinct 1.7)

Figure 31: Section - Interface to abutting residential area at Sub-Precinct 1.7
to west (Scale 1:500 @ A3)

Figure 32 : Key Plan
Precinct 1 - Northern Approaches

Image 46 : Provide visually interesting and activated building frontages
to street
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Figure 34 : Detailed Concept A
Section A - A (1:750 @ A3)

Figure 33: Plan - Ground
Precinct 1 - Northern Approach
Detailed Concept A - Northern Gateway (Scale 1:4000 @ A3)

Image 47: Artist Impression - Corner View of South
Gippsland HIghway and Bypass road
(Northern Gateway) Looking South

Figure 35 : Key Plan
Precinct 1 - Northern
Approach
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8.2

PRECINCT 2: RETAIL CORE

8.2.1 Features, environment and character
The High Street spine located in the Retail Core is a busy, active, established business area
characterised by narrow frontaged business premises in a mixture of single and double
storey development. The precinct lacks any consistent architectural style or theme, and is
for a significant extent, dominated by the large, blank external wall of the Centro Cranbourne
Shopping Centre (Centro) on the western side.

Centro’s “Pad Sites” and
fast food location

Ray Perry Park and
Community Hall

Centro’s Northern
car parking area

Cranbourne High

The large traffic volumes, speed and the high proportion of heavy vehicle traffic combine
to create an uninviting space for pedestrians. This restricts opportunities for pedestrians
and inhibits active retailing and use of the footpaths, which in turn reduces the viability for
retailing on High Street. The challenge for this Urban Design Framework is to create the
physical environment that will enhance the vibrancy and activation of this core area for local
residents, the working population and visitors, returning the area’s to its former status as the
“High Street” of Cranbourne.
Centro Shopping Centre

Blank wall of Centro

The major features of High Street in this precinct are the Centro Shopping Centre, Greg
Clydesdale Square, Kelly’s Hotel, Speciality retail businesses, IGA supermarket, Cranbourne
Market, professional services, personal services and a fledgling café and entertainment
hub.

Frontage area of Centro
currently used for
carparking

8.2.2 Potential for change
The potential for more intensive development in the Retail Core arises from:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

The fact that the Retail Core is the “epicentre” of the Cranbourne Town Centre, and is
Council owned carpark
located in one of the fastest growing urban areas of Australia.
The large at-grade car park to the north of Centro Shopping Centre and the Council
carpark adjacent to Greg Clydesdale Square.
The under-utilised or unactivated High Street frontages of Centro Shopping Centre Greg Clydesdale Square
onto, or in, the vicinity of High Street with the potential for improved street activation
and multi-level development.
The under-utilised nature of Greg Clydesdale Square which provides the major
opportunity for an active, attractive, and safe public space or “town square”.
Bella Centre Arcade
The recent introduction of the Cranbourne Market, a fresh food business
whichprovides the High Street spine with an additional quality retail destination which
could act as a catalyst for further development and retail activity.
The under utilised arcades and pedestrian lanes that link High Street to the major car
parking areas and retail activities to the west.
The width of the existing footpaths in High Street, which, when traffic volumes and
IGA Supermarket
speed issues are addressed, have the potential to accommodate outdoor dining and
activities
The scale of the High Street reservation which has the capacity to accommodate on
street parking, bicycle lanes, a landscaped median strip as well as the needs of through
vehicular traffic.
Ray Perry Park and the Cranbourne Community Hall which provide the basis to
increase the range and quality of community and open space facilities in the centre.

Lyall Street Bus
Interchange

Bakewell Street

Cranbourne Market

Image 48 : Precinct 2 Features
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8.2.3 Land use
The preferred land uses envisaged for this precinct are:
•
Speciality Retail
•
Professional Services
•
Personal Services
•
Cafés, Restaurants and Entertainment
•
Community Services and Facilities
•
Corporate Offices
•
Residential at upper levels

This cross section and plan (below) illustrate the preferred road and bicycle provisions in the
section of High Street adjacent to the Centro northern carpark. It shows a shared pedestrian /
bicycle path on the western side and bicycle provisions in the service road on the eastern side.

8.2.4 Access and circulation
Major access and circulation initiatives for this precinct are to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

Provide a clearly marked bike lane on the eastern service road which is adjacent to St
Agatha’s Church (Taco Bill).
Create a shared bicycle /pedestrian path in place of the existing footpath adjacent to the
Centro northern car parking area.
Introduce variable electronic speed limits in this precinct to facilitate lower traffic
speed during peak pedestrian/ business periods.
Improve pedestrian amenity by upgrading footpaths and requiring continuous weather
protecting verandas along both sides of High Street between Sladen Street and
StawellStreet.
Provide continuous pedestrian shelter along Centro’s frontage to High Street, including
adjacent to the “blank wall” and the bus and taxi facilities.
Integrate Greg Clydesdale Square with the eastern side of High Street and the
proposed “Bakewell Street Plaza” through a widened (8 metre), raised pavement
pedestrian crossing, with common paving and landscape treatments to enable the
design treatment of Greg Clydesdale Square to flow across the roadway into
Bakewell Street.
Extend the existing footpath on the west side of High Street around the northern
corner of Centro (Stawell Street) to provide direct pedestrian access to Centro’s
northern entrance from High Street. This could occur following the reduction of
through traffic lanes. It can be achieved by reconfiguration of the left hand turn lane
into Stawell Street and reconfiguration of landscape strip.
Consolidate through traffic into two through traffic lanes in High Street between
Sladen Street and Stawell Street, introduce a dedicated bicycle lane clearly marked
in coloured bitumen, and maintain parallel parking, a parking manoeuvring (safety lane)
and a widened central median (through line marking in the short term, and relocation of
kerbs in the longer term).

Figure 36 : Typical Plan of High Street adjacent to Centro northern carpark

Figure 37: Typical Cross section of High Street adjacent to Centro northern carpark
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An alternative and preferable long term cross section is illustrated below. This configuration
locates the bicycle path between the parallel parking and the kerb. This arrangement would
provide superior access for bicycles. As it would require additional kerb treatments and would
represent a major change it is not likely to be achieved in the short term.

The diagrams below illustrate how the preferred changes will impact on turning lanes and side
road intersections for both short and long term:

Figure 42: Typical cross section at side roads (Short term)

Figure 38: Typical cross section of High Street in the Retail Core between Stawell and Sladen
Streets (Short term)

Figure 39: Typical plan of High Street in the Retail Core between Stawell and Sladen Streets
(Short term)

Figure 43: Typical plan at side roads (Short term)

Short Term:
Figure 40: Typical cross section of High Street in the Retail Core between Stawell and Sladen
Streets: (Long term)

1.

2.
3.

4.

Existing right turn lanes can be maintained by providing indented right turn lanes within the
proposed 6.7 metre centre median area. The existing locations for the right turn lanes are at
the intersections of Lyall Street, Clydesdale Avenue and Childers Street.
There are no existing left turn lanes within the study area. The proposed layout does not
provide for left lanes.
In the short term where the bicycle lane is located to the left of parked vehicles it is
recommended that dashed lines are provided for the bicycle path. This is consistent with
VicRoads Standards and indicates to cyclists that they are approaching an intersection.
It is not anticipated that kerb outstands would be provided at any of the side road intersections.

Figure 41: Typical plan of High Street in the Retail Core between Stawell and Sladen Streets:
(Long term)
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Figure 44 : Typical plan at side roads (Long term)

Image 49 : Typical cross section at side roads (Long term)

8.2.5 Public spaces and community facilities
1.

Figure 45 : Typical cross section at side roads (Long term)

Long Term:
1.

2.

2.

In the long term where the bicycle lane is located to the right of parked vehicles (in
a Copenhagen style bike path) it is recommended that a green coloured surface
is applied to the intersection in accordance with VicRoads Cycle Notes No. 14. Eg. Swanston
Street and Pelham Street, Parkville (refer images below).

3.

It is recommended that no central splitter island be provided on the side road to allow cyclists
to manoeuvre around a vehicle waiting on the side road if that vehicle encroaches on the
bicycle lane.

4.
5.

6.

Improve the attractiveness, safety and “activation” of Greg Clydesdale Square,
establishing it as the pre-eminent public gathering space in the Cranbourne Town
Centre by creating activity along the edges and reconfiguration of its design to
improve access and surveillance. It is noted that Greg Clydesdale Square
currently in private ownership which is considered to be inappropriate for such a
major open space with such potential. It is recommended that Council pursue discussions
with the current owner to see whether opportunity exists for Council to purchase the Square
or undertake a land swap with other Council owned land.
Develop a multi level community facility, accommodating for example, a learning hub, library
or neighbourhood house, on the Council Carpark adjoining Greg Clydesdale Square. Noting
that existing car parking will need to be relocated elsewhere in the centre and access to
surrounding premises maintained.
Establish a public plaza (McMorran’s Plaza) on the west side of High Street opposite Ray
Perry Park, in the vicinity of the heritage McMorran’s Oak tree and provide a pedestrian /
bicycle crossing to improve access and integration from Ray Perry Park, Community Hall
and the High School to High Street and the Retail Core. (Refer Detailed Concept B – page
44)
Develop a community youth hub, with youth orientated activities and facilities in Ray Perry
Park, recognising the proximity to the High School. (Refer Detailed Concept B – page 44)
Improve the integration of the Cranbourne High School with Ray Perry Park and the High
Street spine, by providing dedicated pedestrian and bicycle pathways and encouraging the
shared use of facilities located within the school grounds.
Encourage the co-location of Childcare and Maternal and Child Health facilities to
complement the emerging medical cluster on the west side of High Street.
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8.2.6 Streetscape
The streetscape design of High Street in the Retail Core provides a major opportunity to
establish a safe, attractive, and distinctive appearance for the core of the Town Centre. The
streetscape theme should aim to create a consistent style and character for the centre that
reflects Cranbourne’s location, features, and history. In this regard the centre is very fortunate
to have the Royal Botanic Gardens Cranbourne and Cranbourne Racing Club on its doorstep.
Both of these entities have strong visual characteristics and iconic imagery that can be used in
the centre’s streetscape designs. The vibrant colours, plantings and landscape forms present in
the Australian Garden, at the Royal Botanic Gardens Cranbourne, provides a great opportunity
to introduce similar themes into the streetscapes of the Town Centre to improve the physical and
emotional integration of the two areas.

10. Investigate opportunities to activate the Centro blank wall through measures including:
•
Forming of new windows in wall providing visual connection between store and
street
•
Forming of new display cases in wall
•
Integrate a cafe into the building or facade or alternatively introduce a mobile cafe

Image 51 : Facade Treatment

Image 52: Integrated Art Screening

Image 50 : Royal Botanic Gardens Cranbourne

The iconic imagery of ‘Horse and Greyhound Racing’ and the architecture and structures
associated with them can also be introduced into the centre to strengthen the links between the
racing activities and the town centre.
Specific streetscape initiatives for this precinct are to:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Prepare a Landscape Masterplan to identify specific planting and landscape treatments with
materials reflecting the Australian garden theme, and the Racing activities and facilities.
Improve the design and appearance of Greg Clydesdale Square to make it a more attractive
and inviting place to spend time in.
Create a pedestrian plaza in Bakewell Street at the intersection with High Street,
remove through traffic and landscape to establish a safe and attractive environment
that will facilitate outdoor dining activities associated with adjoining properties
Consider opportunities to incorporate small elements of children’s play equipment
into the space.
Provide a consistent footpath paving style along High Street and upgrade the existing
footpath as a high priority.
Introduce an intensified planting and landscape treatment along the High Street median to
improve environmental appearance and soften the impact of the pedestrian fence.
Audit and review existing information and directional signage.
Pursue opportunities to remove overhead power lines in front of the High Street spine
through undergrounding or cable bundling.
Introduce a uniform brand and suite of colours for the centre to be used on all information
and directional signage and marketing banners.

11. Screen Centro’s loading facilities on the corner of High Street and Stawell Street through the
installation of integrated art screening walls undertaken with curatorship by council’s cultural
art officer (as shown in the images above)
12. Facilities for children’s play and youth activities should be provided in the Retail Core area.
Examples below illustrate recent developments in Geelong (Central Youth Activities Area)
and Wodonga. Landscape Masterplans for Greg Clydesdale Square, Bakewell Plaza or Ray
Perry Park should consider opportunities to accommodate similar facilities.

Image 53 : Facilities for children to play

Image 54: Plaza
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8.2.7 Built form and activity
The specific built form objectives for the Retail Core are to :
1. Create an active, vibrant and attractive business location that will attract pedestrians;
2. Create active public spaces and places, and intensify the scale and form of development by
encouraging and facilitating development up to 6 storeys and potentially higher.

3.

High Street Heart (sub precinct 2.3): Opportunity exists for the redevelopment,
consolidation or renovation of many High Street properties in this area to provide attractive
retail floorspace on the ground floor and residential accommodation at upper levels. A
number of specific properties are identified here as examples, but the opportunity applies
equally to many other properties in the precinct.

Specific examples include:
8.2.8 Overall Design Principles
Cranbourne Market expansion
The preferred built form in this precinct is for active, accessible and glazed fronted multi level
development built along the property frontage to reinforce a strong and dominant built form.
Development above 8m should be set back 6m to create a podium.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Continuous, weather protected footpaths must be provided along the frontages.
Encourage the consolidation of sites to create efficient development parcels.
Encourage residential development in the upper levels of all development along High Street
through conversion of existing premises (shop top housing) or through the provision of a
residential component in any new developments.
No blank walls will be permitted facing High Street.
Encourage premises to open out onto the footpath to create indoor/outdoor dining
opportunities through the provision of wide folding or sliding doors.
Encourage all corner properties to take advantage of northerly aspects and provide glazing
and access in north facing walls.
Provide quality retail floorspace configured to suit modern retailing with longer front ages
and less depth, rather than the traditional narrow fronted premises.
Provision of walk through premises to link High Street with car parking areas to the east
and west.

8.2.9 Sub Precincts
To enable Design and Development Guidelines for the precinct, the precinct has been broken
into three sub precincts. The guidelines appear on the following pages.
1.

2.

Encourage the northward expansion of the Cranbourne Market premises to the corner of Childers
Street and ensure that redevelopment takes advantage of the northerly aspect and complements
the adjacent Kelly’s Hotel and its existing outdoor dining area in Childers Street.
Greg Clydesdale Square Activation (refer Detailed Concept C – page 45)
Greg Clydesdale Square provides the major opportunity for a public, community space and
“place” in the core of the centre. Adjoining properties do not currently take advantage of the
Square by opening out on to or providing active frontages adjacent to it.
Major opportunities exist to improve the attractiveness, safety and usability of Greg Clydesdale
Square through:
1. Activation of the Centro Frontage by relocating the Centro Food Court to the western edge
of the square and enabling food court activity to spill out on to the Square.
2. Activation of the northern edge of the square through the development of a multi level
community facility on the Council carpark,
3. Activation of the blank southern walls of High Street premises adjoining the northern edge
of the Square through either opening out the existing premises onto the Square or by
constructing a slim new structure along the northern edge to provide accommodation for a
small café or similar facility.
4. Activation of the southern edge of the Square through the reconfiguration of the existing
retail premises that currently front on to an internal arcade rather than the Square. These
premises could take full advantage of the northerly aspect through such a change.

Centro Cranbourne Commercial Office Area (sub precinct 2.1): This area has excellent
exposure and access with the large sites are in single ownership. Multi storey buildings
on these sites would command excellent views. This area has the potential to become
the regional corporate office location for Cranbourne. Buildings could also accommodate
residential activity at upper levels. The development on this land will need to maintain
the integrity of the flood-retarding basin. This can be achieved through construction on a
platform over the car parking area. Design concepts for this area are provided in Detailed
Concept B (refer page 44).
Commercial Office East (sub precinct 2.2): Facilitate the development of a distinctive
the
‘landmark” multi level commercial office or mixed use residential development on
corner of Brunt Street. New development should be set back to retain open vistas to the
former St Agatha’s Church (refer to Detailed Concept B – page 44).
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Centro Cranbourne’s (Centro) High Street Frontage Activation
(Refer Detailed Concept C – page 45)
Currently significant amounts of the Centro Shopping Centre’s frontage to High Street consist
of blank walls, car parking areas or loading facilities. This is a major disadvantage to the overall
vibrancy, activity, attractiveness and vitality of this section of High Street.

High Street Shop fronts in the Retail Core
New shop fronts should be designed to maintain the traditional narrow fronted rhythm of High
Street rather than creating long monotonous frontages with limited access points.
Facades should be broken up through use of different colour treatments, materials and textures,
spaced around every 12 metres.

Opportunity exists to improve activity and vibrancy of High Street, in this location, through:
The construction of additional retail premises in place of the current car parking area (opposite
Bakewell and Lyall Streets). Residential development could be provided at upper level(s)).
•

•

The reconfiguration of the northern High Street pedestrian access point, removing
the complex ramping and stair arrangements and replacing it with an inclined retail arcade
providing direct ramped access into Centro. The redesign of access and entrances to
Centro, as outlined above should seek to improve the physical and visual linkage between
the western side of High Street and to the Lyall Street bus interchange.
Any future redevelopment of existing Centro development where blank walls adjoing High
Street must require these frontages to be glazed, accessible and activated. In the shorter
term, prior to any redevelopment, a proposal to improve the cosmetic appearance of the
blank wall is provided in the Streetscape initiatives for this precinct.

Bella Centre Arcade

Weather protection verandahs should be designed to suit the landscape masterplan and make
allowance for tree planing along the kerb line in appropriate locations.
A minimum verandah width of 2 metres is required along primary High Street frontages in the
Retail Core precinct. This arrangement will provide weather protection whilst also allowing
opportunity for tree planting along the kerb at appropriate locations and will also provide some
protection for alfresco dining.
Under verandah signage should be conservative so as not to dominate the sight lines along the
street and not to block visibility of signs on adjacent premises.
Shop fronts should reflect the traditional character and feel of the traditional narrow fronted
premises associated with a “high street” environment with frequent access points with
architecturally defined doorways.
Shop fronts should be fully compliant with the disability access legislation.

The Bella Centre provides pedestrian access via an arcade, between High Street and the
major car parking areas and the Centro Shopping Centre to the west. Unfortunately the current
design and low level of activity does not create an attractive or inviting pedestrian environment.
Opportunity exists for the redevelopment or major renovation of this building to create a light,
airy and active arcade link with commercial or residential development on upper levels. Initiatives
that should be addressed include:
•
the creation of clear sight lines through from High Street to the rear car parking areas.
•
simplifying the access ramp arrangement at the western end
•
improved lighting
•
improved signage raising awareness of the walk through opportunity
•
creating an active experience at the eastern and western entrances, for example a café with
outdoor tables and umbrellas at either end of the arcade would raise awareness and attract
people to the entrances.

Figure 47 : Typical Section - Shop Front in
Retail Core

Figure 46 : Bella Arcade Section (east-west)
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Walk through facilities
Development on High Street properties that also adjoin major parking areas should be encouraged
to provide walk through facilities to improve the pedestrian access from High Street through
to the car parking areas to the east and west. Incentives could be considered to encourage
the provision of walk through facilities, for example: opportunity for additional building height or
reduction of car parking provisions.

REFER DETAILED CONCEPT
CRANBOURNE
HIGH SCHOOL

Sub Precinct 2.1

Landmark site - major corporate
office development opportunity
Improve integration between
Park and High school

Sub Precinct 2.2

New pedestrian / bicycle
crossing facility

Sub Precinct 2.3

Provide direct Pedestrian
access to Centro
Achieve short term improvements
to appearance of blank wall
REFER DETAILED CONCEPT
PLAN C
Opportunity to reconfigure
access to Centro
Develop additional retail premises
fronting High St
Develop major community facility

Image 55 : Typical Section - Shop Front in
Retail Core

Greg Clydesdale Square /
Bakewell Plaza improvements
and activation

Temporary activities on the footpath

Activate northern aspects
of buildings

Where current High Street frontages are not glazed or activated, for example: part of the Centro
Shopping Centre, opportunities to establish temporary retail activities should be considered
to provide interest and activity on an otherwise unactivated footpath. Activities could include
temporary market stalls or cafes and seating.

N

Bella Centre Arcade
opportunity to improve
access and retail offer

Cranbourne Market opportunities
for expansion

LEGEND
Building Alignment to High
Street Spine

Opportunity to Activate Greg
Clydesdale Square

Potential to Activate North Facing
Edge of Building

Greg Clydesdale Square/
Bakewell Plaza

Potential Integration between
Park and Cranbourne High
School

Opportunity to Improve
Bella Centre Arcade

Potential Community Facility

Opportunity for Expansion
of Cranbourne Market

Potential Retail Facility

Sub Precinct Boundary

Potential Pedestrian Crossing

High Street

Potential Public Plaza

Refer to Detailed Concept
Plan B and C

Potential Pedestrian Access
from High Street to centro’s
Northern Entry

Image 56 : Temporary cafes or seating

Image57: Temporary market stalls

Figure 13 - Precinct 2 - Overall Initiatives
Figure 48: Precinct 2 - Overall Initiatives
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Sub Precinct - 2.1

Centro Commercial Office Area

Overview of node

This area is on the west side of High Street immediately north of the existing Centro
Shopping Centre. It is a very high profile location along the High Street Spine with
excellent exposure. The large sites in single ownership improve the opportunities to
transform the area from a carpark and fast food pad site environment to an intensive
multi level commercial office and mixed use environment over time.

N

See also Detailed Concept B : Ray Perry Park and Environs
Planning scheme
Key design and
development issues
and features

Preferred levels
Setbacks

Built form design and
style

Access
Parking
Activation

Interfaces

 Current zoning: Business 1 Zone (B1Z).
 Promote buildings of high profile image and character. These sites require quality
architectural responses that reinforce the intensification of urban development
desired for High Street, Cranbourne and the anchoring of the retail core with higher
built form and visual diversity on this site.
 Retain the flood retarding basin role of the area. However, any new development
should mitigate increased demand for stormwater retention in this lower zone
through measures which will include harvesting, retention and reuse in upper zones
and within buildings. Measures are to enhance permeability in surrounding areas
and redirecting stormwater runoff into regional retention systems aimed at facilitating
sustainable urban landscapes.
 Ensure new floor heights / podium lids and any reconfiguration considers this
underlying infrastructure role for this area of the retail precinct to the satisfaction of
responsible authorities.
 Retain the heritage McMorran’s Oak tree.
 Encourage development of up to 12
6 levels.
m podium and 17.5m overall height
 Development should be built to the High Street frontage, except for the area around
the proposed public plaza (refer Detailed Concept B).
 Ensure any built form over 8m high is setback 6m via a podium.
 Encourage well designed exemplary architecture, quality multi level buildings that
take advantage of location, views and vistas and will act as landmarks for
Cranbourne. Refer also to Detailed Concept C for further information.
 Encourage new development to contribute to public realm or communal spaces
including incorporating a public plaza around the heritage McMorran’s Oak tree.
 Provide spacing between taller buildings to provide outlook, daylight access and
privacy for residents.
 Ensure visual interest and articulation. Varied design, heights, materials and colours
of facades should be introduced to break up horizontal mass enabling the building
to read as series of buildings rather than one long continuous expanse of building.
 Consider multiple lifts and stair cores in preference to a single central core in
buildings with a large footprint.
 Provide good visual and physical connections between the streets and lobby
spaces.
 Ensure vehicular access to this area is via basement car parking and loading
facilities accessed from service road, to the west.
 Provide parking for this development in a shared basement or multi level parking
facility as part of the overall “Centro” re-development.
 Provide visual interest and human scale with highly articulated and activated
frontages to High Street which are accessible from a 3m pedestrian footpath.
 Encourage use of materials with high levels of transparency to improve surveillance
and security.
 Provide a canopy (or verandah) along the building facades, providing shelter and
improving pedestrian amenity and streetscape character.
 Ensure interfaces with abutting residential development to the west have appropriate
setbacks minimum 6m landscaped area, graduated step down in height, screening
of balconies / windows and appropriate location of windows to minimise
overshadowing, overlooking and visual impact.
 Ensure upper level offices and residential units to orientate onto (surveillance) the
public realm – civic spaces and open spaces.

Table 8 : Design and Development Guidelines
Precinct 2 - Retail Core (Sub-Precinct 2.1)

Figure 49: Section - Typical Frontage to South Gippsland Highway
at Sub-Precinct 2.1 (scale: 1:500 @ A3)

Figure 50: Section - Interface of abutting residential area to west at
Sub-Precinct 2.1 (scale: 1:500 @ A3)

Figure 51 : Key Plan
Precinct 2 - Retail Core

Image 58 : Activated Frontages with potential passive surveillance of
streets and other public spaces
(Mixed-use Development, Melbourne - Source: MGS Architects)
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Sub Precinct - 2.2

Commercial Office East

Overview of node

This area between Brunt Street and Stawell Street contains two properties fronting onto
High Street, one a heritage listed Church and the other a former Church currently used
as a fast food outlet. This area links the core retail area to Ray Perry Park and
community facilities and a school. Opportunity exists to retain the park-like for the
development of a significant built form landmark.

N

See also Detailed Concept B : Ray Perry Park and Environs
Planning scheme
Key design and
development issues
and features

Built form design and
style

Preferred levels
Setbacks

Access
Parking
Activation

Interfaces

 Current zoning: Business 3 Zone (B3Z).
 Preferred zoning: Mixed Use Zone (MUZ).
 Promote the continued development of streetscapes of high quality by ensuring the
character of development sites is characterised by quality architectural responses
that reinforce the urban design objectives, enhanced liveability and environmental
sustainability desired for High Street Cranbourne area.
 Acknowledge the Heritage listed former church (currently used as “Heavenly
Pancakes” restaurant) and valued character of adjacent residential areas to east.
 Protect the ‘visual permeability, where current built form allows views through to the
landscapes beyond.
 Consider an infill free standing landmark built form e.g. office building with upper
levels residential which can take advantage of the location whilst protecting the
environs and views of the Heritage Church.
 Incorporate higher density residential on upper levels taking advantage of the close
proximity to the retail centre, Ray Perry Park and the school.
 Ensure that siting, bulk and form of new built form is sympathetic and does not
adversely affect the significance of the Heritage Church.
14m
 Encourage development of up to 4
commercial levels.
 Ensure development on the northern site is set back from High Street to retain the
valued views and vistas of the Heritage Church building and to maintain permeability
through Ray Perry Park.
 Ensure development is set back (a minimum of 3m) from Brunt Street and Stawell
Street to contribute to the valued garden character of the area.
 Provide access to these sites via service roads along High Street or from Brunt
Street.
 Provide parking for the development in basement, undercroft or at the rear of the
site.
 Provide visual interest and human scale with highly articulated and activated
frontages to High Street and Brunt Street being accessible from a 3m pedestrian
footpath.
 Encourage use of materials with high levels of transparency to improve surveillance
and security.
 Provide a canopy (or verandah) along the building facades, providing shelter and
improving visual amenity and streetscape character.
 Ensure the frontage to Brunt Street takes advantage of the northern aspect and
views to Ray Perry Park.
 Ensure interfaces with abutting residential to the west have appropriate setbacks
(6m landscaped area), graduated step down in height, screening of balconies /
windows and appropriate location of windows to minimise overshadowing,
overlooking and visual impact.
 Ensure upper level offices and residential units orientate onto (surveillance) the
public realm – civic spaces and open spaces.

Figure 52: Plan at Sub-Precinct 2.2
(scale: 1:2000 @ A3)

Figure 53: Section - Frontage to South Gippsland Highway
at Sub-Precinct 2.2 (scale: 1:500 @ A3)

Table 9: Design and Development Guidelines
Precinct 2 - Retail Core (Sub-Precinct 2.2)

Figure 55 : Key Plan
Precinct - Retail Core

Figure 54: Section - Interface to abutting residential area to east
at Sub-Precinct 2.2 (scale: 1:500 @ A3)
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Sub Precinct - 2.3

High Street Heart

Overview of node

This area forms the specialist retail, entertainment, community and hospitality heart of Cranbourne.
This section of High street will be the epicentre for pedestrian activity and all redevelopment is to
encourage and facilitate such activity.
See also Detailed Concept C : Greg Clydesdale Square and Environs
 Current zoning to remain: Business 1 Zone (B1Z).

Planning scheme
Key design and
development issues
and features

Preferred levels
Built form design and
style

Setbacks

Parking and access

Activation

Interfaces

N

 Develop a landmark multi level community facility on the Council car park (at-grade) adjoining
Greg Clydesdale Square activating the square day and night.
 Retain existing war memorial in Greg Clydesdale Square as a significant heritage element within
a plaza setting.
 Encourage retail, commercial and community facilities on the ground floor with mixed use above.
 Encourage walk through double fronted development to improve pedestrian amenity and
permeability.
 Encourage development of up to 6
levels.
14m
with an overall height of 17.4m for key corner buildings
 Encourage the activation of the edges of Greg Clydesdale Square by:
. Introducing and integrating new infill retail and hospitality activities along the northern edge of
the proposed square (refer Detail Concept Plan c).
. Accommodating activities that actively engage with the Square in the existing building abutting
to the south.
. Introducing a new significant infill community facility fronting and providing outlook onto the
square from upper levels to improve surveillance.
 Encourage the activation of the High Street frontages of the Centro development by:
. Introducing new infill retail development with residential, hospitality or office above on the atgrade car park opposite Bakewell and Lyall Streets.
. Ensure any infill redevelopment adjoining High Street is glazed, accessible and activated.
Improve the cosmetic appearance of the ‘blank wall’ in the short term. Refer to the streetscape
initiatives for this precinct.
. Enhance the western entry with an inclined retail arcade providing direct disability accessible
ramped access into the Centro Shopping Centre.
 Encourage the northward expansion of the “Cranbourne Market” in a manner that complements
the adjacent Hotel and provides activated frontages onto both High Street and Childers Street.
Encourage residential, recreational, hospitality and office uses on upper levels.
 Improve Balla Centre Arcade through redevelopment or major renovation to create an activated
arcade link with commercial or residential development on upper levels.
 Encourage corner buildings to take full advantage of northerly aspects and broaden pavements
outstands to the south side of streets to facilitate sunlit outdoor seating areas.
 Ensure that all premises have full ground level disability access.
 Encourage some limited use of airspace areas above at grade public parking areas for
community housing and other community uses less dependent on parking
 Encourage buildings to be built on street frontages to establish a coherent and unified built form
edge.
 Ensure any built form over 8m high is setback 6m from the street interface.
 Ensure shared carparking is provided in basements accessed from the rear or in parking
facilities located in the core area.
 Discourage the provision of isolated “at grade” carparking areas seeking to meet the individual
needs of a single business.
 Restrict loading to the rear of business premises.
 Provide visual interest and human scale with highly articulated and activated frontages to High
Street.
 Encourage use of materials with high levels of transparency to improve surveillance and
security.
 Ensure built form entries are directly accessible from a 3m wide pedestrian footpath alongside
the building and linking into the pedestrian network.
 Weather protection must be provided for pedestrians along full length of High Street.
 Provide a canopy (or verandah) along the building facades linking entries, providing shelter and
improving visual amenity and streetscape character.
 Ensure weather protection is provided for pedestrians along the full length of High Street.
 Ensure interfaces with abutting residential development to the east have appropriate setbacks
(minimum of 6 metres), graduated step down in height, screening of balconies / windows and
appropriate location of windows to minimise overshadowing, overlooking and visual impact.
 Ensure upper level offices and residential units to orientate onto (surveillance) the public realm –
civic spaces and open spaces.

Table 10: Design and Development Guidelines
Precinct 2 - Retail Core (Sub-Precinct 2.3)

Figure 56: Section - Typical Frontage to High Street
at Sub-Precinct 2.3 (scale: 1:500 @ A3)

Figure 57: Interface of abutting residential area to east
at Sub-Precinct 2.3 (scale: 1:500 @ A3)

Figure 58: Key Plan
Precinct 2 - Retail Core

Image 59 : Active ground floor increase safely; interest
and activity area in the street (South Granville mixed-use hub,
Vancouver - Source: MGS Architects)
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Image 60 : View of Ray Perry Park and
Centro Commercial Office Area - Looking
South

Figure 59 : Precinct 2 - Retail Core
Detailed concept B : Ray Park and Environs
(Plan Ground 1:2000 @ A3)

Figure 61 : Key Plan
Precinct 2 - Retail Core

Figure 60 : Section A:A Ray Perry Park and Environs (1:750 @ A3)
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Figure 62: Detailed Concept C - Greg Clydesdale Square and Environs
Precinct 2 - Retail Core (Plan - Ground 1:2000 @ A3)

9m

Figure 63: Section A:A Greg Clydesdale Square and Environs (1:750 @ A3)
Figure 65: Key Plan
Precinct 2 - Retail Core

Figure 64: Section B:B Greg Clydesdale Square and Environs (1:750 @ A3)
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8.3

PRECINCT 3: SOUTHERN APPROACHES

8.3.1 Features, environment and character
The Southern Approach Precinct is dominated by the expansive and appealing setting of
the Racecourse and the imposing Avenue of Honour. The challenge for the Urban Design
Framework is to ensure that this entrance is maintained and enhanced whilst facilitating
additional development and activity.
The major features of this precinct are the Cranbourne Racecourse Complex, the Avenue of
Honour, community and civic uses and the southern end of the proposed bypass. A mixture
of low-scale, commercial and industrial land uses, exist along the east side of the South
Gippsland Highway. These properties exist in a semi rural environment and are accessed
by an unmade service road separated from the highway by a large grassed and treed verge.

Cranbourne Police
Station
Cranbourne Senior
Citizens

Community
Facilities

Avenue of Honour Information
Kiosk

Avenue of
Honour

Low scale and intensity
development, service
used predominantly for
business, showroom
activities

Opportunity for private development exists only on the eastern side of the South Gippsland
Highway in this precinct. These properties are set well back from the Highway and their
frontages are some 7 metres lower than the Highway. This restricts access and visibility and
hence limits development potential.
8.3.2 Potential for change
The potential for more intensive and new development and activity in this southern area arises
from:
1. The foreshadowed reconfiguration of the racecourse activities which will potentially
enable a broader range of recreation and community activities to be considered for the
area. It will also facilitate (through the realignment of existing fences) improved
access and permeability, and access to the community facilities located adjacent to the
Old Shire Offices.
2. The generous scale of High Street allowing for an expanded and enhanced boulevard
landscaping.
3. The quality of the landscape environment and the open views and vistas that exist in the
area.
4. The underdeveloped and low scale nature of the industrial and commercial activities
along the east side of the highway.

Cranbourne
Racecourse

8.3.3 Land use
Preferred land use activities in the precinct are:
•
Showrooms
•
Restricted retail
•
Rural supplies or equine services and facilities
•
Entertainment and accommodation
•
Recreation
•
Civic and community services.
•
Residential
•
Offices
Figure 66 : Precinct 3 Features
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8.3.4 Access and circulation
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

Upgrade the existing bicycle and walking track along the Racecourse to create a quality
two-way bicycle and pedestrian path from the Town Centre, past the Racecourse and on to
the Cranbourne Royal Botanic Gardens.
Construct and rationalise the space required for the service lane on the east side of the
South Gippsland Highway.
Provide for convenient parking along the service road by introducing 90 degree parking
adjacent to the kerb, with on site car parking only encouraged to the rear of the building
or alongside access lanes, as part of any showrooms / service businesses redevelopment
(refer sub precinct 3.2). On site parking in the frontage
areas of properties should not
be permitted except where parking is associated with major restricted retail developments
(refer Detailed Concept D – page 52).
For restricted retail development (refer sub precinct 3.3) which are to be accessed from the
proposed service lane along eastern side of South Gippsland Highway or Cameron Street
to provide limited convenient customer / visitor parking (a single aisle with 90 degree angle
parking on both sides) along the frontage within the maximum front setback of 21 metres
and additional on site parking alongside access lanes or at the rear.
Detailed guidelines regarding parking are provided in the sub precinct Design and
Development Guidelines.
Restrict loading zones to the rear of any development and minimise visual impact through
screening and embedding of any loading zones in the development where possible.
Plan for and accommodate the junction of the proposed Cranbourne Bypass (Cameron Street)
with High Street. The current reservation for the proposed bypass does not clearly define
the future location of the bypass or the configuration of its junction with the South Gippsland
Highway. This uncertainly will limit the potential to pursue and facilitate development of the
major sites adjacent to the bypass. The detailed design and configuration of the bypass
junction should be pursued immediately with VicRoads.

Figure 67: Typical cross section of High Street (South Gippsland Highway)
in the Southern Approaches Precinct

Figure 68: Typical partial plan of High Street (South Gippsland Highway)
in the Southern Approaches Precinct

8.3.5 Streetscape
1.
2.
3.

4.

Realise opportunities to improve streetscapes with the following key initiatives including:
Maintain and extend the Avenue of Honour further to the south.
Introduce elements of the Australia Garden at the (Royal Botanic Gardens) into the
streetscape through signage, colours, display and information boards to reinforce the link
from the Retail Core to the Royal Cranbourne Botanic Gardens.
Improve awareness of and access to the information kiosk for the Avenue of Honour.

8.3.6 Built form and activity
The specific built form objectives for the Southern Approaches Precinct are to:
1. Intensify development along the eastern side of the South Gippsland Highway,
2. Create an attractive entrance to the centre from the south,
3. Ensure that development respects and enhances the Avenue of Honour.
8.3.7 Overall design Principles
•

Consolidation of sites should be encouraged to create efficient development parcels and
reduce the number and frequency of access lanes.
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8.3.8 Sub Precincts
To enable detailed design and development guidelines for the precinct, the precinct has been
broken into three sub precincts. The guidelines appear on the following pages.
Civic and community (sub precinct 3.1)
•
Review configuration of the “civic area” west of High Street. Following the implementation
of the proposed alterations to the Racecourse it should be possible to address some of
the access and circulation issues of this area and to improve integration with the existing
recreation facilities. Opportunity to realign boundaries and improve vehicular and pedestrian
linkages should be pursued through a Masterplan for the Racecourse (currently being
prepared by the Cranbourne Race Club).
Southern commercial (sub precinct 3.2)
•
Potential exists for the redevelopment or expansion of the existing buildings on these
properties for showroom or service business activities. The topography and the existing
long, narrow subdivision pattern will make any major redevelopment to accommodate
large floorspace activities such as bulky goods or restricted retail (as foreshadowed in the
Structure Plan) problematic. It is considered more opportune to seek to develop the land
around the intersection of the South Gippsland Highway and Cameron Street for bulky
goods, (refer to the southern gateway discussion, below).
•

Consolidation of sites should be encouraged in this area.

•

New development should have direct frontage to the service road and car parking and
loading facilities should be provided to the side or rear of any new buildings.

Southern Gateway (sub precinct 3.3 ) (Refer also to Detailed Concept D – page 52)
•
These sites form the southern gateway to the Cranbourne Town Centre and it is essential
that the design and configuration or any development reflects the desired quality image and
development intensity for the Town Centre.
•

Opportunity may exist, due to the topography, for the provision of office or residential
development over the top of bulky goods facilities. Development at the upper level would
have exposure to the South Gippsland Highway and would also enjoy views over the
Racecourse to the west. Such development may not be viable in the short term but potential
to facilitate it through the provision of adequate foundations and roof treatments should be
pursued with prospective developers.

Figure 69: Precinct 3 Overall Design Principles
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Sub Precinct - 3.1

Civic and Community Area

Overview of area

This area, located to the south of the High Street and Sladen Road intersection has a
range of community and civic facilities and services, some are accommodated in the
Heritage Old Shire Offices. The area is isolated from the remainder of the centre and
difficult to access and negotiate for vehicle and pedestrians as development are
“wedged” between Sladen Street and the Cranbourne Racecourse area. Opportunities
exist to strengthen this “civic area”.
 Current zoning: Public Use Zone 1 (PUZ1) and Public Use Zone 3 (PUZ3).
 Maintain the community facility focus
 Improve access, circulation, car parking and integration with the recreation facilities
following the implementation of proposed alterations to the racecourse.
 Ensure any future development reflects and enhances the existing valued character,
style and scale of the area.
 Ensure that siting, bulk and form of new built form does not adversely affect the
heritage listed Old Shire Hall.
 Ensure any redevelopment provides new landscaping details that complement the
Old Shire Hall.
 Encourage new development to take advantage of the views towards racecourse.
 Encourage new development of up to 39m
levels. Greater height may be supported for
development providing critical regional community and economic significance and
environmental and design excellence.
 Ensure any future development in this area is located to maintain the existing
setbacks of the Old Shire Hall and maintain views and vistas of the Hall from the
High Street and Sladen Street corridors.
 Ensure access to this area is via an access road to the rear (south).
 Provide pedestrian access from High Street and Sladen Street.
 Ensure parking for this area is consolidated to the rear (south) in conjunction with
adjoining racecourse activities.

Planning scheme
Key design and
development issues
and features
Built form design and
style

Preferred levels

Setbacks

Access
Parking

N

Figure 70: Plan - Layout at Sub-Precinct 3.1
(Scale 1:2000 @ A3)

Table 11: Design and Development Guidelines
Precinct C - Southern Approaches (Sub-Precinct 3.1)

Figure 71: Section - Interface to Racecourse (Scale 1:2000 @ A3)

Image 61: High quality buildings that take advantage of location,
views and vistas (Source: MGS Architects)

Figure 72 : Key Plan
Precinct C - Southern Approaches
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Sub Precinct - 3.2

Southern Commercial Area

Overview of node

This area is occupied by a mixture of service businesses and entertainment venues
and is hidden from the South Gippsland Highway by the extensive valued treed
environment (Avenue of Honour) and through a steep (7m fall) embankment. Potential
exists for the redevelopment or expansion of the existing buildings to facilitate
showroom, commercial and service business development in this area. However the
topography and the long narrow subdivision pattern will make any major redevelopment
problematic unless substantial consolidation of the block occurs which may enable
carparking and infrastructure to create the necessary podium to facilitate aspects to the
road and racecourse for upper level commercial or residential uses.
 Current zoning: Industrial 1 (I1Z).
 Preferred zoning: Mixed Use Zone (MUZ) or Business 3 Zone (B3Z).
 Acknowledge limited development potential of the area due to the hidden nature of
the properties, a significant fall to the east of the South Gippsland Highway limits
access and visibility of properties.
 Encourage the consolidation of lots.
 Maximise and enhance views towards racecourse with the potential for residential
/commercial at upper level to take advantage of these views.
 Facilitate the development of well designed showrooms, commercial and service
business activity.
12m
tolevels.
 Encourage development of
up 3
 ҟEnsure any development in this area to allow setback for footpath (max. 3m) and
establish a coherent and unified built form edge along the service road along South
Gippsland Highway.
 Encourage side setbacks designed to be shared between two adjoining properties.
 Ensure access to these sites will be via service roads along High Street.
 Facilitate access to rear loading facilities and parking areas.
 Provide for convenient parking along existing service lane by introducing 90° angle
parking adjacent to the kerb.
 Provide onsite parking to the rear of the development or in the undercroft of the
building. Onsite parking is not encouraged in the frontage of the building.
 Restrict loading zones to the rear of the development and minimise visual impact
through screening and embedding in development where possible.
 Provide visual interest and human scale with highly articulated and activated
frontages to High Street and the Bypass which are accessible from a 3m pedestrian
footpath.
 Encourage use of materials with high levels of transparency to improve surveillance
and security.
 Provide a canopy (or verandah) along the building facades, providing shelter and
improving visual amenity and streetscape character.

Planning scheme
Key design and
development issues
and features

Built form design and
style
Preferred levels
Setbacks

Access
Parking

Activation

N

Figure 73 : Plan - Typical Layout at Sub-Precinct 3.2
(Scale 1:1500 @ A3)

Tab;e 12: Design and Development Guidelines
Precinct C - Southern Approaches (Sub-Precinct 3.2)

Figure 74: Section - High Street Frontage at Sub-Precinct 3.2 (Scale 1:500 @ A3)

Figure 75 : Key Plan
Precinct 3 - Southern Approaches
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N

Sub Precinct - 3.3

Southern Gateway

Overview of node

This area is comprised of a number of large, prominent potential “gateway” sites that
require quality built form, signalling arrival at a major urban centre. Opportunity exists
for the development of attractive, bulky goods / restricted retail development. Due to
the topography of the sites and the subdivision pattern it is considered that the primary
frontage of these sites should be to Cameron Street rather than the South Gippsland
Highway. Design and siting of the development will be of paramount importance due to
the role of this area as the gateway to Cranbourne. Typical bulky goods architecture of
a “building in a sea of car park” will not do justice to the location or the future image of
Cranbourne
See also Detailed Concept D for Southern Gateway.
 Current zoning: Industrial 1 (I1Z).

Planning scheme


Key design and
development issues
and features





Built form design and
style










Preferred levels
Setbacks




Access



Parking




Activation







Figure 76: Plan - Typical Layout at Sub-Precinct 3.3
(Scale 1:1500 @ A3)

Preferred zoning: Mixed Use Zone (MUZ).
Create a high profile image and character, with quality architectural response that
reinforces the desired intensive urban environment
Create a prominent landmark site requiring exemplary architectural response at the
intersection of Highway Street with the Cameron Street
Maximise and enhance views towards racecourse with the potential for residential /
commercial at upper level to take advantage of these views.
Ensure the built form as far as practical resembles a quality traditional high street
environment and makes a positive contribution to the pedestrian environment and
streetscape.
Ensure that the built form (not car parking) is the dominant feature
Ensure street elevations include high quality design solutions which may include
tripartite design with a clearly established foundation, body and top providing varied
skyline forms
Ensure visual interest and articulation. Varied design, heights, materials and colours
of facades should be introduced to break up horizontal mass enabling the building
to read as series of buildings rather than one long continuous expanse of building.
Create a symbolic entry at the corner of Cameron Street and High Street. This
corner should be marked by a structure with a distinctive built form higher than
surrounding development e.g. glazed active edges and hospitality uses.
Encourage development with a preferred maximum height of 15m.
Maximum setback of 21m from frontages to High Street and Cameron Street are
required to ensure that the built form is the dominant feature rather than car parking
areas.
Access to these sites will be via proposed service road along High Street or
Cameron Street.
Provide limited parking along the frontage (provide a single aisle with 90 degree
angle customer / visitor parking on both sides) within the maximum front setback of
21m and additional onsite parking alongside access lanes or at the rear.
Restrict loading zones to the rear of the development and minimise visual impact
through screening and embedding in development where possible.
Provide visual interest and human scale with highly articulated and activated
frontages to Cameron Street.
Encourage use of materials with high levels of transparency to improve surveillance
and security.
Ensure built form entries are directly accessible from a 3m wide pedestrian footpath
alongside the building and linking into the pedestrian network.
Provide a canopy (or verandah) along the building facades linking entries, providing
shelter and improving visual amenity and streetscape character.
Ensure adequately screened rear areas of this development adjoining High Street to
prevent the built form detracting from the attractive treed entrance and the open,
rural environment provided by the racecourse.

Figure 77: Cameron Road Frontage at Sub-Precinct 3.3
(Scale 1:500 @ A3)

Figure 78: Section High Street Frontage at Sub-Precinct 3.3
(Scale 1:500 @ A3)

Table 13: Design and Development Guidelines
Precinct 3 - Southern Approaches (Sub-Precinct 3.3)

Figure 79 : Key Plan
Precinct 3 - Southern Approaches
Image 62: Highly
articulated and
activated frontages

Image 63: Significant corner built forms with
active uses at ground level
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Figure 81 : Section A - A Detailed Concept D
(Scale 1:750 @ A3)

Figure 82 : Section B - B
Detailed Concept D (Scale 1:750 @ A3)

Image 64 : Artist Impression - Corner View of High Street and
Cameron Street (Southern Gateway) Looking North

Figure 80: Precinct 3 - Southern Approach
Detailed Concept D - Southern Gateway (Plan-Ground 1:4000 @ A3)

Figure 83 : Key Plan
Precinct 3 - Southern
Approaches
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9
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES

T
The
implementation of this Urban Design Framework will require the ongoing support and commitment of the Casey City Council. A table of
iimplementation actions is provided below which identifies specific initiatives that can be implemented. The implementation of the framework will
however
only be effective if a supportive and “design friendly” environment is established and where the Council plays a leadership role through
h
t pursuit of the following initiatives:
the
9
9.1.1
Raise awareness of the vision and principles
E
Ensure
that the development, investment and business communities are aware of the Urban Design Framework and Council’s commitment to
q
quality
design in the Cranbourne Town Centre. Raise awareness of the economic and social value of “good design” in terms of impact on property
v
values,
community pride, security of investment and community safety and security.
9
9.1.2
Lead by example
E
Ensure
that Council projects and facilities are well designed and demonstrate the type and style of development that is sought for the centre as a
w
whole.
T Council should also consider the purchase of strategic land parcels where they become available to enable the Council to drive appropriate
The
d
development
outcomes and to facilitate desirable access and consolidation opportunities.
9
9.1.3
Require quality
E
Ensure
that development adheres to the design principles and do not accept development for development’s sake. The principles and provisions
o
outlined
in this framework must be applied in a consistent fashion if they are to be successful and defendable at VCAT, Planning Panels Victoria
o to other Government Authorities. The Council must be prepared to defend their adherence to the framework at VCAT and to other authorities by
or
engaging architects and other professionals to provide expert evidence in support of Council’s position.
9.1.4 Reward support and achievement of principles
Provide incentives for development that complies with or exceeds design and activity objectives. Examples of incentives include: the opportunity for
additional height, or reduction in car parking requirements, for developments that demonstrate adherence to the design and development principles,
(for example, achievement of activation objectives, pedestrian access or design excellence).
Consideration should be given to establishing design awards to acknowledge successful projects and reward the owners, developers and designers
of the project.

Implementation
Strategy
&
Action Plan

9.1.5 Provide assistance
Establish a design support service where prospective developers can access professional architectural design advice funded wholly or subs idised
by the Council.
Include design expertise during the development approvals process.
Establish a design review panel to which Council can refer development proposals for consideration by professional architects and urban designers.
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9.3

PRIORITY ACTIONS 2011-2012

The following initiatives as identified in the Urban Design Framework Implementation Strategy,
are recommended for immediate pursuit by the Council in order to commence the implementtion
of the Framework and to achieve immediate impact to improve the design, configuration,
accesibility and integration of the Cranbourne Town Centre.
1.

Promote and raise awareness of the Framework and its opportunities for private development
amongst the property owners and developers community through the preparation and
distribution of a brochure on the centre.

2.

Initiate immediate discussions with Centro to discuss the various opportunities identified in
the Framework.

3.

Initiate immediate discussions with VicRoads to pursue the traffic management opportunities
of the framework and the preparation of detailed designs for the bypass junctions with the
Highway.

4.

Pursue Plans for Community facility adjacent to Greg Clydesdale Square.

5.

Prepare a Landscape Masterplan for the High Street Spine.

6.

Initiate discussions with the Cranbourne Race Club to ensure that the initiatives for the
racecourse identified in the Framework are reflected in the Racecourse Masterplan.

7.

Pursue discussions with land owners and business operators in the High Street Spine to
highlight opportunities that the Framework provides and signal Council’s interest in assisting
in the pursuit of development.

8.

Introduce the Urban Design Guidelines into the Planning Scheme.

9.

Implement Traffic management/ Bike lane provisions improvements in the Retail Core area.

10. Implement Streetscape improvements to High Street Retail Core.
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Customer Service Centres
Cranbourne
Centro Cranbourne
Narre Warren
Magid Drive
Narre Warren South
Amberly Park
Shopping Centre
Telephone: 9705 5200
Facsimile: 9704 9544
TTY: 9705 5568
TIS: 131 450
(Translating and Interpreting
Service)
Magid Drive
PO Box 1000
Narre Warren VIC 3805
Email: caseycc@casey.vic.gov.au
Website: www.casey.vic.gov.au
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Casey Complex
Structure Plan

2 August 2011

Our Vision: Casey – Creating the most Caring, Safe, Innovative and Sustainable City
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Document Control
Council policy documents change from time to time and it is recommended that you consult the electronic
reference copy at www.casey.vic.gov.au/policiesstrategies to ensure that you have the current version.
Alternatively you may contact Customer Service on 9705 5200.
Responsible Department – Strategic Development
Adopted 2 August 2011
Review Period – 5 years
Electronic reference library version 1.1
Preamble
In accordance with a resolution of Council on 21 June 2005 to include definitions of Council, Councillors and
Council officers in all Council policy documents, the following definitions are provided:
Council – means Casey City Council, being a body corporate constituted as a municipal Council under the
Local Government Act 1989
Councillors – means the individuals holding the office of a member of Casey City Council
Council officers – means the Chief Executive Officer and staff of Council appointed by the Chief Executive
Officer.
Administrative Updates
It is recognised that, from time to time, circumstances may change leading to the need for minor administrative
changes to this document. Where an update does not materially alter this document, such a change may
be made administratively. Examples include a change to the name of a Council department, a change to
the name of a Federal or State Government department, and a minor update to legislation which does not
have a material impact. However, any change or update which materially alters this document must be by
resolution of Council.
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The Casey Complex (the Complex) Structure Plan is a high level strategic document that sets the strategic planning directions and the vision for the
development of the Complex into the future. It includes an indicative implementation strategy outlining key projects required to make the Structure
Plan happen.
This Casey Complex Structure Plan is supported by a more detailed Master Plan that includes design guidelines and background information to help
with the implementation. Its primary role is to guide the programming of Capital Works from year to year over the life of the Structure Plan.
The diagram below explains the strategy framework and its relationship to the Capital Works programming and Budget.

Cranbourne Town Strategy

Key Issues Paper &
Background Information

Cranbourne Town Centre
Structure Plan

Cranbourne High Street
Urban Design Framework

Implementation Plan

02 Master Plan

Preface

03 Economic &
Financial Assessment
01 Casey Complex
Structure Plan

04 Parking Strategy

Capital Works
Program and Budget

05 Traffic Modelling
06 Background
Information
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The Casey Complex (the ‘Complex’) is a 21 hectare parcel of land owned by the City of Casey on the eastern periphery of the Cranbourne Town
Centre.The Complex forms an integral part of the Cranbourne Town Centre and is located between key activity nodes including the Cranbourne Retail
Core (primarily the High Street), Royal Botanic Gardens, Cranbourne Racecourse and Recreation Complex, and Casey Fields (Refer to Figure 01).

Introduction
N

Figure 1: Aerial Image of the Complex Area
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STRATEGIC CONTEXT

Th Complex forms an integral part of the Cranbourne Town Centre
The
Plan (CTCP), adopted on 19 September 2006. The Complex is
P
currently zoned for Public Use under Schedule 6 which is for Local
cu
Government purposes and is affected by the Development Plan
G
O
Overlay Schedule 8. Under the CTCP 2011, the Complex is situated
w
within Precinct 7 - Community Hub.
Th
The CTCP sets eight strategic directions to shape the future of
th
the Town Centre. The key direction relevant to the Complex is to
re
reorient the Town Centre toward the proposed Cranbourne East
R
Railway Station (Refer to Figure 02).
Th
This direction recognised that the Cranbourne railway station
is distant from the retail core of the Town Centre and has limited
ac
activity opportunities close to it in the foreseeable future. In contrast
th
the Complex site has a collection of major education, sporting and
le
leisure activities in proximity to the proposed Cranbourne East
ra
railway station. It was seen that a positive link from this precinct to
H
High Street would mean this site could be the location for a bus / rail
tr
ra
transport
interchange that serves the High Street area.

Precinct 1

Cranbourne
Railway Station

Precinct 2

Precinct 3

Cranbourne
Secondary
School

Precinct 6

Centro

Casey
Grammar
School

Marnebek
School

Precinct 4

Precinct 5
Cranbourne
Primary
School

Chisholm
Institute
Of Tafe

Proposed
East Rai Cranbourne
lway Sta
tion

Precinct 7

Precinct 9

Precinct 8

Cranbourne
& Recreat Racecourse
ion Reserve

Strategic
Context
Figure 2: Cranbourne Town Centre Structure Plan Vision (2011)
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2.2

REGIONAL & SITE CONTEXT

The site currently accommodates a range of community, leisure
and recreation facilities servicing the Cranbourne region and
sits within a broader sport, education and recreation precinct
bounded by Berwick-Cranbourne Road to the south; the Narre
Warren-Cranbourne Road to the west; the rail reserve to the
north; and, the proposed Broad Oak Drive extension to the
east. This broader precinct accommodates key community
uses including the Chisholm Institute of TAFE; Casey Grammar
School; Marnebeck School; and the Salvation Army.
At present, the Complex’s role is that of a centre for recreation
and leisure facilities to service local and regional sports
competitions and patronage as well as cultural and community
service activity. The area is inextricably linked to existing and
potential residential estates and proposed activity centres
further to the north, east and south.
Council has a unique opportunity to develop the Complex site as
a hub that stitches together the Cranbourne Commercial Centre
to the west; the future railway station to the north; and proposed
new residential communities to the south and east.

Figure 3: Regional and Site Context
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Under the CTCP 2011, the key outcome for the Complex is to develop enhanced mixed use activity and
to focus on bringing about the creation of a ‘New Urban Heart’ for Cranbourne, while maintaining as a
key priority its sport, recreation, leisure, cultural, community and education uses.
The structure planning process undertaken for the Complex site confirmed the key role the new urban
heart will play in relation to the Town Centre and the adjoining growth area developments south of
Berwick-Cranbourne Road. The process noted the following key drivers in the urbanisation and
development of the Complex:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Council has a strategic asset in terms of the financial and community benefits it can derive by
virtue of its land ownership;
The location of the proposed Cranbourne East Railway Station can stimulate transport-oriented
development;
The need to provide a local Neighbourhood Activity Centre function for the Cranbourne East
community to be established south of the Complex site; and,
There are synergies to be derived from the diverse uses and existing facilities within and adjacent
to the Complex.

It’s emphasises on a mixed use approach to development (Refer to Figure 4).

Image 1 : Casey RACE

Image 3 : Library

Image 2 : Casey Indoor Leisure Centre (CILC)

Image 4 : Balla Balla Centre

Figure 4: Relationship between the Site and the Cranbourne Town Centre
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Casey Safety Village (Traffic School)

Casey Skate Park, interior view

Casey RACE, pool area

Casey Skate Park, exterior view

Image 5: Existing Conditions of the Complex showing the vibrant indoor activity areas and the poorly
activated public realm/ the life between buildings

Image 6: Artist impression of the Skate Park front entrance
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The purpose of the Casey Complex Structure Plan (the Plan) is to provide for future growth and manage change to the physical environment and
activities on land owned by Council at the Complex. Council has prepared the Plan with input and assistance from various Council Departments and
specialist consultants.
The Plan provides the future urban structure to guide development of the site in an ordered manner. It is intended that this structure will facilitate the
best and highest use of the land and create synergies between existing uses and more intensive and diverse land uses to maximise economic and
social benefits for the wider community.
The Plan defines the specific policy and objectives for the transformation of the area, and identifies opportunities and strategies to realise those
objectives. The overarching objectives of the Plan are:
•

•
•
•
•
•

To provide a framework for intensive mixed use and transport oriented development that form synergies with the existing land uses within and
adjacent to the Complex;
To ensure the best and highest use of Council-owned assets to maximise financial and community benefits;
To ensure a coherent, well-planned, coordinated and cost effective approach for the future development of the Complex;
To harness the advantages derived from Council’s land ownership and use this advantage to deliver and showcase innovative and best practice
examples of design and development and sustainability;
To deliver a liveable and sustainable community of the future; and,
To provide a basis for the assessment of proposals for use, development and subdivision.

It is anticipated that this Plan will be incorporated into the Cranbourne Town Centre Structure Plan which is an adopted document under the Development
Plan Overlay contained within the Casey Planning Scheme.
Any development proposal must support delivery of the urban structure as identified in this document.

Objectives
Illustration 1: Artist impression of the proposed upgraded CILC East Facade & Station Precinct Activating the street with alfresco dining and high quality public realm treatments with appropriate built form interface
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The vision for the Complex is to create:

“A place that engenders an exciting and vibrant community through intense and diverse land uses.”

Th
The Complex will be a place:
•

Celebrated for its range of civic, recreational and cultural activities.

•

With reduced reliance on the car as a means of transportation.

•

With excellent access to public transport.

•

Where people can enjoy living, playing, walking, seeing and meeting
others and developing their social networks.

•

Where a mix of land uses supports extended hours of activity.

•

With an active, high quality and visually attractive public realm.

Vision
Image 7 : Digital visualisation of the Complex Vision
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Figure 5 : Land Use Precinct & Activity Hub
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Figure 6 : Movement Network & Connectivity Plan
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The vision is underpinned by the following key themes and goals:
P
Placemaking
: A unique sense of place (genus loci) with a unique
ccommunity identity that will stitch together the elements of urban fabric.
A genuinely functioning urban heart for the City where people live, work
and play in close proximity. It will be a new lifestyle option for Cranbourne
a
rresidents as the place to be, to experience and to be seen.
D
Diversity : Mixed use development, diversity and intensification of land
u
use (to foster social diversity) to create a critical mass of activities and
m
movement to generate a more vibrant centre, both indoors and outdoors;
iincluding a variety of housing types in close proximity that promote a
2
24/7 activity at the Complex.
E
Employment Generation : Land uses that generate new and high
e
employment capacity by maximising floor space.
H
High Quality Public Realm : Intimate nodal environments and well
d
designed and defined edges to the public realm that encourage walking,
iimprove community health and wellbeing, and create high quality
ccivilised streets and spaces.

Attachment 5.5.6

Designing For People : The design of structures and spaces for ‘people’
should be given careful consideration to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Scale, proportion & grain size; micro climate of public spaces, safety,
weather protection and visual amenity;
Activate frontages where required with clear entries and exits;
Hard and soft landscaped spaces for people to reflect and relax;
Clear linkages between buildings, external and internal spaces;
Iconic and signature buildings at strategic locations that provide a
strong visual presence and make a statement for the Complex;
Sufficient at-grade parking spaces during the transitional stages
of development with deck, basement or undercroft parking at full
development;
High quality and coordinated landscape themes and public art
installations;
Coordinated, themed, high quality, artistically designed signs and
way-finding elements;
Appropriate street and facilities lighting, accent or highlighting with
the capacity to create lights and sound shows during evenings to
achieve a unique and lively night image as opposed to the day image
of the Complex.

C
Connectivity and Movement : A network of highly connected and high
a
amenity streets, boulevards and pedestrian footpaths to and from the
C
Cranbourne Town Centre and the adjoining residential communities.
S
Street design that consider not just ‘Capacity’, but ‘Character’. Increased
p
public transport patronage within the Complex and adjacent residential
communities through the intensification of development to accelerate the
delivery of the Cranbourne East Station.

VXIILFLHQW

SRSXODWLRQ
GHQVLW\

World Class Architecture : World class - architectural design excellence
for all new and upgraded structures. Design that is innovative,responsive,
sustainable and adaptive, setting a high benchmark / exemplar.
Environmentally Sustainable Design : Council to take a pro-active
leadership role in the field of Environmentally Sustainable Design (ESD),
with the Complex showcasing ESD through self sustaining power supply,
co-generation, water collection and reuse, waste management, building
design, water sensitive urban design and the like.

Design
Themes

Regional Competitiveness : New world class regional sports,recreation
and educational facilities and upgrades to the architecture, technology
and equipment of existing facilities to world-class standards to improve
regional competitiveness of the Complex and increase rental income
and the capital improved value of land and buildings.

DSSURSULDWH
YRORXPH
VSHHGRI

WUDIILF

EHDXW\
 
LQWHUHVW

VWUHHWV
GHVLJQHGIRU
DOOXVHUV

KLJKTXDOLW\
VWUHHW

PDLQWHQDQFH

LQIRUPDWLRQ
IRU
SHGHVWULDQV

675((76

JRRG
HQYLURQPHQW

UHGXFHG
FULPHV
RQVWUHHWV

SODFHVIRU
VWRSSLQJ

UHOD[DWLRQ

FRQQHFWHG
WRZLGHU
FRPPXQLW\

Figure 7: Living Streets are Walkable Streets
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The key elements that underpin the Structure Plan, and illustrated in the
Physical Framework and Movement Plans at Figures 5 and 6 (page 12 &
13), are as follows:
6.1
MOVEMENT AND CONNECTIVITY
The urban structure is based around creation of a permeable network of
streets that enable ease of movement within the Complex and provide
connections to surrounding areas. This network of streets will form the
key organising element for the centre and allow for the creation of active
frontages, and provide development opportunities at street level.

Objectives:
•
•

Design Response:
•
•

Objectives:
•
•

6.3

Locate a medium Neighbourhood Activity Centre (NAC) to provide
for the needs of the Complex and the surrounding residential estates.
Encourage a feasible and effective transport oriented development
around the proposed Cranbourne East Railway Station, characterised
by higher density residential development.
PUBLIC REALM AND ACTIVE HUBS

Design Response:

The overall success of a city centre is largely related to the liveability and
usability of its public spaces which allow for people to interact. The
Structure Plan envisages a range of linked public spaces that provide
opportunities for people to gather, promoting social interaction and
community involvement. A high quality, inviting urban environment
activating the streets, prioritising pedestrians, promoting social interaction,
and stimulating business interest and economic activity will be pursued.

•

Objectives:

•

•
•
•
•

•

Key Elements

Make movement within the Complex an easy, memorable and safe
experience.
Base street design on best practice Urban Design (refer image
below: Living Streets are Walkable Streets, Street Manual, DOT UK,
2010).
Enhance connectivity and increase accessibility between the
Complex and adjoining residential estates to the south, north and
east; and, the Town Centre to the west.

Promote a mixed use pattern of development.
Deliver active frontages to the Main Street and at other strategic
locations to create a hub of activity.

6.2

Adopt a pattern of streets with a 200m x 200m walkable grid that
provides good connectivity between key activities.
Design safe, walkable, attractive and legible paths and streets, public
spaces, parks, homes, workplaces and key destinations.
Design pedestrian friendly streets that encourage walking and
improve community well being.
Design streets to respond to and integrate with abutting land uses.
Re-design the intersection of New Holland Drive and Lyall Street
to establish a direct cross intersection; design as a high quality
boulevard to encourage walking and improve the visual amenity
of the streetscape between the Complex and the retail core of the
Cranbourne Town Centre.
The design and delivery of the two north-south streets within the
Complex to establish direct and clear connections to the residential
communities to the south; as well as to east - west streets to complete
the grid.
MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT

The urban structure of the Complex is divided into six distinct precincts,
each generally characterised by a predominant land use. However within
each precinct a mix of uses is encouraged for vibrancy and to enhance
the viability of the Centre. It will also create opportunities for employment,
a diverse and interesting built form, improved public transport patronage
and provide wider community benefits.

•
•

Provide a network of equitable, diverse and accessible public open
spaces.
Enhance the quality of the urban environment with inviting and
interactive street design.

Design Response:
•
•

•

•
•

Design of the public realm that offers passive surveillance and
encourages community safety.
Building design that contributes to the quality of the public realm
and enhances the existing sense of place and identity of the
Cranbourne area.
Encourage developments that incorporate public plazas and spaces
that contribute to the overall quality and atmosphere of the public
realm.
Ensure development fronting streets contributes to a continuous
building edge and integrated streetscape.
Soften the hard edge urban environment and large building mass of
the CILC and create a more human scaled environment by means of
a linear path on an east-west axis.
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6.4

ECOLOGICALLY SUSTAINABLE DESIGN (ESD)
Design Response:

The Complex offers a unique o pportunity for Council to continue to showcase
ecologically sustainable design and deliver best practice sustainable outcomes whereby
environmental, economic and social benefits are maximised.

•

To ensure all buildings, facilities, businesses, residents, operators and organisations have
a strategy for environmentally sustainable operations.

Objectives:
•

•

To plan and design for the minimisation and off-setting of carbon emissions, that
achieve new benchmarks in energy conservation and increased use of renewable
energy resources.
To minimise waste generation, water consumption and stormwater run off from
existing and new buildings.

Illustration 2 : Artist impression of the proposed transitional retail in super block 1, and the Main Street south view from the train station - Vibrant street condition with alfresco dining and high quality public
realm treatments with appropriate built form interface
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7. PRECINCT REQUIREMENTS
T six discrete precincts (including the green open space) identified in the Structure Plan on the basis of their role and associated built form
The
ccharacter within the Casey Complex area are identified in Figure 5. Specific objectives, uses and built form outcomes for each of the precincts are
detailed in Table 1 (located on the following page).
d

Precinct
Requirements
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Precinct

Objectives

Preferred Uses

Preferred Height

Setbacks

Frontages and Entries
(Grain Size)

Transit

To facilitate and prioritise the delivery of the Cranbourne East railway
station with its related facilities.

Civic based commercial
Bus interchange
Train station
Convenience retail
Hotel

10m (3 storey)

Zero lot boundary.

Maximise the number of doorway entrances on the
commercial edge to maximise legibility, tenancy mix and
commercial opportunities.

To negotiate the design of an iconic station which is an efficient regional
transport mode for the Complex and the larger community.

Ground floor to ceiling
height a minimum of
3660mm excluding
parapet.

Maximise windows to improve articulation to the street;
blank wall and unsafe edge conditions to be avoided.

To concentrate high density housing and other uses around the station
that increase activity in the precinct and maximises the use of the
transport node.

Retail and
Commercial

To provide employment opportunities through commercial and office
uses.
To provide for diversity and intensification of development which
enhances vitality and create a 24/7 activity.

Recreation and
Leisure

To upgrade the existing sports/recreation facilities and provide new high
quality facilities for the Casey community.

At the retail edge one primary entrance every 4.5m to 6m
length, providing for a fine grain of shopfront widths and
retail mix.
Office
Commercial
Retail
Supermarket
Pharmacy
Medical centre
Second floor residential

10m (3 storey)

Leisure and recreation
Place of assembly

Subject to sports facility
standard requirements.

Zero lot boundary on the Main Street
edge (mandatory) and 3m on the
commercial edge of the Balla Balla
Street with front landscape.
Where a continuous urban facade
cannot be achieved, buildings should
improve the corner address at the
most prominent frontage. Ancillary
structures or landscaping should be
used to continue the edge.

To provide a range of sports related commercial and retail facilities to
serve the needs of residents and users of the Complex.

Subject to sports facility standard
requirements however zero lot
setback is encouraged wherever
applicable.

To provide the community with civic facilities and space for community
activities/festivals.
To rationalise and re-locate community facilities to more appropriate
locations and provide a civic space for iconic buildings that will engender
a pride of place and a degree of community ownership of this civic
space.

Residential

To provide more diverse housing within the walkable catchment of the
future Cranbourne East Train Station.
To increase the vibrancy of the area through 24/7 activity and provide
passive surveillance to the other uses/ users of the precinct.

Commercial and or residential at the upper storey to
correspond to the ground floor grain size and vertical
rhythm through appropriate façade treatments and
architectural elements.

The primary and secondary pedestrian entries to be
appropriately placed at strategic locations and major entries
to be emphasised and enhanced with public art and
architectural elements.
The entrances to maximise legibility for the users at the
street level with balanced control of access to the internal
sports use. The sports related retail to adhere to the fine
grain shop front concept of the overall precinct.

To promote, wherever possible, the opening up, or the provision of
outdoor areas to existing and new facilities to create a more vibrant
precinct where activities occur both indoor and outdoors.
Civic and
Community

The high number of doorway entrances will reflect a fine
grain of tenancy to improve activation of the streets. Blank
wall and unsafe edge conditions to be avoided.

Civic
Library
Community Centre
Childrens Centre
Transitional retail
Shop top residential

11m (3 storey)

Zero lot boundary on the retail edge
and up to 3m with soft landscape for
community buildings.

Entrances to community buildings to be legible with easy
access and direct connection to the public transport nodes.

Student housing
Affordable high to medium
density housing

13m (4-5 storey)

3m front landscaped garden to
address the residential street (Balla
Balla Road)

The integrated housing style units, terraces and apartments
to provide appropriate level of articulation to the street and
preferably rear loaded with access laneways.

Subject to high density
residential design to
provide 35- 40 units per
ha.

To encourage medium to high density residential units of integrated
housing typology to meet the 35- 40 units per ha infill target.

Table 1: Precinct Requirements
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The importance of implementation strategy for a Structure Plan has been
emphasized by the Department of Planning & Community Development.
em
Implementation Strategies are tools to provide greater direction and
Imp
certainty to the market, thereby encouraging increased investment in
cer
activity centres. Additionally by providing greater certainity, Council will
act
be required to make a long term and sustained committment to the
iimplementation
im
p
of this Structure Plan.

Joint Venture Partnerships include the following:

The
T
he Implementation Strategy highlights the stages and mechanisms that
ccan
an be used to deliver the Structure Plan vision, followed by an Action
Plan which lists key projects.
Pla

(a)

8.1 IMPLEMENTATION MECHANISMS

(c)

The implementation of this Structure Plan is envisaged to be undertaken
in 2 indicative stages as shown in Table 2:

(d)

•

Joint venture partnership with a developer; or, joint venture
partnership with a developer and the State Government.

Funding is required to enable design work and project implementation
over time. Funding options include:

(b)

Stage 1: Short Term
S
Stage 2: Long Term
S
(e)

General revenue to fund the long term Capital Works Program
(CWP).
External sources - State and Federal Government funding, grants
and the like.
Allocating a share of the annual rental income from present and
future lease agreements within the Complex for new development
and maintenance of existing facilities.
Public-private partnerships (PPP) programs; joint venture with the
private sector and NGO’s for the development of key sites and major
buildings, facilities for retail, mixed-use, commercial, and residential
uses.
And, a combination of all the above

Th
These
he
development stages can be accelerated at any time as the
need
ne
ee arises – when the timing is right; funding is available;and, when
development
proposals/interests are lodged to serve Council’s best
d
ev
interest.
inte
The Implementation Strategy to deliver this Structure Plan considers
several mechanisms for implementation. These mechanisms focus on:
(a) Statutory measures
(b) Council-led development, including all design development
(c) Joint venture partnership
Statutory measures include:
•
•
•

Implementation
Strategy

Council to adopt the Local Structure Plan.
Council to amend the Cranbourne Town Centre Structure Plan to
reflect the revised vision and urban structure for the Complex site.
Council to pursue a Planning Scheme Amendment process to rezone
the land consistent with the mixed use activity focus detailed in the
Structure Plan. To this end, the Activity Centre Zone has been chosen
as the appropriate planning tool.

Council-led development includes:
•

Design development, setting up the project management structure,
facilitation or liaison, proactive marketing and partial implementation.
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8.2

KEY ACTION PLANS

8.2.1

Short Term Projects

A number of short term projects Council have been determined to be fundamental to the orderly and proper development of the Complex. These projects can be found in Table 02 and include
indicative costs.
8.2.2

Long Term Projects

A number of long term projects have been identified that will be the fundamental for the future success of the Complex and to meet the strategic vision and objectives set out in this document.
These projects can be found in Table 4.

Land subdivision approval/ registration
Phase out / Clear Traffic School

NAC construction/completion (D 01)
Delivery of new library and commercial

CILC East facade design construction

CILC North Facade
Linear Park Landscape
Complete Main St. to Station
Implement Main St. landscape (continued)

Main St construction 200 linear metres
Implement Main St. landscape
Construct POS on Main St. B/C Rd. int.
Construct CILC Lane
Construct Main pylon Signs (2no.)
Detailed Architectural & Engineering Design
of new structures and infrastructures

Facilitate delivery of Mixed Use dev (D03)
Construct supermarket deck parking south
of CILC

Implement Main St Nth square landscape

Commence construction of Balla Balla Rd.
Cranbourne Basketball CILC Expansion
Delivery of Children Centre
Lyall St realignment completion
Linear Park development completion
Complete delivery of Way-finding signs
Construct Parking area for station
Start Cranbourne East Station detailed design
(DOT / VicTrack)

Complete Balla-Balla Road

Deliver 30% of total residential requirements
District 06

Deliver 30% of total residential requirementsDistrict 06

Deliver balance of Mix use+ TOD (D04)
Delivery of parking/mixed use buildings (D04)
Delivery of the balance of retail
Complete all other unfinished Street net
Construct Deck Parking in mixed use district

Landscaping- community hub (district 01)
Landscaping- Complex (staged)
Complete all landscape works to Complex

Cranbourne East train station and bus
interchange completed
Deliver the balance of total residential
requirements- District 04

Table 2: Implementation Program
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Table 4: Key Action Plan - Long Term
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Customer Service Centres
Cranbourne
Centro Cranbourne
Narre Warren
Magid Drive
Narre Warren South
Amberly Park
Shopping Centre
Telephone: 9705 5200
Facsimile: 9704 9544
TTY: 9705 5568
TIS: 131 450
(Translating and Interpreting
Service)
Magid Drive
PO Box 1000
Narre Warren VIC 3805
Email: caseycc@casey.vic.gov.au
Website: www.casey.vic.gov.au
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CT000543 CONTRACT VARIATION

Officers’ Reports
CT000543 Contract Variation

ITEM: 5.6.

City Planning and Infrastructure
City Design and Construction
Trevor Griffin
Purpose of Report:

To obtain an approval for a variation to Contract No. CT000543 –
Construction of Two (2) additional Recreation Reserve Facilities being
constructed at Clyde Recreation Reserve, Clyde and Lochaven Active Open
Space Reserve, Cranbourne West.

Recommendation
That Council approves the variation to Contract CT000543 - Construction of Two (2) additional
Recreation Reserve Facilities being Clyde Recreation Reserve, Clyde and Lochaven Active Open
Space Reserve, Cranbourne West as detailed in this report.

Officer General or Material Interest
No Council officers involved in the preparation of this report have a general or material interest in matters for
consideration.
Council Plan Reference
1.1 Deliver sustainable and adaptable infrastructure and activate places
Background
Council at its meeting of 2 February 2021 resolved:
1. That Council award the tender for Contract No. CT000543 Construction of One (1)
additional Recreation Reserve Facility (Package E), Clyde Recreation Reserve, Clyde
to 2Construct Pty Ltd for the Final Tender Price and Construction Contingency as
detailed in the Confidential Attachment to this report.
2. That, subject to funding from the Federal Government Local Roads and Community
Infrastructure Program, Council award the tender for Contract No. CT000543
Construction of One (1) additional Recreation Reserve Facility (Package F), Lochaven
Active Open Space Reserve, Cranbourne West to 2Construct Pty Ltd for the Final
Tender Price and Construction Contingency as detailed in the Confidential Attachment
to this report.
3. That Council notes the funding required in the 2021/22 Capital Works Program as
detailed in the Confidential Attachment to this report.
4. That the Contract documents be signed and sealed.
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Discussion
The works at the two new recreation reserves in Clyde and Cranbourne West (Lochaven) are generally
progressing well with some delays in construction as a result of Covid-19 restrictions and availability of
materials due to supply chain issues.
In awarding the Contract a contract contingency amount was also nominated to allow for any additional
contract costs resulting from such things as changes to the design, items not included in the design but
required or unexpected costs. This contract contingency is now expected to be exceeded.
Due to the overall value of this Contract, a Council resolution is required to amend this contract contingency
amount.
Financial Implications
Details of the contract variation costs are outlined in Attachment 1.
There are sufficient funds within the existing project budgets, as part of the 2021/22 and 2022/23 Capital
Works Program, to provide for this additional contract variation cost.
Conclusion
The construction of the two new recreation reserves at Clyde and Lochaven require additional amounts to
be added to the contract contingency. This increase can be accommodated with the existing project
budgets for the two reserves. It is recommended that Council approves the variation to Contract CT000543
as detailed in this report.
Attachments
Confidential Attachment Report Coverpage
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Confidential Attachment
ITEM: Governance only

CT000543 Contract Variation
In accordance with section 3, the information in this attachment has been deemed confidential information
by the Chief Executive Officer under section 3 (g) of the Local Government Act 2020 as it contains private
commercial information, being information provided by a business, commercial or financial undertaking
that— (i) relates to trade secrets; or (ii) if released, would unreasonably expose the business, commercial
or financial undertaking to disadvantage.
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5.7.

GROWING SUBURBS FUND

Officers’ Reports
Growing Suburbs Fund

ITEM: 5.7.

City Planning and Infrastructure
City and Asset Planning

Keri New
Purpose of Report:

Council endorsement for applications to the Victorian Government 2022-23
Growing Suburbs Fund.

Recommendation
That Council endorse the projects for submission to the Growing Suburbs Fund, and in doing so
commit the required rates as outlined for this report.
Officer General or Material Interest
No Council officers involved in the preparation of this report have a general or material interest in matters for
consideration.
Council Plan Reference
1.1 Deliver sustainable and adaptable infrastructure and activate places
1.4 Advocate on behalf of the community to State and Federal Governments for key service and
infrastructure delivery
Executive Summary




Applications for three projects valuing over $1,500,000 have been prepared for submission to the
Victorian Government’s Growing Suburbs Fund.
$1,235,000 is requested from the Victorian Government to ensure Casey’s growing community has
access to critical community infrastructure.
Endorsement of the applications will commit $265,000 in Council rates funding, including delivering
additional scope to projects as required by the funding criteria.

Background
The Growing Suburbs Fund has been committed by the State to continue the timely delivery of critical
infrastructure in Melbourne’s interface and peri-urban communities. This round will fund new, expanded, or
upgraded infrastructure projects with a high priority towards community infrastructure projects that
contribute to:








the social and economic recovery of communities and groups impacted by coronavirus (COVID-19)
the needs of rapidly growing communities
local employment creation in both the construction phase and the ongoing operation
improved local economic conditions in interface and peri-urban communities
improved capacity for councils to respond to changing community needs and demands
the delivery of innovative models of integrated/shared community infrastructure
creating a safe and engaging environment for vulnerable and isolated community members
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progressing key priorities of the Victorian Closing the Gap implementation plan by delivering important
cultural community infrastructure, and further enhancing the partnership between government sectors,
Aboriginal community-controlled organisations, and the wider community.

The program supports projects that have a direct benefit to communities and surrounding catchment areas
across the following broad infrastructure categories:
1. Community health and wellbeing
2. Early education, libraries, learning and training
3. Sport, recreation, and leisure facilities that have dedicated community space and support multi use
purposes
4. Environmental and climate change resilience
5. Placemaking, civic amenity, and community connecting
6. Purpose-built facilities that respond to the needs of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities.
Only projects that are “shovel ready” will be funded, meaning projects must commence construction within
18 months of the grant being announced and be completed within 24 months of the commencement of
construction. No council can receive more than 15 per cent of the total funding pool of $50 million ($7.5
million). Projects funded in partnership with Aboriginal community-controlled organisations will not form part
of the prescribed 15 per cent of the total pool of funding available to a single council.
Council officers have identified three priority projects that align with the GSF criteria. The funding body, the
Department of Jobs, Precincts and Regions (DJPR), requires Council endorsement and project prioritisation
to support the applications. In addition, DJPR must be consulted on all potential projects by 20 June 2022.
Council officers have met with representatives from DJPR to further discuss the City of Casey’s projects
below.
Priority One: Hampton Park Community House Renewal
The Hampton Park community is home to some of the most socioeconomically disadvantaged
neighbourhoods in the region. There is a significant proportion (8.3%) of the population who are long-term
unemployment beneficiaries, which puts the suburb in the highest quintile for Victoria. Almost half of
residents (49%) do not have a higher education qualification and almost a third (31%) completed year 10
schooling or below. As a result, there is a significant proportion of residents who are low skilled with low
education who are vulnerable to industry shifts (ie. ‘the future of work’) and will struggle to reskill for new
opportunities.
The Hampton Park Community House, which provides services for all ages and abilities, is heavily utilised
seven days a week from 7am into the evenings. The upgrade will bring the facility up to standard and
increase overall utilisation for programs such as early years services including a new three-year old
kindergarten service in 2023, services for CALD communities, and friendship groups.
The Project will also address the need to enhance safety for children and includes renewal of children’s
amenities, wet areas, building surrounds and children’s play areas.
In addition, works will improve functionality of the facility by realigning program and office spaces to address
fit for purpose, building condition and disability access to community meeting spaces.
Priority Two: Fairhaven Children’s Centre Renewal
Located in Cranbourne West which has both established and growth areas, Fairhaven Children’s Centre
provides a range of services including 3- and 4-year-old kindergarten, Maternal and Child Health Services,
and community spaces to run early years, parenting, and community programs and events.
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The Project will include an upgraded entry, creation of a breast-feeding area, a safe and inclusive Maternal
and Child Health waiting area, reception desk, improved back of house areas, and maintenance/repairs to
the exterior of the building.
These upgrades will provide a safer, fit for purpose, and inclusive environment for both staff and users both
now and into the future.
Priority Three: Camms Road Maternal and Child Health Centre Renewal
Located in Cranbourne with access to good public transport and walkability for residents, Camms Road
Maternal and Child Health Centre is a standalone Maternal and Child Health facility with two consult rooms.
The building is 43 years old and has limited accessible and accessible facilities for people with a disability or
people with limited mobility.
The Project will address accessibility issues and provide an accessible toilet as well as improve the
maternal and child health rooms, foyer area, and building surrounds. It will also provide environmentally
sustainable design improvements, landscaping and renewal of the kitchen.
These improvements will address fitness for purpose requirements, building condition upgrades, and
support the extension of services such as the lactation consultation service.
Community Engagement
Community engagement in conjunction with advice from Council service delivery teams have provided
feedback in relation to child safety improvements, building condition and fitness for purpose for the Hampton
Park Community House renewal project. This feedback has been used to inform the scope of the
project and expected outcomes. The tenant of the building has provided feedback and support of the
project.
As part of preparation of Councils 2022/2023 Capital Works Program consultation with internal staff was
conducted to consider and review information contained in Building Condition Reports and Fitness for
Purpose Assessments. Council staff representing Camms Road MCH and Fairhaven Family and
Community Centre provided inputs on behalf of their service clients that have informed the scope and
expected outcomes of these projects.
The Detailed Design Phase of each Project will provide an additional opportunity to seek feedback from the
community to inform final project scopes.
Financial Implications
To support the Growing Suburbs Fund applications, projects have recently undergone development of a
concept design and Opinion of Probable Cost. In endorsing the submission of these applications, Council
will need to commit rates in the pending capital works programs. If successful, these projects will be
included in the 2022-2023 Budget.
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Project Title
Hampton Park
Community
House Renewal
Fairhaven
Children’s
Centre Renewal
Camms Road
Maternal and
Child Health
Centre Renewal
TOTAL

Project
Cost
$970,000

GSF
Request
$970,000

$0

16/20 Stuart Avenue, Hampton Park
Narre Warren South Electorate

$270,000

$135,000

$135,000

$260,000

$130,000

$130,000

52 Fairhaven Boulevard, Cranbourne
West
Cranbourne Electorate
73 Camms Road, Cranbourne
Cranbourne Electorate

$1,500,000

$1,235,000

$265,000

Rates

Location

Conclusion
Council officers have prepared applications for the Growing Suburbs Fund to secure external funding to
assist in the delivery of critical community infrastructure in Casey. If successful, projects will be reflected in
the 2022-23 Budget. If projects are not successful, project scope and financial capacity will be reviewed
which may result in the projects being delayed until next financial year.
Attachments
Nil
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6.

CONSIDERATION OF REPORTS OF COMMITTEES

6.1. REPORTS OF COMMITTEES - TABLE OF CONTENTS
COMMITTEE MEETING

DATE OF COMMITTEE MEETING

Audit and Risk Committee Meeting

24 May 2022
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Attachment 6.1.1

Minutes of Audit and Risk Committee
Meeting
Tuesday 24 May 2022
held at Bunjil Place,
Narre Warren.
Commencing at 4:00 PM

Vision for the future: A more
connected, bold and resilient community.
Chairperson: John Nguyen
Administrator: Cameron Boardman
Chief Executive Officer: Glenn Patterson
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1.

ATTENDANCE

Appointed Members

Position

Administrator Cameron Boardman

Committee Member

John Nguyen

Chair, Independent Committee Member

Carol Pagnon

Independent Committee Member

Ernest Stabek

Independent Committee Member

Required Attendees

Position

Glenn Patterson

CEO

Steve Coldham

Director Corporate Services

Jen Bednar

Director Customer and Business Transformation

Bernard Rohan

Chief Financial Officer

Charles Nganga

Deputy Chief Financial Officer

Caroline Bell ‐ Absent

Manager Corporate Governance

Renee Russell

Team Leader Governance and Integrity

Michelle Tipton

Head of Governance Integrity and Legal Support

Tracey Taylor

Minute Assistant ‐ Governance Officer

Internal and External Auditors

Organisation

Travis Derricott

VAGO – External

Barbara Chipwanya ‐ Absent

VAGO – External

Mark Peters

HLB Mann Judd – Internal

Kundai Mstambiwa

HLB Mann Judd ‐ Internal

2.

WELCOME AND APOLOGIES

That the apology of Caroline Bell and Barbara Chipwanya be noted and accepted.
Noted

3.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF COUNTRY
The City of Casey proudly acknowledges the traditional owners, Casey’s Aboriginal communities
and their rich culture and pays respect to their Elders past, present and future. We acknowledge
Aboriginal people as Australia’s first peoples and as the traditional owners and custodians of the
land on which we work and live.
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4.

CONFLICT OF INTERESTS
Declaration by Committee Members, Administrators and Council staff of any Conflict of Interest or
Personal Interests pursuant to Sections 130 and 131 of the Local Government Act 2020 (the Act) in
any items on the Notice Paper.
(Note that Section 130(2)(a) of the Act requires Committee Members, Administrators and Council
staff to disclose the nature of a Conflict of Interest immediately before the relevant consideration or
discussion). Section 130(2)(b) also requires that the Committee Members, Administrators and
Council staff declaring a Conflict Interest must exclude themselves from the decision
making process in relation to that matter, including any discussion or vote on the matter and any
action in relation to the matter.

5.

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES

Mover/ Seconder: Ernest Stabek / Carol Pagnon
That the Minutes of the Audit and Risk Meeting held on 1 February 2022 be confirmed.
Confirmed

6.

ACTION ITEMS
Action

Officer

Due Date

Status

In progress Action Items
Manager Corporate Governance to
advise the Committee out of
session via a briefing paper on the
approach to OH&S and the
Pandemic Response
Manager Corporate Governance to
provide out of session update on
strategies to address bullying and
harassment as outlined in the
Ethical and Statutory Compliance
report
Manager of Corporate Governance
to ensure that future selfassessment surveys are sent to
ELT members.

Caroline Bell, Manager
Corporate Governance

5 September 2022

In-progress

Caroline Bell, Manager
Corporate Governance

5 September 2022

In-progress

Caroline Bell, Manager
Corporate Governance

6 December 2022

In-progress

The CFO will provide out of
session advice to the Committee in
June on the status of the proposed
revaluation, providing a copy of the
shell accounts, and a general
update on the audit
Item to be added to the Risk
Register in relation to the
Employee Retention Plan – “Staff
retention is up to date with current
development.”

Charles Nganga, Acting Chief
Financial Officer

30 June 2022

In-progress

Caroline Bell, Manager
Corporate Governance

5 September 2022

In-progress
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Completed Action Items
Manager Corporate Governance to
include a standing item to the
Committee agenda for the
Victorian Auditor General’s Office
to brief the Committee on audit
trends and themes.
Manager Corporate Governance to
advise the Committee out of
session on the approach to
conducting the Cyber Security
Maturity Assessment Review.

7.
7.1.

Caroline Bell, Manager
Corporate Governance

2 May 2022

Completed

Caroline Bell, Manager
Corporate Governance

2 May 2022

Completed

REPORTS FOR CONSIDERATION
FINANCIAL REPORT

Financial Report

ITEM: 7.1.

Corporate Services
Finance & Rates
Bernard Rohan
Purpose of Report:

To update the Audit and Risk Committee on Casey’s financial performance.

That the March 2022 Financial Report be noted.
Noted
7.2.

2021/22 FINANCIAL YEAR END UPDATE

2021/22 Financial Year End Update

ITEM: 7.2.

Corporate Services
Finance and Rates
Bernard Rohan
Purpose of Report:

To provide an update on the progress being made on the 2021/22 financial
year end process.

That the Audit and Risk Committee note:

the progress being made on the 2021/22 financial year end process and that the proposed
treatment of asset valuation issues are expected to be within normal parameters

out of session advice will be provided by the CFO to the Committee in June on the status of the
proposed revaluation, providing a copy of the shell accounts, and a general update on the audit.
Noted
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7.3.

TRANSFORMATION RISK UPDATE

Transformation Risk Update

ITEM: 7.3.

Director Customer and Business Transformation
Customer and Business Transformation
Jen Bednar
Purpose of Report:

Transformation Risk and Audit Report

That the Audit and Risk committee note the current Interim Governance and Delivery Approach.
That the Audit and Risk committee support the plan for Audit and Assurance for the Transformation
program.
That the Audit and Risk committee note the Risk Register.
Noted
7.4.

DRAFT INTERNAL AUDIT SCHEDULE 2022 - 2024

Draft Internal Audit Schedule 2022 - 2024

ITEM: 7.4.

Corporate Governance

Purpose of
Report:

To present the draft 2022-24 Internal Audit Schedule for
consideration and endorsement.

Mover / Seconder: Carol Pagnon / Ernest Stabek
The draft Internal Audit Schedule 2022-24 be endorsed for implementation.

Endorsed
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7.5.

PREVENTION OF FRAUD AND CORRUPTION POLICY

Prevention of Fraud and Corruption Policy

ITEM: 7.5.

Corporate Services
Corporate Governance
Caroline Bell
Purpose of Report:

To provide the Audit and Risk Committee with the recently endorsed
Prevention of Fraud and Corruption Policy.

That the report be noted.

Noted
7.6.

REVIEW OF CREDIT CARDS (INCLUDING PAYMENT CARD INDUSTRY DATA SECURITY STANDARD COMPLIANCE) - INTERNAL AUDIT

Review of Credit Cards (Including payment card industry
data security standard compliance) - Internal Audit

ITEM: 7.6.

Corporate Services
Corporate Governance
Caroline Bell
Purpose of Report:

To accept the findings of the Internal Audit - Review of Credit Cards (incl.
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard “PCI” Compliance).

Mover / Seconder: Ernest Stabek / Carol Pagnon
That the recommendations of the Internal Audit - Review of Credit Cards (incl. Payment Card
Industry Data Security Standard “PCI” Compliance) be accepted.

Accepted
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7.7.

STATUTORY AND ETHICAL COMPLIANCE REPORT

Statutory and Ethical Compliance Report

ITEM: 7.7.

Corporate Services
Corporate Governance
Caroline Bell
Purpose of Report:

To provide an update on Council’s Ethical and Statutory compliance for
the Jan-March 2022 quarter.

That the Committee note the report.

Noted
7.8.

GOOD GOVERNANCE UPDATE

Good Governance Update

ITEM: 7.8.

Corporate Services
Corporate Governance
Caroline Bell
Purpose of Report:

To provide an update about the Good Governance Framework, highlighting a
range of actions undertaken in the Jan-Mar 2022 quarter.

That the Committee note the report.

Noted

8.

VAGO TRENDS AND THEMES

8.1. VAGO STATUS REPORT APRIL 2022
The Committee was briefed by Mr Travis Derricott from the Victorian Auditor-General’s Office on the VAGO
status report as attached

9.
9.1.

OTHER BUSINESS
OTHER BUSINESS

The Chair on behalf of the Committee thanked Mr Bernard Rohan for his contributions and provided well
wishes for his future career opportunity.

10. APPENDIX
10.1. AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE ACTIONS
10.2. LOCAL GOVERNMENT RECENT REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS - MAY 2022
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11. CLOSE OF MEETING
CONCLUSION OF MEETING
The Meeting closed at 5.38 PM
Confirmed this 6th day of September 2022

………………………………………….
John Nguyen
Chair, Audit & Risk Committee
City of Casey
TT
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6.2. RECORD OF DISCUSSION

ASSEMBLY
DETAILS
7 June 2022

21 June 2022

COUNCILLOR
ATTENDEES
Noelene Duff PSM
Miguel Belmar
Cameron Boardman

Noelene Duff PSM
Miguel Belmar
Cameron Boardman
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OFFICER
ATTENDEES
Glenn Patterson
Jen Bednar
Steve Coldham
James Collins
Colette McMahon
Will Babington
Caroline Bell
Keri New
Charles Nganga
Daniel Osborne
Callum Pattie
Teresa Thomson
Sharon Lozsan
Tracey Taylor
Michelle Tipton
Glenn Patterson
Colette McMahon
Jen Bednar
Steve Coldham
James Collins
Will Babington
Emma Butterworth
Charles Nganga
Joanna Noesgaard
Duncan Turner
Sharon Lozsan
Carol Smith

RECORD OF DISCUSSION
OTHERS
MATTERS CONSIDERED
PRESENT
 Item 1.1 Gender Equity and
Prevention Violence Against
Women Strategic Plan


Council Meeting Agenda
Review for 21 June 2022



Upcoming Council Briefings



Director Updates



Item 1.1 Corporate Suite of
Documents for Adoption



Item 1.2 Monthly Finance
Report



Item 1.3 Hampton Park Hill
Development Plan
Upcoming Briefings



Director Updates

CONFLICT OF INTEREST
DISCLOSURES
Nil

Nil
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28 June 2022

12 July 2022

Noelene Duff PSM
Miguel Belmar
Cameron Boardman

Noelene Duff PSM
Miguel Belmar
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Glenn Patterson
Jen Bednar
Juanita Du Plessis
Colette McMahon
James Collins
Clint Allsop
Marion Greig
Sharon Lozsan
Tracey Taylor
Glenn Patterson
Jen Bednar
Steve Coldham
James Collins
Colette McMahon
Caroline Bell
Marion Greig
Trevor Griffin
Keri New
Callum Pattie
Angie Peresso
Bronwyn Saffron
Kathryn Seirlis
Jessica Winston
Carol Smith
Tracey Taylor

RECORD OF DISCUSSION
 Item 1.1 Confidential Briefing


Director Updates



Item 1.1 Confidential Briefing



Item 1.2 Confidential Briefing



Council Meeting Agenda
Review for 12 July 2022



Upcoming Council Briefings



Director Updates

Nil

Nil
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7.

PETITIONS

7.1. ABANDONED BUILDING SITE - 47 WINTERSUN ROAD, BERWICK
Item 7.1 Abandoned Building Site – 47 Wintersun Road, Berwick
Submitted by Octavian Gherghiceanu and signed by 7 signatories.
Recommendation: that the Manager Planning and Building write to the head
signatory and provide a response to the matters raised in the petition.

8.

URGENT BUSINESS

9.

CLOSED COUNCIL
Pursuant to Section 3 of the Local Government Act 2020 (the Act), the Chief Executive Officer has
determined that the reports listed below, and their attachments are confidential in accordance with
Section 3 of the Act for the reasons specified:
•

Item 13.1 – Section 3(a) – Council business information, being information that would prejudice
the Council’s position in commercial negotiations if prematurely released.
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